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THE RIGHT HONOURABLE 

EDWARD W AL P OLE Esq
; 

Principal Secretary to his GRACE the DUKE 

of DEVONSHIRE as Lord-Lieutenant of 

IRELAND, and one of His MAJESTY'S 

most Honourable Privy-Council for that 

Kingdom. 

SIR, 

O F all the incidents in my life there is none 
I reflect upon with greater pleasure, than 

the happiness of falling into your acquaintance at 
CAMBRIDGE. There, among the many agree-
able hours I had the honour of passing in your 
company, you may remember the conversation 
sometimes turned upon Opticks, a Science you 
knew I had taken some pains in : And the cu-
riosity you then discovered, in relation to some 

points 
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points that had not been sufficiently explained by 
former writers, was the principal motive with me 

to take them more particularly into consideration. 

B u T as our acquaintance grew by degrees into 

a settled friendship, I became desirous of giving 
you some publick testimony of the reipect and 
affection I had for you ; to which end I began 

to collect together and revise my scattered papers, 

and to think of preparing them for the Press. 

And so sollicitous was I to produce something 

not unworthy of the Patronage you were then 

pleased to grant me, that I attended too little to 

the good old rule, Quid valeant humeri^ and 
projected a design much too large for the health 
and leisure I had to prosecute it. 

B Y the want of these, the work has been re-

tarded for so many years, that in the more active 

and conspicuous scene of life you have since en-

tered upon, wherein you appear with so much 

honour to yourself and so much pleasure to your 

friends, when your former thoughts upon this 

subject must neceflarily have been long since 

discontinued and laid aside, I am sensible you 

can hardly have time to look into, or think of 

what 
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what in the days of your Academical leisure 

would have been no disagreeable entertainment. 

To you however I must beg leave to address it, 

because, of how little use or pleasure soever it 

may now be to you, to you the Present of right 

belongs. 5Twas you that set me first to work; 

'twas you that procured me leisure in time to 

finish it ; 'twas my affection for you and that a-

lone, that gave me strength and spirit to go 

through with it. 

F o R in the weak and unsettled state of health 

I have been in for many years, the common 

motives to such undertakings, as the importuni-
ty of acquaintance, the hopes of fame, or even 
the desire of promoting useful knowledge, could 

never have been strong enough to carry me 

through so large and difficult a Work, had I 

not been animated by a warmer affection arising 

from the amiable qualities of the best of Friends, 

improved by a long experience and observation 

of them, and still farther heightened by a train 

of favours and honours received from his hand 

and heart 

THESE 
i 
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THESE effects of your Friendship for me are 
so much to my reputation, that you must par-
don my vanity in taking this publick notice of 
them. Were the Treatise I present you with 
at all answerable to my ambition, it should be 
a lasting Monument of the Gratitude of, 

SIR, 

Tour most affectionate Friend, 

and humble Servant, 

ROBERT SMITH, 



PREFACE. 

T
HE first of the sour Books; or the Popular Treatise, though partly in-

tended as an Introduction to-the rest, is chiefly designed for the use 

of those who would know something of Opticks, but want the preparatory 

learning that is necejj'ary for a thorough acquaintance with that Science. 

With this view I have here-avoided all Geometrical Demonstrations, and 

instead thereof have substituted that more entertaining and looser sort of 

proof that may be drawn from experiment only ; and the experiments I 

have contrived for that end, are not only easy to be understood, but may, 

if the Reader pleases, be try ed with very little trouble or apparatus 

By this means one who ufis a little application, may find him/elf master 

of no inconsiderable part of the doctrine of Opticks, which is here explained 

in such a manner, as I hope may be easy to all, and yet not tedious to more 

skilful Readers, who perhaps-may find here and there something not unworthy 

of their notice. 

Another advantage destgned for the Readers above-mentioned is, that this 

Popular Treatise well understood, will be abundantly sufficient to conduct 

them through many curious pieces contained in the Remarks, and even, 

through the. whole third and fourth Books -, especially if their heads be a little 

turned towards mechanical matters, and be furnished withsome of the first 

and easiest principles of Astronomy. -

In the third Book, besides some curious collections belonging to the art of 

grinding Glasses, drawn up and communicated by the late Hon. Samuel 

Molyneux Esq-, I have given a full description of a compleat Set of Op-

tical and Astronomical Instruments, according to the latest and best improve-

ments ; together with particular explanations of their several uses, when ap-

•ply'ed to the purposes of Astronomy, Geography, Navigation, Levelling, and 

other useful Arts. 

And in the fourth Book I have given a compleat history and collection 

of Telescopic al Discoveries in the heavens, selected from a great variety of 

books, memoirs, and observations of the best Astronomers. To which I intended 

to have added a like collection of Microscopical Discoveries, but found my 

Work was grown too large without it. 
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Thus I have endeavoured to lay open a large field of Knowledge, even to 

persons very moderately preparedfor this fort of Learning. 

Those that are better versed in Euclid's Elements, after reading the four 

first chapters of mysecond Book, which contain the Geometrical Elements of 

the whole Work, demonstrated in a stort and easy manner, may then pro-

ceed to such parts of it as they are most inclined to. For I have endeavoured 

to make all the Chapters in the four Books, and the pieces in the Remarks, as 

much independent on one another as I could -, chufing rather to repeat a few 

matters in the order and form in which they occasionally presented themselves, 

than to trouble my readers to recur to them elsewhere in a different dress: not 

to mention that different views of the fame truths are Jeldom disagreeable to 

men of tafie, and are equally useful to beginners with the writings of dif-

ferent authors upon the fame subject. 

As I generally demonstrate every thing from the first principles, the Re-

marks are Jeldom explanatory of any thing in the four Books, but are chiesty 

additions to them-, as containing the History of Inventions and their improve-

ments, dissertations on different opinions in difficult points, confutations of 

errors, collections of hints, observations and queries, subjects enlarged upon or 

reconstdered in a different manner, both physteal and mathematical, as cu-

rious and valuable as any in the four Books: and as some of these pieces are 

pretty long, I fiould have printed them with a letter somewhat larger, had 

the press been furnished with it. 

As the general contents of the whole Work will sufficiently appear by the 

Table of the Chapters, and the particulars by the Index, I might here 

conclude ; but as the Reader may expect some account os what is to be found 

in this W'irk, either of new discovery, or of improvement upon what has been 

delivered by other writers, I stall here mention some of the principal mat-

ters. 

i. The determination of the Focus of a pencil of refected rays, after 

falling directly or obliquely on any number of plane or spherical surfaces* 

or of refracted rays, after pasting directly or obliquely through any number 

of lens's of any thickness, or through different mediums having plane orspheri-

cal surfaces, is made more general and easy ; by reducing it in all these cases 

to the like stmple proportion, that determines the focus of a pencil after falling 

directly upon a singlesurface : and even in the Popular Treatise, I have gi-

ven a plainer and fuller idea of the postions and relative motions of conjugate 

focus s along the axis of the glasses, than what I could meet with in Books 

of Opticks. 

2. The 
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2. The determination os the Aberrations of reflected a?id refracted rays 

from i he geometrical focus, caused by their different refrangìbìlìty and by the 

spheric alness of the figure of the surfaces, is made easier in simple cafes, 

is treated more copiously in different ways, is made more general, and ap-

plied to more complex constructions of Optical Instruments than heretofore. 

3. Hence after demonstrating the known rules for proportioning the 

lengths, apertures and eye-glasses of reflecting and refracting Telescopes, the 

theory of a reflecting Microscope, having a concave spherical speculum and 

a convex eye-glass, as proposed by Sir Isaac Newton, is fully considered • 

and rules are given for the improvement of this microscope, as far as its con-

struction will admit. 

4. The rules delivered by Mr. Huygens for the improvement of refracting 

Microscopes, both single and double, are also considered and demonstrated 

But since the magnifying powers of all forts of microscopes yet extant, are 

limited by the insuperable difficulty of truly figuring a lens or speculum of so 

small a size, as their constructions require for magnifying more than ordina-

ry, in considering how to remove that difficulty, I found out a construction 

with two spherical speculums and a convex eye-glass, wherein that cxcestive 

smallness is not necessary. And aster due consideration of the theory here 

described, and an Essay of it made by Mr. Short of Edinburgh, I am of 

opinion, if sufficient care be taken in the practical part, to follow the di-

rections and the Table of Measures here given, that this microscope may 

far excel all others yet extant : I mean in magnifying transparent objects 

more than usual; which is generally sufficient, because the particles of all 

substances will become transparent when rendredsufficiently small, and these 

are the particles that we want to fee magnified more than ordinary. 

5. Mr. G r ego rie proposed to construct his Telescope with speculums figured 

according to the conick sections, which being impracticable, the necessity of 

using spherical speculums has rendred the theory much more complex, on ac-

count of the aberrations of the rays. His telescope and that os Mr. Cassegrain 

I have considered very minutely, and have given a solution of this problem. 

Having the focal distance of the larger speculum, the angle of vision, the 

degrees of apparent brightness and distinctness, with which the object stall 

appear, to construct the telescope. Hence I have calculated a table os the di-

mensions and magnifying powers of these telescopes. 

6. To 
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6. To the description of the Binocular Telescope I have added a solution 

of the mofi remarkable phenomenon belonging to it, and of two or three more 

of the same kind relating to double vision. 

7. To the description and properties of Caustic ks, I have added insome cafes 

et determination of the density of the rays in their several parts \ and have 

compared the powers of Burning-Glasses of several sorts, one with another; 

whereby it appears which glasses are the besi for casting a strong light upon 
microscopical objects. 

8. 1 have given a more general solution of the known problem for finding 

the diameters and breadths of Rain-bows j and have composed jome proposi-

tions to stew the variations of the apparent magnitude, figure and brightness 

of the Sun, when seen by rays refracted in various angles through spherical 

bodies; and have considered Sir lhzc Newton's thoughts upon Halo's, whose 

phenomena, he tells us in the preface to his Opticks, he endeavoured to ac-

count for, but for want ofJuffcient observations, left that matter to be farther 

examined. I have also reduced the mathematical matters belonging to Mr. 

Huygens'j theory of Corona s and Parhelia, to a few proposttions, and de-

monjirated the construction of his tables. And have stewn why Corona s or 

Halo's about the fun and moon, appear not circular but oval 

9 This is a natural consequence from our idea os the Sky, whose apparent 

Figure I have here considered ; and taking it for a segment of a Jpherical 

surface, as it generally seems to be, have determined the proportion of its al-

titude to the diameter of its base ; and from hence have deduced an adequate 

solution of the long disputed question, why the Sun, Moon and Constellations 

appear larger near the horizon, than at higher elevations, and in what pro-

portions ; which proportions agree so well to our common conceptions of their 

different magnitudes at different elevations, as to amount to a physteal proof of 

the truth of this solution; especially as it is applicable to many other pheno-

mena of the fame kind, and is confirmed in the Remarks by an experiment 

made upon a like appearance. I have also offered some reasons, to be farther 

examined, why the Horizontal Moon appears now and then of a size extra-

ordinary large ; and have determined the proportion of moon-light to day-

light. 

10. The causes that figgest our ideas of Distance, and the determination 

of the Apparent Distance of an objectseen in glasses, is another famous inquiry 

of no small difficulty, upon which much has been written, but with little cer-

tainty andsatisfaction to the curious. I have therefore confidered this point 

in 
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in a very particular wanner, and have settled it on such a foundation of 

reason and experience, as, I hope, will admit of no doubt or dispute 

for the suture. And upon the Principle by which I introduce the consi-

deration of apparent distance into geometry, I have not only determined it 

in vision with any number of glasses, but by the help of Geometrical Places, 

bave shewn its regular variations, while the eye, object, or system os glasses 

are moving forwards or backwards ; and have found the variations so deter-

mined to be agreeable to experience. 

11. By the help of the said Principle, and os an admirable Dioptrick Theo-

rem invented by Mr. Cores, / was also enabled to give very general and yet 

very easy determinations of the Apparent Distance, Magnitude, Situation, 

Distinctness, Brightness, the greatest Angle of Vision and Visible Area, that is, 

of all the appearances of an object seen by rays coming from any number of 

speculums, lens's or mediums having plane or spherical surfaces ; and in 

corollaries from them to deduce the known properties of Telescopes and Mi-

croscopes of all forts ; which however are independently demonstrated in other 

places of the Book and Remarks. 

12. In farther confirmation of the truth and extent of the Principle 

cbovementioned. I have also applied it to one of the most difficult subjects in 

Opticks, upon which the be ft writers have not yet succeeded. It is to determine 

the Apparent Shape of a large plane object, distorted by too oblique reflections 

from spherical speculums, or too great refractions through spherical mediums, 

when viewed cither by one eye alone or both ; which in some cafes alters the 

appearance very furprizingly, and by the bye accounts for that admirable 

effect of a large concave speculum in heightening the Relievo of Pictures. 

13. Lastly, I have drawn up some general Theorems on purposefor com-

puting the diameter of the Image of an object, whether distinctly or indistinct-

ly formed upon the Retina or any surface parallel to it; and for stewing its 

properties and variations upon varying the distance of the object ; alsofor com-

puting the diameter, and stewing the variations of the section of a single pen-

cil cut by the retina or a surface parallel to it ; andfor determining the place 

os one or more refracting surfaces, requisite to transfer the rays from one gi-

ven focus to another. 

This is afiort account of the general matters to be found in this Treatise, 

besides collections from other authors, whose thoughts and words too I have 

not scrupled to copy for many pages together, as often as theysuited my purpose; 

and when they did not, those that are conversant in Books of Opticks willfind, 

that 
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that what I have borrowedfrom others, is not the worse for having passed 
through my hands. 

I must now make my acknowledgements to my Friends and Acquaintance for 

the assistance they have been pleased to give me-, viz. to Martin Folkes Esq-, for 

his curious remarks on fallacies in vision, on the sun's apparent distance, on the 

apparent figure of the sky, on the apparent curvity of the sdes of long walks and 

ploughed lands 
y
 and the changes of curvity by the observer s motion; to John 

Had ley Esq; to whom we owe the present perfection of resetting telescopes, for 

a full and accurate description of his manner of making the speculums ; to 

Mr. Mac Laurin ProfeJJbr of Mathematicks at Edinburgh, for his account of 

some resetting telescopes made with glass speculums by Mr. Short ^/"Edinburgh ; 

to Mr. George Graham F.R.S.for ajjifting me in the description of his A-

stronomical Sector, and of the Mural Arch in the Royal Observatory at Green-

wich ; and to Dr. Jurin, for hissolution of Mr. Molyneux'-f problem mentioned 

by Mr. Locke, whether a person born blind and made to fee when adult, could 

distinguifi a globe from a cube atfirst fight ; for his remarks on fallacies of 

fight, and on the association of ideas ; for his dissertation on squinting ; for 

his experiments to stew how much brighter an object appears to both eyes 

than to one alone ; for his solution of some surprizing phenomena in double 

vision:, and lastly for his Essay on distinct and indistinct vision ; which 

contains so great a variety of new observations, curious discoveries, and diffi-

cult points, discussed and determined withso much perspicuity, penetration and 

judgment, that for a just idea of them the reader must have recourse to the 

Essay it self. When he has read it and the curious pieces communicated by 

those other gentlemen, lam sure he willjoin with me in thanks to their several 
Authors. 

ERRATUM. 

£SSAY pag. 149. Col. 1. lin. 10. from the lottom, read, as the image of the diameter of the íìlk-
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A 

Popular Treatise. 

CHAP. I. 

CONCERNING LIGHT. 

H O E V E R has considered what a number os properties Light coti&fa 

and effects of light are exactly similar to the properties of
 P"*

9, 

and effects of bodies of a sensible bulk, will find it diffi-
cult to conceive that light is any thing else but very 

small and distinct particles of matter * : which being incessantly thrown 
out from shining substances, and every way dispersed by reflection 
from all others, do impress upon cur organs of seeing that peculiar 
motion, which is requisite to excite in our minds the sensation of light. 
But for the present purpose it is sufficient to observe that light con-
sists of parts, both successive in the same lines and contemporary in 
several lines: because in the fame place, you may stop that which 
comes one moment, and let pass that which comes presently after ; 
and at the same time, you may stop it in one place, and let it pass 
in another. For that part of the light which is stopt cannot be the 
fame with that which is let pass. 

2. The least light or part of light, which may be stopt alone A ray of light 
without the rest of the light, or propagated alone, or do or suffer W^JJ^0W 

any thing alone, which the rest of the light doth not or suffereth c0 1 ere 

not, is called a Ray of lights. That rays of light are straight, is 
evident enough from the shadows of bodies ; or from the appearance 

■* Newt.-Opt. QJJ. 29. p. 345. 8°- Edit. f Newton's definition. Opt. p. 1. 

A of 
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of light passing through little holes into a dark room full of dust or 
smoke ; or because bodies cannot be seen through the bore of a bend-
ed, pipe ; or because they cease to be seen by die interposition of o-
ther bodies, as the fixt stars by the interposition of the moon and 
planets ; and the parts of the fun by the interposition of the Moon, 
Mercury or Venus. Rays of light may therefore be represented by 
straight lines, not Mathematical but Physical, which are described by 
the motion of the parts or particles of light : and the point which 
a ray possesses in falling upon any surface may be considered as a 

Physical Point. 
The manner 3. When a ray of light falls obliquely upon a smooth polished 
•f reflection f

ur
f
ace

 [
t
 [

s
 turned out of its way either by reflection or refraction 

and refraction ' T • 1 1 • 1 1 • r 
of a ray de- in the rollowing manner. Imagine the paper upon which this figure 
scribed, j

s
 drawn to be perpendicular to the surface os stagnating water, and. 

1S *' to cut it in the line RS, and that a ray of light, coming in the air 
along the line AC, falls upon RS at the point C. Then supposing 
the line PC^ to be perpendicular to the surface of the water, if the 
ray be reflected, or turned back at C into the air again, it will de-
scribe a straight line CB, inclined to the perpendicular CP at an an-
gle PCB exactly equal to the angle PCA. 

z* But if the ray that came along AC goes into the water at C, it 
will not proceed straight forward, but being refracted or bent at 67, it 
will describe another straight line CE inclined to the perpendicular 
at a lesser angle E'C^than the angle ACP ; and the line CE will always 
be so situated, that when any circle, described about the center C, cuts 
the line CA in A and CE in E, the perpendiculars AD and EF, drawn 
from A and E to the line P^, shall always bear the fame proportion 
to each other j whatever be the magnitude of the angle ACP. In wa-

ter the line is always three quarters of AD. 
Angles and 4. In both these cafes the line AC is called the Incident Ray, CB 
fmes of inci- the Reflected Ray, CE the Refracted Ray, C the point of incidence, 

gSonwhS" BCi^the perpendicular (at the point) of incidence, the angle ACP 
Fig. 1, 2. the Angle of Incidence, BCP the Angle of Reflection, ECg^ the 

Angle of Refraction ; the line AD the Sine of Incidence, that is, of 
the angle of incidence j and EF the Sine of Refraction, that is, of 
the angle of refraction. 

A Medium 5. Empty space, or any transparent body, is called a Medium 5 
what.

 an
j mediums are denser in proportion as they are heavier bulk for 

bulks and their power to reflect and refract light is found to be great-

er in proportion as they are denser, very nearly *. 
laws of refle 6. The foregoing properties of Reflection and Refraction being dis-
i ien and re- covered and established by repeated experiments upon light and bodies 

* Newt. Opt. p. 24.5^80. 
of 
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os all sorts both fluid and solid, without any exception yet known ; « 
and being the principal foundation of the whole science of Opticks, 
are called the Laws of Reflection and Refraction ; and are expressed by 

Sir Isaac Newton in the following words. 
7. the angles of refection and refraction lye in one and the fame First hn. 

plane with the angle of incidence ; that is, in the plane drawn through 
the incident ray and the perpendicular at the point of incidence, as 

represented in the figures, 1, 2. 
8. the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence. Second lav* 

9. Hence it follows that the incident and reflected rays are equally
 Fir!l

 conse-

inclined to the reflecting plane j that is, the angles ACR and BCS J^
0
*; 

-are equal ; as appears by taking the equal angles P CA and P CB from 

rhe equal angles P CR and PCS. 
10. It follows also that when the incident ray is perpendicular to Second const-

the reflecting surface, it shall be reflected directly back along the same l
uence

* 

perpendicular ; as appears by diminishing the equal angles of incidence 
and reflection till the rays AC, CB coincide with the perpendicular CP. 

11. If the reflected or refracted ray be returned directly back to the Third law. 

point of incidence, it shall be reflected or refracted into the fame line 
before described by the incident ray. 

12. Refraction out of a rarer medium into a denser a is made to- Fourth law. 

wards the perpendicular ; that is, so that the angle of refraction be
 a Art

- 5-

less than the angle of incidence. 
13. the fine of incidence, AD, is to the fine of refraBion, EF, ei- Fifth law. 

ther accurately or very nearly in a given ratio -, that is, supposing any
 Fj

& 4* 

other incident ray aC to be refracted into the line Ce, and the sines 
ad and ef to be drawn perpendicular to P^, the ratio of ad to ef 
is the fame as the ratio of AD to EF. It is found by experience, 
that if the refraction be made out of air into water, the sine of inci-
dence of red light is to the sine of its refraction as 4 to 3 : if out of 
air into glass as 17 to 11, or nearly as 3 to 2. In light of other co-
lours the sines have other proportions, but the difference is so little 

that it seldom need be considered. 
14. Hence it appears by inspection of the figures (2, 3, 4.) that Fj

r
st

 con
se_ 

when the angle of incidence ACP is increased, the corresponding quenec. 

angle of refraction EC^ will also be increased ; because the ratio of 
their sines, AD, EF, cannot continue the fame unless they be both in-
creased. Consequently if two angles of incidence be equal to each^ 
other, the angles of refraction will also be equal to each other. On 
the contrary, when the angle of incidence is diminished, the angle of 
refraction will also be diminished 5 insomuch that when one of theie an-

gles becomes infinitely small the other also becomes infinitely small. 

15. And 
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Second confe- tÇ, And so it comes to pass that when the incident ray coincides 
quence. 

Third conse-

quence. 

Fig. 2. . 

Fig. £ 

a Art. 13 

with the perpendicular to the refracting surface, it will proceed straight 
forward into the other medium without any bending at all. 

16. From which it is reasonable enough to conclude back again, 
that while the angle of incidence is continually increasing, the refract-
ed ray will be continually more and more bent and diverted from the 
course of the incident ray produced : I mean if AC be continued to' G, 
the arch E G and the angle ECG will continually increase : especially 
considering that when the angle of incidence in air becomes very near-
ly a right one, and consequently the incident ray goes almost parallel 
to the surface of the water, this ray is as much bent at C into the line 
CE as the 3d figure represents. In which EF, the sine of refra-
ction, being always three quarters'of AD, is now three quarters of 
the radius of the circle. Hence we find * that this angle of refraction, 
EC^ is about 48^ degrees: and so the angle ECS (being its complex 
ment to 90 degrees) is about 41^- degrees ; which in this cafe measures 
the deviation of the ray from its first course along the surface of the wa--
ter. The deviation at the surface of glass is greater than at the surface 
©f water ; the ratio of the sines being greater, that is, as 3 to 2 or nearer 
as 31 to 20. Hence we find that the angle EC^ is about 40 and 
ECS about 50 degrees. 

17. The bending and deviation is the fame when the ray goes back 
again along the fame lines EC, CA; and if an angle of incidence eC^ 
be any thing greater than about 48-- degrees in water,, or any thing 
greater than about 40 in glass, this ray e C will not be refracted into 
air, but will be reflected into the line Cf

y
 making the angle of reflection 

QCf equal to the angle of incidence §>Çe : as will appear by experi-
ment in the sixth chapter. 

18. The truth of these laws and of all the consequences drawn 
proof of these f

rom
 them may be easily examined in the manner following. Upon a 

aîonYnd're- smooth board KLMN, about a center C with any opening of the com-
passes (the larger the better) describe a circle PR^S; and having drawn 
two diameters P^and RS perpendicular to each other, from the point 
P, with any opening of the compasses, cut off equal arches PA, PB, 
and draw the lines CA, CB; then sticking three pins perpendicular 
to the board at the points A, B, C

r
 dip the board into water as far 

as the line R S ; and holding it perpendicular to the surface of the 
j>vater, look along the pins A,.C; and an image of the pin B will ap-
pear in the water in the line AC produced. Which shews that the 
ray which came from the pin B is reflected from the water, at the 
point C, along the line ÇA to the eye of the spectator. If the pin 
at C touches, the water, it will disturb the smoothness of its- surface ; 

* By a Table of sines. 

and 

Refraction 

changed into 

reflection. 

Experimental 

fraction. 

Fig. 4. 
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and therefore it is better not to place it in the center, but a little higher 
in the line CA. The event will be the fame if the reflection be made 
by any other fluid or solid body, as may be tryed by cutting off the 
lower semicircle, and by placing the diameter, RS, of the upper semi-

circle upon the surface of the solid. 
Upon the same board draw the line AB cutting CP in D> and from 

the lines DB and CS cut off Di? and CI, each equal to-three quar-
ters of D Ay and through the points H, I, draw the line HIE, cutting th& 
circumference in E; and the perpendicular EF drawn from-£ upon 

will be equal to DH, or three quarters of DA. Then stick ano-
ther pin at E, and the board being dipped into water, as before, the pin 
at E will appear to the eye to be in the fame line with the pins at A 
and C. Which shews that the ray which comes from the pin E is so 
refracted at C, as to advance to the eye along the line CA-, and there-
fore when the refraction is made out of water into air, EF the fine 
of incidence, is to AD the fine of refraction, as 3 to 4. If other pins 
be fixed any where in the line CE, they will all appear in the line AC 
produced : and the whole line CE will appear in the water as if it were 
a continuation of AC straight forward. Which shews that the ray 
which comes from the pin E, describes a straight line in the water ; and 
that it is bent at the surface only. On the contrary, if an opportunity 
be taken when the Sun is just ib high, that the shadow of the pin A 
shall coincide with the line AC, the refracted shadow will coincide with 
the line CE. Or whatever be the Sun's height, move the pin A high-
er or lower till the shadow falls upon the center C, and there fix it, sup-
pose at a -, then sticking the compasses into any point of the refracted 
ihadow, take up the board, and through this point and the center C 
draw a line Ce, cutting the circle in a new point e ; and the ratio 
of the new perpendiculars, a d and ef> will be the fame as before j that 

is, as 4 to 3, as near as can be measured. 
19. Lastly it is to be observed, that a ray of light is reflected or This proof ap-

refracted at a spherical surface according to the same laws as if it were pHed ro sphe-
reflected or refracted at a plane, touching the spherical surface at the

 nca 

point of incidence. Let AC be a ray of light falling upon any point Fig. 5, 6. 

Cos a spherical surface MCN, represented by the arch mCN, whose 
center is 0-, through the points O and C draw the line P^, and the 
line RCS perpendicular to it, representing a plane surface touching 
the spherical surface at C. Now because a ray of light is considered 
as a physical line, and is refracted or reflected at a physical point

a
, a Art. x-8, 

which is common to both surfaces, MCN and RCS, it follows that 
the refracted or reflected ray will take the fame course in both cases. 

And this argument is also confirmed by universal experience. 

CHAP. 
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CHAP. II. 

CONCERNING G L A S S E S. 

Ifeiìgn. T_T A v i N G considered the reflection and refraction of a single ray 
J g at a single surface, I proceed to shew how one or more pencils 
or parcels of rays are reflected and refracted, first: by a single surface 
alone, and then by several surfaces of plane and spherical glasses ; and 
also how images or pictures of objects are formed by them. The <gh 
the manner and reason of all these effects of glasses upon light, may be 

% Art. 6. sufficiently explainedby the laws or experiments above mentioneda with-
out geometrical propositions; yet, I think, the exact quantities of these 
effects cannot be determined by so few experiments, without the as-
sistance of geometry. Therefore to avoid the use of it in this first 
book, I have added a few more experiments to the end of this chapter, 
by which those quantities may be easily determined. 

An ofcject 20. As rays of light are incessantly thrown out and dispersed in all 

"t■ «dia"es
h

°
W P®^ble directions from every point of a luminous body ; so when they 

illuminate other bodies, on which they fall, they are also incessantly 
thrown back from every point of these bodies. For the points of opake 
bodies so enlightened are visible to the eye at any point of space and 
in any point of time, as well as the points of the luminous body that 
enlightened them. The numberless rays which flow from all visible 
bodies, called objects, may be methodically distributed in this manner. 
The surface of the object is considered as consisting of physical lines, 
and these lines as consisting of physical points, and these points are con-
ceived to radiate all manner of ways. It is usual to make use of no-
thing else for an object but a physical line. For by how much that line 
is increased or diminished in apparent magnitude or brightness or di-
stinctness, so much the diameter or length of any object, in its place, 
would be increased or diminished. 

A focus, pen- 21. The point 5^ from which rays diverge, or towards which they 
cH' Iwtot converge (being made to go back towards the fame point though they 
Fig. 9. may never meet at it) is called their focus. And in both cafes any par-

cel of these rays, as^yBCor ^BA
t
 considered apart from the rest, is 

called a pencil of rays ; and these rays are said to belong to that focus, 
whether it be near at hand or at an immense distance; and in the latter 
case the rays are called, and considered as, parallel or equidistant from 
each other ; because the difference of their distances at any two given 
places is insensible. 

Reflection of 22. The 7th and 8th figures represent a pencil of rays, ^C, which 

rafieïraysItl filing in parallel lines upon a plane polished surface, represented by 
plane surface, the line ACB, are reflected from it into as many other parallel lines, 
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Cq j which are inclined to that plane just as much as the incident rays 
were inclined to it3. a Art. 9. 

23. The 9th figure represents the manner in which the rays of a And of di-

pencil QAB, diverging from any point of an object ̂ , and falling up- vcr
g

m
S

rays: 

on a straight line ACB, or upon a polished plane represented by it, do 
all diverge after reflection as if they came from another point q. The 
ray êjC, which falls perpendicularly upon the plane AB, is reflected 
back again along the fame h line C^, but all the rest falling upon it b Are. i& 
with greater and greater degrees of obliquity as the points of incidence 
lye farther and farther from C, are also reflected with degrees of obliqui-
ty respectively greater °. It will seem reasonable therefore, especial-

 c Art
 ' 

ly by attending to the figure, that the reflected rays, produced back-
wards, should meet the perpendicular ^C, produced, in a point q

r
 si-

tuated as far from the reflecting plane on one side, as ̂  is on the other : 
and consequently that all the rays flowing from a single point §£j will 
after reflection diverge from a fingle point q at an equal distance oa 

the other side of the reflecting plane. 
24. On the contrary if q be a focus to which the incident rays are And of con-

made to converge, by ways hereafter described, the point ^willbe their vei
S

m
S ™y

s
-

focus after reflection J from the surface ACB. d Art "; 
25. What has been said of the point ̂  is applicable to every other And of several 

point of an object P^R : namely that as the focuses ^ q lye at equal j^lmlges! 

distances on each side of the reflecting plane, so the focuses P, p lye on FIG. 10,11. 

each side at other equal distances, and R, r at other equal distances, in I2-
lines Pp, Rr, drawn perpendicularly through the plane AB. Hence it is 
easy to understand by inspection of the figures, that these focuses p, q

y
 r

y 

with innumerable others, lying all in the fame order as the correspond-
ing points P, IJ^ R, compose an imaginary line of the same length and 
shape as the line P^R; and that the situation of the line pqr

r
 with 

respect to the backside of the reflecting plane, is the very fame as that 
of P^R with respect to the foreside of it. This Ymepqr is called an 

image or picture of the object P^R. 
26. The 14th and 17th figures mew that parallel rays idling upon Reflection of 

an arch of a reflecting circle ACB, or upon a concave or convex fur- * pencil of pa-

face represented by it, are so reflected as to converge to a focus 7", when ff
pne

r?<S fur-

they fall upon the concave fide of the surface, and to diverge from T face, 

when they fall on the convex fide. In both cases the ray §C, which
 Flg- I4

'
17

' 
passes through, E, the center of the surface, and falls perpendicularly up-
on it at C, is reflected back again along the fame « line C^j but all o- c Art. 10,19. 

ther rays being parallel to £>C fall upon the surface with various de-
grees of obliquity, by reason of its continued curvity. Every ray as it 
is more remote from <%C, makes a greater angle of incidence DAE, 
with the perpendicular £^at the point of incidence ; and consequently 

the 
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í 9. Art a, 19. the equala angle of reflection E^T' becomes greater continually as the 
point of incidence, A, is farther from C. It is reasonable therefore that 
all the reflected rays should converge and convene ,pretty close together 
about some certain point ¥ of the direct ray ^C, if the reflecting sur-
face be concave, or else diverge from it, if the surface be convex. By 

♦ reasoning farther, as well as by experience, it is found that in both ca-
fes the focus Ï divides the semidiameter CE into two equal parts, 

reflection of 27. In the foregoing cafes, if the said points be a focus of inci-
diverging and

 dent rayg
 fa reflected rays will all be parallel to the line CTE drawn 

■ converti n°" J J J . 

rays. ' through the center Eb. But if the focus T be removed to any point 
F'g- i-3- q towards E, the angles of incidence, as qAE

y
 and consequently the 

h An. u. equal angles of reflection, as EA^, will all be diminished ; and if q 
be removed towards C, they will all be increased. Consequently the 
reflected rays, as A^, which before were parallel to the direct ray E 67, 
will now be inclined to it ; so as to belong to another focus ^situated 
on the fame fide of Tas q. From the contemporary decrease of the angles 
of incidence and reflection while q is moved from T towards E, and 
their contemporary increase while it is moved towards C, it follows that 
the focuses q, ̂  move contrary ways, so as to meet each other at the 
center E, or at the surface C, if the arch AC be very small. It is ob-
servable that the properties of concave and convex surfaces are just a-
like, and are changed into one another by conceiving the incident rays 
to come the contrary way in the fame lines produced. 

-.Reflection of These figures ihew the manner in which the image or picture 
several pencils f>>qf

0
-of an object P ̂ R, is formed by rays reflected from a concave or 

which form
 conV

ex surface AC B. As the focus q has been shewn to lye in the 

Jig. 19. perpendicular .ray QC, drawn from ^_ through the center £, just so the 
*o z\. focus p, of the pencil of rays that flow from another point P, will be 

in the perpendicular ray PA, drawn through the center E. For every 
ray that passes through the center or tends towards it, falls perpendicular-
ly upon the arch or surface AC B, and all others fall obliquely upon it. 

.Somegeneral 29. Hence it is easy to understand that if the object P^R be so 
properties of f

m
all, or so far distant from the reflecting surface or its center E, that 

all the points P, ̂  R be nearly at equal distances from it, then all the 
points/, q

9
 r, of the image, will be nearly at other equal distances from 

the said surface or its center. It is also to be observed, that when the 
object and its image lye botli on the fame fide of the center, the image 
is upright, but when they lye on contrary sides of the center, it is in-
verted ; and that it is greater or less than the object in proportion as it 
lies at a greater or less distance from the center than the object it self. 
These things are plain by inspection of the figures, observing that the 
object and image are both terminated by two lines Pp, Rr, that meet or 
.cross in the center E. Hence it follows that the image will be nearly 

equal 

\ 
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equal to the object when they meeta each other at the surface, and also a
 Art. 27, 

when they meet at the center. For in this latter cafe the rays which Fig. 25. 

flow from placed in the center, will be reflected directly back to q in 
the fame center; and taking Ep equal to ÊP, since EC is perpendicu-
lar to them both, the angles PCE, ECp will be equal; and so the ray 
P C will be reflected to p : and when any other point of incidence as 
/.is not far from C, the line AE will also be nearly perpendicular to Pp, 
and so the angles P AE, EAp being nearly equal, the ray PA will be 
reflected nearly to the fame point p as the ray PC was reflected to. 

I proceed now to refractions. 
30. In the 26th figure represents a pencil of parallel rays falling R

e
f
raction of 

obliquely upon^a straight line ACB, or upon a plane surface represent- a pone :..if pa-

ed by it, wh'ch after refraction are also parallel among themselves ; e- rallcl "*ia'* 
very one being equally bent. Because when the angles of incidence are 
all equal among themselves the angles of refraction are also equal a-
mong themselves b. For the fame reason if these rays be refracted again b Art. 14. 

at another plane, either parallel or oblique to the former, they will still Fl
S-

 26
>
 27-

be parallel among themselves after every refraction. In strictness this 
is only to be understood of rays of the fame colour : as will be explained 

in the 6th chapter. 
31. The rays of a pencil i^AB, diverging from and falling upon Refraction of 

Æ straight line ACB, or upon a plane surface represented by it, are so J^JJ? °[
d

di" 
refracted as to diverge from another point q situated in that ray $>C (pro- converging 

duced) which falls perpendicularly upon the plane. For this ray passes r;;vs-
straight through the surfacec, but all the rest, as ^A, are bent ; and J'j^2 ' ̂  
every one so much the more as the point of incidence s is remoter 
from Cd ; because the angle of incidence QAE, and consequently that d Art. 16. 

of refraction grows largerc. For this reason all the refracted rays will e Art. 14. 

diverge pretty nearly from a certain point q on the fame side t of the f Art u, & 

surface AB as ̂  It is found by other arguments and also by expe-
rience, that if the refracting body be glass, the greater of the two fo-
cal distances ^C, qC, is to the lesser as 3 to 2 ; and if it be water, as 
4 to 3 ; that is, in the proportion of the sines of incidence and refra-
ction in those several mediums?. On the contrary if the incident rays S Art. 13, 

be made to converge towards q, the refracted rays will converge to £>J\ h Art. 11. 

32. The 30thand 31st figures represent an image pqr of an object Refraction G? 

P$R
y
 formed by a refracting plane ACB, in the manner described in^^f* 

the 25th article. The ratios of Ap to AP, Br to BR, &c. are all equal images. 

33. The 32d, 33d, 34th and 35th figures sliew in what manner a Refraction of 

pencil of parallel rays falling upon an arch of a circle ACB, or upon a

n
g^ 

a spherical surface represented by it, do after refraction converge to or s
P

herica'i fo*. 
diverge from a focus T. The ray §>C which passes, through E, the fa<*-
center of the surface, and consequently falls perpendicularly upon it, 

B goes 
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i Art. 15. g
0es

 straight through it without refractiona. But all the rest, being pa-

rallel to £>C, fall with various degrees of obliquity upon the surface 

by reason of its continued curyity ; and every one of them as it is re-

moter from falls more and more obliquely and consequently is more-

* Ari" l6' and more bentb. It is reasonable therefore that the refracted rays should 

converge and convene pretty close together about some certain point T
s 

in the unresracted ray (produced) if they bend towards that ray ; 

or else diverge from T", if they bend from it. Which way they are 

bent, will appear by drawing a perpendicular EA to the surface at A
3 

e Art. 12.
 an

d by considering the position of the denser mediumc. Hence it. will 

appear that if the surface of the denser medium be convex, the refracted, 

rays will converge to and diverge from :T, if it be • concave. It is 

found by farther reasoning, and also by experience, that if the refract-

^ ing body be glass, the greater of the two distances CT, TE is, to the les-

ser as 3 to 2 ; and as 4 to 3 if it be water or ice ; that is, in the pro-

portion of the sines that determine the refractions in those bodies. 

Resrrajon of 34. T
N

 jjjg foregoing cases if T? be a focus of incident rays the refract-

vergmg and
 ec^ rays will.be parallel to the perpendicular ray T'C, that passes through 

converging Ed. But if this focus 7* be removed to any other point ̂  in the line 

riS surface. produced, the angles of incidence and refraction will either be in-
Fig. 36 to 39. creased all together, or diminished all together; and consequently all, 

4 An. u.
 tne

 refracted rays, which before were parallel to 'TC, will now be in-

clined to it ; so as to belong to another focus q
y
 on the contrary side of 

the surface to if ̂ _be farther from the surface than otherwise on 

the same side of the surface. One of the chief properties of these cor-

responding focuses ^.y.q, is this that follows. Since the angles of inci— 
cr ... i 14. dcnct and refraction do both increase or else both decrease together5, it 

follows that the focuses ̂  q must both move the fame way in the line 
- >b-3

8
>39- produced. And consequently, while both lye on the same side of 

the surface or of its. center, they must both move from it. or both to-

wards it ; and if they move towards, it,- they will come nearer together, 

till they both coincide at the center or both at the surface, when the 

' S- >^ 57- arch AC is very small. But if the focuses ̂  q be on contrary sides of 

the surface or of its center ; while one moves from it, the other will 

move towards, it ;. and on the contrary. 

; ̂
I0

e

n

n
^

s
 35. The 40th, 41st and 42d figures shew in what manner the image 

syhich. form pqroï an object P^R is formed by several pencils.of rays, (refracted., 

mages at a by a spherical surface,) whose axes or unresracted rays are PEp, ^E q, 

4^-ncai.sor- REr. The properties of these images are the fame as of those made by 

reflection from a spherical surface,, and are already described in the 29th 

article. 

Mactionof 36. A ray of light E F falling obliquely upon a flat piece of glais, 

^raM^°iane
 or

-
 an

X medium terminated by two parallel, planes represented by the 
•wfacgg, lines 
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Jines AB, CD, will emerge from it after both refractions at F and G Fig-43-

:in a line Giîparallel to the incident my EF. For since any line FG 
which the .ray describes in passing between the parallel planes, is equal** 
2y inclined to them both, it will be bent as much at G in going for-
ward, as it would be at Fin going backward2; and these equal bend^aArt. n. 

ings being made contrary ways, the incident and emergent rays F F and 

G H are therefore parallel. 
37. The lines described by the incident and emergent rays £ F and Refraction of 

fGH, being produced are closer together when the glass is thinner,, and s-h? 

also when the ray falls less obliquely upon it ; because the bendings at rical surfaces. 

F and G are then lessb : and in these cases if the glass be not flat but b An- l6-
bent a little as represented in the 44th figure by two parallel arches AB, 
-CD, the lines FF, GH will still be nearly parallel. For the bended 
surfaces refract the ray EFGH just as much as two planes would do 
supposing they touched the surfaces at F and Gc: and these planes c Art-19. 
will be nearly parallel when the line FG is but little inclined to the 
surfaces ; being exactly so when it stands perpendicular to them both. 

38. A thin piece of glass or of any transparent substance bounded on A lens what, 

■one side by a polished plane surface, represented by the line FF,, and FL
S-45

t0 S*» 
on the other side by a small portion of a polished spherical surface, re-
presented by the arch ACB; or bounded on both sides by spherical 
surfaces ACB, EDF, is called a lens or simply a glass ; and is conceiv-
ed by mathematicians to be generated or described by turning the figure 
ACBFDE round about the line CD, drawn through the middle of 
it perpendicularly to both its fides. This line CD produced is there-
fore called the axis of the lens ; and it passes through G and H, the 
centersT>f its surfaces. The points C, D where it cuts the surfaces are 
called the vertexes of the lens, and the middle point between them is 
called its center. The 45th figure represents a piano- convex glass, the 
46th a plano-concave, the 47th a double-convex, the 48th a doubie-
concave, and the 49th and 50th two concavo-convex glasses, whereof 
the first Ì6 called a meniscus, because it resembles a little moon. It 
must be remembered once for all, that the thickness CD of all these 
glasses is generally so small, that it seldom need be considered. 

39. A-glass prism is a body, shaped like a wedge, that has three A prism whas. 

edges, being bounded with two equal and parallel triangular ends ABC
 F

'
s
'£*! 

and abc, and three plane and well polished sides, which meet in three 
parallel lines A a, Bb, Cc, running from the three angles of one end to 
the three angles of the other : and when it is viewed endways it is re-
presented only by a triangle ABC. as in the C2d figure. « c

 A
. ^ 

R
 TTTTI ~f , T-V T-.^ TT • f -,

 to
 . ^ . rc Refractions of 

40. When a ray or light EFGH is refracted at r and G m palling
 a

si
ng

[
e

ray 

through the fides, AB,BC, of a prism, the course of the emergent through a 

ray, GH, always deviates from, EF, the course of the incident ray, to- L™;-
B 2 wards £f 3,30 
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w-irds the thicker part of the prism, more or less ,as the. refracting an-
gle ABC is greater or smaller. And if the refracting angle be given 
(or invariable) and the refractions be but small, the quantity of dévia-» 
tiôri will also be given, though the position of the incident ray be varied 
at pleasure. 

Fig. 52. For supposing at first that the ray FG, within she prism, is equally 
inclined to its sides AB, BC, as in fig. 52, it is evident from the posi-
tion of the perpendiculars to those sides at the points F and G, that both 

a Art. 12. the refractions are made from the edge B towards the opposite side AC*.. 
2Çg- 55- Now let FG become unequally inclined to the sides AB, BC, by 

turning it gradually into the position fg, and while it becomes less 
and less oblique to one side, suppose AB, it will become more and more 
oblique to the other side BC Consequently supposing a ray to go both 
ways along this variable line fg,. it will be more and more bent in go-
ing through the side B C and less and less in going back through the 
side AB ; so that the total bending of the ray, consisting of both it3 

bendings, or angles efg andfgb
}
 taken together, will continue to be 

much the fame in all its positions. The circulation of the line/g, may 
be farther continued till it becomes perpendicular to the side AB ; and 

54- then the bending at this side is nothing : it may also be continued still 
farther till the bending at f is made the contrary way ; which still, 
takes off from the perpetual increase of the greater bending at g and. 
keeps the total bending invariable. 

î"îg. 53. When/g" is perpendicular to AB, let the latter plane BC be turn. 
ed gradually towards the former BA, upon the edge B, and the ray 
that comes along fg will gradually fall less obliquely upon it ; and. 

4 Art. 14,, 15. consequently the bending at g will be gradually diminishedh; and re-
duced to nothing when the refracting angle ABC vanishes. Lastly if 
several rays be supposed to come parallel to one another they will all 

c.Art. 30-
 eme

rge parallel to one another c. Therefore the quantity of deviation 

of a ray does not at all depend upon its passage through a thicker or. 
thinner part of the prism, nor upon its inclinations to the sides of the 
prism, but is proportioned to the quantity of the refracting angle ABC-,, 
and the more exactly as this angle and the refractions at its sides are smaller.. 

Refractions of p
or

 fa ̂
me rea

f
on

 when a ray of light EFGH passes through 

throughdi the edge of a convex or concave lens, or the sides of a globe, its emer-
edge of a lens, gent part G H always deviates, from the course of the incident part EF 
Fig- 55t0 62- towards the thicker part of the glass. Because the refractions at F and 

G are the fame as if they were made by two planes FA, G C that touch 
a" Art. 19. fa spherical surface at F and G dy and so the sides of the glass may be 

Rsfractions of considered as inclined to each other like the sides of a prism, 
a single ray 42. It follows therefore from the two last articles, that the deviation 
through the

 Q
f fa

 eour
fe. of the emergent, ray,, from, that of the incident ray, is 

te. gradually 

A 





lJéaó3 6 
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gradually diminished as the ray goes nearer and nearer to the middle of 

die glass : till, when it goes through the middle, its emergent and in-

cident parts are either parallel to each other, or else are one continued 

line, when the ray coincides with the axis of the glass. For the angle 

made by the touching planes, FA, GC, is gradually diminished as the 

ray F G approaches to the middle: till at last it vanishes when they be-
 1S

'
 3 t0/O

' 

come parallel, as in the 36th article. 

43. When a pencil of rays falls upon any glass, that ray which paf- ™çJ*J
e

'*^. 

ses through its center, or middle point, is called the axis of the pencil, straight^nd 

And because its incident and emergent parts, EF and GH
y
 are either is called the 

one continued line or two parallel lines
3
, its whole course in optical *.*

1S ofa pen
"~ 

experiments may be always taken for one straight, physical line ; from
 a

 Art. 42. 

which it differs insensibly when the thickness of the glass is small, and 

when the pencil falls not too obliquely upon it. Because the parallel 

lines EF and G H produced, go closer together in proportion as the line 

FG is shorter, and as the bendings at F and G are smaller. 

44. All rays, as E FGH and efgh, which cross each other in a re^ Rays arc e-

firacting globe and pass through it at equal distances from its center, so passat 

as to touch a concentrick globe, are equally bent. For in this cafe the equal diihnccs 

chords FG
}
 fg being equal, their obliquities to the surface of the globe 

are also equal, and consequently the bendings of the ray EFGH at F pig. 71, -4. 

and G, both severally and together, are equal to the bendings of the 

ray efgh at f and g : as is evident by conceiving the rays to go both 

ways along the chords FG,fg. Therefore the angle made by the in-

cident and emergent parts of one ray, produced till they meet,, will be 

equal to the angle made by the incident and emergent parts of the o-

ther ray produced till they meet ; which is what I mean when I fay 

the rays are equally bent. 

45. All rays, as EFGH, efgh, which cross each other at any given
 A
^

 sro
™

 the 

point of a lens, or which pass through it at equal distances from its ""
s

er ° a 

center, are equally bent, provided they do not fall very obliquely up- Fig. 72, 73. 

on it. Imagine a line FG within the glass, at first to be equally in-

clined to its sides, and then to be turned a little about any point of it,, 

till it comes into the position fg; and while it becomes more and more 

' oblique to one side of the glass, suppose Ff it will become less and 

less oblique to the other side Gg. Consequently isa ray be supposed 

to go both ways along this variable line fg it will be more and more 

bent in going through the side Ffanà less and less bent in going through 

the other side G g b : so that \he total bending of the ray consisting of b Art-

both its bendings, or angles efg
y
fgh, taken together, will continue to 

be much the fame in all its positions. The circulation of the line fg,. 

-about the given point, may be farther continued till the bending at g 

is diminished to nodiing 5 and still farther till- it be made the contrary. 
way 5 
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way; (as was explained in the 40th article ;) which still takes off from 
the perpetual increase of the greater bending at y and keeps the total 
invariable. To keep the fame bending it is only, necessary that the rays 
FG,fg should keep at equal distance from the axis of the lens as near 
as possible : and nothing alters the' total bending but the alteration of 

Art. 40. that distance.3 ; because the inclination of the tangent planes, like the 
refracting angle of a prism., will then only be altered. 

? smgkpencii
 W^en a ^arge pencil of parallel rays falls either directly or a lit-

. of parallel rays tie obliquely upon the whole surface of any glass, which is thicker in 
by any glass, the middle than at the edges; all the emergent rays will be bent from 

s^'s^'ss,' all sides towards that ray which goes through the middle of the glass:. 
01. ..and on the contrary, if the glass be thicker at the edges than at the 

Art. 41. •.middle, they will all be bent outwards from the middle rayb. And 

because in both cases the bendings are equal at all equal distances round 
about the middle ; and grow greater at greater distances from the mid-

«e Art. 40.
 c ; the emergent rays will all converge pretty nearly to some certain 

point F in the middle ray, if the glass be convex ; or diverge from a 
certain point F, if the glass be concave. 

Refraaion of 47. When parallel rays come contrary ways and fall upon opposite 

coining con- ^°-es °^ anY ^ens> tne distances of the focuses of the emergent rays from 
ctïary ways, each side of the center of the lens will be equal ; though the semidia-

meters of the surfaces of the lens be never so unequal, or though one side 
be plane and the other spherical. For since any two rays which come di-
rectly opposite to each other, are at equal distances from the common 

^ axis of the pencils, and after crossing each other and emerging from 
44» 45- the glass, are equally bent from their first course d, these two emergent 

Princi also
 ra^S (Procmced) wn^ meet the axis at equal distances EF, Efîvom the 

cus^a'nd focal
 center of the glass. When the rays come parallel to the axis of the 

.distance, what, lens, their two focuses F,fare called the principal focuses of the lens : 
and EF or E/k called its focal distance, and by some authors its focal 

Res a*o lengtn« 
a single pencil 4$' ®n &e contrary if the rays be returned directly back from the 
of diverging focus F

3
 the emergent rays will all be parallel to FE, the axis of the 

or converging p
enc

jj
 e<

 Consequently if this focus F be removed to iP , farther from 
.rays through € - . T. J 1 r 1 
any glass. the glais, tne emergent rays will belong to another iocus q on the con-

e Art
7
Vi°

92 tniry **1C*e °^ 5 *f PUt n^arer t0 ̂  tnan Q tne 

.emergent rays will belong to a focus q on the fame side of the glass as 
^ Because while the rays are put into these different situations their 
bendings will not be altered, if they keep their respective distances from 

/.Art. 44, 45. the center of the glassf. Consequently if either of the corresponding 
focuses q be put in motion along the axis of the pencil, either di-
rect or oblique, the other focus will move the fame way: and there-
fore if these focuses he on contrary sides of the glass, while one moves 

towards 
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towards it the other will move from- it.;, but if they-be both on the 
fame fide of the glass, they will both move from it or both towards it; 
and will come nearer to each other as they come nearer to the glass,, 
till when one coincides with its surface the other will do so too very 
nearly, provided the glass be very thin and the distance of the ray from 
ks axis be very small. These focuses cannot therefore coincide at the 
surface of a globe, because the points of incidence and emergence are 
too far asunder. 

It is observable that the properties of concave surfaces and glasses 
are the fame as of convex ones ; which will appear by conceiving the 
rays to come contrary ways in the fame lines produced ; and according-
ly to be changed from diverging to converging, and on the contrary : 
as represented in the figures, by the black lines and pointed lines. 

49. If several focuses Rof incident rays be at any equal distances Refractions of 

E^, ER from the center of any glass, the focuses of the emergent rays o7diveiging. 

will also be at other equal distances Eq, Er from the fame center in the and convcrg-

lines E^j, ER produced ; provided none of the rays fall very oblique- ™S 

ly upon the glass. Take any point A within the glass, not far from
 I{

J|"
93 

its axis Qg
x
 through which a ray passes from the focus i^to the focus 

q. Draw the line AE and while the figure QAEq is conceived to 
turn a little about the center E, into the position RB Er, the extremities 
of the lines E^, EA, Eq will describe small arches ^R, AB, qr about 
that common center E. Then let another ray which belongs to the fo-
cus R be refracted through the point B, and after emergence it will be-
long to the point r ; because the total bendings of two rays, QAq, RBr, 
which pass at equal distances, AE, BE, from the center of the glass, 
are equala. And the rest of the rays that belonged to R will belong to * Art. 44, -45. 

the fame point r ; because it is situated in the axis of the pencilb. b Art. 46. 

50. Hence the focuses of all pencils of parallel rays that fall not too Refraction of 

obliquely on the fame or on opposite sides of any glass are equidistant jj]^1
^ 

from its center. For the argument continues the fame while the equal
 rays

. 
distances Eq, Er,, are equally increased till they become infinite, that Fi§- 97» 9

8; 

is till the rays of each pencil become parallel. 

51. Hence if the focus of incident rays be given, and q, the so- J^^^i-

cus of the emergent rays be required, draw §>E, the axis of the pen- denu-ays up-

cil, and with the center E and semidiameter E F, equal to the focal on a lens to 

distance of the lens, (to be found by experiment,) describe an arch FG ^thîemT-
5 

cutting any incident ray, ê>A,. in G; join E G and drawing Aq paral-gent rays, 

lei to it, the point q where it cuts the axis of the pencil will be the so- 101 to 

cus of the emergent rays. For supposing other rays, besides G A, to I04" 
flow from or towards G, they will all emerge parallel to their axis GE 
produced c. c

 Art. 5°-

52. The 
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Refraction of The refraction of a pencil of rays through all forts of glasses may 

Srcral siirft De considered in this manner. By the refraction at the first fur-
ces otherwise face AB therays are disposed within the glass to converge to or diverge 
considered^ f

rom a
 focus $ ; which may be considered as the focus of incident rays 

no. 3 upon the second surface; by whose refraction they are all directed to 
another focus F. For example, let ^ be the focus of incident rays 
upon a glass prism ; $C perpendicular to its first side AB. To 
add ^Js, equal to half ; and Twill be the focus of the rays QA

y 
-«Art. 31. ^B, &c. after refraction at the surface AB* ; and being also* the focus 

of incident rays at a and b upon the second surface ab, from Tc drawn 
perpendicular to a b take away IL q equal to a third part of TV; and q 
will be the focus of the emergent rays qa,qb produced.a 

Hence the focuses of incident and emergent rays at a prism, lye 
always very nearly at equal distances from it ; provided the refractions 
and the refracting angle be but small. For then the perpendiculars ÏC, 

are nearly equal ; and in glass and q c are two thirds of them re-
spectively. 

Fig. no. Hence when the planes AB, ab are parallel, 'TCandTV coincide; 
and is one third of Cc, the thickness of the glass. 

Images form- 53. An images q r, formed by a flat piece of glass AB ba is upright, 

pfece o/gfafs P
ara

ll
e

l and equal to the object, P£>Jt, and lyes on the fame side of 
Pig. 111, ii2. the glass as the object; but nearer to it by a third part of the thickness 

of the glass : because we have shewn that the focuses/*, q, r, of the seve-
ral pencils that flow from P,^,R, lye so much nearer ; in the lines 
PA, £>C,RB, drawn from the several points of the object, perpendi-
cular to the glass. 

imagesTorm- 54. An image formed by a prism is always upright, and equal to the 
ed by a pnsm. object, and lyes on the fame side of the prism, and at the same distance 

from it as the object it self: provided the refracting angle of the prism, 
and the refractions made by it, be but small. Take two rays, PE, 
^E, which coming from the extremities of the object, pass through a 
point E, so near to the angular point of the refracting angle, that the 
distances between their points of incidence and emergence need not be 
mentioned. And since the total bendings of the rays PEN, ^EO are 

b Art. 40. equalb, they will cross each other, so as that the angle PE^ will be 
equal to the angle NEO or to pEq, made by the emergent rays pro-
duced backwards: and because the distance Ep of the focus p, of the 

cArt 2- pencil that flowed from P, is equal to E P % and in like manner the 
focal distance E q equal to E^j the image p q will be upright and e-
qual to the object and at an equal distance on the fame side of the 
prism. 

•Fig, 1-14, The same things might have been proved, by conceiving two rays 
a.15,116. PA

3
^B to go from the extremities of the object either parallel to 

one 
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one another or so as to cross at any point E. Because the emergent rays 
(produced) will accordingly be parallela, or will cross at another point

 a
 Art. -

e on the fame side of the prism, and at the same distance from it as Eb, ° Art. 52. 

and will also make equal angles at E and e, as they did when they crossed 
at the angular point of the prismc.

 c
 Art. 40. 

55. These figures represent the manner in which an image of an ob- images form-

ject is formed by several pencils refracted through a glass of any fort. e4 *>y g'?*sstì 

And because the axes PEp, £>Eq, REr of the several pencils go, in a p^V^te 

manner., straight through the center of the glass, the properties of 125. 

these images, are the fame as of those which are made by refraction or 1 

by reflection at a single surface, and described in the 29th article. Ex-
cept that the image of an object which touches a globe does not coin-
cide with the object it self, -but is situated at a distance from it, for the 
reason given at the end of the 48th article. According to theory the 
image of a circular arch will be nearly circular d ; but when the object a Art. 4$. 
and image are small and are placed at a considerable distance from the 
glass, the difference in their figures will be insensible in physical mat--
ters whether they be considered as circular arches or as straight lines. 
Especially considering that all the rays of a pencil do not cross precise-
ly in a single point of its axis, but in several points which make up a 
sensible part of it ; as will appear by the following experiments. 

56. When rays of light fall upon any rough unpolished surface of an Reflections 

opake or transparent body, they are not reflected or refracted regularly,and refraction 

according to the laws and properties of polished surfaces, but are scat- poUshed-iUrfa-

tered every way alike from the inequalities of the-Tough surface in the ces. 

fame manner as if they were emitted from a felf-ihining substance. 

A description os some easy experiments, by which the truth of the fore-
going properties of glasses may be readily examined., and some others be 
discovered. 

57. Let the light which flows from a point A and passes through a 1 

square hole bede be received upon a plane, BCDE, parallel to the '^
p
^

c
^^ 

plane of the hole ; or if you please let the figure BD be the shadow of ̂  brodthí 

the plane bd; and when the distance AB is double of Ab, the length of a pencil ar* 

and breadth of the shadow BD will each be double the length and f^J^^* 
breadth of the plane bd; and treble, when AB is treble of Ab ; and so focus. 

on: which may be -easily examined by the light of a candle placed Fis- lz6-
at A. 

-58. Therefore the surface of the íhadow BD, at the distance AB Hence the 

double of Ab, is divisible into four squares, and at a treble distance, in- densityand. 

to nine squares, severally equal to the square bd, as represented in theggSrœervel 

figure. The light then which falls upon the plane bd, being suffered upon a give* 

to pass.to a double distance, will be uniformly spread over four 
C the the fcjuares oi 
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'"' fs á'ú&K\ S ^ce>- ?$4. consequently will be four times thinner in every part of 
^isousbcdy.

 r^at fpace, and at a treble distance k will be nine times thinner, and 
at a quadruple distance sixteen times thinner, than it was at first ; and 

so on according to the increase of the square surfaces bede, BCDE 
&c, or of the square surfaces Abfg, ABFG, &c, built upon the distan-

ces Ab,, AB, &c. Consequently the quantities of this rarified light re-

ceived upon a surface of any given size and shape whatever, removed 

successively to those several distances, will be but one quarter, one ninth, 

one sixteenth, of the whole quantity received by it at the first distance 

Ab. Or in general words the densities and quantities of light, received 

upon any given plane, are diminished in the fame proportion as the 

squares of the distances of that plane, from the luminous body, are in-

creased : and cn the contrary, are increased in the same proportion as. 

those squares are diminished. For the lights of the several points of the 

body, which severally follow this rule,, will compose a light which will 

still follow the same rule, 

f^aiffe^ Í
9

'
 When

 perpendicular subtense BCos a small angle BAC is-

fobtoidequal divided into any number of equal parts BH, HI, IC, the lines, HA,, 
angles at the I A, drawn from the points of division to A, will divide the angle BAC 
Wi 127 *

îlt0
 ̂  f

ame
 number of parts, which will be nearly equal among them-

selves. For they would be so.exactly if the line ÆCwasan arch of a. 

circle, drawn upon the center A; from which it differs so much the; 

less as the angle at A is smaller ; and so the proposition is exactest in the. 

smallest angles. 

Small angles 60. When the distance AB is double or treble of Ab, the fubtenie 

í-Se
d
ob

y ^CwiU be double or treble of the subtense be of the same angle at sâfû 
jectarereci- Divide .BC into its parts BH, HI, IC, each equal to be,, and the rays, 

SiW^sio
tS Hjî

>
 Ij

4y
 wil* divide the angle BAC into as many equal partsb. There-

tfceeve. f°re when two angles bAc, BAH are subtended by the same or by e-

a Art. 57. quai lines b e, B H, the magnitude of the first angle bAc, will be. to 

b Art. 59. magnitude of the second BAH, as the second distance. BA to the 

first distance b A. 
Ir- . 61. Take an hollow globe of glass, or instead of it a thin round fTaik 

To measure
 or decanter, and making a moderate round hole, about an inch broad, in 

the focal di- a piece of brown paper, paste it on one side of the belly of the decan-

gfobeoswater
 ter 5 and having filled it with water,, hold the side that is covered, to 

and of glass. ' the fun, that the rays falling perpendicularly upon the hole, may pass 

&g. 107. through the middle of the water ; and the emergent rays will be collect-

ed to a focus,, whose nearest distance from the decanter will be equal to> 

a semidiameter of the belly of it: as will appear by receiving the rays 

upon a paper held at that distance. That this effect is owing to the re-

fraction of the water and not at all to that of the glass shell, appears to be 

seasonable, by the 37th.article y and will appear to be. fact,, by trying the 

experi-
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experiment over again with the empty decanter. For the light passing 
through the hole, being received upon a paper, will be as broad as the 
hole itself at all distances of the paper from the decanter. If the like 
experiment be tryed with a solid globe or ball of glass, the distance of 
its focus from the nearest part of the ball will be one quarter of its dia-

meter. 
62. Things remaining as before, paste a piece of thin white paper xxt 

upon the side of the decanter opposite to the hole in the brown paper; Experiment, 

and when the light of the sun, which comes through the round hole, J^^*]^ 
falls upon the white paper, measure its breadth, GH, with a pair of com- refraction 

passes ; and it will be nearly equal to half the breadth, AB, of the hole oai?' 
in the brown paper. Which ihews that if the converging rays AG, BH

t 

were permitted to go straight forward in a body of water continued far 
enough, they would convene at a focus, î$ whose distance D T, from 
the nearest point of the ball, would be about half1 of, CT, its distancé a Art. 57, 

from the remotest point ; and consequently would be equal to the dia-
meter CD ; and therefore CT is to TE as 4 to 3, as was said in the 33d 
article. If the white paper be pasted on the back fide of a solid glass ball, 
the diameter G H of the circle of light will be found equal to one third 
part of AB ; consequently the rays AG, BH, converge to a focus T 
whose distance from D is one thirdb of its distance from C ; that is, CT b Art- 57-

is to TD as 3 to I and consequently CT is to TE as 3 to 2, as was said 
in the 33d article. If the experiment be tryed with a lighted candle pkr 

ced at a great distance; while the candle approaches to the ball, the 
breadth of the spot G H will increase continually ; which ssiews that the 
focus Tgoes from the ball, and so it confirms the 34th article. 

63. Having covered either fide of a convex glass with paper, in which rvi 
there are several small holes made with a pin, and having exposed the 
glass directly to the fun, the rays which pass through the holes will ap- ^soS d? 
pear like so many white spots upon a paper held pretty close behind stance of Í. cou-

che glass; and these spots will come closer together as the paper is gra- ™? ^gj 
dually drawn back from the glass till at last they all unite in one spot 
or focus. The distance of this focus from the glass may therefore be 

^measured, and will not be sensibly altered by turning the other side of 
the glass to the func, nor by inclining it a little to the incident raysd

; c Art. 47. 

and provided this small inclination be so made as not to move the mid- d Art'5Ò" 
die point of the glass, the focus or spot upon the paper will not be 
sensibly moved. Which shews that the axis of the oblique pencil conti-
nues straight as before5. If the paper be drawn farther from the glass, * Art. 43. 

the spots will recede from each other.
 v 

64. If a concave lens covered in like manner be exposed to the sun, Experiment, 

the spots of light which come through the holes and fall upon the pa- To measure 

per behind the glass, will continually recede from each other as the
 stan

^
facoa

. 
C 2 paper cave icns. 
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paper is gradually removed from the glass. Which shews that the emer-
gent rays continually diverge from a focus situated before the glass7, 

Eîg. ic6. When.the distance ab, of any two spots from each other, is double the 

distance AB, of the two corresponding holes in the cover , through 
which they, came ; the distance. £/,. between the paper and. the glass, is 

9sMu s?-
 t

j
ien e

q
Ua

f
 t0

 j
ts

 focal distance EF3-, and by this means it may be mea^ 

lured. 
By these experiments it will be found, that the focal distance, EFj 

of a plano-convex or of a,plano-concave glass is-equal to a diameter of 
its convex or concave surface, that is-, of the whole sphere it belongs to z 
which proves the 33d article by holding the plane side of the glass per-
pendicular to the incident rays, that they may pass through it unrefraÆ-
ed. Secondly, that the focal distance, EF, of a double-convex or double-
concave glass, of equal convexities or concavities, is equal to a semi-
diameter of either of its surfaces : and. consequently that the focal di-
stance of. a glass of unequal convexities or unequal concavities will have 
an intermediate length between a diameter and a semidiameter of that 
surface which is most convex or most concave. For if a glass of equal, 
convexities or concavities-be conceived to grow gradually flatter on ei-
ther side till it becomes quite flat, its focal distance will grow gradually 

MAtt. 4°>4
I

- longerb, till at last it becomes a diameter of the. remaining surface,, as 
was said above. 

The like experiments may be tryed with a concave or a convex look-
ing-glass covered with a paper stuck full of holes,, to confirm the 26th 
article. 

VI: 65. Having found the focal distance, EF
}
 of a convex glass and fixed 

To
P

slTw
C
the it flat against a moderate hole made in a thin board CE, placed upright 

rektionofeon- upon a long table or floor; through the point C, directly under the mid-

©??^Toi °^ ^e S^s' draw a long line AB perpendicular to the board; irt 
^Hncipi so-t$ wmch measure the focal distance of. the glass from C to F and from F 
cuscs. ' to I, I to II, II. to III, &c ; and also on the other side from C to f and 
ï?g-,i2$. from/to 1, 1 to 2, 2to3,&c; then taking -f,..j, 6cc. of the focaL 

distance,, set them oif from F towards I and also from f towards 1, and 
put the figures i

?
 1, J, to the points of division, as in the scheme ; lastly, 

having darkened tne room, isa candle be placed at ̂  over the mark I,, 
the rays which pass through the glass will be united at q upon a paper: 
held over the opposite mark I; and removing the candle to II and the. 
paper to -i, the rays will be united here also ; and likewise when the 
candle and paper are removed to III and. f, IVand^&c: and the ef-
fect will be the same if the paper and candle be transposed into, each o-> 
thers places : which confirms the 48th article. .Besides, it appears that 
fy varies reciprocally as F^varies; that is, it decreases in the fame;-
proportion. as .i^increafes, and on. the. contrary. 

6.6. Things 
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66. Things remaining as they were, when a second candle is placed VH: * 

on either side of the first at the same distance from the glass, the union To^éwThê 

of its rays will make another image upon the paper q, on the contrary inversion and 

fide of the axis QEq ; and the distance between the two images will be ma
g

nitudcof 

found to bear the fame proportion to the distance between the candles/
au ima8C

* 

as the distance of the images from the glass, bears to the distance of the 

candles from the glass. These observations confirm the reason why the 

image of a single candle is inverted upon the paper ; and why its mag-

nitude is altered when its place is altered. Because what has been observ-

ed of two candles is applicable to any two points of the fame candle; so 
that the descriptions of images in the 55th article is sufficiently illu-

strated by this experiment.- And what has been tryed with a convex lens 

may also be tryed with a concave looking-glass placed at the hole in the 

board. 
67. If the rays of the fun or moon or of a remote candle, which are VIII. 

made to converge to a focus q by a convex lens E> be intercepted by a Tô^iákeim^ 

looking-glass AB, they will be so reflected from it, as to converge to a ges of obje£b 

focus i^at an equal distance before the looking-glass to that of q behind fppeai^ght 

it. This may be examined by holding a piece of white paper at i^to re-
 room

. 

eeive the reflected rays. Therefore if the reflected rays be supposed to go Fig- in-

directly backward, that is, from ^towards the looking-glass, AB, they 

will be reflected from it so as to diverge from q ; which proves the 2.3d 

and 24th articles. If the convex-glass be placed in a hole of a window-

mutter, and the room be darkened, the 130th figure shews how images 

of external objects, as P^R, which are seen inverted upon a paper held 

upright atpqr, may, by reflecting them downwards upon a paper held 

horizontally at^rxç, be viewed upright, when the spectator's back is 

turned towards the lens. 
68. Whatever be the shape and magnitude of the hole in the paper ix. 

that covers part of a lens, the shape and magnitude of the picture of an JjfF£rimcJl!;. 

object will be the fame as when the lens is uncovered ; because any small degrees of 

part of a pencil of rays has the fame focus as the whole: but the bright- brightness and 

ness of the picture will be diminished in proportion as the hole in the ^uSgçf
 0t 

cover is diminished ; because the quantity of light which illuminates e-

very point of the picture is diminished in that proportion. If the lens be-

very thick and broad, by this diminution of its aperture the distinctness 

of the picture may be sensibly improved. Because the rays which fall 
upon the margin of such a glass are not refracted exactly to the fame 

points as those which fall nearer the middle of it : which will be manK x. 
fest by the next experiment. ^caun^k^ 

69. When the light of a candle or os the sun is refracted-through a ;
yhat

 ̂
 how 

globe, or through the belly of a round decanter filled with water, and formed by a 

falls upon a table ck>th, or upon a piece .of white paper held, parallel and ft^J
hy

 * " 
very.Fig. 131.. 

\ 
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very near to the axis of the light; the luminous figure there formed is 
bounded by two bright curves, called causticks ; which in going from 
the globe approach towards one another and to the axis of the pencil, 
till they touch it and there make a iharp angle, whose point is the focus 

of the pencil. 
From the brightness of these curves it will appear, by inspection of 

the figure,. that they are formed by the successive intersections of every 
ray with the next to it, taken in successive order from one fide of 
the globe to the other; and consequently that the brightness of the pa-
per within the curves, and its darkness without, is caused by a multi-
tude of intersections of rays within, and by none at all without. 

It will also appear by the figure and position of the caustick, that eve-
ry ray crosses the next ray in a point of the caustick before it cuts the 

-Fig- '3
2

-
 ax

j
Si
 p

or
 [f

 ever
y
 rav

 crossed the next ray in a point of the axis, they 

must all cross it in one and the fame point ; and so the figure of the 
light upon the paper would consist of two bright angular spaces, bound-
ed not by curves but by straight lines that cross in the focus ; and con-
sequently each angular space, at equal distances on each side of the fo-
cus, would be equally bright ; which is contrary to experience. 

'Fig. 433. And if every ray crossed the next ray, after it had cut the axis, their 
successive intersections would form a bright curve, which would have a 
sharp angle at the focus as before ; but would diverge farther and farther 
from the axis in going from the globe, as represented in the figure ; 
which is also contrary to experience. It is manifest then from the shape 
and position of the caustick, that every ray crosses the next ray before it 

J?ig 131- cuts the axis; and also that the focus of the pencil is that point of the 
axis where the nearest rays cut it 3 and that the rays in the incident pen-
cil, which lye farther and farther from the axis, cut it in several points, 
that lye farther and farther from the focus. 

,An imaginary 70. Therefore since the total bending of a ray is not altered, while it 
caustick form- passes at equal distances from the center of the globe, and consequently 

or by acyL- touches a circle concentrick to it, it follows, that while the candle is 
der. moved gradually towards the globe, the nearest rays to its center, on op-
Fig- 134- pofite fides of it, will first become parallel to the axis, and presently af-

Fig. 135. ter will diverge from a point behind the candle; then the next rays to 
these, on opposite sides of the center, will also become parallel to the 

Fig-13
6

- axis, and after that will diverge from another point of it, somewhat 
farther behind the candle than the former point, from which the near-

Jo-* 37-
 e

fl.
 ra

y
S
 diverged; and so on. Consequently when the emergent rays di-

verge, each contiguous couple being produced backwards, will cut the 
axis before they cross one another; and these successive intersections, 
from whence each couple diverge, will form an imaginary caustick, be-
ginning with a sharp angle at the focus, and receding from the axis, in 
going backwards from the globe* . ju A 
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71. À large pencil of rays refracted through a convex lens 13 also Causticks 

formed into a caustick, or some part of a caustick adjoining to the fo-^ convex Sen* 

cus of the lens; and extending from it more or less according as the lens Fig. 138,139-: 

is composed of larger or lesser segments of the spheres whose convexi-

ties it has. For conceiving two planes AB, ab to cut osstwo opposite Fig. 131. 

segments ACB, acb from the globe, where the rays passed through it, 

their refractions through the segments, when joined together, will be 

much the fame as when they were separated by the middle part of the ■ 

globe that lay between them; and consequently the causticks formed by 

the lens and by the globe will have like properties. 

The truth of this description of causticks, may be farther confirmed 

by covering one fide of the globe or of a broad convex lens, with a large 

circle of brown paper, whose diameter has a row of pin-holes made in it 

at any equal distances from one another. For the spots of light which 

came through these holes, will appear upon a white paper, at equal di-

stances from one another, when the paper is held perpendicular to the 

rays and near to the glass. But while it is withdrawn from the glass, the. 

intervals between the exteriour spots will grow less than the intervals be-

tween the interiour, and will sooner unite. 

72. On the contrary if the same cover be put upon a concave lens,,-^ J^
is

acon
" 

while the paper is drawn from the lens, the intervals between the exte-

riour spots will grow larger than the intervals between the interiour : 

which mews that the exteriour rays diverge from points that are nearer 

the concave, than those from whence the interiour rays diverge. But 

this experiment will not succeed with common concave glasses made for 

ihort-sighted persons : they are net concave enough, nor broad enough, 

nor thick enough to make this effect sensible. 
73. It appears by these real and imaginary causticks, that the exteri- Thcbendings • 

our rays of a pencil are gradually too much bent; or, which is the fame raye^oo^rea".-

thing, the interiour rays are gradually too little bent, to belong all to-

gether to a single point after refraction ; and consequently the angles of 

incidence of the exteriour rays are too large for that purpose, both at the 

first and second surface of the globe or lens. 

74. Consequently the like causticks must be formed by the refractions
 Caui^]g 

of a pencil of rays at a single surface ; only these causticks will approach fojjy^ J ̂  
slower towards the axis than the former, or recede from it flower; be- single spherical 

cause every couple of contiguous rays has now but a single refraction to ^j*
0
^,^. 

make them converge, or but a single refraction to make mem diverge. 

75. And it is demonstrated in the next book, that the rays of a large ^J?Japlanc 

pencil, refracted by a single plane surface, will also diverge from the riz-Mh
 I44

. 

points of an imaginary caustick; which begins at their focus and recedes 

from the surface, when the refractions are made out of a rarer into a den-

ser medium; and accedes towards it, when they are made out of a den-
ser into a rarer.. 76. The. 
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A caustick 76. The 145th figure represents the shape of a caustick formed by 

section atT" tne successive intersections of the contiguous rays of a large pencil, re-

spherical or flected from a concave surface, either spherical or cylindrical. Such cau-

c/hndnad fticks may be seen upon the surface os milk, or upon any opake whitish 
k
c;ncavelur- . - . , . . . , r J f , , 
race. mixture or liquors contained in a white china-cup, or upon the bottom 

-.of a snuff-box, whose rim is well polished, when the light of a candle 

or of the sun or of a remote window shines upon it. 

Another cau- j j. While the points of incidence keep fixt, imagine all the lines de-

ondées ^
cr

^
De

^ by
 tne

 reflected rays to accede towards the center, till they u-

center of the nite at the focus of the pencil ; and supposing the rays to go backwards 

concave. in the fame lines, after this second reflection they will all recede from 

a their former focus and accede towards the contrary fide of the center3: 

and the exteriour rays, whose first intersections with the axis were far-

thest from the center, will now come nearest to the opposite fide of it\ 

So that when the luminous point is placed between the principal focus 

and the center, another caustick will be formed beyond the center. 

,An imaginary ^8. Therefore while this luminous point is moved gradually towards 

flectioîfrorrT
 tne

 surface, when it comes to the principal focus, the rays that arenear-
the concave, est to the axis will first become parallel to it, and presently after will di-

.Fi|. 146,147, verge from a point behind the concave; then the next rays to these will 

also become parallel to the axis, and after that will diverge from ano-

ther point of it, somewhat farther behind the surface than the former, 

from which the nearest rays diverged. Consequently each couple of re-

flected rays, which lye contiguous, being produced backwards, will cut 

the axis before they meet one another. And these successive intersections, 

from whence each couple diverge, will form an imaginary caustick be-

hind the concave, beginning with a sharp angle at the focus and reced-

ing from the axis in going from the surface. 

An imaginary yg. While the points of incidence keep fixt imagine all the interse-

fìectioîfrom &'i0ns at tne axis m the 149th sigure to be shoved to the focus as 
the convex in the 150th figure, and let rays diverge from it upon the convex fide 

lce°
íthesur

" °^ surface; and the reflected rays produced will all separate from the 
former focus ç, so as to form an imaginary caustick, and the remotest rays 

bArt 2 from.the axis, whose intersections were ihoved the farthest towards the 

surface, will accede the nearest to it after reflection b. 

semtionu°on *
B
 ^efe causticks by refraction and reflection at plane and 

causticis.
UP

°
n spherical surfaces, the concourse of two contiguous rays (produced) lyes 

farther from the focus, and from the axis, according as their points of 

incidence are farther from the axis. It is observable that a pencil of rays 

reflected from a plane surface will form no caustick at all, because they 

c Ait.-23. diverge accurately from a single point % 

.No spherical 81. From what has been said it appears that a spherical surface, hav-

. figure can re- i
n

g
 ever

y
 w

here the fame degree of curvitv, can neither reflect nor re-
dact or reflect •*» ■© « 9 
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iract all the rays of a large pencil to a single point; and that a single fur- raystoafiag^ j 

face fit for this purpose must grow straighter or starter gradually in go- pouu' 
Lng from its axis2, as represented in the 151st figure; and that if one a

 Art. 73.76. 

side of a lens be spherical, it is not sufficient that the other be plane, but 
k must be convex in the middle, to shorten the focal distance of the mid-
dlemost rays, and must become concave towards its circumference, to 
prolong the concurrence of the outermost rays ; as represented in the 
I52d figure. Nevertheless the middlemost rays of a pencil are crowded 
so close together by reflection and refraction at spherical surfaces and 
lenses, and the outermost rays are scattered so thin upon a plane pasting 
through the focus perpendicular to the axis, that the confusion they 
make in a picture, by mixing with rays of other pencils, is seldom sen-
sible when the glass has a moderate aperture.. And since the unequal de-
grees of refrangibility of rays of different colours (to be explained in the 
6th chapter) makes far greater aberrations from the focus, than those 
that are made by the sphericalness of the figure, it would be to little 
purpose to give glaises any other figure than spherical ; especially consi-
dering the great difficulty there would be in the mechanical operation. 

CHAP. IH. 

CONCERNING THE EYE ANDMANNER OF VISION. 

S 2. ás^y ONsiDERiNG what has been said in the 7.3 d and 7. cth arti- A fictitious «y*-

cles, one might contrive a tolerable eye in this manner, by gZ^* 
placing a pellucid hemisphere ABC to serve for the fore part, and ano- Fig. 153. 

ther concentrick one DqE, opposite to the former, to serve for its bot-
tom or back part; making the íèmidiameter, Oq, of the latter triple 
the semidiameter, O B, of the former ; and then by filling the whole ca-
vity of both with water. By this means rays of light flowing from the 
points P, ̂  R, &c, of remote objects, after refraction at the surface 
ABC

y
 will be collected to as many other points p, q, r, of the cavity 

DqE, and paint an image upon it. And because a spherical surface does 
not accurately refract all the rays of a large pencil to a single pointb

, k Art, 81. 

but only those that go pretty near its axis ; this imperfection might be 
remedied by covering the base AC, of the lesser hemisphere, all but a 
moderate hole about the center O ; which would answer the purpose 
much better than if the surface it self was covered, all but a hole in the 
middle about B. For in this latter cafe the surface ABC would not re-
ceive rays from the lateral points P, R, so directly as those from the 
middle of the object, to all which it is exposed alike when the hole is 
left open at the center O. 

'* Ppuscula Postuma. p. 112. 

D 83. Though 
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ítÍTÍ-í ^3" ^k
GU

t>k construction of the eye appears not amiss at first 
i a . sight, yet we ihall fee presently that the author of nature has wisely va-

ried some things for the better, and added others absolutely necessary ;, 

though in every thing we cannot perceive his designs. In the first place 

he would not make use of an intire hemisphere ABC,, but retaining 

the middle part, has taken off pretty much from the fides, and yet with-

out contracting the compass of objects taken in at one view. The reason 

of this was to bend inwards the edges of the larger hemisphere about D 

and E, thereby reducing the shape of the eye to a rounder figure, for 

the convenience of its motion every way in the cavity that contains it.. 

... Ke has therefore given it such a shape, as is expressed in this other figure,.. 

representing an human eye dissected through its axis,, all the parts being 

twice, as big as in the life to .render them more conspicuous. 

ttSSd
neye

 ^ ^
ere

 transparent parts of the coat called the cornea is ABCi-

the remainder A^tTC being opake, and a portion of a larger sphere.'. 

Within this outward coat anatomists distinguisti two others;- the inner-

most of which is called the retina, being like a fine net composed of the-

fibres of the optick nerve YVTÏ woven together, and is white about the 

parts p, q, r, at the bottom of the eye. The cavity of the eye is not fil-

led with one liquor, but with three of different forts. That contained 

in the outward space ABCOEGFDO is called the aqueous humor, 

being perfectly fluid like water ; the other contained in the inward space. 

Epqr D F G is a little thicker like the white of an egg, and is called the 

vitreous humor; the third humour F G is shaped like a lens of unequal 

convexities, lying between the two former, and fixed to the side coats by 

filaments or threads extended all round it, and is called the crystalline 

humor, being hard like the white of an egg boiled, but as clear as the 

other two, and differs from them in a greater degree of refractive power y 

whereby the rays that came from the points P, i^, R, having received a 

degree of convergence by the refraction of the cornea ABC, are made 

to converge a little more by other refractions at the surfaces of the cry-

stalline FG; so that uniting in as many other points/, q,.r, upon the 

retina, they represent the points of the object P, 5^, R from whence, 

they came. And perhaps the rays are so directed by these secondary re-

fractions at the crystalline, as to sit the cavity pqr intended to receive 

a An.73, So. them; which otherwise must have been a portion of a larger sphere ̂  

according to the fictitious design in the former figure. 

The crystal-^ 85. Besides this there was greater need of the lens F G upon another 

^"huesdi-
3
 account; namely to help the eye to conform it self for seeing objects 

âh-ct. distinctly at all distances, which was wanting in the fictitious eye. There 

are two ways of doing it by the help of this lens FG, in order to fee 

things near at hand; either by moving it nearer to the outward cornea, 

or by increasing its convexity, or perhaps by doing both at once. If it 

is, 
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is moved towards the cornea, this may be effected by the pressure of the 
muscles against; the fides of the eye, and consequently against the vitre-
ous humor; but if the crystalline alters its figure and becomes rounder 
for seeing near objects, the filaments DF, EG, whose greater tension 
Jielps to flatten it, may perhaps be slackened by the lateral pressure a-
foresaid ; and possibly both these alterations are made at the fame time. 
The hole or pupil O is not placed in the center of the cornea ABC, as 
in the fictitious eye, but somewhat nearer to its front. The reason is un-
certain, unless this also may contribute to make the images coincide 
with the cavity of the retina, (in all their parts,) which otherwise must 
have been shaped according to a larger spherea. a Art- 73>

 8o
-

86. The diameter ^2"of the sphere of the eye is about an inch of the Some amen-. 

Rheinland foot, which is much the fame as the old Roman foot : and ̂  ̂  
the diameter of the outward cornea is about three fifths of an inch; the 
oreadth of the pupil, O, has no fixt measure, being greater or smaller, 
as any one may try, according as less or more light shines upon the eye.; 
it also contracts at the near approach of any small object, when we en-
deavour to view it distinctly. Its fabrick is admirable in this respect that 
■while it alters its fize k preserves its roundneis 1. So far Mr. Hugens *

a 

-to which I add something from Sir Isaac Newton *. 
87. This account of the eye and of the caufe'of vision is farther con- pictures onths 

firmed by these arguments ; that anatomists when they have taken off retina the 

from the bottom of the eye that outward and thickest coat called the causc ofVisioE° 
dura mater, can fee through the thinner coats the pictures of objects 
lively painted thereon. And these pictures propagated by motion along 
the fibres of the optick nerves into the brain, are the cause of vision, 
Por according as these pictures are perfect or imperfect, the object is 
seen perfectly or imperfectly. If the eye be tinged with any colour (as 
in the disease of the jaundice) so as to tinge the pictures in the bottom 
of the eye with that colour, then all objects appear tinged with the fame -
colour. 

88. If the humours of the eye decay by old age so as by shrinking to Confused pj 
,make the cornea and coat of the crystalline humour grow flatter than 
before, the light will not be refracted enough, and for want of a suffi- how caused, 

cient refraction will not converge to the bottom of the eye, but to some andmen^-Jf 
place beyond it; and by consequence will paint in the bottom of the Fig. 155. * 

,eye a confused picture ; and according to the indistinctness of the picture 
the object will appear confused. This is the reason of the decay of sight 
in old men, and shews why their sight is mended by spectacles. For the Fig. 156» 

.convex glasses supply the defect of plumpness in the eye, and by increas-
ing the refractions make the rays converge sooner, so as to convene di-

•i See this accounted for in Mr, CbeJseUens anatomy p. 319. 3d. Ed. 

z Dioptrica prop. 31. 3 Opticks pag. iz. 
D 2 ù'm&lf 
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stinctly at the bottom of the eye, if the glass has a due degree of con-
vexity. 

ûfí^n^slwít ^9"
 t

^
!e contrar

y happens in short-lighted men, whose eyes are 
lighted eyes,

 t0
° plump. For the refraction being now too great, the rays converge 

how caused and convene in these eves before they come at the bottom ; and therefore 
ill * * 

by cleave
 t^ie P^ure niade in the bottom and the vision caused thereby wilL not 

glasses. be distinct, unless the object be brought so near the eye as that the place 

a Art
157

" 8
 w^ere ̂  converging ravs convene may be removed to die bottom a

j 
a r

 • 34' 4 ■
 or t

j
îât

 pl
um

p
ne

f
s Q

f
 t

he eye be taken off and the refraction dimi-

£ig. 158. giilied by a concave glass, of a due degree of concavity ; or lastly that 

by age the eye grows flatter till it comes to a due figure. For short-

sighted men see remote objects best in old age, and therefore they are ac-

counted to have the most lasting eyes. So far'Sir Isaac Newton. 

The-pupil of ç
0>

 j
n
 determining the magnitude of pictures upon the retina, only 

WconsiSd
 one V2L

Y
 M eacn

 pencil need be considered ; because when the picture is; 
as a point. distinct, all the rays in any one pencil are collected to one and the fame 

point of the retina. Or, which is much the fame, we may suppose the 

pupil of the eye contracted to. a point : and,, for greater, simplicity and 

ease of the. imagination that this point 0 is a little hole at the center of 

£
J
g- Ï53- a dark, hollow hemisphere DqE, admitting only single rays straight 

through it without any refraction at all. For then the lengths of these 

picturespqr will increase and decrease as the.angle pOr does, or as the 

angle PO R does; which I am going to shew to be the property of the 

b Aft. 91. natural eye b : and if the semidiameter O^, of this hollow hemisphere, be-

about ^ of an inch, or of the axis of an human eye, the pictures of the 

e Art. 97. fame objects will always have the fame bigness in both forts of eyes
0
, very 

nearly. 
TV f C 

pjcturcs^nthe 91, The diameters or lengths of the pictures of objects upon the re-
retina arc as tina are measured by, or proportionable to, the angles which the rays that 

tended
8

b
SÍ

the
 come

 ^
rom tne

 extremities of the object do make in falling on the eye ; 
©bject at the

 C
 provided those angles be but small. For let two or more objects Pi^ and 

eye -ary., either parallel or oblique to each other, subtend the same angle 

Eig. 1 so- PO^ or nrOx, at Q; and because the particles of light flowing from 

P and w describe the same line P sr O, they will be refracted to the 

same points upon the retina j and in like manner those that flow from 

í^and H, will'be refracted to the same point q; and so the pictures p q of 

the objects Pg^ wy, which subtend the same angle at O, are the same 

in magnitude ; which was the first thing to be proved. 

Now the pictures of objects painted upon the retina of a dead.eye. are 

found by experience to be perfectly well shaped and proportioned in 

d Art. 87- their parts
d
 ; that is, the proportion of the parts/^, qr

3
 of the whole pi-

cture pqr, is the fame as that of the parts P^, of the whole ob-

ject P%jt-, and this latter proportion is very nearly the fame as that of 

the 
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the angles PO^ÇOR subtended by the parts P^, £>R* ; and so thea
 Art. 59. 

proposition is proved when the objects P.^, i^P are both at the fame di-
stance from the eye. And since it was shewn just before, that the ob-
jects P^and TIT x. have the fame picture pq, it follows that the propor-
tion of the pictures of the objects wx. and %R is the fame as that of 
the angles wO*, ^OP, subtended by them at the eye. 

Q2. When an object approaches towards the eye, the diameter of its Asf rcci
P

r0
;. 

., J. .rr
 r

 . .
 r

 J . . caiiyas rhedi-
piaure upon the retina increaies in the lame proportion as the diitance st

anccs 0
f
 t
hc 

between the eye and the object decreases; and on the contrary, it de-object from 

creases in the fame proportion as that distance increases. For the dia-the eye' 
meter of its picture increases in the fame proportion as the angle in-
creases, which the object subtends at the eyeb; and this angle, whenbArt'91, 

small, increases in the fame proportion as the distance between the eye
 c Art 6o 

and object decreases0. 
93. The degree of brightness of the picture of an object painted up- B.ris

u

h^e^°f 

on the retina continues the fame, at all distances between the eye and ai
ter

ed by the 

the object ; provided none of the rays be stopt by the way, and that the diitance of the 

pupil does not alter its aperture. For instance, when the eye approaches °^
e
^

e

rcnl 

as near again to the object, the picture upon the retina becomes dou-
ble in length and double in breadth, and consequently quadruple in sur-
face ; for the surface would be double, if its length alone or breadth 
alone was double. The quantity of rays received through the fame aper-
ture of the pupil, at half the distance from the object, is also quadru-
ple d ; and being equally spread over four times the quantity of surface d Art 58* 
of the retina, they are just as dense as before when the object was at 

twice the distance* 
94. It follows then that the faint appearance of remote objects is ow- Faintnefsof^ 

ing to the opacity of the atmosphere, which hinders part of their light ^f^objectr" 

from coming to the eye. Accordingly we sind that the fun, moon and how caused, 

stars appear very faint when near the horizon, and brighter continually 
as they rife higher ; because the tract of vapours, which lies in the way 
of the rays, is longest and thickest near the horizon ; and becomes thin-
ner and shorter as the objects rife higher, and consequently does less ob-

struct the passage of the rays. 
95. The sensibility of the eye, or its power to discern objects, without Their degrees 

inconvenience, by different quantities of light, is vastly extensive. For £y
b

d
"yjight 

instance, the disproportion in the quantities of light, cast upon the ho- and moon-

rizon by the fun and moon, at any equal altitudes, I find is no less than 90 lig^001-

thousand to 1, when the moon is full; or no less than 180 thousandpa 

to I, when the moon is in the quarters. And the proportion between 
those parts- of the lights of the fun and moon, whatever they be, which 
are reflected to our eyes from the fame object by day and by night, can 
hardly be different from the proportion of the whole lights. Allowing 

then 
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1 then that the aperture of the pupil may possibly be 8 or 9 times less by 

day than by night, (that is about 3 times less in diameter,) yet the pro-

portion in the quantities of day-light and moon-light, received by the 

eye from the fame object, to illuminate a picture of the fame bigness, 

will be no less than 20 thousand to 1, when the nights have a middle 

degree of moon-light; I fay no less, because the numbers here given are 

deduced from a rule, which is built upon this principle; that the moon 

reflects all the light received from the fun ; which cannot be true, by 

reason of the appearance of very large obscure places in her body ; and 

in all probability a great part of the incident light is buried and lost even 

in the brightest places. 

The rule I mentioned is this, day-light is to moon-light as the sur-
face of an hemisphere, whose center is at the eye, to the part of that 

surface which appears to be possessed by the enlightened part of the 

moon : so that the whole heavens covered with moons would only make 

day-light. This will be evident enough from the following considerations, 

though I invented it another way. Day-light is made by innumerable 

reflections of the fun's rays from all forts of bodies till at last they come 

to our eyes : for if this were not so, we could see nothing in the world, e-

.a Art. 2. yen in the day time, but the sun and stars and self-shining substances K 

Accordingly we find that day-light is much the fame, whether the fun 

shines out or not, in the place we are in ; because his light is reflected to 

us from a vast quantity of earth, air and clouds extended all round us,' 

perhaps to a hundred miles or more. So that the absence of the sun's rays 

from a particular place scarce alters day-light. Another thing is that the 

moon by day appears like a cloud in the air of a middle degree of bright-

ness ; some appearing duller and some brighter than the moon it self, 

The rays of the fun being therefore intercepted in the night from all the 

visible clouds, and being reflected to us by the moon only, it follows 

that day-light is to moon-light, as the apparent surfaces of all the visi-

ble clouds, to the apparent surface of the visible part of the moon, con-

sidered as the only cloud which remains enlightened. And these two 

lights, whatever be the distances of the moon and clouds, are just the 

fame as if those bodies were all placed at any equal distances from us, 

b Art. 93. and composed the surface of an hemisphereb ; whose parts are the true 

measures of the.-parts of the light which comes to us. 

And confirm- ç6. A vast disproportion between the lights of the fun and moon ap-

menís wST P
eârs a

h° by experiments made with burning-glasses ; either by refra-

buming- ction of the rays through very broad lenses, or by reflection from very 

pastes. -broad concave-glasses or metals : which by collecting the rays of the fun 

into a small round image at the focus, do excite a more violent heat and 

burn quicker than the hottest wind-furnaces : as appears by their melt-

ing and calcining the hardest metals., and by vitrifying bricks and stones, 

in 
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in much less portions of time than a minute r'. Yet the rays of the moon 

being collected by the fame glaises, do not excite the least sensible heat ; 

nor do they sensibly afíèct the nicest thermometer, when cast upon the 

ball of it 2, though the brightness of the light be very sensibly increased. 

By measuring the breadth of the round image at the focus, and by com-

paring it with the breadth of the glass it self, it appears that some of these 

burning-glasses collect the incident rays into a space about 2 thousand 

times less than they possessed at their incidence. But by the preceding 

calculation, the light of the full moon must be condensed about 9a 

thousand times
a
, to make it as dense and as warm as the direct rays of a Air. 95. 

the fun. It is no wonder then that the heat of the moon's rays is not 

sensible in the focus of the glass, being, then even 40 or 50 times thin-

ner than the direct rays of the fun. For it is found by experiments made 

with these glasses that the degrees of heat are proportionable to the den-

sities of the rays: which being compared with a scale of the degrees of 

heat and warmth of several natural bodies, determined by Sir Isaac New-

ton, in the philosophical transactions
 5

, it appears there is a vast dispro-
portion between the degrees of light which the eye can bear and be sen-
sible of, and the degrees of its heat, which the touch can bear and be sen-

sible of. 
97. Dr. Hook assures us that the sharpest eye cannot well- distinguish Vision limited 

any distance in the heavens, suppose a spot of the moon's body, or the
 n

[
t

t

ude

y
^%. 

distance of two stars, which subtends a less angle at the eye than half a stance, 

minute ; and that hardly one of a hundred can distinguish it when it 

subtends a minute If the angle bejiot bigger than this,, the two stars 

appear to the naked eye, as if they were but one. I have been present at 

making the experiment, when a friend of mine, who had the best eyes 

of all the company, could scarce perceive a white circle upon a black 

ground, or a black circle upon a white ground, or against the sky-light, 

when it subtended a less angle at the eye than two thirds of a minute ; 

or which is the fame thing, when its distance from the eye exceeded 

5156 times its own diameter : which agrees well enough with Dr. Hook's* 

observation. Hence I find, by a rule in the next book, that the diameter 

of the picture os that circle upon the retina was but the 8000th part of 

an inch at most; and this maybe called a sensible point of the retina. 

That this point is very small any one may perceive from hence that the 

breadth of the finest hair is visible at the length of ones arm. 

98. The apparent magnitude of an object is a quantity of visible ex-
 A

W[JJJJ
e t0 

tension, measured by, or proportionable to, the angle which the two
b
 rays [Jeraked eye 

defined. 

1 Phil. Trans. abr. by Lonxth. Vol. i. p. 211. and by Jor.es Vol 4. p. 190.
 b Art>

 9°-

2 Ibid. Lo-wtb. p. 213. and Mem. de l'Acad. Roy. des Scien. ann. 1705. p. 455. 8°. 

3 N°. 270. or Joneses abr. Vol. 4. part. 2. p. 1. It. Mem. de TAcad. an. 1703. p. 233. 

4 Animadversions on Hevelii machina cceleltis p. 8. 

that 
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Mow it varies. 

Art. 98. 

d Art. 60. 

When called 

true magni-

tude. 
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• that come from-the extremities of the object do make in falling on the 
eye. For the extremities of the object are seen in the directions of these 
rays ; and in proportion as they make a greater or smaller angle at the 
eye, the magnitude of the picture upon the retina is longer or shorter*; 
and consequently causes a sensation of a greater or smaller visible exten-
sion ; consisting of a greater or smaller number of visible points, answer-
ing to the number of sensible points of the retina b, of what magnitude 

soever these points are supposed to be. 
99. The apparent magnitude of any given object is reciprocally as 

its distance from the eye : that is to fay when the object approaches to 
the eye, its apparent magnitude increases (in proportion) as its real di-
stance decreases; and on the contrary, it decreases (in proportion) as 
that distance increases. For the apparent magnitude of an object was de-
fined to be a quantity of visible extension proportionable to the angle 
which the object subtends at the eye °, and this angle increases very near-
ly in proportion as the real distance between the eye and object, de-
creases :i. 

100. The apparent magnitude of an object seen by the naked eye, in 
opposition to its apparent magnitude seen through glasses, and for stiort-
ness of expression, is often called its true magnitude. And in speaking of 
the apparent magnitude of an object I always mean the apparent magni-
tude of its diameter, or of its length or breadth, or of any principal line 
of it, and not.of its surface or solidity, unless it be particularly specified. 

CHAP. IV. 

.Apparent di-

rections of vi-

sible points de-

fined. 

e Art. 18. 

•Fig. 4. 

CONCERNING VISION WITH GLASSES. 

.301. ANY small object or point of an object, seen by refracted or re-
flected rays, appears somewhere in the direction of that line, 

which the visual ray describes after its last refraction or reflection in 

falling upon the eye. 
In the experiments to prove the laws of reflection and refractione, 

the pin at B, seen by a ray reflected from the water, appeared some-
where in the?lineAQ produced, which the visual ray BCA described 
after reflection at C, when it advanced to the eye. And as the whole line 
CE appeared lifted up by the refraction at the water, as if it had been 
a continuation of the line AC straight on, so if a straight oar be in part 
immersed obliquely in water, it appears crooked, as if the part immer-
sed was broken at the surface, and lifted higher. For this part of the oar 
is seen in the direction of rays which are bent downwards by refraction 
at their emergence frem the water, and consequently advance to the 

;
eye as if they came from a place in the water which is higher than the 
-real place of the oar. In like manner any point P of an object seen by 

the 
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the ray PAO twice refracted, either by passing through the edge of a Kg. l6d * 
prism, or of a concave or convex lens, or through the fides of a globe or ' 
"decanter, or of a drinking glass filled with any transparent liquor; or 
seen by a ray PAO reflected from a plane or spherical looking-glass, ap-
pears to the eye at 0

9
 somewhere in the direcìion of the last refracted or 

reflected ray AQ. Lastly an object P viewed by the eye at 0, through a Fig. 172, 

multiplying glass, appears at one view in as many different places, p,p 1, 

p2, situated in as many different directions 0 A, OB, OCof the last re-
fracted rays produced, as the glass has different surfaces DE, EF, FG 
differently inclined to the opposite surface D H. For these surfaces, like 
so many different prisms, give"the visual rays PIAO, PKBO, PLCO 
so many different bendings at / and A, K and B, L and C, and make 
them fall upon the eye at O in as many different directions AO, BO

t 
CO*. And in all these instances when the reflecting or -refracting furfa- a Art. 40. 

ces of the water or glasses are shaken by the wind, or otherwise, the 
objects seen by reflection or refraction appear to make and tremble ; be-
cause the last directions of the visual rays are shaken and varied by those 

motions. 
Now the reason why an object or point of an object appears always 

in the direction of the last refracted or reflected ray, is, because the place 
of its picture upon the retina is the fame as it would be if the object was 
really removed from its proper place into the direction of that ray, and 
was seen by direct rays. And having no sensation of the previous refle-
ctions or refractions of die rays at the glasses, but only of .their action 
upon a certain place of the retina, we form the fame judgment of the 
place of the object as we used to do in the more common cases of direct: 
vision. How we know and judge of the place and position of an object by 
the place and inverted position of its picture upon the retina, will be 
shewn in the next chapter ; wherein it will appear to be entirely the ef-

fect of experience, 
102. It is manifest from what has been said, that any point P of an £j^^*

f

aj, 
object seen by refractions or reflections; appears somewhere in the ^

b]e pointS 
line^O, drawn from the corresponding point p of its last image to the determined 

eye at any place O. Because all the rays which flowed from P do after
 16019 

the last refraction or reflection flow from or towards the corresponding 
point p of the last image. The reason why I say the last image will be 

mentioned in the 1 nth article. 
103. It is also manifest why an object seen by refracted or reflected Thc]t ^PP*-J

 r
 . ,

J
 . ' f _ . . rent situation 

.rays appears iometimes upright and sometimes inverted, r or when the determined, 

refracted or reflected rays AO, CO, have the fame situation with respect 
to each other, as two rays that come directly from the fame points of 
the object to the eye, these points will appear in the fame situation with 
.respect to each other in both casesb. But if the rays that come from these b Art. tat. 

E points 
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points shall have crossed each other before they arrive at the eye, they 
will then have a contrary situation to that of two rays coming directly 
from the fame points to the eye; and consequently these two points 

a Art. roi.
 w

|j|
 a

pp
ear

 j
n tne

 g]
a
f
s
 j

n a
 contrary situation*. And one may add that 

in the former cafe, the picture upon the retina of the eye will have the 
fame position, though not the fame magnitude, as if the glass was re-
moved, and will have a contrary position in the latter cafe. 

Apparent 104. The apparent magnitude of an object, P^_, seen by refracted or 

^aftldefined.
 reflec"ted ravs either upright or inverted, is a quantity of visible exten-

b A«. 90. lion, measured by the angle, AOC, which the two brays, A0,00, that 
came from its extremities, P, do make, after their Lit refraction or 
reflection, in falling on the eye. Or in other words, the object appears 
greater or smaller in proportion as that angle AOC is greater or smaller. 
Because its extremities appear in the directions of the lait refracted or 

e Art. IOI. reflected rays OA, OCc; and also because its picture upon the retina is 
greater or smaller in proportion as these rays constitute a greater or smal-

d Art. 91. ler angle at the eye'J. 

And deter- 105. Therefore the apparent magnitude of an object, P^, is also mea-
jnined. sured by the angle pOq which its last image pq subtends at the eye. 

For the lines AO,pO are but one line continued, and so are CO, qO, and 
therefore the angles AOC,pOq are the fame when the image lies before 
the eye, and are equal when it lies behind it. 

How it varies. 106. Hence the apparent magnitude of an object increases and de-
creases in proportion as the eye approaches to or recedes from its last 

e Art. 99. image, (just as if it was a real objects,) placed either before or behind the 
eye. For when the image is fixed, the angle pOq, when small, increases 

g Art. 60. -
n t

]
ie

f
ame

 proportion as Oq decreases, and on the contraryf. 

when invam- 107. Hence if the last image be removed to an infinite distance, that is, 
5* if the object be placed in the principal focus of a lens, sphere, or con-
Fig. 173. to « _ 1 • 1 r

r
 • r *• t ■ 1 r 1 l_ 

,
7

6, cave looking-glass, its apparent magnitude to the eye at any place what-
ever will be invariably the fame ; and equal to its apparent magnitude 
seen by the naked eye, supposing it put into the place of the center of 
the sphere, lens, or reflecting concave. For since all the rays of any one 
pencil, are parallel tof its axis PE, the angle CO A, which measures 
the apparent magnitude at any point O, is every where equal to the an-
gle £>EP at the center E. 

Tig. 177.178. The apparent magnitude of the object will also be invariable where-
ever it be placed, when the eye is fixed at the principal focus of any 
glass which makes parallel rays converge to the eye. For conceiving 
them to flow back again from the eye to the object, they will fall up-
on the fame points of the object from whence they came while it is 
moved in any place along the axis of the glass : and no other rays but 
these can return from the same points of the object to the eye in that 

place: 
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place : therefore the several parts of the object will always be seen un- -
Her the same angles, and consequently will appear of the same magni-

tudes a. " a Art io
4-

108. The apparent magnitude of an object seen by reflected or re- Compared to 

fracted rays being measured by the angle which its lait image subtends ^"cT 

•at the eye", and' its apparent magnitude to the naked eye in any place b Art. 105. 

being measured by the angle which the object it self subtends at the eye 
in that placec, it follows that the former apparent magnitude is to the c Art- 97-

latter, as the former angle to the latter angle. For the measures of things 
and the things measured by them are proportionable. 

109. Consequently the apparent magnitude of an object seen in a glass, When equal 

will be equal to its apparent magnitude to the naked eye in the fame to thetru-'-
place, if the glass was removed, First, when the object touches any thin 
lens or any single surface. For the image is then equal to the object 
and coincides with itd. Secondly, when the eye touches any thin lens or d Art- 55-

any reflecting surface. For then the my PAD will pass from the object 
to the eye through the middle of the lens very nearly, and therefore be-
ing almost straighte will make nearly the fame angle with the axis as e Art

 4
2

-

an unrefracted ray would do : and when the point of incidence, A, co-
incides with C at any reflecting surface, the incident and reflected rays 
PA, AO, produced, will also make equal angles with the axis or per-
pendicular ^Cf ; and so the object will appear under the same angle as f Art- 8-
it would do to the naked eye turned about. Thirdly, when the eye is at \ 
the center of a reflecting concave. For then the incident and reflected 
rays PA, AO will coincide with the direct ray PEs, and consequent- g Art. 10. 
ly will make the same angles with the axis. Fourthly, when the object 
is at the center of the reflecting concave. For then the reflected image 
is also it the center and is equal to the objecth. Fifthly, when a ray com-
ing directly from P to O, would make an angle with the axis equal to 
the angle AOC, which the refracted or reflected ray P AO makes with 
it on the other side. 

110. These cafes being excepted the apparent magnitude of an object Less than the 

seen through a concave lens is always less than the true ; and when it !
l

r^
n
^™uf"j 

is seen upright through a convex lens, or a globe, it is greater than the greater 

true. For the ray PAO, coming from the extremity of the object'to through a cou-

theeye, is bent by the concave lens from its axis, and therefore makes vcx glals' 
a less angle with it at the eye than a ray coming directly from that ex-
tremity to the eye. But the fame ray is bent by the convex lens towards 
its axis, and therefore makes a greater angle at the eye than the direct 
ray : and the apparent magnitudes are measured by these angles. 

in. What has hitherto been demonstrated concerning the apparent The whole 

magnitude of an object P^, will continue in force if you suppose the ^fSw^r! 

object P^,to be an image formed by another glass or other glasses. For any number of 

E 2 " the glasses-. 
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the rays diverge from either of them in the fame manner, and for this-
reason I have always called pq the last image of the object, 

what part of
 II2

. The place of the eye at 0 being given, to determine what part 

iSioIrfany
11

* °^
 an

 object is visible in a given portion or aperture AC of any réfract-
as, ing or reflecting glass, draw GA to the edge of the aperture and pro-

duce it till it cuts the image in p> and through the center of the glass 
draw pE cutting the object in P ; and P^will be the part in view in 
the aperture AC. For the whole pencil of rays flowing from P will'be-

a Art. 43. |
on

g
 t0

 p
 a

f
ter re

f
ra

ction or reflection \ andconfequently some one of those 

Fig. 173 to
 rays ̂  < advance to the eye in the line AO drawn through p. If the 

I?
6. image be at an infinite distance all the rays that belonged to p will be 

parallel to the axis of the pencil; therefore PQJs now determined by 
fixt

68
' drawing EP parallel to OA. In a plane looking-glass.,pP must be drawn 

fvomp parallel to q^_, or perpendicular b to the glass, to cut off the 
part P^, visible in the aperture AC. For this glass may be considered as 
having a center at an infinite distance from it. 

HPW itvaries. 113. Hence if the glass and object be fixed; the part, in view in a gi-
ven aperture* will decrease perpetually while the eye recedes from the 
glass j unless the image be behind the eye. For then it will decrease on-
ly till the eye arrives at the image, and after the eye has pasted by the 
image it will increase perpetually. The reason is because the object and 
image, being fixed in their places, do both increase or both decrease to^ 
gether, being both terminated by two lines Pp, that meet or cross 
in E) the center of the glass. 

^kaf^
11 1T4" therefore the part in view is greatest when the eye is dosé to 

the glass, and least when close to the image ; and, in this latter cafe, it 
appears infinitely magnified. For conceiving the distance Oq infinitely 
diminished, the parts pq, P^cut offby the lines AOp,pEP will both 
be infinitely diminished; but the magnitude of the angle at O, subtend-
ed by pq or by AC, continues finite while the angle subtended by P^jat 
O is infinitely diminished : and so the disproportion between these an-
gles, that is between the apparent and true magnitudes of the particle 

c Art. rc3. P§>J is infinitely great. It appears also infinitely confused, when the pu-
pil is open, for the reason given- in the following articles. 

The size of a j.jjj When a person views himself in a plane looking-glass he ap-

fcffiS^see V^*™ to himself to sill the same part of the glass wherever he stands : 
ii\ ones own and the length and breadth of this part is always half the length and 
F^LÓS breadth of the corresponding part of his own body. For when O and ̂  
d Art 25. coincide, OC is half of Oq or §>já and therefore AC is half of pqe or 
«Art. 57- P<S\ 

■vision wh«n 116» Hitherto I have considered the pupil of the eye as no bigger than 
e
™iïes

àhy a P°*nt> admitting but a single ray from every point of the objects by 
í Art. 90, which means the picture upon the retina would be distinct in all cafes. 

But 
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But when the pupil is open, if the image formed by- the glass be nearer 
to the eye than the least distance at which we can fee objects distinctly 
with the naked eye, the appearance through the glass will be confused. 
Because the rays diverge too much from so near an image to be reduced 
by the eye to a distinct picture upon the retina. On the other hand, when 
the rays converge to an image behind the eye, they will be collected to 
a distinct picture before they arrive at the retina, because the eye is not 
naturally used to conform it self to converging rays • and so the vision 
will be confused in both cases, but may be rendered distinct as fol-

loweth. 
117. Things which appear confused when seen by direct, refracted ^^fnct"* 

or reflected rays may be rendered distinct either by looking through a 
little hole in a thin plate or bit of paper, or through a convex or con-
cave glass of a proper degree of convexity or concavity ; and provided 
the hole or glass be put close to the eye, the apparent magnitude and si-
tuation of the object will be the fame in both cases. For if the hole be 
so small as to admit but a single ray from every distinct point of the ob-
ject, these rays will fall upon the retina in as many other distinct points, 
and will make a distinct picture. And when the pencils of rays fall upon a 
thin lens, their axes go straight through the middle of it

3
,, and confe-

 a Art
"
 43

' 
quently will proceed to the fame points upon the retina as when they 
pasted through the hole. Now supposing the lens to have such a fi-
gure that the rays of every pencil shall be refracted by it, and by the 
•eye together, to those very points of their axes, which touch the retina , 
the picture will still be distinct: and will be the fame in magnitude and 
position as before : and the only difference in the effects of the hole and 
lens will be in the degree of brightness of the picture upon the retina. 

118. A single microscope is only a very small globule of glass, ora A single mí-^ 

small double convex glass, whose focal distance is very íhort. A minute mudXmag-

object pq seen distinctly through a small glass AE by the eye put close nifies. 

to it, appears so much greater than it would to the naked eye, placed at
 Fl

s- i79>
l8

°* 

the least distance qL from whence it appears sufficiently distinct, as this 
latter distance qL is greater than the former qE. For having put your 
eye close to the glass EA, in order to fee as much of the object as pos-
sible at one viewb, remove the object pq to and fro till it appears most b An. itfj* 

distinctly, suppose at the distance Eq. Then conceiving the glass AE to 
be removed, and a thin plate, with a pin-hole ink, to be put in its place, 
the object will appear distinct, and as large as beforec, when seen through c Art- "7s 

the glass, only not so bright. And in this latter café, it appears so much 
greater than it does to the naked eye, at the distance qL, either with the 
pin-hole or without it, as the angle pEqk greater than the anglepLq

d
,
 Art 97

' 
or as the. latter distance qL is greater than the former qE e. e A

»- 60. 

119. Since 
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And in what j jg. Since the interposition of the glass has no other effect than to 
render the appearance distinct, by helping the eye to increase the refra-
ction of the rays in each pencil, it is plain that the greater apparent mag-
nitude is intirely owing to a nearer view than could be taken by the na-
ked eye . If the eye be so perfect as to fee distinctly by pencils of paral-
lel rays falling upon it, the distance Eq, of the object from the glass, is. 
then the focal distance of the glass. Now if the glass be a small round 
globule whose diameter is of an inch, such as are easily made in the 
manner described in the third book, its focal distance Eq being three 

a Art. 61. quarters of its diameter, a is of an inch; and if qL be 8 inches, the 
usual distance at which we view minute objects, this globule will mag-
nify at the rate of 8 to or of 160 to 1. 

Astronomical i2o. An astronomical telescope is composed of two convex glastês in 

rnuch°ft
C
ma°

W the following manner. P^ represents the semidiameter of a remote ob-
nifies, and ject, and p q its picture formed by the convex lens L, which being next 
jty-

 g
 to the object is called the object-glass. In the axis of this glass,-^Lq 

IS*1 l' produced, EA represents another glass more convex than L, so placed, 
that as qL is the focal distance of the glass L, ioqE is the focal distance 
of the glass E; and EL the sum of their focal distances^ In this situation 
of the glasies, I fay the object will appear to the eye at any point O, di-
stinct, inverted and magnified at the rate of qL to qE, that is of the 
focal distance of the object glass to the focal distance of the eye glass. 

For the rays which diverge from the point q of the pictures, being 
_ refracted by the eye-glass, will emerge upon the eye at 0 in lines paral-

lel tó the axis qEO ; because qE is supposed to be the focal distance of the 
eye-glass; and for the fame reason, the rays which diverge from any 
collateral point/, of that pictures, will emerge from the eye-glass, af-
ter refractions at A, in lines parallel to the line or vaypE ; this line be-
ing the axis of an oblique pencil of rays, part of which diverge from p 
upon the glass. An eye therefore which can fee distinctly by pencils of 
parallel rays being placed any where at O, among the intersections of 
these pencils, will fee the points of the object distinctly. 

Now to the eye at O the apparent magnitude of the picture pq, or 
b Art. 104. object Pjgj, is measured by the angle EOA°, or by the equal angle qEp ; 

but to the naked eye at L, if the glass was removed, the apparent mag-
nitude of the object is measured by the angle $>LP, or by the equal 

c Art. 43. angle q Lp ; the oblique axis PLp being straightc. Therefore the for-

mer apparent magnitude is to the latter, as the angle q Ep, to the an-
gle qLp; and consequently as the latter distance qL> to the former 

" q E \ 
maíoTsour

 121 
' The object which appeared inverted in the former telescope6, 

convex glasses will appear upright and distinct through two more convex eye-glasses 
figf^S?' subjoined to it $ at a distance from each other, equal to the sum of their 
s Art. 103. focal 
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focal distances ; and when their focal distances are equal to each other, 
the object will be magnified just as much as it was before. For the pen-
cils of parallel rays EOF, AOB,fcc, which are continued to the glass 
FB, will be formed by it into a second image wx j and the focus w, of 
any oblique pencil O B, will be determined by the intersection of the 
line wx, perpendicular to the common axis of the glasses, and of the ob-
lique axis F-ar, drawn parallel to the incident rays OB1. This point w * Art-
being the focus of incident rays on the last glass GC, the emergent rays 
CD will be parallel to their oblique axis wG ; because the rays that flow 
from x are supposed to emerge parallel to the direct axis. Therefore tQ 
the eye at D, where these emergent pencils cross, the object will appear 
distinct, and upright1". And when the glasses F and G are exactly equal, b Art. 103. 

the image w x, will be exactly in the middle between them ; and so the 
triangles nrFx, WGK will be exactly equal. Consequently the angle 
CDG, which now measures the apparent magnitude to the eye at D, 
will be equal to the angle nrGx. or wFx. or BO For AOE

y
 which mea-

sured it before to the eye at O. 
122. In a telescope of a given length the quantity of objects taken in How much 

at one view, depends upon the breadth of the eye-glass. For as AE is ^oneview. 

greater or smaller, the angle ALE or its equal PL^ is also greater or Fig. 181,182. 

smaller ; and this angle takes in all the objects that can be seen at one 

view on one side of the axis of the telescope. 
123. The difference between the astronomical telescope and Galileo's ff'jf^Jr}*' 

telescope or a common perspective-glass is this ; instead of the convex
 dercd 

eye-glass placed behind the image to make the rays of each pencil go Fig. 183. 

parallel to the eye, there is placed a concave eye-glass AE as much be-
fore it ; which opens the rays of each pencil that converged to q and p, 
and makes them emerge parallel upon the eye ; as is evident by conceiving 
the rays to go back again through the eye-glass, whose focal distance we 
supposed was E q. The eye must be put close to the glass to receive as 
many pencils as possible ; and then, supposing an emerging ray of an 
oblique pencil produced backward along AO, the apparent magnitude 
of the object is measured by the angle AOEc or its equal qEp, which c Art. 104. 

is to the angle qLp (or ̂ LP
3
 the measure of the true magnitude,) as 

qL to qE, as before in the other telescope. It is manifest, by the 103d 

article, that objects in this telescope appear upright. 
124. The quantity of objects taken, in at one view in this telescope This takes ia 

does not depend upon the breadth of the eye-glass, as in the astronomical J^g^
 thc 

telescope, but upon the breadth of the pupil of the eye. Because the 
pupil is less than the eye-glass, and the lateral pencils do not now con-
verge to but diverge from'the axis of the glasses. Upon this account the 

view being narrower is not so pleasant as in the former telescope. 

125. Sir 
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Sir # AW 12^. Sir J)Çfcw Newtons reflecting telescope magnifies the diameter of 

telescope.
 mS a

 remote object in the proportion of the focal distance of the reflecting 

Fig. 184. concave to the focal distance of the convex eye-glass and shews it inver-

ted. Let SI* bean image of a remote object Pj^. formed by reflections 

from a large concave surface AC, and terminated by the lines PESA, 

gJLTC drawn through its center E. Now because this image cannot be 

viewed through an eye-glass placed directly before it (for then the, spec-

tator would intercept the rays that are coming to the concave) there-

fore let the several pencils of rays which converge towards it in coming 

from the broad concave AC, be reflected sideways from a small- polished 

plane, represented by ac ; and then the second image it; formed by this 
,a Art..24,25. pl

ane) w
iH

 De
 equal to the first image Sl!\ Let tl be the focal distance 

of a small convex eye-glass kl and the rays which flow from any point 

s will be refracted through this glass, to the eye at 0, in the lines k 0 

drawn parallel to the oblique axis si; and so the apparent magnitude 

of the object, P^, to the eye at 0, will be measured by the angle ko I 
b Art. 104. or slth : but to the naked eye at E, it is measured by the angle PE^ot 

(SET*. Therefore the former apparent magnitude is to the latter, as the 

angle sit,to the angle SET or, (because their subtenses st, ST are e-

d In 26 *l
ua

^) as ET" to/í
 c

 or as OT to It, when the object is remote
d

. Note 
{hat the plane acb is much too broad in comparison to the concave ACB, 

which could not be helped in so small a draught. That the appearance 

of the object is inverted or turned from right to left, is evident by the 

103d article. 

mo
h

ter
so

th
m

i
Ch I2

^' ^i°P
tr

*ck telescopes which magnify much being very long and 
others! ° troublesome to be managed, Sir Isaac Newton proposed this method to 

shorten telescopes 1 : which answers to admiration ; as appears by a table 

in the next book, of the lengths of both forts of telescopes which mag-

nify equally with equal distinctness. The reason why dioptrick tele-

scopes cannot be mortened as much as these, and still magnify as much, 

yc Art 120. foy diminishing the focal distances of the eye-glassesc, in short is this. 

The images made by refractions through the convex object-glasses, be-

ing much more imperfect than these, which are made by reflections 

from concave surfaces, will not bear to be magnified so much by so small 

f Art. 118.
 Æ

ye-glasses f, without appearing confused : and the chief cause of those 

imperfections in the pictures is the unequal refrangibility of rays of dif-

ferent colours ; as will be fully explained hereafter. 

Doublemicro-
 I27- A double microscope is composed of two convex glasses placed 

scope confì- at E and L. The slass L next the object P^js very small and very much 

Kg
d
Ì8c convex, and consequently its focal distance LF is very short; the di-

stance of the small object P^ is but a little greater than LF; so 
.g Art. 48. that the image pq may be formed .at a great distance from the glass g, 

1 Opticks. p. 95. 

and 
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and consequently may he much greater than the object It self
3

. This a Art. j> 

picture ̂  ^ being viewed through a convex eye-glass ^E, whose focal 

distance is q E, appears distinct as in a telescope. Now the object appears 

magnified upon two accounts ; first because if we viewed its picture pr
9 

with the naked eye, it would appear as much greater than the object, at 

the fame distance, as it really is greater than the object, or as much as 

Lq is greater than L^J ; and secondly because this picture appears
 b Art

-55-

magnified through the eye glass as much as the least distance at which 

it can be seen distinctly with the naked eye, is greater than qE, the fo-

cal distance of the eye-glais*. For example, if this latter ratio be 5 to i,
c Art

'
 Il8v 

and the former ratio of Lq to L£>Jbe 20 to 1, then upon both accounts 

the object will appear 5 times 20, or 100 times greater than to the na-

ked eye. 
128. To fit these telescopes and microscopes to ihort-fighted eyes, the To sit teles-

glasses E and L must be placed a little nearer together j so that the rays
 co

?p ^f™*' 

of each pencil may not emerge parallel but may fall diverging upon defective eyes, 

the eye
d

; and then the apparent magnitude will be altered a little but d Art. 48. 

scarce sensibly. 
129. The brightness of the appearance through a given telescope or The apparent 

microscope is more or less in proportion to the aperture of the object-
 Dri§htI

h

e
í.j

lcm 
glass. For supposing it covered with paper, all but a small hole in the

 tu0US ulcm
* 

middle, the magnitudes of the pictures p q in the focus of the glasses, and 

of that upon the retina would not be altered ; but the hole at L being 

smaller than before, there are fewer rays in every pencil, and conse-

quently in every point of those pictures, and so they appear more ob-

•scure. If the aperture and object-glass remain the fame, things appear 

brighter or fainter according as the focal distance of the eye-glass is lon-

ger or shorter j that is, according as the telescope or microscope magni-

fies less or more5. For the fame quantity of light spread over a smaller e An. tzo, 

or larger picture or part of the retina will make it brighter or duller. 

130. Hitherto I have supposed the eye to be always placed at some An * 

point 0 in the common axis of the refracting or reflecting surfaces. Now
 when thc cyc 

let it be placed at any point 0 in a line Oo perpendicular to the axis %a ; is out of the 

I fay that all the appearances will be the fame or at least not sensibly g£seorgM«. 

different from what they were before. For let pq be the lait image of an Fig. iS6. 

object, and P^the last but one, or the object it self ; draw the lines p 0, 

qo.meeting the next surface in a and c-, and the points P and i^will ap-

pear to the eye at 0 in the directions of those lines oa
4
 04» Whence draw-

ing pO meeting the surface in A ; since the directions OAyOa, in which 

P is seen, lye the fame way from the directions OC, oc, in which ̂ is 

seen, it îs evident that the apparent situation of the extremities P, ̂  is 

the fame at both places of the eye ; and also the apparent magnitude, 

which is measured by the angle aoc
£
 ór po q or pOq or AO C. For the

 fAx
*»

l3
* 

F small 
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c Art. 104. 

'â Art. 103. 

e Art, 63. 
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smaU angles poqj pOq, being subtended by the same image pq, very 

nearly at equal distances po, qO from 0 and O, are very nearly equal,. 

The apparent brightness of the object is also the same ; because the den-

sity, of the rays, that enter the pupil, at any part of the perpendicular 
».-Art. S&; plane represented by Oo, is nearly the fame3. For the rays flow from or 

towards the last image pa just as if it was a luminous body. And lastly 

the degree of apparent distinctness or confusion is the fame also, because 

the angles which the pupil, placed at O or at 0, subtends &tp and q
y
 or 

the mutual, inclinations of the rays in each pencil are very nearly equal, 

femrion^cn This general observation upon vision is worth remembring. 
«ision».n UpCn That the apparent distinctness and confusion of an object depends upon 

the mutual inclination of the rays to. each other in any one pencil when 

they fall upon the eyeb ; the apparent magnitude, upon the inclination 

of the rays of different pencils to each other when they fall upon the 

eyec ; the apparent situation, upon the real situation of the extream pen-

cils when they fall upon the eye d
 j and the apparent brightness and ob-

scurity, upon the quantity of rays in every pencilc. 

c H A p. v. 

CONCERNING OUR IDEAS A C QJJ I R E D BY SIGHT.. 

^rson^born *^2' TN orc
^
er t0

 account for several appearances in vision,, it is necei^ 
blind consi™ \ ^aiT t0 consider the manner of acquiring our ideas of things by 
ted.. sight.. The noted question proposed by Mr. Molyneux to Mr. Locke,, 

whether a person blind from his birth,, being made to fee, could by sight 

alone distinguish a globe from a cube, whose difference he knew by feel-

ing, has been pronounced in the negative by both those philosophers 1 : 

and this opinion has since been confirmed by the experience of several 

persons, who receiving their sight from the operation of Couching, could 

not know any one thing from another, however different in shape and 

magnitude. Mr. Chejselden having given us a very curious account of 

some observations made by a young gentleman who was couched by 

him in the thirteenth year of his age, I will here insert it in his own. 

words K 

Kir. cbejsei- 13 3; Though we fay of this gentleman that he was blind, as we da 

tf&Spe? °f'
a
^ people who have ripe Cataracts, yet they are nevep so blind from 

sons brought that cause, but that they can discern day from night ; and for the most 

to sight. p
ar

t in a strong light, distinguish black, white, and scarlet, but they can-

not perceive the shape of any thing: for the light by which these per-

ceptions are. made, being let in obliquely through the aqueous humour, 

x Locke's Essay on Hum. Underst. B. i.e. 9. 
z. Phil..Trans. N°. 402. See another.account in the 55th Tatlcr.. 

or 
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or the anterior surface of the crystalline (by which the rays cannot be 
brought into a focus upon the retina) they can discern in no other man-
ner, than a sound eye can through a glass of broken jelly where a great 
variety of surfaces so differently refract the light, that the several distinct 
pencils of rays cannot be collected by the eye into their proper foci j 
wherefore the shape of an object in such a case, cannot be at all discern-
ed, though the colour may: and thus it was with this young gentleman, 
who though he knew these colours asunder in a good light ; yet when he 
saw them after he was couched, the faint ideas he had of them before, 
were not sufficient for him to know them by afterwards ; and therefore 
he did not think them the fame, which he had before known by those 
names. Now scarlet lie thought the most beautiful of all colours, and 
of others the most gay were the most pleasing ; whereas the first time 
he saw black, it gave him great uneasiness, yet after a little time he was 
reconciled to it : but some months after

3
 seeing by accident a Negro wo-

man, he was struck with great horror at the sight. 
When he first saw, he was so far from making any judgment about di-

iiances that he thought all objects whatever touched his eyes (as he ex-
pressed it) as what he felt did his skin ; and thought no objects so agree-
able as those which were smooth and regular, though he could form no 
judgment of their shape, or guess what it was in any object that was 

f
ileasing to him. He knew not the shape of any thing, nor any one thing 
rom another, however different in shape, or magnitude, but upon being 

told what things were, whose form he before knew from feeling, he 
would carefully observe, that he might know them again j but having 
.too many objects to learn at once, he forgot many of them : and (as he 
said) at first he learned to know, and again forgot a thousand things in 
a day. One particular only (though it may appear trifling) I will relate; 
Having often forgot which was the cat, and which the dog, he was 
ashamed to ask, but catching the cat (which he knew by feeling) he was 
.observed to look at her stedfastly, and then setting her down, said, so 
puss, I shall know you another time. He was very much surprized, that 
those things which he had liked best, did not appear most agreeable to 
his eyes, expecting those persons would appear most beautiful that he 
loved most, and such things to be most agreeable to his sight that were 
so to his taste. We thought he soon knew what pictures represented, 
■which were shewed to him, but we found afterwards we were mista-
ken: for about two months after he was couched he discovered at once, 
they represented solid bodies ; when to that time he considered them on-
ly as party-coloured planes, or surfaces diversified with variety of paint ; 
but even then he was no less surprized, expecting the pictures would feel 
like the things they represented, and was amazed when he found those 
parts, which by their light and shadow appeared now round and uneven, 

F 2 ielt 
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felt only flat like the rest ; and asked which was the lying fense, feeling, 
or seeing ? 

Being shewn his father's picture in a locket at his mother's watch, 

and told what it was, he acknowledged a likeness, but was vastly sur-
prized; asking how it could be, that a large face could be expressed in 

so little room; saying,, it should have seemed as impossible to him, as to 

put a bushel of any thing into a pint. 

At first he could bear but very little light, and the things he saw
y
 he 

thought extreamly large ; but upon seeing things larger, those first seen 

he conceived less, never being able to imagine any lines beyond the 

bounds lie saw : the room he was in, he said, he knew to be but part 

of the house, yet he could not conceive that the whole house could look 

bigger. Before he was couched, he expected, little advantage from fee-

ing, worth undergoing an operation for, except reading and writing ; 

for he said, he thought he could have no more pleasure in walking a-

broad than he had in the garden, which he could do safely and readily.. 

And even blindness he observed, had this advantage, that he could go 

any where in the dark much better than those who can see; and after he 

had seen, he did not soon lose this quality, nor desire a light to go a-

bout the house in the night. He said every new object was a new delight, 

and the pleâsure was so great, that he wanted ways to express it ; but 

his gratitude to his operator he could not conceal, never seeing him for 

some time without tears of joy in his eyes, and other marks of affection i 

and if he did not happen to come at any time when he was expected, he. 

would be so grieved, that he could not forbear crying at the disappoint-

ment. A year after his first seeing, being carried upon Epsom Downs,, 

and observing a large prospect, he was exceedingly delighted with it,, 

and called it a new kind of seeing. And now being lately couched of his 

other eye, he fays, that objects at first appeared large to this eye, but not 

so large as they did at first to the other : and looking upon the fame ob-

ject with both eyes, he thought it looked about twice as large as with 

the first couched eye only, but not double, that we can any ways 
discover. 

S
°nítt)

d
that

 J
34' Chejselden adds in another paper printed by it self, that he 

account. ^as brought to fight several others who had no remembrance of ever 

having seen ; and that they all gave the same account of their learning 

to see, as they called it, with the young gentleman above mentioned, 

though not in so many particulars ; and that they all had this in com-

mon, that having never had occasion to move their eyes they knew, not 

how to do it; and at first, could not at all direct them to a particular 

object ; but in time they acquired that faculty, though by flow degrees. 

By what regu- 13^. Let us now consider a little by what regular steps and observa-

may^rato
 t

^
0I1S a

 P
erJ

k
sl

 i» this cafe,, might learn to know the places, magnitudes, 
know, things. figures,. 

/ 
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figures and distances of objects. Since he cannot direct his eye to look at 

any particular object
1
, whose place he knows by feeling, at first we

 a
 Art. 434. 

must suppose his eye at rest; and when he has learned to know his hand, 

or his finger end, let him move it gently upwards and downwards. Dur-

ing this motion he cannot help perceiving some fort of alteration in the 

visible appearance, occasioned by the corresponding motion of the pic-

ture of his finger over different parts of the retina. Then by carefully 

observing and remembring what sort of sensation was perceived when 

his finger was in any particular place, suppose above his eye; whenever 

the like sensation shall again be excited, by another picture of the same 

or of a different object, falling upon the same place of the retina,, 

wherever it be, he will conclude that this object, whose place is un-

known, is above his eye, or in the place where he formerly held his 

finger. By the like observations made with his hand and frequently re-

peated, he may learn to know the motion of a body by sight; and the 

direction of its motion, with respect to his own body; and consequently 

to know extension and the situation of extension ; and consequently to 

know the figure of bodies, which consists only of various extensions va-

riousty situated. This he may learn by moving his finger round the 

edges of bodies, and by observing the various bendings of its visible mo-

tion ; or by walking round a room ; and in general by comparing toge-

ther the ideas suggested to his mind by sight and by touch. And by ob- . 

serving that the appearance of the same body is continually varied while 

the eye approaches to it or recedes from it, by this variety of apparent 

magnitude he will learn to know the distances of things from his eye as 

well as from one another. Lastly since he cannot help perceiving those 

objects most distinctly which lye nearest to the axis of the eye produced, 

and others more confusedly which lye farther and farther from it, as 

other people do ; when he finds that an object distinctly perceived, does 

suddenly grow confused, by any accidental motion of his head or eye,, 

the memory of that distincter perception now lost will induce him to 

try to regain it, by a voluntary motion of his head or eye; till by fre-

quent trials he will learn to direct his eye to any desired object. And 1 

by the fame method he will learn to direct both eyes to the fame object. 

From what has been said it appears that our perception of things by 

sight is no more than this: by memory of former perceptions by sight 

and other fenses compared together, we collect in an instant that the 

thing we now perceive by sight only will affect our other fenses, upon 

trial, as it formerly used to do.. I say in an instant, which will less sur-

prize us, when we consider how quick the characters or sounds of words,, 

whose signification we could hardly remember at first, do excite in our 

minds the ideas of things they are constantly used to signify: so great 

is the force of habits in bringing our ideas together. And, so it appears 
at. 
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at last, that the manner, wherein external objects are signified to us, by 

the sensations of light and colours, is the fame with that of languages 

and signs of human appointment: which do not suggest the things sig-

dified by any likeness or identity of nature, but only by an habitual con-

nection that constant experience has made us observe between them *. 

••The effect of 136. Now if it be the memory of the same sensations excited in the 

turefon the" ^
ame

 places of the retina, though unknown, which occasions the fame 
retina consi- judgment of the place of an object, (which will be farther confirmed in 

.dsred. the following articles,) the inverted pictures on the retina will serve as 

well to excite the fame ideas as if they had been constantly upright or 

in any oblique posture. It is only neceslary that the object and picture 

should alter their places both together by any constant rule whatever. 

For example, if a person was born with an eye in which the pictures 

of objects were painted upright, as represented in the 187th figure, 

where the first image pq is formed by the cornea in the aqueous humour 

enlarged, and the second image by the crystalline upon the retina sr*; 

let it be considered whether by these upright pictures he might not learn 

'• to know, judge, and talk of objects just as other people do, and on the 

contrary ; and whether it could easily be known that his eyes were dif-
ferent from common eyes. 

S°e e
V

s

Uh
 The axis of the eye is a line drawn through the middle of the 

whenXgle pupil and of the crystalline, and consequently falls upon the middle of 

when double, the retina. And the axes of both eyes produced are called the optick 
Jig. 188. zxç^

 t
}
îe 0

p
t
i
c
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 axes are
 parallel or meet in a point, the two 

middle points of the retinas, or any two points which are equally distant 

from them, and lye on the fame sides of them either towards the 

fight hand or left hand, or upwards or downwards, or in any oblique 

direction, are called corresponding points. Now we find by experience 

that an object or point of an object appears single when its pictures fall 

•upon corresponding points of the retinas, and double when they do not. 

For when we view an object steadily, we have acquired a habit of di-

recting the optick axes to the point in view ; because its pictures falling 

upon the middle points of the retinas are then distincter than if they 

fell upon any other places ; and since the pictures of the whole object 

are equal to one another and are both inverted with respect to the optick 

axes, it follows that the pictures of any collateral point of the object 

are painted upon corresponding points of the retinas. This habit of di-

recting the optick axes to the point in view, is so strong that it is very 

difficult to do otherwise ; insomuch that when one eye is shut and the 

other is in motion, one may feel by ones fingers laid upon the eye-lid, 

that the eye which is shut, always follows the motions of the eye that is 

open. But if by squinting or by depressing an eye with ones finger, the 

f .Set BtrWe/s E% on Vision, p. 1
7?

. 

optick 
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optick axes are not directed to the fame point; in these cafes objects ap-

pear double : and now it is plain that their pictures are not painted upon 

corresponding places of the retinas. 

For the like reason if while the optick axes NM,.0 A/are directed to F'«g- i~S9>
r
9
o; 

a mark As, we attend to an object or image q, placed any where within" 

the angle NMO or its opposite, made by the optick axes produced, tÇie 

object q will appear in two places, suppose at a and b, situated in the 

directions of the visual rays Nq, Oq 3. For the pictures of the object, q
3 a

 Art. tói, 

which lyes between the optick axes, being both inverted with respect to 

the axes, must fall upon the retinas on contrary sides of the axes, and 

consequently upon places that do not correspond. And this may be the 

reason of the double appearance. Because this situation of the pictures 

never happens in the ordinary and constant use of our eyes, but from two 

objects A and B placed on opposite fides of the mark M. One of these 

objects alone being on the fame sides of both axes, would have its pictures 

on corresponding points of the retinas and consequently would appear 

single. Add to this, that at one view we generally regard no other ob-

jects but those which lye round about the mark As, much at equal di-

stances from the eyes y and not those which lye in a long line extended 

from us. For these objects being placed at various distances from the eye 

cannot be seen distinctly ail at once : it being necessary for this purpose 

to alter both the distances of the point of concourse of the optick axes, and 

also the configuration, of the. eye ; that the pictures formed by rays com-

ing from different distances, may be successively distinct. 

In like manner if the image q of an object ^be formed at any place Fig. 191, 

behind the eyes, either by reflected or refracted rays ; and the glass AB l92> *93« 

be sufficiently broad to throw the rays into both eyes ; the object ^will 

always appear double. For to procure distinct vision we are accustom-

ed to direct the optick axes to some point As lying before them. But the 

visual rays, ANq, BOq„ by which the object is seen, are tending to 

meet at q behind the eyes, and consequently must fall at C and on the 

infides of their axes, which are not corresponding places. 

I find, by experience that the apparent distance between the two appa-

rent places of the object, is nearly proportionable to the sum of the arch-

es, CE
S
 DF, upon the retinas; or to the sum of the angles aNM, bOM 

made by each optick axis and each vifisal ray, provided these arches lye 

both on the insides or both on the outsides of the optick axes: but if Fig. 194,19s 

one lyes within and the'other without, the apparent distance of the pla-

ces of the object is measured by the differences of thpfe arches. , For 

though I have hitherto supposed the object to be within the angles made 

by the optick axes, in order to shew the effect of the double appearance 

more plainly, yet it is still double though the object be placed in either 

axis, or on. the outsides of both either much nearer or remoter than 
their 
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their point of concourse. I find also that in all situations, the apparent 

interval, between the two apparent places, will continue the fame while 

the eyes are rolled about, so as to view any objects placed nearly at equal 

distances from them : and that each image a or b appears over against 

the fame object A ox B when both eyes are open, as it does when the 

other eye is shut. And that when the object, or image q formed by the 

glass, is between the eyes and the mark we look at, the apparent image 

on the right hand is perceived by the left eye, and the. apparent image 

on the left hand by the right eye ; as is manifest by opening and shut-

ting each eye by turns : but when the object it self, or its image form-

ed by the glass, is beyond the mark, or behind the eyes, the apparent 

image on the right hand is perceived by the right eye, and that on the 

left hand by the left eye. 
Hence it is manifest that the two apparent places a, b of the object q 

are neither of them the fame as its real place ; and that they lye be-

tween it and the mark we look at, but not very far from the real place. 

A double appearance will also be seen when the end of a long ruler 

is placed between the eye brows and extended directly forward with its 

flat fides respecting the right hand and the left ; and by directing the eye 

to a remote object, the right fide of the ruler, seen by the right eye, 

will appear on the left hand, and the left fide on the right hand ; as 

represented in the 196th figure; in which P^ denotes the ruler, pq 

and -ar* its images seen by the eyes N
}
 O respectively. 

' Now if it be asked why in seeing with both eyes we do not always fee 

double, because of a double sensation; I think it is sufficient to say that 

in the ordinary use of our eyes, in which the pictures of an object are 

constantly painted upon corresponding places of the retinas, the predo-

minant fense of feeling has originally and constantly informed us that 

the object is single. By this means our idea of its outward place is con-

nected with both those sensations, as is manifest by its appearing in two 

places when its pictures are not painted upon corresponding places of 

the retinas in the extraordinary circumstances above mentioned ; which 

is only a direct consequence arising from our general habit of seeing. 

Besides, whatever answer is sufficient to this question, must equally serve 

by the rules of philosophy, for an answer to all others of the lame fort : 

as how it happens that in hearing with two ears we do not hear double ; 

that in feeling with two feet or two hands or two fingers, we do not feel 

double; as we really do in the dark, when a button is pressed with two 

opposite sides of two contiguous fingers laid across; for this reason, that 

jthose opposite fides of the fingers have never been used to feel one but 

always two things at a time. We have learned therefore by experience 

,of both fenses compared together, to make their informations consist-
ent 
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■ent with each other. Mr. Chejselden mentions the cafe of a gentleman, 
who having had one of his eyes distorted by a blow on his head, found 
that every object appeared double ; but by degrees the most familiar ones 
became single, and in time all objects became ib, though die distortion 
íìill continued*: which greatly confirms the present argument, that the 
judgments we make of the number and places of external objects are 
entirely the effect of experience ; by which our ideas of their number 
and places are constantly connected with certain sensations in corres-
ponding places of the retinas : insomuch that if an animal had a hundred 
eyes, in the ordinary and constant use of them an object would appear to 
him single, and centuple in cafes extraordinary, like those above men-

tioned. 
138. The apparent distance of an object, perceived by sight, is an Apparent^ 

idea of a real distance usually measured by feeling, as by the motion of l^how set* 

the body in walking, or otherwise ; and is suggested to the mind by the ceivcd. 

apparent magnitude of the object in view, if seen alone, (as a bird in the 
air, or as an object in a telescope or microscope ;) but if it be seen with 
other objects, as it usually happens, its distance is suggested both by its 
own apparent magnitude and by the apparent magnitudes of other ad-
joining objects obliquely extended between the eye and the object in 
view j as the surface of the ground, rivers, walks, high-ways, hedges 
and ditches, or the houses in a street, or the walls and ceiling of a room, 
or the iky over head. For what is the apparent magnitude or apparent 
extension of an object but the apparent distance of its extremities from 
one another ? and what is the apparent distance between two objects in any 
situation or^ejtweenone object and the spectator himself, but the apparent 
extension of intermediate objects ? And since they are seldom seen alone, 
excepting through glasses, it cannot be doubted, but we estimate their 
distances from one another and from our selves by our ideas of the mag-
nitudes of those intermediate objects : and every one knows that furvey-
ers, gunners, travellers and all forts of artificers, who are conversant 
in measuring distances, are able to make a truer estimate of distance by 
the eye, than others that have not had so much experience. Sometimes 
indeed without attending to those oblique surfaces we are sensible of 
the approach of a body by the increase of its own apparent magnitude, 
and on the contrary 5 and sometimes we are also sensible of it when the 
body is at rest, provided it be known and familiar to us. For bodies are 
distinguished into forts chiefly by their shapes and colours, and we reck-
on them small or great, not in comparison with bodies of another fort 
but with one another ; and having found by experience that certain 
quantities of apparent magnitude of a known body are constantly attend-
ed by certain quantities of distance; the sensation of the magnitude of the 

* Anatomy p. 324 3d Edit. 
G body 
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body immediately excites the usual idea of its distance : which is also 

evident in oblique surfaces as well as of those that are perpendicular to 

the eye. For the ideas of variable distances must either mediately or im-

mediately be excited in the mind by certain* variable sensations, caused 

by some certain variations in the pictures upon the retina. But while the 

distance of the object varies, nothing is varied fn its picture, excepting . 

«Mn 93. its magnitude ; its figure, colour, brightness
 3
 and distinctness receive no 

sensible variation in most cases : and for one idea to excite another, every 

one knows it is sufficient that they have, constantly been observed to go 

together, as in languages and a thousand things besides. Lastly I have 

found by abundance of experiments made with glasses of all forts, that 

while the apparent magnitude of an object increases by moving the glass, 

eye or object,, it always appears to approach, and to. recede while its ap-

parent magnitude decreases,, excepting a particular/cafe or two to be 

mentioned hereafter. And these experiments seem to me to put the que-

stion beyond dispute. For in looking through glasses with one eye on-

ly, and at a single object, when nothing is perceived in the space inter-

posed, how is it possible for different apparent magnitudes of the object 

to suggest the ideas of different quantities of that invisible space, accord-

ing to a certain rule to be mentioned hereafter ; if those ideas had not 

usually gone together before we looked into the glasses? I find also that-

by altering the degrees of apparent brightness and distinctness of an ob-

ject, either by looking through little holes made with a pin or through 

lenses of different figures put close to my eye, or through both at once 

b Art. 109, put dose together and- to. my eye,,, that neither the apparent magnitude
b
, 

1
 17 • nor apparent distance is sensibly altered thereby. The reason is, we have 

had no experience in such confused vision with the naked eye, and there-

fore, though different degrees of confusion and distinctness in glasses are 

plainly perceived, yet like the words of an unknown language, their sig-

nification of distance or of any thing else is entirely unknown. The : 

fame may be said of the degrees of brightness and obscurity. By day-

light objects appear equally bright at all moderate distances from the 

c An- 93. eye
c
, and we retain much the fame ideas of their distances in the night, 

when we fee them more obscurely. The permanent colours and shades 

of bodies serve chiefly to distinguish their apparent shapes ; and their ' 

colours and shapes are manifest distinctions of their various forts, but 

being permanent they are.no distinctions of their apparent distances from 

the eye. When the eye is fixed and a fixt line is extended from it, the di-

vergency of rays from different points of that line is neither distinguish-

ed nor so much as perceived by fense, by persons that fee distinctly. It is 

a rational deduction from fense which informs us that rays diverge from 

the points of an object; which the majority of mankind are entirely 

ignorant of: and the.ancient philosophers who thought that something 
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like rays proceeded from the eye to the object, could distinguish distances 
as well as we. Therefore the divergency of rays from points at different 
distances is not the medium which introduces the ideas of distances into 
the mind. Sometimes indeed there are degrees of distinctness and confu-
sion consequent upon it, but their relation to distance as I said before is 
not perceived. Besides this, in vision with glaises, we have ideas of as 
many different degrees of distance conveyed to ús, as well when the rays 
come converging towards points behind the eye as when they diverge 
from points before it, as will be shewn neæafter. The divergency of 
rays from the place of an-object is therefore no cause of its appearing in 
that place. It is also matter of fact in painting and perspective, that 
-our sensible ideas of the places of the objects in the picture are quite 
different from our rational ideas of the places from whence the rays di-
verge:: and the difference in these ideas is caused by the different apparent 
^magnitudes of the known objects represented in the picture. It is also e-
vident that our sensible ideas of the places of the remoter parts of a long 
walk or gallery, and of the clouds over head, and of all celestial bodies, 
are quite different from the rational ideas of the places from whence-the 
rays diverge, as will appear more fully hereafter. Neither is distance 
suggested to the mind by the magnitudes of the angles in a triangle made 
iby the optick axes and the interval between the eyes. For these angles 
are all varied by turning the head sideways while we look at an object, 
till at last we see it at the fame distance with one eye as with both : 
-which shews also that the saint and confused appearance of collateral 
objects does not alter our ideas of their distances. Nor is distance sug-
gested by feeling the turn of the eyes in widening or contracting the in-
terval between pupils, when we direct them to different places. F or 
the place of the object is generally perceived by a side-view, before we 
direct our eyes to view it more distinctly. From what has been said it 
appears to me that the ideas of distance are suggested to the mind by the 
ideas of the magnitudes of objects. 

.13 9. Hence it follows that an object seen byrefraction -or reflection,.^^^ 
appears at the fame distance from the eye, as it usually does from the determined-

naked eye, when it appears of the fame magnitude as in the glasses. To Fig. 1-97-to 

-determine this distance in all cases, I conceive a ray OA to go from the zz6' 
eye at O, and after its last reflection or refraction to belong to the focus 
c, in the common axis OC^ of all the surfaces; and to meet an object 
P^in P, placed perpendicular to O^j and that a line Par is drawn 
parallel to the axis Oi^till it meets the ray OA, produced, in Then 
supposing the object P^ to be removed to the place srx, and there to 
be viewed by the naked eye ; since it appears under the fame angle -mO v* 

or AOC as it appeared under in the glasses, when it was at P^, it will 
G 2 . alí® 
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also appear of the same magnitude and consequently at the same distance 

a An. i js. from the eye in both casesa. Therefore if when the object is placed ar 

-sr*, its apparent distance from the naked eye be represented by its real 

distance Ox., the fame Ox, will also represent its apparent distance in the. 

glasses when it wasatP% I shall therefore call OK the. apparent di-

stance of the object Pi^, and sr* the apparent object. 

When the point P and the ray 0A
y
 by which k is seen, are on con-

trary sides of the axis 05^, the point zsr and the line wx. will be behind 

the eye,, and therefore must be viewed by the. naked eye inverted and 

turned about. But if you had rather wx. should always be before the eye
3
, 

in this cafe invert the object P^, and then Aide it along the axis ; and 

its extremity P will touch the visual ray OA, produced,, at the same di-

stance from the eye as before ; because the opposite angles A0C
y
 WOK 

are equal. 

Tt varies red- 140. Hence while the eye, objector glasses are in motion, the appa;-
procaliy as the

 Pent
 distance of the object will increase in the same proportion as its ap*. 

nïrndevaricsf" Parent magnitude decreases; and on the contrary. For the fame appa» 
rent distance of the fame object seen at w x, by the naked eye, varies in 

b Art. 99. that proportion of the fame apparent magnitudeb. 

Apparent and- • 141. Hence also the apparent distance, 0*, of an object, P^, seen 

true distance
 m

 glasses,, is to its apparent distance, Oi^,, seen by the naked eye, as its-

generals
 a

PP
ar

ent magnitude to the naked eye, to its apparent magnitude in the 

glasses. For conceiving a line OP, which is omitted in the figures for 

the fake of simplicity; since P^and wx. are equal, the former distance 

6-Ait. 60. O/, is to the latter O^, as the latter angle PO^, to the former w0x.\ 

Wig*. The ratio of the apparent and true magnitudes of objects being deter-

mined in most cafes in the foregoing chapter, their apparent distances 

are also determined by this rule. But because this subject of apparent 

distance, has hitherto been handled but very imperfectly by all optick 

writers, it may not be unacceptable to some readers to fee it pursued a 

little farther. I will therefore deduce all the cases of apparent distance 

* Art. 139- immediately from the definition, of itd, without the help of those former 

demonstrations. 
Cas

i to'each
 e

"
 i/

^
2
" ^

e a
PP

arent anc
*
 true

 distances O x and O^will be equal, first 
©ther°

eaC when the object touches any thin lens-or any single surface. For then the 

points P, A
y
 w will coincide. Secondly, when the eye touches any thin 

Fig. 219,220. }
ens

 or reflecting surface. For when the points 0
3
A

y
C coincide at a lens, 

the visual ray will pass through the middle of it very nearly $ and con-

sequently its incident and emergent parts produced, will be nearly pa-

- Art 2
 ra

^
e

^
 an

d coincident % and so the points P, w will nearly coincide : and 
r / when the points 0, A, C coincide at a reflecting surface, the incident and 

reflected rays produced will make equal angles with the perpendicular 

Wig- 2J7-. %£x»
 and so the triangles PG^wCx. will be equal;. Thirdly, when 

the 
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the eye is at the center of a reflecting concave. For then the incident and 
reflected rays, and consequently vrx and P^, will coincide. Fourthly* 
when a ray PO coming directly to the eye, makes an angle PO^equalFig- 203,207;-

to AOC ormOx. For then the triangles PO^, wOx are equal. This218* 
happens in a reflecting concave when the object is very near its center. 
For producing the object P^ till it cuts the reflected ray in p, since 
the angles PO^, wOx or /Oi^are supposed to be equal, the lines P^, 
/^,will also be equal, and consequently a line §>Jl will nearly bisect 
the angle PAp, when A is very near to C3 ; as a line drawn from the

 a
 Art. 59. 

center E will dob, and so the points ̂  E are almost- coincident. b Art. 2, 

143. The apparent distance of an object seen in a telescope or a mi- Apparent and 

croscope, is to its apparent distance perceived by the naked eye, as its ^ifò^éct 
apparent magnitude to the naked eye, to its apparent magnitude in the compared in 

telescope or microscope. For conceiving AC to be the object-glass, and telescopes and 

the eye to be close to the eye-glass at O ; the visual ray AO will go in p^™^63' 
a manner straight through itc; and so the apparent magnitude and ap- 222,223. 

parent distance of the object will continue the same as when there was c Art- 42
* 

no eye-glass : and since, when the vision is distinct, the rays in every 
pencil come parallel through the eye-glass, the apparent magnitude and 
consequently the apparent distance will still continue the same as before 
while the eye is drawn backd. d Art. 107. 

Consequently the apparent distance in a telescope is to the apparent 
distance perceived by the naked eye, as the focal distance of the eye-
glass, to the focal distance of the object-glass; by the 120th. and 141st 
articles. Which may thus be demonstrated independently of the 120th 
article. Let pq be the image of a remote object terminated by the line 
PCp; so that qC and qO may be the focal distances of the object-glass 
and eye-glass ; then supposing the object viewed by the naked eye at C, 

since the angles -srOx, PC^have equal subtenses -arx and P^, the ap-
parent distance, O in the telescope, is to the apparent distance, C ^ 

to the naked eye at C, as the latter angle PC^to the former -arOx,e, or e Aj-t 6o, 

as the opposite anglepCq, to the opposite angle pOq, or since pq sub-
tends them both, as the latter focal distance q 0, to the former qC\ 

The fame proportion may be proved when AC represents the eye-Fig. 224, 

glass of a telescope or microscope, and the object-glass is placed at 2Z5> 2z6* 

0, the conjugate focu6 to 0. For let pq be the image of the remote 
object P^ terminated by the line PoA

y
 and when q 0 and q C are the fo-

cal distances of the glaises at 0 and C, the ray AO will be parallel to pC
e
. í Art. 50, 

Now the apparent distance Ox, is to the apparent distance 0^, perceiv-
edVby the naked eye at 0, as the latter angle Po^to the former -arOx, 
or as the opposite angle po q to the opposite angle AOC or its equal pCq

3: 

or as the latter distance q C to the former, qo, 

144. An 
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^ Apparent dis- An object seen in any glass will appear behind it, or at it, or be-
~ object and . fore jt, according as, wx, or Pi^, the real magnitude of the object is 

glass com- bigger, equal or less than AC the part of the glass in which it appears. For 

F^igy to ^
nce anc

* AC ào hozh. subtend the same or equal angles at the eye, 
226. Ow will be bigger, equál or less than OC

}
 according, as wx. or P^is 

bigger, equal or less than AC, 
Hence it follows that an object always appears behind any surface or 

.glass which cannot make rays go parallel that diverged from the eye. For 
then P^or wx, will always be greater than AC. 

The rule is true in a globe or in any number of surfaces, taking A 
for the concourse of the incident and emergent parts of the visual ray 
produced, and a perpendicular AC upon the axis, instead of the aperture 

of a single-glass. 
The distances 145. It appears by the constant similitude in the ihapes of the trian-

ap
P

ÎrenTob-nd SleS A&P, A0°> that the ratì° °f A* t0 AP> that is °f the distanCfS 

jests from the of the apparent and real objects from the glass, is the fame as the ratio 
glass com-

 0
f JIQ

 to
 that is of the distances of the eye and its conjugate focus 

"Fig!209,210. from the glass. Consequently in refractions at a plane surface this ratio 
. a Art. 31. is the fame as of the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction a of a ray 

coming from the object to the eye ; which in refractions out of water in-
b Art. 23. to air is as 3 to 4 ; and in reflections at a plane it is a ratio of equality \ 
Sometimes an 146. Therefore in these two cases the object appears in the place of its 

inthe
 a

£œof imaSe » not because the rays diverge from that place to the eye, which 
its image. the sense does not perceive, but because the object is equal to the image; 

and consequently its apparent magnitude and distance are the fame as if 
it was put in the place of the image and viewed there by the naked eye. 
But if an object be put in the place of an image which is less than k 

c Art. 105. feif^ j
t w

JJI
 a

pp
ear

 biggerc and consequently nearer to the naked eye than 

^d Art. 138. it ̂ idin the glassd; that is, the object in the glass will appear remoter 
than, the place of its image : and on the contrary. And in general, the 
apparent distance of an object, is to the real distance of its last image, 
as the real magnitude of the object, to the real magnitude of that image. 
Because the apparent object {wx.) and the last image, subtend the same 

angle at the eye. 
-How the ap- ,147. While the glass and eye are fixed, and the object is gradually re-

' parent distance moved from the glass, we may suppose the lines OA, Ao to be fixt and 

th^giass^nd
 on

ty the parallel Pw to be moveable; and from hence it will be evi-
,.eye are fixt dent, especially from the constant similitude in the shape of the variable 

moved
ectiS trmn

&
Q t0 tne

 fixt triangle oAO, that, in all glasses which can-
•Sg^97 to

 not ma
ke the ray AP go parallel to the axis, while AP increases, Aw 

;
s
22o. and Ow will also increase perpetually, wherever the eye is fixt ; and 

that Ow will also increase perpetually in any other glass that can make 

rtlje ray yfP go parallel to.the axis, when the eye is fixt between this 
• glass 
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glass and its principal focus. But if the eye be fixt at this focus, Aw 

being nothing, O w will be constantly equal to its focal distance ;. and. 

when the eye is fixt on this fide the focus, O w will decrease- till P arrives 

at o, and after it has pasted over o, 0 w will increase perpetually till it 

equals OA, when oP equals o-A; and also till it equals OP, when the 

angle PO^becomesequal-to-wO\ or AOC; that is whenthe-true and-

apparent magnitudes of the object become equal. 

148. There will be the like variations of apparent distance while the How it Varies 

glass and object: are fixt and. the eye is gradually removed from-the glass ; ^"b^aírí 

that is- in all forts of glasses and surfaces which cannot make diverging
 nx

t andthe 

rays become parallel, while AO increases, O w will also increase perpe- <y
e
 » moved, 

tually wherever the object be fixt ; and in any other glass that can make 

them parallel, O w will also increase when the object is fixt between this 

glass and its principal focus. But if the object be fixt at this focus, Ow 

will be constantly equal to its focal distance ; and when the object is fixt 

on this fide the focus, Ow will decrease till 0 arrives at but after it has 

passed over 5^, Ow will increase perpetually; till it becomes- equal. to-> 

OAand then to OP as in the former article. 

For the glass and object being fixt, the image of the object is also fixt See Plate 13-, 

in place and magnitude ; and being beyond the glass in the two-first ca-

fes, the angle it subtends at the eye will continually decrease, while 

the eye recedes from it and from the glass ; and consequently the given 

object w x. will subtend that decreasing angle at greater and greater distan-

ces from the eye r but when the object is at the principal focus, the an- -

gle which measures its apparent magnitude will be invariable; and con-

sequently O w will also be invariable and equal to the focal distance ; and 

when the object is farther from the glass than its focal distance, its image 

will be on this fide of the glass, and the eye in receding from the glass 

will first come nearer to the fixt image till it passes by it, and then re- -

cedes from it ; so that the apparent magnitude will first increase and then . 

decrease, and consequently the apparent distance will first decrease to no-

thing, and then increase perpetually %
 a

 Art. r
4
a 

149. Two persons NO, P^ viewing one another through any given-Two persons 

lens AC, appear at equal distances from one another. For let two rays ̂ J^
one 

P AO, NAg^cross one another at any point of the lens and let the vi- through a lens 

fual rays OA, ^A produced meet the parallels Pw, Nv in w and % and apppear at the 

the perpendiculars WY,. va> will be the apparent objects
b

. Now since the
 {
£™f£™

QC 

bendings of the rays NA^, P AO are equal0, the angles NAO, P Aether.' 

are also equal, and being but small, NO is to P^( as AO to A$J or ) 8g 22
7-

to> 

as the angle A$C to the angle AOC': that is the apparent objects va; I Art. 139, 

wx. are proportionable to the angles they subtend at the eyes 0, and c Art.
 45

. 

consequently their distances from them are equal, as in all cafes of vi-
 e
 £ 

sion with the naked eye 

150. Hence 
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A
iacè7ofà 150. Hence when the-glass is at any two places C,D equidistant from 

iens cquidis-
 t<nc

 extremities of the given interval 05^, the object will appear at the 
tantfrom the fame distance to the fame eye. For Ox, the apparent distance of the ob-
perfons. j

e(
^. p<^ being equal to, the apparent distance of the object: NO seen 

through the glass at the distance will also be equal to the apparent 

distance of the object Pi^, seen through the glass removed to the di-

stance OD equal to §>G. 
How that ap^ When the interval between the eye and object is fixt and a con-

varies while**
 cave

 ^
ens 1S gradually moved from either end of it to the other, the ap-

the eye and parent distance of the object will first increase and then decrease again ; 

anídi^gia^
 anc

^
 w

^ ^
e tne

 greatest of all when the glass is exactly in the middle of 
is moved. that interval. But when a convex lens is carried from either end to the 

other, the apparent distance of the object will first decrease and then in-

crease and will be the least of all when the lens is exactly in the middle 

of the interval, provided it be less than 4 times the focal distance of the 

lens ; but if it be equal to 4 focal distances, the apparent object will 

seem to touch the eye, being infinitely great and infinitely confused, 

when the glass is in the middle. And when the interval between the eye 

and object is bigger than 4 focal distances, the object will appear infi-

nitely great and confused and consequently infinitely near to the eye, 

when the lens is at two places, suppose at C and D equidistant from 

the eye and object ; so that while the lens is carried from either end to 

the other the apparent distance will first decrease, and then increase, till 

the lens gets to the middle, and then will decrease and increase again till 

the lens gets to the end : and when the lens is in the middle the appa-

rent distance of the object will be less, equal or greater than its true di-

stance, according as the whole interval is less, equal or greater than 8 

focal distances of the lens; and consequently if greater than 8, the ap-

parent distance will be equal to the true distance, when the lens is at 

two places between C and D equidistant from them and from the mid-

dle : and all this while the apparent magnitude of the object will in-
& Art. 140.

 crea
f
e wri

en j
ts

 apparent distance decreases, and on the contrary3 ; as any 

one will find that pleases to make the experiment. And the reason of all 

xhese appearances is shewn by an easy rule in the next book. 

Appearances 152. When an object PP is inclined to the axis of any glass, its ap-

<>f inclined ob- parent inclination may be determined, as beforeb, by drawing the lines 

mSed!^" P-v
}

R% parallel to the axis or unrefracted ray OC, till they meet the 

Fig. 231 to rays, OA,OB, by which the points P and R are seen, in -sr and g ; and 

b Art no by drawing the line sr?, which will be the apparent object. Because its 

extremities sr, e, viewed by the naked eye, are the apparent places, in 

the glass, of trie extremities of two other objects conceived to touch the 

extremities of the inclined object PP, and to stand perpendicular to the 

,
c
,Art 139. ,3xis of the glass

c
 : observing, as before, that when PR and AB are on 

con-
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contrary fides of the axis, the naked eye must either be inverted and turn-

ed about to view the inclination of srg, or else two other distances Op and 

Or must be taken equal to Ow and Og in opposite parts of the fame rays 

produced; and then if the glass be removed, the linear will appear in the 

fame place and position as the object PR appeared in, in the glass. 

153. Hence if an object PS be parallel to the axis of the glass, pro- And of object* 

duce it till it cuts the visual rays OA, O B in w and g; and the line ^™
llel

-
t0 tkc 

■srg will appear to the naked eye in the fame place and position as PP Fig! 240 t« 

appeared in, in the glass. It is to be observed that though the real places of 2
4

8
« 

the lines PP, sr g are parallel to the axis, yet they do not appear so to the 

naked eye; but seem to converge towards the remoter parts of the axis, 

for a reason to be mentioned in Art. 156. 

By the description of causticks in Art. 69 &c. and by the figures there Definition, 

explained, it is easy to understand, that the edge of a thin plate may be Flg' 131 ' 

formed into a curve of such a sliape and degree of convexity, that when 

it is applyed within the concavity of a leg of a given caustick, it shall 

touch every ray in a different point of its convexity *. This Convex edge ^
ce A

£
t 

it self may be called the leg of the caustick; and is represented in the sol- 3'44 ' 

lowing figures by the curve p^pv 01-^3 qy, &c. 

154. Hence when the eye is fixt at any point 0, placed any where but visuaI ravâ 

in the very curve of a given caustick, formed by refractions or reflections ^ttefeg^ffe 

cf all the rays that flowed from P; the visual ray* by which the point P caustick. 

is then seen, may be found by drawing a line from the eye ato, that mall F& 2
49

 19 

touch a leg of the caustick in a single point 3/», without cutting the same » Ait. 9©. 

leg. And if you conceive a fine line or string to be fixt at the farthest 

end of this leg from the eye, and to be lapped upon a part of its con-

vexity, and thence to be extended from it in a straight line $po, the 

point P will always appea-r in the successive directions of this string-, 

while the eye, or the caustick it self, is moved sideways. 

155. If a small round object be seen inverted through a sphere, or in so How the ap-

largea portion of a reflecting concave surface as to form a caustick, it ^rofan
S
oi> 

will appear biggest and nearest to the eye placed in a line drawn through j
c
ct varies by 

the object and the center of the sphere or spherical surface : and the object moving the 

will appear gradually smaller and remoter while the eye, or the sphere, or gj^ sideways, 

the object it self, is moved sideways : and the contrary appearances may 

happen in a lesser degree when the object is seen upright, in the cafes spe-

cified by the figures, which among other ways may be thus demonstrated. 

Through the center E of the sphere or speculum, draw two lines EP, Fig. 249^ 

P^touching the opposite sides of the small round object P^; and of all the 2>3' 

rays that flow from P, let the nearest to the line PEp, belong to the focus p 

after refractions or reflections; and the rest of them will be formed into a 

caustick, whose legs pv,px are always convex towards PEp, the axis of the 

pencil *. Also let qy and qz be the legs of another caustick formed by the *
 Art

-
 6

9-
&c

-

H pencil 
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pencil flowing from whose axis is QJEq. Then with the center E, and 

any femidiameter El, draw an arch Imno, cutting the (produced ) axes 

Pp, g^q in / and n, and from the eye first placed at m within the angle I En 

under the axes, draw the lines m 2p, m 2 q so as to touch a leg of each 

«* Ait. 154. caustick ; and the object Pi^will appear under the visual angle 2pm 2 q*i 

Again from the eye removed to any point 0 placed out of the angle lEn 

under the axes, draw two other lines o^p, o^q touching a leg of each 

caustick at 3/» and 3^; and the object P^ will now appear under the 

■•.Art. 154- visual angle 3^032* ^ 
Now while the eye is moving sideways in the arch m no, one of the 

-points of contact 2p will move continually in the fame leg from 2p to 

2p ; but the other point 2 q will move first from 2 q to q in the fame leg, 

and then will return along the other leg of the fame caustick from its 

cusp q to the point 3 q. And so the visual rays 3po, ^qo will now come 

to the eye at 0, from those legs of the two causticks that lye both on the 

fame fides of their axes Ep, Eq. 

Let any circle described upon the center E, cut the two last mentioned 

legs 3 pp, %qq
9
 in the points v and y, and their respective axes Ep, E q 

in c and d; and since the two causticks, upon account of the equal dist-

ances EP, E^, resulting from the roundness of the object P^, are e-

qual to each other, it is easy to understand that the arch c v is equal to dy^ 

and consequently that the arch vy between these two legs, will be equal 

to the corresponding arch cd between their axes. And the like property 

being true in every circle described about the same center E, it appears 

that these legs approach towards each other in approaching towards the 

center E. 

'Fig.-249^250. Therefore when the object appears inverted to the eye any where in 

* Art. 103. the arch m no*, it will appear biggest when the eye is between the axes Ep, 

■*.Arî. 138- Eq, and gradually smaller, and consequently remoter*, while the eye is 

moving sideways, because the visual angle decreases. And it is not difficult 

to understand by considering the 251st, 252d, and 253d figures, that the 

contrary may happen when the object appears upright. 

It is easy to apprehend that there will be a like variety of appearances, 

when the eye stands still and the object is moved sideways in a circle P^ 

whose center is E; and also when the center £ of the sphere or speculum, 

is moved sideways in a circle whose center is at the object, 

"Parallel lines 156. Parallel lines seen obliquely, as ABC, DEF, appear to converge 

seen obliquely more and more as they are farther extended from the.eye. Because the ap-

11^7. t0 C
°

n
 P

arent
 magnitudes of their perpendicular intervals AD, BE, CF, &c. are 

Fig. 266. perpetually diminished. And for the fame reason they appear to converge 

towards an imaginary line OG drawn from the eye parallel to them. 

This is the reason that the remoter parts of a walk or a floor appear 

to ascend gradually, and the cieling to descend towards the horizontal 
line 
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line O G : and tliat the surface of the sea, seen from an eminence, ap-
pears to ascend gradually in going from the shore ; and that the upper 
parts of very high buildings seem to lean forward over the eye below ; 
because they seem to approach towards a vertical line O G. 

The apparent magnitude of a given line, AB, seen very ob-How the a^. 

liquely at a given distance, OA, increases and decreases in proportion to [ÌXoVTn^b-

the increase and decrease of, OP, the perpendicular distance of the eye lique object 

from the line AB produced ^ provided the distance AO be very large S™8^ 
in comparison to AB. For let the ray BO cut a line AC perpendicular 12-2 

to AB in C; and while the eye is raised or depressed in the perpendicu-
lar OP, the line AC will increase and decrease as OP does, and so will 
the angle AOC subtended by AC\ and this angle measures the apparent

 a
 Art. 59-

magnitude of ABb. b Art. 93, 

Hence the apparent magnitudes of equal parts AB, a/3 of a line PAa, 
seen very obliquely at great distances from the eye, are reciprocally in a 
duplicate proportion of those distances. For example let 00 be double 
of OP, and the angle OBP will be double of 0#PC, and accordingly c Art^o. 

íìnce AB, CLÍÓ are equal, the perpendicular AC will be double of ay 

and being seen twice as near as a. y, will appear four times bigger than 
ay- Again if Oc be treble of OB, the line AC will be treble of ay, and 
being seen three times nearer than ay, will appear nine times bigger than 
ayi and so on. 

Hence the apparent intervals between a row of columns are diminished 
an a greater proportion than their apparent heights. 

158. This quick diminution of the apparent magnitudes of the remo- Why unequal 

ter parts of long lines or distances, is the cause of great difficulty and p^^aîT 

uncertainty in our estimate of their quantities. For be the differences of 
several distances or heights never so great in themselves, they will be-
come invisible at last by reason of the smalness of the angles they sub-
tend at the eye, occasioned by their obliquity: and then those unequal 
heights and distances will appear equal. 

159. Distances from the eye seen upon a rough, uneven surface ap- Ma feme*; ., 

pear shorter, than if it was perfectly pi ane. For the inequalities of the j-
ornet

i
incs 

surface, such as hills and holes and rivers that lye low and out of sight, longer, 

either do not appear or hinder the parts from appearing that lye behind 
them ; and so the whole apparent distance is diminished by the parts 
that do not appear in it. It is a common observation that the banks of a 
river appear contiguous to a distant eye when the river is low and is not 
seen : insomuch that travellers in a strange place are frequently uncer-^ 
tain where the river runs, and whether the objects they fee before them 
are on this side or on that side of it. And when a flag or weather-cock ap-
pears above any high building, the sight alone at a moderate distance 
cannot distinguish whether it belongs to that building or to some other 

H 2 behind 
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behind it. In like manner the sun, moon, and clouds, and the tops- of 
mountains, and. all objects in the horizon, when seen in the same direc-
tion appear all at the same distance. 

isfirni?*^ tip. The four last articles afford a solution; of several fallacies in vi-
sion, some of which I have here collected. Since oblique distances ap-

pear longer in proportion as the eye is raised higher, to view them more 
fully ; it follows that being placed at a distance from a gentle ascent,, 
like the stage at a play-house, or a rising mount at the end of a walk, 
we shall judge those ascents much longer than if they were level ; espe-
cially if they be artfully contracted in the remoter parts-. For by not ob-
serving, or attending to, the reality of these ascents, we form the fame idea 
of them, as is. usually suggested to the mind by a longer level: walk with 
parallel sides. Now since the rising of the ground together with a gra-
dual diminution of its breadth, when not observed, do make it seem 
longer and consequently less diminished in breadth than if the fame ex-
tent was level, with parallel sides ? it should follow that a gentle ascent 
alone,, whose sides are parallel, should still widen the appearance of their 
remoter parts,, so as- to. make the parallel sides appear parallel or even 
diverging ; which is contrary to. the common appearance of parallel sides* 
A deception of this kind may be seen in a Vista of parallel rows of treeSj 

when viewed at the front of the Honourable Mr. North's house at 
Rougham in Norfolk ; as I am informed by a neighbour of h is, my woi> 
chy friend Martin Folkes Eíq; whose great knowledge and curiosity lets 
nothing escape him. Being assured by Mr. North that the trees were pa* 
rallel, which seemed to diverge,, he was much surprized at this uncom-
mon appearance ; till after a little consideration, he. perceived that the 
cause of the deception, was a gentle rising of the ground where the trees 

•were planted, and a gentle descent for half a mile from the house to the 
beginning of the plantation. 

He has also, told me, that upon coming into a street, in a dark night, 
where there was but one row of lamps, he has often mistaken the side 

£ig: 268- of the street they were in; which he accounts for in this manner. Let O 
be the spectator,. A, B, C,.-D, the lamps on his right hand; AaO, BbO, 
CcO, DdO the rays that come to his eye. Now if he happens to ima-
gine the nearest lamp _^to be the remotest, suppose at a.

y
 he will con-

sequently imagine all the rest to he at.#, b
y
 c, d in a contrary situation of 

a. line extended on his left hand. 
The oblique situation of an object, seen alone is suggested to the mind 

by a greater apparent magnitude or a distincter perception of die nearer 
than of the remoter parts. And consequently if the object be so remote 
or so uniform that we are not affected with a sensible difference in those 

Jig, 268.. perceptions, we are subject to mistake its position. For an.object may ap-
pear under the. fame, angle. AOD in two oblique positions AD and ad.. 

Hence. 
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Hence we sometimes mistake the position of a weather-cock or a flag ; » 
and by taking the nearest end of the fail of a wind-mill for the remotest, 
we sometimes mistake the course of its circular motion. For if a spec- FiS-
tator at O, situated nearly in the plane of the sails produced,, imagines-
the farthest end A of a fail AE to be the nearest, and the real motion of 
the fails be in the order of the letters ABODE, when A is moved to B 
and the line BO is drawn, cutting the circle ABCD Em D ; since he 
first imagined the end A to be at E, he will not now conceive it at B but 
at D ; and so will imagine the course of the motion to be from E to D ; 
which is contrary to the real motion from A to B. The uncertainty 
we sometimes find in the course of the motion of a branch or hoop of 
lighted candles, turned round at a distance, is owing to the fame cause:-
and also that we mistake a convex for a concave surface sometimes with 
the naked eye, but more frequently in viewing seals and impressions 
with a convex glass or a double microscope; and hills and valleys in the 
moon with telescopes, especially if they invert the object : being led in-
to the mistake by an imperfect judgment of the distances of the parts of 
the object, and confirmed in it by a contrary position of the shadows cast-

by a side light. 
We are frequently deceived in our estimates of distance by any extra-

ordinary magnitudes of objects seen at the end of it: as in travelling to-
wards a large city or a castle or a cathedral church or a mountain lar-
ger than ordinary, we think they are much nearer than we find them 
to be upon trial. For since by experience the ideas of certain quantities 
of known distances are .usually annexed to the apparent magnitudes of 
known objects of a common size ; and since the apparent magnitudes of 
those larger objects at a greater distance are the fame as of the smaller 
at a smaller distance, it is no wonder they suggest the usual idea of final* 
ler distance annext to more common objects. This is farther evident,. 
because we are ignorant of the nature of the country ; and of.the inequa-

lities in the ground interposed. 
Animals and all small objects seen in valleys, contiguous to large 

mountains,, appear extraordinary small ; because we think the mountain 
is nearer to us than if it was smaller ; and we mould not be surprized at 
the smalness of the neighbouring animals if we thought them farther 
-off. In like manner when they are placed upon the top of the mountain 
.or upon a large building, and are viewed from below, we think they are 
extraordinary small for the fame reason, and also, because we judge the 
mountain or the building to be lower in proportion than if it was smal-
ler. ; both because of its extraordinary magnitude and greater obliquity ■ 
of its higher parts to the visual rays. Dechales tells us that while he 
stood at the bottom of a mountain, he once observed a parcel of crows 
going to fly over it, which at first he thought were higher than the 

mo un— 
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The greatest 

quantity of 

apparent dis-
tance deter-

mined. 

Fig. 270. 

a Art. 97. 

mountain ; because, I suppose, they appeared so very small in compa-
rison to it; but he found they spent half an hour in ascending before 
they got to the top of it 1. The part of the Monument extant above the 
tops of the adjoining houses, I am told, is 5 times longer than the height 
of the houses, and yet from below that part appears but two or three 
times longer at most ; because of its unusual magnitude and obliquity to 
the light. 

Aguilonius mentions a fallacy in distance which he had frequently ob-
served and admired. In a warm summers morning when fogs are exha-
led from moist ground, we frequently fee them very near us in some 
known place ; but so soon as they are separated from the ground and are 
going to ascend they appear so remote, that, says he, I could never have 
believed they hung over that place, had I not seen them there but the 
moment before 2. The reason is they then appear in the manner and di-
rection of other remote clouds in the horizon ; whose difference in dis-
tance cannot be discerned, for want of some visible surface extended be-
tween them ; like the surface of the ground when the rising cloud lay 
upon it. 

It is said to be a common observation made by travellers in the night 
or the dusk of the evening, that near objects, as trees and houses are of-
ten taken to be very large and remote. The reason may be, that being 
unable to discern the quantity of ground interposed, they refer them to 
the brighter iky in the horizon, and so think they are remoter and con-
sequently larger : as I remember a red coat of arms, upon the top of an 
iron gate at the end of a walk, was taken fora brick house in the fields 
.beyond it. 

161. If the surface of the earth was perfectly plane, the distance of 
the visible horizon from the eye would scarce exceed 5000 times the 
height of the eye above the ground, or the distance of 5 miles supposing 
the height, of the eye between 5 and six foot : and all objects placed be-
yond this distance would appear in the visible horizon. For let OP be 
the height of the eye above the line PA drawn upon the ground ; and 
if an object AB, equal in height to PO, be removed to a distance PA 
equal to 5000 times that height, it will hardly be visible by reason of 
the smalness of the angle AOB\ Consequently any distance AC, how 
great soever, beyond A, will be invisible. For since AC and B 0 are pa-
rallel, the ray CO will always cut AB in some point D between A and 
B; and therefore the angle AOC or AOD will always be less than 
AOB, and therefore AD or AC will be invisible. Consequently all ob-
jects and clouds, as CE and FG

}
 placed at all distances beyond A, if 

I Déchoies Cursus Math. Tom. 3. p. 43c. 

^ Aguihnii Optica p. 223. 

they 
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they be high enough to be visible or to subtend a bigger angle at the eye 

than AOB, will appear at the horizon AB; because the distance AC is 
invisible. 

162. Hence if we suppose a vast long row of object's, or a vast, long Apparent con-

wall,' ABZT, built upon this vast plane, and its perpendicular distance, "
Vlty

 °,
s

-
th

V 
r\ A r 1 /~T 1 1 1 ii-n '^-v ^y explained. 
(J A irom the eye at O, to be equal to, or greater than^ the distance Oa FÍg. 

of the visible horizon, it wiil not appear straight but circular, as if it-

was built upon the circumference of the horizon acegy: and if the-

wall be continued to an immense distance,, its- extream parts TZ will ap-

pear in the horizon at yz where it is cut by a line Oy parallel to the 

wall. For supposing a ray TO, the angle TOy will become insensibly 

small. Imagine this infinite plane OATy, with the wall upon it, to be 

turned about the horizontal line Or, like the lid of a box, till it becomes 

perpendicular to the other half of the horizontal plane LMy, and the 

wall parallel to it, like a vast ceiling over head j and then the wall will -

appear like the concave figure of the clouds over head. But though the 

wall in the horizon appeared in the shape of a semicircle, yet the ceil-

ing will not, but much flatter. Because the horizontal plane was a visi-

ble surface, which suggested the idea of the same distances quite round 

the eye, but in the vertical plane extended between the eye and the ceil-

ing, there is nothing that affects the fense with an idea of its parts but 

the common line Oy, consequently the apparent distances of the higher 

parts of the ceiling will be gradually diminished in ascending from that 

line. Now when the sky is quite overcast with clouds of equal gravi-

ties, they will all float in the air at equal heights above the earth, and^ 

consequently will compose a surface, resembling a large ceiling, as flat 

as the visible surface of the earth. Its concavity therefore is not real but 

apparent : and when the heights of the clouds are unequal, since their 

real mapes and magnitudes are all unknown, the eye can seldom distin-

guish the unequal distances of those clouds that appear in the fame 

directions, unless when they are very near us, or are driven by contrary 

currents of the air. So that the visible sliape of the whole surface re-

mains alike in both cafes. And when the iky is either partly overcast or 

perfectly free from clouds, it is matter of fact we retain much the fame 

idea of its concavity as when it was quite overcast. But if any one thinks 

that the reflection of light from the pure air, is alone luificient to suggest 
that idea, I will not dispute it. 

i6~
S

. The concavity of the heavens appears to the eye, which is the--Apprenteon 

only judge of an apparent figure, to be a less portion of a spherical sur- ^
vi
^

t
^.

th9 

face than a hemisphere: I mean that the center of-the concavity js
 mmc

d. 

much below .the eye, and by taking a medium among several obser-

vations, I find the apparent distance of its parts at the horizon is general-

ly between three and four times greater than the apparent distance of its 

^
 1

 parts 
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parts overhead. For let the arch ABC D represent the apparent conca-
vity of the sky, 0 the place of the eye, OA and OC the horizontal and 
vertical apparent distances, whose proportion is required. First observe 
when the sun or the moon or any cloud or star is in such a position at 
B, that the apparent arches BA, BC, extended on each side of this ob-
ject towards the horizon and zenith, seem equal to the eye; then taking 
the altitude of the object B with a quadrant, or a cross-staff, or finding 
it by astronomy from the given time of observation, the angle AOB 
is known. Drawing therefore the line OB in the position thus deter-
mined, and taking in it any point B at pleasure, in the vertical line CO 
produced downwards seek the center £ of a circle ABC, whose arches 
BA, BC, intercepted between B and the legs of the right angle AOC, 
-shall be equal to each other; then will this arch AB CD represent the 
apparent figure of the iky. For by the eye we estimate the distance be-
tween any two objects in the heavens by the quantity of iky that appears to 
lyebetween them ; as upon earth we estimate it by the quantity of ground 
that lyes between them. The center E may be found geometrically by 
constructing a cubick equation, or as quick and sufficiently exact by.try-
ing whether the chords BA, BC, of the arch ABC drawn by conjecture, 
are equal; and by altering its radius BE till they are so. Now in mak-
ing several observations upon the fun and some others upon the moon 
and stars, they seemed to me to bisect the vertical arch AB C at B, when 
their apparent altitudes or the angle AOB was about 23 degrees; which 
gives the proportion of OC to OA as 3 to 10 or as ï to 3-j. nearly. When 
the fun was but 30 degrees high, the upper arch seemed always less than 
the under, and I think always greater when the fun was about 18 or 

20 degrees high. 
Why the fun 164. I have been the more particular in considering the apparent st-
and moon ap- -gureof the iky, because I do not find it has ever yet been determined; 

ïear tiSori- although it be absolutely necessary to a satisfactory solution of several no-
-«on than high- ted appearances in the heavens. For instance, suppos-
,cr up. j

n
g
 t

j^
e arc

k ^J5£
 to

 represent that apparent conca-

vity, I find the diameter of the sun or moon will 
seem to be greater in the horizon than at any propo-
sed altitude, measured by the angle AOB, in the 
proportion of its apparent distances OA, OB. The 
numbers that express these proportions are set down 
in this table, over against the corresponding altitudes 
«>f the fun or moon, and are also exactly represented 
to the eye in the 273d figure, in which the moons 
placed in the quadrantal arch FG, described about 
•the center 0, are all equal to each other, and repre-
sent the body of the moon at the heights there noted ; 

Jig- 273. 
The fun or 

moon's al-

titudes in 

degrees. 

Apparent 

diameters 

or distan-

ces. 

OO IOO 

68 

3° 5° 
45 40 

60 34 

75 31 

90 3° 

and 
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and the unequal moons in the concavity AB C are terminated by the vi-
sual rays that come from the circumference of the real moon, at those 
heights, to the eye at 0. The diameters of these unequal moons at A and 
B do therefore bear the fame proportion to each other as their apparent 
distances OA, OB3-, and they must appear in the very fame propor-*Art 

tion that they really have in this concave, because we judge all ob-
jects in the heavens to be in this very surface0: and so the appearance b Art. 1&4 

to the eye is exactly the fame as if several moons were painted upon a l6z' 
real surface ABC in the proportions here assigned ; in which cafe we 
should certainly judge the real magnitudes of the larger paintings of the 
lower moons to be really larger; though the visible magnitudes of them 
all, answering to their equal images upon the retina, were exactly equal. 
And let any one consider when he looks at the moon, whether it does 
not seem to be a real, tangible substance, as well as all other objects we 
look at. 

165. For the fame reason all other objects, and distances of stars in This fo'latiok 

the heavens, as well as the fun and moon, must seem to be greater in ^sen-^on^ 

the horizon than in higher situations ; and it is well known they do so.
 0

f stars. 

Hence I deduce another experimental proof, that these proportions of 
•the moon's apparent magnitudes are exactly assigned. In a clear star-
light night take notice of the distance of any two stars that lye very near 
each other, and as high as possible ; and at the fame time pick out two 
other stars situated as low as possible, whose distance from each other 
seems equal to that of the two higher stars. Then by a globe, map, or 
•by calculation, find the real distances of each pair of stars in degrees and 
minutes and also the altitudes of the middle points of those distances a-
bove the horizon ; and take the arches Fr, Fs equal to them ; and set

 Fì
„ ̂  

off the arches rTfand rl each equal to half the distance of the higher 
•stars, and likewise sK and sL each equal to half the distance of the lower. 
Then from O to the points H, I, K, L draw lines cutting the concave 
ABC, already determined by the method of bisection', in the points cArt. 

■h, i, k, I. These points, if each couple of stars were in a vertical circle, 
would be their apparent places ; and if their situation be not vertical, 
yet the perpendicular subtenses hm,kn (of the angles hOi, kOl) which 
in stars very near together are the measures of their apparent distances, 
are not altered by their oblique situation. Now by several observations 
and constructions I have found these subtenses bin, kn to be nearly equal 
to one another ; and since they appeared so in the heavens, it mews that 
the concave AB C was determined right. Therefore if HI and KL were 
the real diameters of two unequal moons, they would appear equal at b 
and k, and consequently if the lower moon at KL be increased till it e-

quals the higher at HI, then the angles kOn, hOm being now equal, the 
I » subtense 
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subtense k n will be greater than h m in the ratio os their apparent dis-
* Art. 57. tances Ok to Oh a, which is the thing we asserted of the real moon. 
Figure of the Hence we have another method for finding the apparent figure 

mmedanother °f tne heavens by the foregoing observations of the stars. Assume one 
■way. of the distances from the eye, as Ok, of any length you please, and take 

the other Ob in proportion to Ok as KL to HI, and joining hk bisect it 
in t, and draw a line tE perpendicular to it tilHt meets CO, produced, 
in E; this will be the center of the apparent concave -, which I need 
not stay to demonstrate. In the distances HI, KL, especially in the lat-
ter, if the two stars be in a vertical circle or near it, allowance should 
be made for the refraction of the air. 

The like ap- 167. This apparent concave, being less, than a hemisphere, is also the 

veíin the
soI

"
 caufe tnat tne breadths of the colours in the inward and outward rain-

win-bow and bows, and the interval between the bows, appear least at the top and 
greatest at the bottom, and in descending from top to bottom are gra-
dually increased, though the angles subtended at the eye by all those 
breadths are the fame in every part of the bows : and by an estimate of 
the apparent breadths of the inward rain-bow at two different heights, 
made by a friend, I determined the apparent concavity of the iky to be: 
much the fame as by the former methods. And I take it to be owing 
to the fame cause that a halo about the fun or moon does not appear 
circular and concentrick to the fun or moon but oval and excentrick,, 
with its longest diameter perpendicular to the horizon, and extended 
from the moon further downwards than upwards, as Sir Isaac Newton 
has described one in his opticks, page 290. For it appears by Hugens-
theory of halos, explained hereafter, that the rays which cause their vi-
fible appearance compose the surface of a cone, whose section made by 
a plane perpendicular to the ray that comes to the eye from the fun or 
moon, is circular and concentrick to the fun or moon ; and therefore an 
oblique section of it made, as it were, by the apparent concavity of the 
iky, which is the fame as the perspective projection of it upon that con-
cave, must be such an oval figure as Sir Isaac Newton has described. 
This oval figure is also taken notice of in a halo observed by Mr. Whis-
ton 1, and its excentricity has been observed by Dr. Halley 2: and I 
have lately observed the same things my self even when the moon was 
very high 5. Now fince the angle which the diameter of a halo subtends 
at the eye is always observed to be 45 or 46 degrees, I reckon that when 

275-. the bottom of the halo is near the horizon, and consequently its appa-
rent figure is most oval, the apparent vertical diameter ab is divided by 
the moon in the proportion of about 2 to 3 or 4, and is to the horizonr 

1 Phil. Trans. N°. 369. p. 214. 1. 6.. 

2 Ibid. p. 21 I. 1. 23. 

£ zx. Dec. 1729. at.7. p in.. 
tal 
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tal diameter câ, drawn through the moon, as 4 to 3, pretty nearly. 
The oval in the figure is drawn according to these proportions to be com-
pared with the appearance of a halo when it shall happen. 

168. What has been said of the oval projection of a halo, is applicable Figure of the 

to the fun or moon, whose projections are likewise oval, especially near sonajd moon 

the horizon ; but whether they appear so-or not, is hard to judge, because 
this oval projection is so very small and so remote, that we cannot well per-
ceive a 'sensible difference in the distances of its upper and under limbs from 
the eye, and consequently can judge of its figure by no other perception but 
that of the figure of its picture upon the retina. On the contrary the fun in 
the horizon has been often observed to appear oval in a contrary position1, 
and by the present tables of refractions in the air, the angle subtended 
by its horizontal and vertical diameters are to each other in the ratio of 
5 to 4 respectively, or thereabouts ; because the lowest ray is more re-
fracted than the highest. By this means the picture of the fun upon the 
retina becomes oval, and causes this oval appearance. 

169. The present theory is also confirmed by the appearances of the Andconfirm-

tails of comets ; which, whatever be their real figure, magnitude and si- ed ̂ ceos 
tuation in absolute space, do always appear to be an arch of the con- comets tails 

cave iky. Upon the whole it appears to me that the judgments we make and
 meteois. 

of the apparent place, magnitude, shape, and position of all remote ob-
jects in the heavens, as of the fun, moon, comets, constellations, rain-
bows, halos and all other meteors, are the very fame as they would be 
if we viewed their perspective draughts traced out by the visual rays 
upon a real surface in the place and figure of the apparent concavity of 
the iky. In confirmation of which, I will conclude with Mr. Cotes'$ 
account of a remarkable meteor (seen on the 6th of March ij\£) writ-
ten in answer to a letter which he received from Dr. Dannye then Rec-
tor of Spofferth in Yorkshire. 

170. The appearance of the meteor was very nearly the fame with us The optical 

here at Cambridge as with you, excepting that the triangular streams of ap
^™£Sic

f 

light were not so permanent as you seem to describe them, and the point
 me

teor, solved 

to which they all converged was distant from the zenith about 20 de- by Mr.C*/k* 
grees, its azimuth lying between the south and the east at about 10 de-
grees from the south, towards which point of the compass the wind 
tended. The position of this point of convergence may be more accu-
rately determined, if there be occasion : for at a quarter after seven when 
the appearance to us was in the greatest perfection it lay nearly in the 
middle between the two bright stars in the heads of Castor and Pollux. . 
I am told that some streams were seen to shoot forth immediately after 
sun set, and that they did not perfectly cease till about 3 or 4 in the 
morning. 

1 See Scheiner\ Refractiones -ccelestes five Solis Elliptic! Phenomenon. 

I 2 It 

& 
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It was after seven before I had notice of this uncprnmon sight. At first. 

I saw only two or three of the triangular streams towards the north and 

north west : these were not of long duration but were succeeded by o~ 

thers which appeared and. vanished again by turns, arising from and as-

cending up to places in the heavens of very different altitudes above the. 

horizon. From the time I began to view them they continued to ascend 

more and more copiously, being propagated still further and further from 

the north towards the west and east and directed always to the heads of 

Gemini,, till at length when they seemed almost to meet at the point of 

convergence, they began to ascend up towards it from the southern parts 

also and all around it ; insomuch that at a quarter after seven we had a 

perfect canopy of rays over us. The bottom of this canopy did no where 

reach down to the horizon ; for near the north, where it descended the 

most, its-altitude was about 10 or 15 degrees, and near the south, where 

it descended the least, its altitude was about 40 degrees. It remained in. 

this state about 2 minutes during which time we saw several colours 

some fainter and more permanent, others brighter, but quickly vaniihr-

ing. Thus in the west I observed the rays to be tinged for some consi-

derable time with an obscure and heavy red : and in one of the bright-

est streams at another time, there suddenly broke out a very vivid red 

which was instantly and gradually succeeded by the other prismatick 

colours, all vaniming in about a second of time. These colours affected 

the fense so strongly that I thought them to be more intense than those 

of the brightest rain-bow I had ever seen. A small time before the ap-

pearance lost its perfection, we were surprized to observe a shaking and 

trembling of the streams chiefly in their upper parts, during which their 

convergence was confounded, and the whole heavens seemed to be in a 

convulsion. At the same time I could perceive waves of light towards 

the north which moved upwards and in their motion croífed the streams 

lying parallel to the horizon. These waves were different from those 

broad ones which you mention, and which I also took notice of : their 

breadth seemed to be about a degree, their length about 90 degrees ; and 

I can compare them to nothing better than to those siender waves upon 

the surface of stagnant water which are made by casting in a small stone. 

About seven or eight years ago, I happened to fee a meteor which it 

will be of use to describe to you. Along .the horizon in the north there 

lay a. white and luminous, and seemingly dense matter in the form of a 

cloud represented by abed; the length of it, ab, was about 10 or 15 de-

grees. From this there arose directly upwards pointed streams of the like 

luminous and white matter which yet did not appear in. any part of it to 

be so dense, as the former ; and grew gradually more and more rare in its 

upper parts so as to vaniih almost insensibly at the points. There was 

some, little, difference, in the height of these streams but they generally 

ascended. 
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ascended up to about 4 degrees above the horizon. They were very nu-

merous and contiguous to each other, and seemed to be composed of ve-

ry llender parallel filaments or rays. This was the common appearance^ 

and the only remarkable thing which I farther observed was, that some-

times a fire or flame would break out in the cloud, abed, and move a-

long it in a direction parallel to the horizon :- and during this motion a 

pointed stream directly over the fire seemed to run along with it, and to 

pass by the other more fixed streams to which it always kept it self pa-

rallel. 

I am perfwaded that the late appearance was of the fame kind with Fig. 

this which I have now been describing. For let AB represent the plane 

of the horizon, C the place of the spectator, EF a fund of vapours or 

exhalations at a considerable height above us, diffused every way into a-

large and spacious plane parallel to the horizon. This fund of mixt mat-

ter by fermentation will emit streams from it self such as EG, FH, Ôcc:-

which if the wind be perfectly still will ascend perpendicularly upwards; 

if it be boisterous and irregular they will be blended and confounded to-

gether, but if it be very gentle and uniform as it was at the time of our 

appearance they will be inclined towards the point of the Jiorizon which 

is opposite to that from which the wind blows. Nov/ if ADB reprefents; 

the concave of the heavens, and a line CD, be drawn pararallel to the 

columns EG, FH, &c. it is certain by the rules of perspective, that these 

columns will appear upon that concave to converge all around towards: 

the point D : thus the column, E G, will seem to arise from the point e
r 

to ascend up tog, and to take up the space eg : and in like manner the. 

arch fh, will be the projection of the column F H. From hence it is e-

vident that the reason why the triangular streams ascended at first on-

ly from "the northern parts of the heavens was this : the fund of matter, 

EF, was not yet arrived by its motion to the line CD. After it had pas-

sed that line it is plain they must appear to ascend from all quarters. A 

great number of columns being therefore disposed to emk light at the 

same time caused that perfect canopy, which I described above. The 

reason why that canopy descended lower in the north, than in the south 

was this : the shining columns which had not yet pasted the line CD were 

more numerous and more remote from it than those which had pasted it,, 

for if the point E, be farther distant from CD than the point F, the arch 

Ae, must needs be less than the arch Bf. An irregular gust of wind 

blowing upon and shaking the columns (I suppose) was the cause of that-

trembling which appeared in the triangular streams, and the cause also 

which destroyed that fine appearance of the canopy. The slender circu-

lar waves seen at the fame time, might also be explained from the fame 

cause. I need not detain you any longer, by endeavouring to make out 

some other particulars of this unusual appearance :. I fear I have been al-
ready-
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ready too tedious. However, I will not omit to mention a very easy con-

trivance by which the thing may be tolerably well represented to view. 

Take a hoop, and round about it fasten several straight sticks parallel to 

each other but all inclined to the plane of the hoop, hold this plane pa-

rallel to the horizon, and in that posture move it with its sticks over a 

candle, the shadow of the sticks upon the ceiling of your room, will 

converge to a point, not directly over the candle (as they would have 

done had the sticks been perpendicular to the plane of the hoop) but to 

the point in which a line drawn from the candle parallel to the sticks, 
shall intersect the plane of the ceiling. 

c H A p.. VI. 

CONCERNING THE ORIGINE AND CAUSE OF COLOURS. 

Design. r I ^
0
 make this popular treatise more compleat, I have added Sir Isaac 
Newtons theory of colours, described in his own words as near as 

possible and proved by his own experiments. 

I. 171. In a very dark chamber at a round hole F, about one third of an 

AXscrT^on *nck Droafll 
> made in the shut of a window, I placed a glass prism AB C 

of the Ws whereby the beam of the fun's light SF> which came in at that hole, 

image made might be refracted upwards, toward the opposite wall of the chamber, 

New?.
r
opt.

 ana
" there form a coloured image of the fun, represented at PÌ. The 

p. 21. axis of the prism, (that is the line passing through the middle of the 

fig. 278. prism, from one end of it to the other end, parallel to the edge of the 

refracting angle) was in this and the following experiments perpendicu-

lar to the incident rays. About this axis I turned the prism stowly, and 

saw the refracted light on the wall, or coloured image of the sun, first 

to descend, and then to ascend. Between the descent and ascent when 

the image seemed stationary, I stopped the prism and fixt it in that 
posture. 

Then I let the refracted light fall perpendicularly upon a sheet of 
•white paper, MN, placed at the opposite wall of the chamber, and ob-

served the figure and dimensions of the solar image, P T, formed on the 

paper by that light. This image was oblong and not oval, but termina-

ted by two rectilinear and parallel sides and two semicircular ends. On 

its sides it was bounded pretty distinctly, but on its ends very confusedly 

and indistinctly, the light there decaying and vanishing by degrees. At 

the distance of i8|- feet from the prism the breadth of the image was a-

bout i\ inches, but its length was about io£ inches, and the length of 

its rectilinear sides about 8 inches ; and ACB the refracting angle of the 

prism, whereby so great a length was made, was 64 degrees. With a 

less angle the length of the image was less, the breadth remaining the 

.fame. It is farther to be observed that the rays went on in straight lines 

from 
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from the prism to the image, and therefore at their going out of the 
prism had all that inclination to one another from which the length of 
the image proceeded. This image P\t was coloured, and the more emi-
nent colours lay in this order from the bottom at 7* to the top at P ; red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet ; together with all their in-
termediate degrees in a continual succession perpetually varying. 

172. Our author concludes from this experiment, and many more to Hence the 

be mentioned hereafter, that the light of the fun consists of a mixture of dSreïti/re 

several sorts of coloured rays, some of which at equal incidences are frangible, 

more refracted than others, and therefore are called more refrangible. 
The red at T, being nearest to the place T, where the rays of the fun 
would go directly if the prism was taken away, is the least refracted of 
all the rays ; and the orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet are 
continually more and more refracted, as they are more and more divert-
ed from the course of the direct light. For by mathematical reasoning 
he has provèd, that when the prism is fixt in the posture above mention-
ed, so that the place of the image mall be the lowest pollible, or at the 
limit between its descent and ascent, the figure of the image ought then 
to be round like the spot at Y, if all the rays that tended to it were e-
qually refracted. Therefore seeing by experience it is found that this 
image is not round, but about 5 times longer than broad, it follows that 
all the rays are not equally refracted. And this conclusion is farther con-
firmed by the following experiments. 

In the fun beam «Si7 which was propagated into the room through the If 

hole in the window-shut EG, at the distance of some feet from the hole, NewTSpcî' 

I held the prism ABC in such a posture, that its axis might be perpen-
 p

. 27: 
dicular to that beam: then I looked through the prism upon the hole Fi

S-
 2

79» 

jp, and turning the prism to and fro about its axis to make the image 
pt, of the hole ascend and descend, when between its two contrary mo-
tions it seemed stationary, I stopped the prism ; in this situation of the 
prism viewing through it the said hole F, I observed the length of its 
refracted image p t to be many times greater than its breadth ; and that 
the most refracted part thereof appeared violet at p, the least refracted 
red, at/; and the middle parts indigo, blue, green, yellow and orange 
in order. The fame thing happened when I removed the prism out of 
the sun's light and looked through it upon the hole shining by the light 
of the clouds beyond it. And yet if the refractions of all the rays were e-
qual according to one certain proportion of the sines of incidence and 
refraction, as is vulgarly supposed, the refracted image ought to have 
appeared round, by the mathematical demonstration above mentioned. -
So then by these two experiments it appears that in equal incidences there 
is a considerable inequality of refractions. 

For 
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For the discovery of this fundamental property of light, which has 
opened the whole mystery of colours, we fee our author was not only 
beholden to the experiments themselves, which many others had made be-
fore him, but also to his ikill in geometry ; which was absolutely neces-
sary to determine what the figure of the refracted image ought to be up-
on the old principle of an equal refraction of all the rays : but having 
thus made the discovery he contrived the following experiment to prove 
it at sight. 

•III. In the middle os two thin boards, DE, de, I made a round hole in 

ew"oT' €ac^'at ^ anc^a tmra" Part °fan mçh m diameter
 ;
 and in the window-

37
.* íhut a much larger hole being made, at F, to let into my darkened cham-

ig. 280. ber a large beam of the fun's light, I placed a prism, ABC, behind the 
shut in that beam, to refract it towards the opposite walls and close 
behind this prism I fixed one of the boards DE, in such manner that the 
middle of the refracted light might pass through the hole made in it at 
G, and the rest be intercepted by the board. Then at the distance of a-
bout 12 feet from the first board I fixed the other board de, in such man-
ner that the middle of the refracted light, which came through the hole 
in the first board, and fell upon the opposite wall, might pass through 
the hole g in this other board d e, and the rest being intercepted by the 
•board might paint upon it the coloured spectrum of the sun. And close 
"behind this board I fixed another prism abc to refract the light which 
came through the hole g. Then I returned speedily to the first prism 
ABC and by turning it slowly to and fro about its axis, I caused the 
image which fell upon the second board de to move up and down upon 
that board, that all its parts might pass successively through the hole in 
that board, and fall upon the prism behind it. And in the mean time I 
noted the places, M,N, on the opposite wall, to which that light after 
its refraction in the second prism did pass ; and by the difference of the 
-places at Mand N, I found that the light, which being most refracted in 
the first prism AB C, did go to the blue end of the image, was again 
more refracted by the second prism abc, than the light which went to 
the red end of that image. For when the lower part of the light which 
fell upon the second board de, was cast through the holeg, it went to a 
lower place M on the wall ; and when the higher part of that light was 
cast through the fame hole^y it went to a higher place N on the wall ; 
and when any intermediate part of the light was cast through that hole, 
it went to some place in the wall between M and N. The unchanged po-
sition of the holes in the boards rmde the incidence of the rays upon the 
second prism to be the same in all cases. And yet in that common inci-
dence some of the rays were more refracted and others less : and those 
were more refracted in this prism, which by a greater refraction in the 
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first prism were more turned out of their way; and therefore for their 
constancy of being more refracted are deservedly called more refrangible. 

Our author shews also, by experiments made with a convex glass, 
that lights (reflected from natural bodies) which differ in colour, differ 
also in degrees of refrangibility a : -and that they differ in the fame man- a Newt. opt. 
ner as the rays of the fun do. P-

l6
-

173. The fun's light consists of rays differing in reflexibility, and those, 1}T-
.rays are more reflexible than others which are more refrangible. A prism RayfoAhe' 

ABC whose two angles at its base i?C were equal to one another and son arediffe-

half right ones, and the third at A a right one, I placed in a beam Myf7 reflexK 

of the fun's light, let into a dark chamber through a hole F one third Newt. Opt 

part of an inch broad. And turning the prism slowly about its axis until P-.45-

the light which went through one of its angles ACB and was refracted Fis' 28 *" 
by it to G and H, began to be reflected into the line MN by its base 
BCy at which till then it went out of the glass; I observed that those 
rays as Mi? which had suffered the greatest refraction were sooner re-
flected than the rest. To make it evident that the rays which vanished at 
H were reflected into the beam MN, I made this beam pass through a-
nother prism FXT, and being refracted by it to fail afterwards upon a 
sheet of white paper pt placed at some distance behind it and there by 
that refraction to paint the usual colours 2Xpt. Then causing the first 
prism to be turned about its axis according to the order of the letters 
AB C, I observed that when those rays MH which in this prism had suf-
fered the greatest refraction and appeared blue and violet, began to be 
totally reflected, the blue and violet light on the paper which was most 
refracted in the second prism received a sensible increase at p, above that 
•of the red and yellow at / : and afterwards when the rest of the light, 
which was green yellow and red began to be totally reflected and vanish-
ed at G, the light of those colours at t on the paper pt received as great 
an increase as the violet and blue had received before. Which puts it past 
dispute that those rays became first of all totally reflected at the base B Q 
which before at equal incidences with the rest upon the base B C had sus- { 

fered the greatest refraction. I do not here take notice of any refractions 
made in the fides AC, AB of the first prism, because the light enters al-
most perpendicularly at the first fide and goes out almost perpendicular-
ly at the second, and therefore suffers none, or so little that the angles of 
incidence at the base B C are not sensibly altered by it ; especially if the 
angles of the prism at the base B C be each about 40 degrees. For the 
rays F M begin to be totally reflected when the angle CMF is about 50 
degreesb, and therefore they will then make a right angle of 90 degrees b Art. 17. 

with AC. 
It appears also from this experiment that the beam of light MN? re-

jected by the base of the prism, being augmented first by the more re-
K frangible 
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frangible rays and afterwards by the less refrangible is composed of rays 
differently infrangible, 

definitions The light whose rays are all alike refrangible I call simple homoge-

Newt. Qpti neal and; similar, and that whose rays are some more refrangible than o-

* 4' thers I call compound,, heterogeneal and dissimilar.. The former fóèkt I 

call homogeneal not because I would affirm it so in.all respects; but be-

cause the rays which agree in refrangibility agree at least in all their other 

properties which I consider in the following discourse. 

The colours of homogeneal lights I call primary,, homogeneal and 

simple, and those of heterogeneal lights, heterogeneal and compound. 

For these are always compounded of homogeneal. lights, as will appear 
in the following discourse. 

Newt.- Opt. The homogeneal light and rays which appear, red, or rather, make ob— 

jects appear fo,.I call rubrifick or red-making ; those which make objects-

appear yellow, green, blue and violets I call yellow-making, green-

making,, blue-making, violet-making ; and so the rest. And if at any 

time I, speak of light: and rays as coloured or endued with colours, I 

would be understood to speak not philosophically and properly but grofly, 

and according to such conceptions as vulgar people in seeing all these ex-

periments would be apt to frame. For the rays to speak properly are not 

coloured. In them there is nothing else than a certain power and dispo-

sition to stir up a sensation of this or that colour. For as found in a hells 

or musical string or other sounding body,.is nothing but a trembling mo-

tion, and in the air nothing but that motion propagated from the object,, 

and in the. iensorium it is a fense of that motion under the form of sound j. 

so colours in the object-are nothing buta disposition to reflect this or that 

fort of rays more copiously than the rest ; in the rays they are nothing , 

but their dispositions to propagate, this or that motion into the fenfo-

rium; and in the fenforium they are sensations of thofernotions under 

the forms of colours*. 

How the io-g 174. By the mathematical proposition above mentioneda,. it is 

^scdVfdrcks
ta

"
1
 ^

 ra
y

s
 which

 are
 equally refrangible do fall upon a circl 

of different; fwering to the. fun's apparent disque, which will also be proved by ex-

sorts of rays, périment by and by. Now let A G represent the circle which all the.. 

y fg. ziz!' most refrangible rays, propagated from the whole disque of the sun, would. 

A. Art. 172, illuminate and paint upon the; opposite wall if they were alone; EL the 

circle which all the least, refrangible rays, would in like manner illumi-r 

nate if they were alone; BH^CI, DK the circles which so many inter-

mediate sorts would paint upon the wall, if they were singly propagated , 

from the fun in successive order, the rest being intercepted; and con-

ceive that there are other circles without number, which innumerable 

other intermediate forts of rays would successively paint upon the wall, 

•if,the.fun should successively emit every fort apart. And seeing the sun 

emits 

is cer* 

e an-
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-emits all these sorts at once, they must all together illuminate and paint 
innumerable equal circles ; of all which, being according to their de-
grees of refrangibility placed in order in a continual series, that oblong 
spectrum P T is composed, which was described in the first experiment. 

175. Now if these circles whilst their centers keep their distances and How those 

positions could be made less in diameter, their interfering one with ano- J^j^j?*^ 

ther and consequently the mixture of the heterogeneous rays would be separated, 

proportionally diminished. Let the circles AG, BH, CI, &c. remain as Newt
- °P

t
-

before; and let ag, bh, ci, &c. be fo many less circles lying in a like FÌg.
4

2
g

2
.. 

continual series, between two parallel right lines ae and gl, with the 
fame distances between their centers, and illuminated with die fame forts 
of rays : that is, the circle a g with the fame sort by which the corres-
ponding circle AG was illuminated; and the rest of the circles bh, ci, 
dk, ed respectively with the same forts of rays by which the correspond-
ing circles BH, CI, DK, EL, were illuminated. In the figure PiTcom-
posed of the great circles, three of those circles AG, BH, Clave so ex-
panded into each other, that three sorts of Tays, by which those circles 
are illuminated, together with innumerable other forts of intermediate 
Tays, are mixed at £>Jl in the middle of the circle B H. And the like 
mixture happens throughout almost the whole length of the figure PI*. 
But in the figure/»/, composed of the less circles, the three less circles 
ag, bh, ci, which answer to those three greater do not extend into one 
another ; nor are there any where mingled so mucn as any two of the 
three forts of rays by which those circles are illuminated, and which in 
the figure PT'are all of them intermingled at i^P. So then if we would 
•■diminish the mixture of the rays we are to diminish the diameters of the 
circles. Now these would be diminished if the fun's diameter, to which 
they answer, could be made less than it is, or (which comes to the fame 
^purpose) if without doors, at a great distance from the prism towards 
the fun, some opake body were placed with a round hole in the middle of 
it to intercept all the fun's light, except so much as coming from the 
middle of his body could pass through that hole to the prism. For so the 
circles AG, BHanà the rest, would not any longer answer to the whole 
-disque of the sun, but only to that part of it which could be seen from 
the prism through that hole; that is to the apparent magnitude of that 
hole viewed from the prism. But that these circles may answer more di-
stinctly to that hole, a lens is to be placed by the prism to cast the image 

■of the hole, (that is every one of the circles AG, BH, &c.) distinctly 
upon the paper at PF; after such a manner as by a lens placed at a win-
dow the pictures of objects abroad are cast distinctly upon a paper with-
in the room. If this be done it will not be necessary to place that hole very 
far off, no not beyond the window. And therefore instead of that hole I 
used the hole in the window-ihut as follows. 

K 2 
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Y: In the íun's light let into my darkned chamber through a small round 
^wtíon?' hole in my window-Unit, at about ten or twelve feet from the window,, 
p. 57.

 x ' I placed'a lensMN, by which the image of the hole F, might bedistinct-
te-aSSj- ly cast upon a meet of white paper placed at I. Then immediately after 

the lens I placed a prism AB C, by which the trajected light might-be re-
fracted either upwards or sideways, and thereby the round image which 
the lens alone did cast upon the paper at I, might be drawn out into a 

long one with parallel fides as represented at pt.. This oblong image I let 
fell upon another, paper at about the fame distance from the prism as the 
image at I, moving the paper either towards the prism or from it, un-
till I found the just distance where the rectilinear sides of the image pt-
becamc most distinct. For in this cafe the circular images of the hole,-, 
which compose that image, after the manner that the circles ag, bh, ci

ys 

&c. do. the. figure pt, were terminated most distinctly, and therefore-: 
extended.into one another the least that they could,, and by consequence-
the mixture of the heterogeneous rays was now the least of all.. The cir-
cles,, ag, bh, ci, &c,. which compose the image pt, are each equal to 
the circle at 7

V
 and therefore, by diminishing the hole For by removing-

the lens farther, from it,, may be diminished at pleasure, whilst their cen-
ters keep the fame distances from each other. Thus by diminishing the 
breadth of the image pt the circles of heterogeneal rays that compose 
it, may be separated from each other as much as you please. Yet instead 
of the circular hole F, it is better to substitute an oblong hole shaped like a 
parallelogram with its length parallel to the length of the prism. For if 
this hole be an inch or two long and but a tenth or twentieth part of an 
inch broad, or narrower, the light of the image pt will be as simple as-
before or simpler ; and the image being much .broader is therefore fitter to 

have experiments tried in its.light than before. 
YI; 176. Homogeneal light is refracted regularly without any dilatation 

Hoírw^neai splitting or shattering of the rays, and the confused vision of objects seen 
light is refract- through refracting bodies by heterogeneal light, arises from the different 
ed regularly

 re
frangibility of several sorts of rays. This will appear by the experi-

kcwt. Opt. ments which follow. In the middle of a black paper I made a round hole 
Pt

 62s about , a fifth or a sixth part of an inch in diameter. Upon this paper I 
caused the spectrum of homogeneal light described in the former article, 
so to fall that some part of the light might pass through the hole in the 
paper, This transmitted part of the light I refracted with a prism placed 
behind the paper, and letting this refracted light fall perpendicularly up-
on a white paper two or three feet distant from the prism. I found that 
the spectrum formed on the paper by this light was not oblong, as when 
it is made,.in the first experiment, by refracting the fun's compound light, 
but was (so.far as I could judge by my eye) perfectly circular, the 

length beings no where greater than the breadth; which shews that this 
light 
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light is refracted regularly without any dilatation of the rays; and is an' 
ocular demonstration of the mathematical proposition mentioned in the " 
ihzà article. 

In the homogeneal light I placed a paper circle of a quarter of an inch VIT -

in diameter; and in the fun's unrefracted, heterogeneal, white light I ^ewTopt!' 

placed'another paper circleof the fame bigness; and-going from these p. 63. 
papers to the distance of some feet I viewed both circles through a prism. 
The circle illuminated by the fun's heterogeneal light appeared very ob-
long as-in the 2d experiment, the length being many times greater than « 
the breadth. But the other circle illuminated with homogeneal light ap-
peared circular and distinctly defined, as when it is viewed by the naked ' 
eye; which proves the whole proposition mentioned at the beginning of 
this article. 

In the homogeneal light I placed flics and such like minute objects, Vin*, 

and viewing them through a prism I saw their parts as distinctly defined f
b
^nment 

as if I had viewed them with the naked eye. The fame objects placed in 
the fun's unrefracted heterogeneal light which was white, I viewed also-
through a prism, and saw them most confusedly defined, so that I could 
not distinguish their smaller parts from-one another. I placed also the let-
ters of a small print one while in the homogeneal light and then in the 
heterogeneal, and viewing them through a prism they appeared in the 
latter case so confused and indistinct that I could not read them ; but in' 
the former they appeared so distinct that I could read readily,.and thought 
I saw them as distinct as when I viewed them with my naked eye ; in both 
eases I viewed the fame objects through the fame prism at the same dis-
tance from-me and in the same situation. There was no difference but in-
the lights by which the objects were illuminated and which in one cafe 
was simple in the other compound ; and therefore the distinct vision in 
the former cafe and confused in-the latter could arise from nothing else 
than from that difference in the lights. Which proves the whole pro-
position. 

177. In these-three experiments it is farther very remarkable that the The colour of 

colour of homogeneal light was never changed by the refraction : and a^jj^gj^ 
these colours were not changed by refractions, so neither were they by be changed by 

reflexions. For all white, grey, red
3
 yellow, green, blue, violet bodies,- ̂ ^^^ 

as paper, ashes, red lead, orpiment, indigo, bise, gold, silver, copper, Newt. Opt. ' 

grass, blue flowers, violets, bubbles of water tinged with various colours, p- 107.: 

peacocks feathery the tincture of lignum nephriticum and such like, in-
red homogeneal light appeared totally red, in blue light totally blue, in-
green light totally green, and so of other colours. In the homogeneal 
light of any colour they all appeared totally of that fame colour, with 
this only difference, that some.of them reflected that light more strongly,-

others. 
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others more faintly. I never yet found any body which by reflecting ho-
.-.mogeneal light could sensibly change its colour. 

From all which it is manifest, that if the fun's light consisted of but 
one fort of rays, there would be but one colour in the world. Nor would 
it be possible to produce any new colour by reflexions and refractions.: 
and by consequence that the variety-of colours depends upon the compo-
iition-of.light. 

.All homog. 178. The solar image pt formed by the separated rays in the 5th ex-

proper colour Periment> the progress from its end p, on which the most refran-
answeringto gible rays fell, unto its end /, on which the least refrangible rays fell, 
its degree of appear tinged with this series of colours; violet, indigo, blue, ereem 
refrangibility. rf, ° , . . . .' . . 3 ,P 5 , ' & . ^ 
Newt. Opt. yellow, orange, red, together with all their intermediate degrees in a 
p. 196. continual succession perpetually varying.: so that there appeared as many 

degrees of colours as there were forts of rays differing in refrangibility. 
And since these colours could not be changed by refractions nor by re-
flexions, it follows that all homogeneal light has its proper colour an^ 
iwering to its degree of refrangibility. 

^The sine of m- Every homogeneal ray considered apart is refracted according; to 
cidence of eve- - j i_ /• T r 1 « '"' 'r r • • 1 • r P 
ry homog. ray

 one 9©a the lame rule", 10 that its sine or incidence is to its line of re-
is toits fine of fraction in a given ratio : that is, every different coloured ray has a dif-

^wnratio? * ^*
erent r2Lt'10 belonging to it. This our author has proved by experiment, 

Newt. Opt. and by other experiments has determined by what numbers those given 
f-g ̂

8
 ratios are expressed. For instance, if an heterogeneal white ray of the 

a Arc 13 . /un emerges out of glass into air, or which is the fame thing, if rays of 
all colours he supposed to succeed one another in the same line AC, and 
AD their common sine of incidence in glass be divided into 50 equal 
parts, then EFand G H the sines of refraction into air, of the least and 
.most refrangible rays will be 77 and 78 such parts respectively. And 
iince every colour has several degrees, the sines of refraction of all the 
degrees of red will have all intermediate degrees of magnitude from 77 
to jj^, of all the degrees of orange from 77^- to 77-î-, of yellow from 

KNewt Opt 77lt0 77j> of green from
 77

| to 77 i, of blue from 77^-to 77s, of 
p. 109/ mdigo from 77s to 77-I, and of violet from 77| to 78 b. 
•The different :i8p. ; Colours may be produced by composition which shall be like to 

sim
P
íeand

0f colours of homogeneal light, as to the appearance of colour, but not 
compound . as to the immutability of colour and constitution of light. And those co-
coiours. lours, by how much they are more compounded, by so much are they 

P.T15.
 P -k^S and intense ; and by too much composition they may be diluted 

:
and weakened till they cease, and the mixture becomes white or grey. 
There may be also colours produced by composition, which are not fully 
like any of the colours of homogeneal light. For a mixture of homoge-
neal red and yellow compounds an orange, like in appearance of colour 
XP that orange which in the series of unmixed pristnatick colours lyes 

between. 
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between them. But the light of one orange is homogeneal as to refran-
gibility, that of the other is heterogeneal; and the colour of the one, if 
viewed through a prism remains unchanged, that of the other is changed 
and resolved into its component colours red and yellow. And after the 
fame manner other neighbouring homogeneal colours may compound 
new colours, like the intermediate homogeneal ones: as yellow and green' 
the colour between them both ; and afterwards if blue be added there 
will be made a green, the middle colour of the three which enter the 
composition. For the yellow and blue on either hand,, if they are equal 
in quantity, draw the intermediate green equally towards themselves, 
and so keep it as it were in aequilibrio* that it verge not more to the .yel-
low on one hand, than to the blue on the other, but by their mixed ac-
tions remain still a middle colour. To this mixed green there may be 
farther added some red and violet, and yet the green will not presently 
cease but only grow less full and vivid ; and by increasing the red and vio-
let, it will grow more and more dilute, untill by the prevalence of the 
added colours it be overcome and turned into whiteness or some other-
colour. So if to-the colour of any homogeneal light, die fun's white 
light composed of all sorts of rays be added, that colour will not vaniih-
or change its species, but be diluted, and by adding more and more white-
it will be diluted more and more perpetually. Lastly if red and violet be -
mingled there will be generated according to their various proportions ■ 
various purples: such as are not like in appearance to the colour of any 
homogeneal light ; and of these purples mixed with yellow and blue may 
be made other new colours. 

181. Whiteness and all grey colours between white-and black, may be IX. 
compounded of colours; and the whiteness of the fun's light is com- Whiteness*' 

pounded of all the primary colours mixed in a due proportion. may be com' 

For let the solar image P fall upon a lens MN above four inches- pounded of 

broad and about six feet distant from the prism AB C, and so figured that Newt Opt. 

it may cause the coloured light which divergeth from the prism to con- p."uj£ 

verge and meet again at its focus G about 6 or 8 feet distant from the F5s* zS^ 
lens, and there to fall perpendicular upon a white paper DE. And if 
you move this paper to and fro, you will perceive that near the lens, as • 
at de, the whole solar image, suppose 2X.pt, will appear upon it intense-
ly coloured after the manner above explained : and that by receding from 
the lens those colours will perpetually come towards one another, and-' 
by mixing more and more dilute one another continually, untill at length 
the paper comes to the focus G, where by a perfect mixture they will 
wholly vanish and be converted into whiteness, the whole light appear- -
ing now upon the paper like a little white circle. And afterwards by re-
ceding farther from the lens, the rays which before converged will now 
cross one another in the focus G, and diverge from thence and thereby 

make 
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make the colours to appear again, but yet in a contrary order, suppose at 
<T*, where the red t is now above which before was below, and the vio-
let p is below which before was above. 

Let us now stop the paper at the focus G where the light appears to-
-tally white and circular, and let us consider its whiteness. I fay that this 
is composed of all the converging colours. For if any of those colours be 
intercepted at the lens, the whiteness will cease, and degenerate into 
that colour which ariseth from the composition of the other colours 
which are not intercepted. And then if the intercepted colours be let pass 
and fall upon that compound colour, they mix with it and by their mix-
ture restore the whiteness. So if the violet, blue and green be intercept-
ed, the remaining yellow, orange and red will compound upon the pa-
per an orange, and then if the intercepted colours be let pass, they will 
fall upon this compound orange and together with it decompound a 
white. So also if the red and violet be intercepted the remaining yellow, 
green and blue will compound a green upon the paper, and the red and 
violet being let pass will fall upon this green, and together with it will de-
compound a white. And that in this composition of white, the several 
rays do not suffer any change in their colorifick qualities by acting upon 

. one another, but are only mixed, and by a mixture of their colours pro-
duce white, may farther appear by these arguments. 

If the paper be placed beyond the focus G, suppose at h, and then the 
red colour at the lens be alternately intercepted and let pass again, the vio-
let colour on the paper will not suffer any change thereby, as it ought to 
do if the several forts of rays acted upon one another in the focus G, where 
they cross. Neither will the red upon the paper be changed by any alter-
nate stopping and letting pass the violet which crosses it. 

And if the paper be placed at the focus G and the white round image 
at G be viewed through the prism H IK, and by the refraction of that 
prism be translated to the place rv and there appear tinged with various 
colours ; namely the violet at v and red at r, and others between ; and 
then the red colour at the lens be often stopped and let pass by turns, the 
red at r will accordingly disappear and return as often; but the violet 
at v will not thereby suffer any change. And so by stopping and letting 
pass alternately the blue at the lens, the blue at v will accordingly dis-
appear and return without any change made in the red at r. The red 
therefore depends on one fort of rays and the blue on another fort, which 
in the focus G where they were commixed do not act on one another. 
And there is the fame reason of the other colours. 

I considered farther that when the most refrangible rays Pp and the 
least refrangible TV are by converging inclined to one another, the paper 
if held very oblique to those rays in the focus G, might reflect one fort of 
^hem more copiously than the other fort, and.by that means the reflect-

ed 
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ed light would be tinged in that focus with the colour of the predomi-
nant rays, provided those rays severally retained their colours or colorific 
qualities in the composition of white. But if they did not retain them 
in that white, but became all of them severally endued there with, a dis-
position to strike the sense with the perception of white, then they could 
never lose their whiteness by such reflections. I inclined therefore the 
paper to the rays very obliquely, as represented in the posture 2 è\ 2 e, 
that the most refrangible rays Pp, falling more directly and consequent-
ly more densely upon it than the rest, might be more copiously reflected 
than the rest, and the whiteness at length changed successively into blue, 
indigo and violet. Then I inclined it the contrary way as represented in 
the posture 2 D, 2 E, that the least refrangible rays Tt might fall more 
directly upon it, and consequently be more copious in the reflected light 
than the rest, and the whiteness turned successively to yellow, orange 
and red. 

Lastly I made an instrument XT'm fashion of a comb whose teeth be-
ing in number 16 were about an inch and a half broad, and the intervals 
of the teeth about 2 inches wide. Then by interposing successively the 
teeth of this instrument near the lens, I intercepted part of the co-
lours by the interposed tooth, whilst the rest of them went on through 
the interval of the teeth to the paper DE, and there painted a round so-
lar image. But the paper I had placed ib that the image might appear 
white as often as the comb was taken away ; and then the comb being 
interposed as was said, that whiteness, by reason of the intercepted part 
of the-colours at the lens, did always change into the colour compound-
ed of those colours which were not intercepted 5 and that colour was by 
the motion of the comb perpetually varied so, that in the passing of e-
very tooth over the lens all these colours red, yellow, blue, green, pur-
ple did always succeed one another. I caused therefore all the teeth to 
pass successively over the lens, and when the motion was slow, there ap-
peared a perpetual succession of the colours upon the paper, but if I so 
accelerated the motion that the colours by reason of their quickness, 
could not be distinguished from one another, the appearance of the sin-
gle colours ceased. There was no red, no yellow, no green, no blue, nor 
purple to be seen any longer, but from a confusion of them all there 
arose one uniform-white colour. Of the light which now by the mixture 
of all the colours appeared white, there was no part really white. One 
part was red another yellow, a third green, a fourth blue, a fifth pur-
ple, and every part retains its proper colour till it strikes the fenforium* 
If the impressions follow one another slowly, so that they may be seve-
rally perceived, there is made a distinct sensation of all the colours one 
after another in a continual succession. But if the impressions follow one 
-another so quick that they cannot be severally perceived, there ariseth 

L out 
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out of them all one common sensation, which is neither of this colour 
alone, nor of that alone,, but hath it self indifferently to them all, and 

•this is a sensation of whiteness. By the quickness of the successions the 
impressions of the several colours are confounded in the fensorium, and 
out of that confusion ariseth a mixt sensation, if a burning coai be nim-
bly moved round in a circle with gyrations continually repeated, the 
whole circle will appear like fire. The reason of which is, that the sen-
sation of the coal in the several places of that circle remains impressed on 
the fensorium till the coal returns again to the fame place. And so in a 
quick consecution of colours the impression of every colour remains in. 
the fensorium, until a revolution of all the colours be compieated and 
that first colour returns again. The impressions therefore of all the co-
lours are at once in the fensorium and jointly stir up a sensation of them 
all : and so it is manifest from this experiment that the commixed im-
pressions of all the colours do stir up and beget a sensation of white, that , 
is, that whiteness is compounded of all the colours.. 

X. Hitherto I have produced whiteness by mixing the prismatick colours-. 

Newt'oT' now colours.of natural bodies are to be mingled, let a little water 
p. 129. thickened with soap be agitated to raise a froth, and after that froth has 

stood a little,, there will appear to one that shall view it intently various-
colours every where in the surface of the several bubbles, but to one that , 
shall go so,far off that he cannot distinguisli the colours from one ano-
ther, the whole froth will grow white with a perfect whiteness. 

XT.. Lastly in attempting to compound a white by mixing the coloured. 
Experiment-, powders which painters use,. I considered that all coloured powders do 

suppress and stop in them a very considerable part of the light by which, 
they are illuminated. For they become coloured by reflecting the light 
of their own colour more copiously,, and that of all other colours more 
sparingly y and yet they do not reflect the light of their own colours so 
copiously as white bodies do* If red lead, for instance, and a white pa-
per be placed in the red light of the coloured spectrum made in the dark 
chamber by the refraction of a prism, as is described in the 5 th experi-
ment,, the paper will appear more lucid than the red lead, and therefore 
reflects the red-making rays more copiously than red lead doth. And if 
they be held in the light of any other colour, the light reflected by the 
paper will exceed the light reflected by the red lead in a much greater 
proportion. And the like happens in powders of other colours. And 
therefore by mixing such powders we are not to expect a strong and full, 
white, such as is that of paper, but some dusky obscure one, , such as 
might arise from a mixture of light and darkness, or from white and 
black,, that is a grey or dun, or russet brown, such as are the colours of 
a man's nails, of a mouse, of ashes, of ordinary stones, of mortar, of 

dust and dirt in the high-ways,.and the like -, and such a white I have of-
ten 
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ten produced by mixing coloured powders. For thus one part of red lead, 
and five parts of viride aris composed a dun colour like that of a mouse: 
For these two colours were severally so compounded of others, that in 
both together were a mixture of all colours ; and there was less red lead 
than viride aris because of the fulness of its colour. Again, one part of 
red lead and four parts of blue bise, composed a dun colour verging a lit-
tle to purple, and by adding to this a certain mixture of orpiment and 
viride aris in due proportion, the mixture lost its purple tincture and 
became perfectly dun. But the experiment succeeded better without mi-
nium, thus. To orpiment I added by little and little a certain full bright 
purple, which painters use, until the orpiment ceased to be yellow, and 
became a pale red. Then I diluted that red by adding a little viride aris 
and a little more blue bise than viride aris, until it became of such a 
grey or pale white as verged to no one of the colours more than another ■: 
for thus it became of a colour equal in whiteness to that of ashes or of 
wood newly cut or of a man's ikin. The orpiment reflected more light 
than did any other of the powders, and therefore conduced more to the 
whiteness of the compound colour than they. To assign the proportions 
accurately may be difficult by reason of the different goodness of pow-
ders of the fame kind. According as the colour of any powder is more 
or less full or luminous, it ought to be used in a less or greater pro-
portion. 

Now considering that these grey and dun colours may be also produced 
by mixing whites and blacks, and by consequence differ from perfect 
whites, not in species of colours but only in degrees of luminousnefs, k 
is manifest there is nothing more requisite to make them perfect whites 

-than to increase their light sufficiently : and on the contrary if by in-
creasing their light they can be brought to perfect whiteness, it will 
thence also follow that they are of the same species of colour with the 
best whites, and differ from them only in quantity of light, and this I 
tryed as follows. I took the third of the above mentioned grey mixtures 
(that which was compounded of orpiment, purple, bise and viride arts) 
and rubbed it thickly upon the floor of my chamber, where the sun shone 
upon it through the open casement ; and by it, in the shadow, I placed 
a piece of white paper of the same bigness. Then going from them to the 
distance of 12 or 18 feet, so that I could not discern the unevenness of the 
surface of the powder; nor the little shadows let fall from the gritty par-
ticles thereof; the powder appeared intensely white so as to transcend 
even the paper it self in whiteness, especially if the paper were a little 
shaded from the light of the clouds ; and then the paper compared with 
the powder appeared of such a grey colour as the powder had done be-
fore. But by laying the paper where the fun shines through the glass 
window, or by shutting the casement, that the sun might shine through 

JL 2 
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glass upon the powder, and by using such other sit means of increasing 

or decreasing the lights wherewith the powder and paper were illumi-

pated, the light wherewith the powder is illuminated may be made 

stronger, in such a. due proportion,, than the light wherewith the paper is-

illuminated, tkkt they ihall both appear exactly alike in whiteness. Now 

i f you consider that this white of the powder in the fun-shine was com-

pounded of the colours which the component powders have inthesun-

stiine, you must acknowledge by this experiment as well as by the for-

mer that perfect whiteness may be compounded of colours. 

The-perma- 182. The colours of natural bodies arise from hence, that some of 

orm-urUbo ^em reflect some sorts of rays, others other forts more copiously than 

4ic?explained, the rest. Minium reflects the least refrangible or red-making rays most 

copiously and thence appears red. Violets reflect the most refrangible 

most copiously, and thence have their colour : and so of other bodies. 

Every body reflects the rays of its own colour more copiously than the 

rest, and from their excess and predominance in the reflected light has its 

colour. 

XII. For if in the homogeneal lights, obtained by the 5th experiment, you. 

Ncv^cTt!' P^ace b°dies of several colours-, you will find as I have done, that every 

p.
 I 57

. body looks more splendid and luminous in the light of its own colour. 

Cinnaber in the homogeneal red is most resplendent,, in the green light it 

is manifestly less resplendent, in the blue light still less. Indigo, in the 

violet blue light is most resplendent, and its splendor is gradually dimi-

nimedas it is removed, thence by degrees through, the. green and yellow 

light to the red. By a leek the green light, and next that the blue and 

yellow which compound green, are more strongly reflected than the other 

colours red and violet, and so of the rest. But to make these experiments 

the more manifest, such bodies ought to be chosen as have the fullest 

and most vivid colours, and two of those bodies are to be compared to-» 

gether. Thus for instance, if cinnaber and últra-marine blue, or some 

other full blue be held together in the red homogeneal light, they will 

both appear red ; but the cinnaber will appear of strongly luminous and 

resplendent red, and the ultra-marine blue of a faint obscure and dark red. 

And if they, be held together in the blue homogeneal light, they will 

both appear blue ; but the ultras-marine will appear of a strongly lumir 

nous and refplent blue, and the cinnaber of a faint and dark blue. Which 

puts it out of dispute that the. cinnaber reflects the red light much more 

copiously than the ultra-marine doth, and the ultra-marine reflects the 

blue light much more copiously than the cinnaber doth. The fame expe-

riment may be tried successively with red and indigo or with any other 

two coloured bodies, if due allowance be made for the different strength 

or. weakness of their colour and light. _ 

And 
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And that this is not only a true reason of their colours, but even the on-

ly reason, may appear farther from this consideration ; that the colour 

of homogeneal light cannot be changed by the reflection of natural bo-

dies. For if bodies-by reflection cannot in the least change the colour of 

any one fort of raySj they cannot appear coloured by any other means
>; 

than by reflecting those which either are of their own colour,, or by mix-

ture must produce it. 

In transparent coloured liquors it is observable that their colour uses' 

to vary with their thickness. Thus for instance, a red liquor in a conical 

glass held between the light and the eye, looks of a pale and dilute yel-

low at the bottom where it is thin ; and a little higher, where it is thicker" 

grows orange ; and where it is still thicker becomes red ; and where it is • 

thickest the red is deepest and" darkest. For it is to be conceived that such 

a liquor stops the indigo-making, and violet making rays most easily, 

the blue-making rays more difficultly, the green-making rays still more 

difficultly, and the red-making most difficultly : and that if the thick-

ness of the liquor be only such as suffices to stop a competent number of 

the violet-making and indigo-making rays, without diminishing much 

the number of the rest, the rest must compound a pale yellow $ the co-

lour in the solar image that lyes in the middle of them, as may be tryed 

by stopping the violet and indigo at the lens in the 9th experiment, and-

letting the rest pass on to be mixed together at the focus. But if the li-

quor be of such a thickness as to stop also a great number of the blue-

making rays and some of the green-making, the rest must compound an 

orange. And where it is so thick as to stop also a great number of the 

green-making and a considerable number of the yellow-making, the rest 

must begin to compound a red ; and this red must grow deeper and dark-

er as the yellow-making and orange-making rays are more and more 

stopped by increasing the thickness of the liquor,, so that few rays besides 

the red-making can get through. 

If there be two liquors of full colours suppose a red and a blue, and 

both of them so thick, as suffices to make their colours sufficiently full ; 

though either liquor be sufficiently transparent apart, yet will you not 

be able to see through both together. For if only the red-making rays 

pass through one liquor, and only the blue-making through the other, 

no rays can pass through both. This. Mr. Hook tried casually with glass 

wedges filled with red and blue liquors, and was surprized at the unex-

pected event, the reason of it being then unknown 1. 

Now whiist bodies become coloured by reflecting or transmitting this 

or that fort of rays more copiously than the rest, it is to be conceived 

that they stop and stifle in themselves the rays which they do not reflect 

or transmit. For if gold be foliated and held between your eye and the 

1. Hook's Micrography .p. 73.. 

light; 

r~ 
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light, the light looks of a greenish blue; and therefore massy gold lets 
into its body the blue-making-rays to be reflected to and fro within it till 
they be stopped and stifled; - whilst it reflects the yellow-making outwards 
and thereby looks yellow. And much after the fame manner that leaf 
gold is yellow by.reflected and blue by transmitted light, there are some 
forts of liquors, as the tincture of lignum nephritiaim, and some forts of 
glass, which transmit one sort of light most copiously and reflect another 
sort, and thereby look of several colours according to the position of the 
eye to the. light. A transparent body which looks of any colour by trans-
mitted light, may also look of the same colour by reflected light, the 
light of that colour being reflected by the farther surface of the body*. 

CHAP. VII. 

CONCERNING THE CAUSE OF REFRACTION, REFLECTION, 

INFLECTION AND EMISSION OF LIGHT. 

183.r H
 S

 HAT the cause of reflection is not the impinging of light on 
Reflexion not the solid or impervious parts of bodies, as is commonly be-
5

aul
in ** lieved, will appear by the following considerations. First that in the pas-

lighTupSn the sage of light out of glass into air there is a reflection as strong as in its pas-
medium. f
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to glass, or rather a little stronger, and by many degrees 
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 stronger than in its passage out of glass into water. And it seems not pro-
bable that air should have more reflecting parts than water or glass. But 
if that should possibly be supposed, yet it will avail nothing ; for the re-
flection is as strong or stronger when the air is drawn away from the glass, 
by an air-pump, as when it is adjacent to it. Secondly, if light in its 
passage out of glass into air be incident more obliquely than an angle of 
40 or 41 degrees, it is wholly reflected, if less obliquely it is in a great 
measure transmitted b. Now it is not to be imagined that light at one 

b Exp.4. Art. degree of obliquity should meet with pores enough in the air to transmit 
I73" the greatest part of it, and at another degree of obliquity should meet 

with nothing but parts to reflect it wholly : especially considering that in 
its passage out of air into glass, how oblique soever be its incidence, it 
finds pores enough in the glass to transmit a great part of it. If any man 
supposes that it is not reflected by the air, but by the outmost superfi-

cial parts of the glass, there is still the fame difficulty : besides that such 
a supposition is unintelligible and will appear to be false by applying wa-
ter behind some part of the glass instead of air. For so in a convenient 
obliquity of the rays suppose of 45 or 46 degrees, at which they are all 
.reflected where air is adjacent to the glass, they shall be in a great mea-
sure transmitted where water is adjacent to it. Which argues that their 
reflection or transmission depends on the constitution of air and water be-
hind the glass and not on the striking of the rays on the parts of the glass. 

Thirdly, 
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Thirdly, if the colours made by a prism, placed at the entrance of a 
beam of light into a darkned room, be successively cast on a second prism 
placed at a great distance from the former, in such- manner that they are 
all alike incident upon it, (as they will be when transmitted through the 
holes in the two hoards made use of in the 3d experiment,) the second Fig. 280. 

prism maybe so inclined to the incident rays,, that those which are of a 
blue colour shall be all reflected by it, and yet those of a red pretty copi-
ously transmitted. Now if reflection be caused by the parts of air or glass 
I would aik why at the fame obliquity of incidence, the blue should 
wholly impinge on those parts, so as to be all reflected and yet the red 
find pores enough to be in a great measure transmitted. Lastly were the 
rays of light reflected by impinging on the solid parts of bodies,, their re-
flections from polimed. bodies could not be so regular as they are. For 
in polishing glass with sand, putty or tripoli, it cannot be imagined that 
those substances can by grating and fretting the glass bring all its least, 
particles to an accurate polish ; so that all their surfaces mall be truly 
plane or truly spherical, and look all the same way, so as together to 
compose one even surface. This manner of poliming with powders can 
do no more than bring the roughness of the glass to a very fine grain, so 
that the scratches and frettings of the surface become too small to be vi-
sible. And therefore if light were reflected by impinging upon the solid 
parts of the glass, it would be scattered as much by the most polished 
glass as by the roughest. So then it remains a problem how glass polished 
by fretting substances can reflect light so regularly as it does. 

184. And this problem is scarce otherwise to be solved than by saying 
that the reflection of a ray is effect ed not by a single point of the reflecting But by an ac-

body, but by some power of the body which is evenly diffused all over ^/^cTkf 

its surface and by which it acts upon a ray without immediate contact, surface. 

For that the parts of bodies do act upon light at a distance, will appear by 
the following experiments. 

185. The fun shining into my chamber through a hole a quarter of 
an inch broad, I placed at the distance of two or three feet from the hole

 Ex
J^!

nfc 
a sheet of pastboard, which was blacked all over on both sides, and m This power 

the middle of it had a hole about three quarters of an inch square for the
 acts

^^
ht 

light to pass through. And behind the hole I fastened to the pastboard b
y

Attracting 

with pitch the blade of a sharp knife, to intercept some part of the light and repelling 

which passed through the hole. The planes of the pastboard and of the ^
e

0

wt
'
0pt
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knife were parallel to one another and perpendicular to the rays. And 
when they were so placed that none of the sun's light fell upon the past-
board, but all of it passed through the hole to the knife, and there part of 
it fell upon the blade of the knife, and part of it passed by its edge j I let 
this part of the light, which passed by, fall on a white paper two or t 
feet beyond the knife, and there saw two streams of faint light shoot 

three 
out 

both 
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both ways fronnhe beam or light into the ihadow, like the tails of co-
mets. But because the sun's direct light by its brightness upon the paper 
obscured these faint streams so that I could scarce see them, I made a lit-
tle hole in the midst of the paper for that light to pass through, and fall 
upon a black cloth behind it, and then I saw the two streams .plainly* 
They were like one another and pretty nearly equal in length and breadth, 
and quantity of light. Their light at that end next the fun's direct light 
was pretty strong for the space of about a quarter of an inch or half an 
inch, and in all its progress from that direct light decreased gradually till 
it became insensible. The whole length of either of these streams mea-
sured upon the paper, at the distance of three feet from the knife, was 
about six or eight inches ; so that it subtended an angle at the edge of the 
knife of 10 or 12, or at most 14 degrees. 

I placed another knife by this, so that their edges might be parallel 
X.IV- and look towards one another, and that the beam of light might fall up-

íExpenment.
 on

 both k
n

j
ves

 jjjj some part of it pass between their edges. And when 

the distance of their edges was about the 400th part of an inch, the stream 
parted in the middle and left a ihadow between the two parts. This sha-
dow was so black and dark that all the light which passed between the 
two knives seemed to be bent and to be turned aside to the one hand and 
to the other. And as the knives still approached one another the ihadow 
grew broader, and the streams shorter at their inward ends next the 
ihadow, until upon the contact of the knives the whole light vanish-
ed and left its place to the ihadow. And hence I gather that the light 
which is least bent, and goes to the inward ends of the streams, passes by 
the edges of the knives at the greatest distance, and this distance when the 
ihadow begins to appear between the streams is about the 800th part of 
an inch. And the light which passes by the edges of the knives at distan-
ces stillleis and less is more and more bent, and goes to those parts of the 
streams which are farther and farther from the direct light. Because when 
the knives approach one another till they touch, those parts of the streams 
vaniihlast which are farthest from the direct light. 

Our author has made it appear from these and some other experiments, 
that bodies act upon light in some circumstances by an attractive and in 
others by a repulsive power. For he found that the shadows of hairs, 
threds, pins, straws, and such like slender substances, placed in a slender 
beam of light let into a dark room, were considerably broader than they 
ought to be, if the rays of light passed on by these bodies in right lines. 
Particularly he found that the stiadow of a hair of a man's head, at the dis-

ra-Newt. Opt. tance of 10 feet from the hair, was 35 times broader than the hair it self3. 
•P-

 2
93- And of these attractive and repulsive powers he declares his sentiments 

:bJbid. p. 370. more fully in these wordsb. Since metals dissolved in acids attract but a 

small quantity of the acid, their attractive force can reach but to a small 
distance 
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distance from them. And as in algebra where affirmative quantities va-

nish and cease there negative ones begin, so in mechanicks where attrac-

tion ceases there a repulsive virtue ought to succeed. And that there is 

such a virtue seems to follow from the reflections and inflections of the 

rays of light. For the rays are repelled by bodies in both these cases with-

out the immediate contact of the reflecting or inflecting bodya. It ap- a Ëxj^me* 

pears also from the emission of light: the ray so soon as it is shaken ost" !3- '4-

from a shining body, by the vibrating motion of the parts of the body, 

and gets beyond the reach of attraction, being driven away with exceed-

ing great velocity. For that force which is sufficient to jturn it back in 

reflection, may be sufficient to emit it. It seems also to follow from the 

production of air and vapours. The particles when they are shaken off 

from bodies by heat or fermentation, so ibon as they are beyond the 

reach of the attraction of the body, receding from it and also from one 

another with great strength, and keeping at a distance ib as sometimes to 

take up a million of times more space than they did before in the form 

of a dense body* Which vast contraction and expansion seems unintelli-

gible by feigning the particles of air to be springy and ramous, or rolled 

up like hoops or by any other means than by a repulsive power. From 

this power it seems to be that flies walk upon water without wetting 

their feet., and that the object-glaíïès of long telescopes lye upon one 

another without touching ; and that two polished marbles which by 

immediate contact stick together, are difficultly brought so close together 

as to stick. 

186. That this power which acts upon light is infinitely stronger than And bœfr 

the power of gravity will appear by the following argument. Sir Isaac "^nthepoîvei 

Newton has demonstrated that all bodies attract one another by the force
 0

fgt.ivïty» 

of gravity, and that the attractive forces of two homogeneal spheres, up* 

on particles of matter placed very near their surfaces, are to each other 

in proportion as the diameters of the spheres*. That is to fay, if a re-

fracting medium be spherical and of the same density as the earth, the 

earths force of attraction near its surface, will exceed the mediums force 

near its surface, as much as the diameter of the earth exceeds the diame-

ter of the medium ; or almost infinitely with respect to human concep-

tions. Yet we observe that a cannon-ball, just shot from the mouth of the 

cannon, is scarce sensibly deflected towards the earth by its attraction ; and 

the least particle of the ball, if it was separate from the rest, would be 

no more deflected than the whole ; because gravity makes bodies of all 

forts and sizes descend with the same swiftness, by affecting them alike 

whether joined or separated. Therefore a particle of light which moves, 

I may fay, infinitely quicker than a cannon-ball 2, would be infinitely 

4 Princip. lib. I. prop. 74. cor. 2. & lib. 3. prop. 8. 

2 See velocity of light in the Index of this book. 

M less 
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less bent than the particle of the ball by the attraction of the whole earth, 
and still infinitely less,, than this last bending, by the attraction of the 
spherical medium, which was shewn to be infinitely weaker than that 
of the earth. But in fact we find it is very sensibly bent or refracted; and 
therefore it must be affected by some other power of the medium, which 
near its surface is infinitely stronger than the power of gravity. 

a
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uickc
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 difficult

 t0
 determine the exact law of this refractive power, 

mac quic cr. ̂  ̂  degrees of its force at given distances from the refracting surface. 

However since we find that the effects of gravity, which decrease as the 
squares of the distances from the center increase, are very sensible at great 
distances., we may conclude that the refractive power of a medium, 
which at its surface we find is infinitely stronger than gravity, and yet. 

a Art. 185-. vanishes at a very small distance from it3, decreases much quicker or in 

a greater proportion than gravity does. 
ThÌS

 °bothre * ^
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 conclude that bodies reflect and refract light. 
Lcts and re- ky one and the fame power variously exercised in various circumstances j 
fiects light, because when light goes out of glass into air as obliquely as it can possibly 

pî
e

2
44°

pt
' 4& $ i

fs
 incidence be made still more oblique, it becomes totally reflect--

b Art. 173. edb : (for the power of the glass after it has reflected the light as oblique-
ly as is possible, if the incidence be still made more oblique becomes too -
strong to let any of its rays go through and by consequence causes total 
reflections:) And for this other reason, that those surfaces of transparent 
bodies which have the greatest refracting power, reflect the greatest quan-

tity of light, as will be shewn in the next chapter. 
îsscremVò-

 J^9* From tne different ratios of the sines of incidence and refraction 
dies àreas in a great many different bodies, our author has also collected that the: 
their densities forces of bodies to reflect and refract light are very nearly proportionable 

Newt. Opt. to their densities, excepting that unctuous and sulphureous bodies refract 
P- 245.. more than others of the fame density. Whence, he fays, it seems ratio-

nal to attribute the refractive power of all bodies chiefly, if not wholly 
to the sulphurous, oily particles with which they abound. For it is pro-
bable that all bodies abound more or less with sulphurs. And as light con-
gregated by a burning glass acts most upon sulphureous bodies to turn 
them into fire and flame, so since all action is mutual, sulphurs ought to 
act most upon light. For that the action between light and bodies is mu-
tual, may appear from this consideration •> that the densest bodies which 
refract and reflect light most strongly grow hottest in the summer sun, 

Refractive^ by the action of the refracted or reflected light. If bodies be conceived to 
der-it.es w

 at-have certain densities exactly proportionable to their refractive powers,. 

these may be called their refractive densities, 
actsin hnes

 I9°- ^he direction of the refractive force of a medium, acting upon 
perpendicuhr par tides of light, is every where perpendicular to the refracting surface. 

bgîiifecT* ^or w
^

et
^

er tnis
 f°
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e
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e a real attraction, or whether it be an impulse 
upon 
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'Upon light j caused by the spring or elastick power of a subtil fluid 

which pervades the medium, and being gradually denser without than 

within it, may impel the light towards the medium by its greater elasti-

city without than within3 -, be this as you please, yet if the medium be aNewt^Op*. 

uniform in all its parts, its immediate power upon the light it self, or p'3^3 

upon the subtil fluid which acts upon it, will be equally strong in every 

point of a plane drawn parallel to the refracting surface ^ though its 

strength may be different in the next parallel plane, and still different m 

the next, and so on as far as that power is extended on each side of the sur-
face of the medium. The extent of this power will therefore be termi- Space of actV 

nated by two planes, parallel to one another and to the refracting surface ; v,cy whát" 

and the space between them maybe called the space of activity, whether 

the power attracts or repels. This being premised, I say the force of the 

medium will act upon light, either in attracting or repelling it, in lines 

perpendicular to its surface. For letp be a particle of light acted upon by Fig. 286, z%h 

any uniform power in the line de parallel to the refracting surface AB, 

pc a line perpendicular to those parallels, cutting de in c ; it is evident 

that the force of the power at c will move the particle/ in the line pc -, 

and taking any two points d, e at equal distances on each side of c, the 

^powers at d and e being equal and acting at equal distances,/^/, pe, equal-

ly inclined to pc, cannot movep'm any direction but that of pc ; and 

what has been said of the equal powers in the line de is applicable to the 

powers in every line drawn parallel to AB, that is to the whole power 

of the refracting medium. 

791. Now when a ray of light falls perpendicularly upon the space of The mr ver 

activity, its particles will be accelerated or retarded in the fame perpen- ofits opersi-

dicular direction, according as the power of the medium acts with or réfactions ant 

against the course of their motion ; and when the particles are got through reflections. 

that,fpace they will proceed with an uniform velocity. But if a ray op ox sr
 Flg

'
z88, 

falls obliquely upon the space of activity k lm ;z, the force of the medium 

now acting sideways or obliquely upon the particles, v/ill bend their 

course into a curve pqr, during their passage through that space. For as 

light has this property in common with all other bodies, of moving 

straight forwards, while its motion is not disturbed by any oblique force, 

so when it is disturbed, we may reasonably conclude, it will follow those 

other laws of motion, to which all other bodies are equally subject. The 

soiree of the medium acting sideways upon its oblique course, will there-

fore draw it perpetually out of one direction into another. But having 

passed through the space of activity, it will then proceed straight forwards -
s 

for being attracted or impelled every way alike, or else not at all if it be 

in empty space, it will have the same freedom of motion in both cases : 

just as an animal surrounded with air, though violently pressed on every 

side, feels no constraint, but has an equal facility of moving in any di-
M 2 rection. 
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rection. Thus we fee that the refraction of light is performed in the fame 
manner as if a stone was thrown in the direction op, and its course was 
bent into a curve pqr by its gravity ; or being thrown the contrary way 
in the direction sr, it was bent into the curve rqp in ascending: and 
supposing the attraction of the earth to reach no higher than the line kl 

1% 289,
 t

h
e

 fj;
0ne W

ould from thence proceed in a straight line/0. Now the gra-
vity of the stone may be so great, or the force of projection so weak,., or 
the direction of the motion so oblique to the horizontal line kl, that it 
cannot ascend so high as this line. In this cafe the stone will descend from 
the highest point of its course by the same degrees of curvity with which, 
it ascended ; and is its gravity be supposed to cease in all places below the 
line mn, the stone will go on in the direction of the last particle of the 
curve produced. This is a parallel cafe to that of reflections from the 
farther surface of dense mediums, when the incident ray is so much in-
clined to that surface as to. be pulled back into the fame medium. Hi-
therto I have supposed the refracting medium to be contiguous to empty 
space ; but the manner of reflection and refraction is the fame at the com-
mon surface of any two mediums. For since the separate forces of the 

a Art 190, mediums act in the fame lines, perpendicular to their common surface\ 
and in contrary directions ; the light will be affected with the difference 
of those forces in the fame manner as before. And if the mediums have 
equal forces they will ballance each other, without causing any reflection 
or refraction at all. It has been observed already that the perpendicular 
breadth of the space of activity is exceeding small, and consequently in 
physical experiments the incurvation of the ray may still be considered as 
performed in a physical point. 

Andm causing 192. According to this theory nothing more is requisite for producing 

refrangSry
 a^ variety of colours and degrees of refrangibility, than that the rays 

of rays. of light be bodies of different sizes ; the least of which may make violet
a 

Newt. Opt. the weakest and darkest of the colours* and be more easily diverted by re-
?• 347- fracting surfaces from its right course ; and the rest, as they are bigger 

and bigger, may make the stronger and more lucid colours,, blue, green, 
fig. 290. yellow and red ; and be more and more difficultly diverted.. For particles 

of different sizes, that fall upon the space of activity klmn in the line 
op, having different forces,, may describe different curves, as pa, pb, pc, 

and consequently will emerge from that space in different angles. 
And in causing ig^. Thus may heterogeneal particles diverge from one another by 

KSectwnto refraction,, though not by reflection. For if the line of their incidence; 
be the fame' op be so oblique to the space of attraction klmn, that all the particles are 
in all sorts of pulled back into the fame medium, they will return in parallel, lines rs

y 

viz-'290. tv
>
 x

y-> &
c

- inclined to that space in the same angles as the. line of incir 
dence op is inclined to it. Just as several balls of different sizes, shot with 
different forces out of a cannon op in any fixt position, will, describe dif-

ferent 
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ferent curves, aspdr, pet, pfx, &c. yet in returning to the ground they 
will all strike upon it in equal angles at r, t, x, &c. every one being equal 
to the angle of elevation at p. Now since the space of attraction is ex-
ceeding thin, the parallel lines rs, tv, &c. will be so close together that 
the fense cannot perceive a distinct sensation of the separated particles* 
and consequently the reflected and incident light will appear of the fame 
colour. And when the incident light consists of several rays, though the 
particles in each ray may be a little separated after reflection, and proceed 
in different lines, yet those several lines will be mixt together, and con-
sequently the reflected light will appear white or of the same colour as the 

incident light. 
194. By what I have quoted from Sir Isaac Newton in the 185th ar- Andïn causing 

tide, his notion of the cause and manner of reflection from opake bodies, J^f^e 

and from the first surface of transparent bodies, seems to be this that sol- bodies and 

lows. Let the attractive power of the dense medium AB CD end at the [j^
c
^

f 
^ 

line, kl, and there let the repulsive power begin, and let it end at the pa- sp
aren

t ones. " 

rallel line hi ; and when a ray op falls from air upon the space of repul-Fig- 291. 

sion hikl, it will be perpetually diverted from one direction into another 
by the opposition of the repulsive force, and so will describe a curve pqr, 

till it emerges from that space in the same angle at r with which it im-
merged at/>, and then it will proceed in a right line rs. This will be the 
course of the ray if its progressive force be but weak, or the repulsive force 
be so strong as to hinder it from entering the space of attraction k lm n. 
For if it enters this space, instead of being reflected, it will be refracted 
into the dense medium. And in reality some part of the incident light is 
always reflected and some refracted at all transparent surfaces ; the cause 
of which our author has also considered4. a Newt. Opt-

Hence it seems to follow that the repulsive power of a dense medium p* 253* ^ 
is less extended or else weaker than the attractive. For if the bending of a 
ray by the repulsive power, was not less than the contrary bending made 
by the attractive, the refraction into a dense medium could not always 
be made towards the perpendicular, as it always is. We may also observe 
that a refracted ray, in its passage through the surface of a transparent me-
dium, is bent backward and forward with a motion like that of an eel -, 
and our author takes notice of the fame fort of motion in its passage by 
the edges and sides of bodies. It follows also that the repulsive power 
does not extend to a sensible distance from the. medium ; for if it did, it 
would be discovered by a sensible incurvation of the ray throughout that 
extent ; contrary to experience. 

195. Thus fays our author will nature be very conformable to her self, Thedistin-

in performing all the great motions of the heavenly bodies by the attrac- Scteíof Sir*" 

tion of gravity, which intercedes those bodies, and almost all the small Isaac Ncwto** 1 

ones of their particles by some other attractive and repelling powers
r

 philosophy. 

which 

/ 
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al\ev.'t.Opt. whicli intercede the particles
5

. Since bodies at rest, or put in motion, can-

not alter their state of rest, or the direction of their motion; it follows 

that bodies which move in curves, as the planets do, are continually 

drawn or impelled out of one direction into another by some power act-

ing constantly upon them : just as bodies projected in the air are drawn 

into curves by the power of gravity. Without assuming any other prin-

ciples, our author has shewn by the strictest reasoning, what effects this 

power must produce among comets, planets and satellite once put in-

to motion; as what would be the shapes and positions of their orbits; 

with what velocities they would move in different places; what propor-

tions there would be between the times of their periods about a central 

body, with respect to their distances from it; what disturbances they 

would cause in each others motions, and in the flux and reflux of the sea,-

■ and the like. In a word he has exactly described all the particulars of a 

planetary system. Then by comparing this system with facts and obser-

vations, made upon the real motions, periods and distances of the planets 

and comets, he has shewn so exact an agreement between them, not in 

gross but quantity for quantity, in a thousand particulars, that whatever 

differences appeared at first, are always found to be less and less by more 

accurate observations. Now as so exact a conformity of reason and expe-

rience is the greatest evidence we can possibly have, that this explication 

of the mechanism of the world is a true explication ; and as it is the di-

stinguishing character of his system, which all the philosophers that li-

ved before him could never give of any of theirs, for want of sufficient 

skill in geometry ; so likewise he has given us the fame evidence for the 

truth of his theory of light. For instance, having sthewn by experiments 

that light and bodies affect one another at a distance, by some power that 

^ intercedes them ; whatever be the law of this power, he has proved ma-

thematically, by two different methods, that in all refractions the line of 

incidence must be to the fine of refraction in a given ratio, and in reflec-

'b'Opt. p. 63. .tions that the angles and fines are equal
b
. I have made this comparison 

Pnncip. hb. i.
 m

ore at large to rectify an opinion still current, even amongst men of 

F
ro

P- 94- learning ; who observing that various systems of philosophy in successive 

ages have risen and funk in the opinions of men, like modes and fashions, 

and not considering in what respect our author's system is plainly distin-

guished from that of all others, are apt to think that his also in time will 

suffer the same fate. But it must be allowed, so long as there is a con-

stancy in the nature of things, and a mutual agreement of reason and ex-

perience, that a system "founded entirely upon this alone and nothing else, 

can never be changed, nor be less eternal than the world and truth it self. 

I will conclude this book with our author's discoveries concerning the 

particular constitutions of bodies; which render some of them transpa-

rent^ others opake and coloured.
 k

 3 
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CHAP. S. REFRACTION AND REFLECTION-

CHAP. VIII. 

CONCERNING TRANSPARENCY, OPACITY AND COLOURS IN 

BODIES. 

196. HOSE superficies of transparent bodies reflect the greatest Stronger a^T 

I quantity of light which have the greatest refractive power; ^mfimica.-

that is which intercede mediums that differ most in their refractive den- fed. 

ikies*: and in the confines of equally refracting mediums there is no re- Ne^
2

f

0

0pt' 
flection. The analogy between refraction and reflection will appear by £ Art 189, 

considering, that when light pastes obliquely out of one medium into a-
nother which refracts from the perpendicular, the greater is the diffe-
rence of their refractive densities, the less obliquity of incidence is requi-
site to cause a total reflection b. Those superficies therefore which refract"** Art; 17.-

most, do soonest reflect all the light which is incident upon them, and so 
must be allowed most strongly reflective. But the truth of this proposi-
tion will farther appear by observing, that in the superficies interceding 
two transparent mediums ( such as are air, water,, oil, common glass, 
crystal, metalline glass, island glasses, white transparent arsenick, dia-
monds, &c.) the reflection is stronger or weaker accordingly as the su-
perficies hath a greater or less refractive power. For in the confine of air 
and sal-gem it is stronger than in the confine of air and water, and still 
stronger in the confine of air and common glass or crystal, and stronger 
in the confine of air and a diamond. If any of these and such like tran-
sparent solids, be immerged in water, its reflection becomes much weak-
er than before, and still weaker if they be immerged in the more strong-
ly refracting liquors of well rectified oil of vitriol or spirit of turpentine. 
If water be distinguislied into two parts by an imaginary surface, the re- * 
flection in the confine of these two parts is none at all; in the confine of 
water and ice it is very little; and in that of water and oil it is some-
thing greater; in that of water and sal-gem still greater, and in that of 
water and glass or crystal or other denser substances still greater, accord-
ingly as those mediums differ more or less in their refracting powers,-
Hence in the confine of common glass and crystal there ought to be a. 
weak reflection, and a stronger reflection in the confine of common and 
metalline glass, though I have not. yet tried this. But in the confine of 
two glasses of equal densities, as of two object-glasses of long telescopes 
pressed gently together, there is not any sensible reflection. For objects may 
be seen by rays obliquely transmitted through a round black spot where, 
the glasses touch one another, but not through other places where the 
light is reflected at the interval between the glasses. And the fame may 
be understood of the superficies interceding two crystals, or two liquors, 
in which no reflection is caused. So then the reason why uniform pellu-

cid. 
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cid mediums, such as water, glass, or crystal, have no sensible reflection, 
but in their external superficies, where they are adjacent to other medi-
ums of a .different density, is because all their contiguous parts have one 
and the fame degree of density : or this uniform density of their conti-
guous parts is a necessary condition of the transparency of the whole. 

Ctearitycau- io-j. The least;.parts of almost all natural bodies are in some measure 

•-tilde of h!ter-
 transparent:: and the opacity of those bodies ariscth from the multitude 

nalreflectioris. of reflections caused in their internal parts. That this is so hath Deen ob-
Newt. Opt. served.by others, and will easily be granted by them that have been eon-
P- 222. versant with microscopes. And' it may also be tried by applying any sub-

stance to a hole, through which some light is immitted into a dark room. 
For how opake soever that substance may seem in the open air, it will by 
that means appear very manifestly transparent, if it be of a sufficient 
thinness. Only white metalline bodies must be excepted, which by rea-
son of their excessive density seem to reflect almost all the light incident 
on their first superficies ; unless by solution in menstruums they be redu-
ced into very small particles, and then they become transparent. 

'The constitu- 198. Between the parts of opake and coloured bodies are many spaces, 
■tion of opake

 e
i
tner

 empty or replenistied with mediums of other densities ; as water 
and coloured . \ J . . r , .... . ". - , .. 
bodies what, between the tinging corpuscles wherewith a liquor is impregnated ; air 
•Newt. Opt. between the aqueous globules that constitute clouds or mists; and for the 
*P- 22

3- most part spaces void of both air and water, but yet perhaps not wholly 
void of all substance, between the parts of hard bodies. The truth of 
this is evident by the two preceding articles. For by the latter article 
there are many reflections made by the internal parts of bodies, which 
by the former article would not happen if the parts of -these bodies were 
continued, without any such interstices between them : because réfléc-

hi tions are caused only in superficies which intercede mediums of a different 
density by article 196. 

But farther, that this discontinuity of parts is the principal cause of 
the opacity of bodies, will appear by considering, that opake substances 
become transparent by filling their pores with any substance of equal or 
almost equal densities with their parts. Thus paper dipped in water or 
oil, the oculus mundi stone steeped in water, linen cloth oiled or varnish-
ed, and^many other substances soaked in such liquors as will intimately 
pervade their little pores, or separating parts, become by that means more 
transparent than otherwise. So on the contrary, the most transparent-
substances may by evacuating their pores, or separating parts, be render-
ed sufficiently opake ; as salts or wet paper or the oculus mundi stone by 
being dried ; horn by being scraped ; glass by being reduced to powder 
or otherwise flawed ; turpentine by being stirred about with water till 
.•they mix imperfectly ; and water by being formed into many small bub-

bles, either alone in the form of froth, or by shaking it together with 
oil 
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oil of turpentine or oil of olive or with some other convenient liquor, 

with which it will not perfe&ly incorporate. 
199. The parts of bodies and their interstices must not be leis than of The constitu-

fome definite bigness, to render them opake and coloured. For the opa- bodiw^ 

kest bodies, if their parts be subtily divided, (as metals by being dissol- what. 

ved in acid menstruums &c.) become perfectly transparent ; and at the Newt
; °P

t> 

superficies of the object-glasses,mentioned in the 196th article, where
 p

'
 22v 

they were very near to one another though they did not absolutely touch, 
there was no sensible reflection. And likewise if a bubble be blown with 
water first made tenacious by dissolving a little soap in it, and be cover-
ed with a clear glass, to defend it from being agitated by the external 
air, and be suffered to rest a while, till by the continual subsiding of the 
water it becomes very thin ; at the top where it is thinnest, there will 
grow a round, black, spot (like that between the object-glasses) which 
will continually dilate it self more and more till the bubble breaks; now 
this spot appears black and transparent for want of a sensible reflection, 
whereas the sides of the bubble which are thicker than the top appear 

coloured and opake by a strong reflection. 
On these grounds I perceive it is that water, salt, glass, stones and such 

like substances are transparent. For upon diverse considerations they seem 
to be as full of pores or interstices between their parts as other bodies are, 
but yet their parts and interstices to be too small to cause reflections in 
their common surfaces. 

200. The black spots at the top of the water-bubble, and in the mid- Rings of to 

die of the object-glasses compressed together, are always surrounded by a bubbles it.*** 

multitude of concentrick rings of all forts of colours : and as the colour explained 

in every ring is the fame quite round its circumference, and different in
 Ne

^ °P*' 

different rings, so it is manifest (from the spherical figure both of the
p

' 
object-glasses and of the bubble of water, and from the uniform gravity 
of the particles of the water subsiding gradually on all sides from the top 
to the bottom) that the thicknesses, both of the plate of air between the glas-
ses and of the water-bubble, are also the fame in every part of the lame 
ring, and different in different rings. Which shews that the particular 
colour of any ring depends upon a particular thickness of the plate of air 
or shell of water, where the incident light of the open air is reflected to 
the eye. Rings of colours do also appear by light transmitted through 
the water-bubble, and through the object-glasses, held between the eye and 
the light, but their colours are different from those that appear in the 

fame places, by reflected light. 
These are the general appearances of the rings in the open air; but 

when homogeneal light is cast by a prism upon the object-glasses in a 
dark room, the colour of all the rings, seen by light reflected from the 
glasses, is the fame as of the light thrown upon them ; and in the inter-

im viU*s 
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vais between the coloured rings other dark rings appear like the spot in-

the middle ; through all which the incident light is transmitted, and forms 

other intermediate rings of the fame colour upon a white paper held be-

hind the glaises,, as represented in the figure. It is also to be observed that 

the diameters, breadths and intervals of rings of homogeneal lights, of 

different colours, are all different ; those made by homogeneal red being 

the largest,, and by homogeneal violet the least ; -4nd those of the inter-

mediate prifmatick colours are of intermediate sizes. And from hence 

the origin of the different coloured rings in the open air is manifest; name-

ly, that the air. between the glasses, according to its various thickness, is 

disposed in some places to. reflect and in others to transmit the light of any 

one colour;- and in the same place to reflect that of one colour where it 

transmits that of another. The appearances are the fame when water is 

between the object-glasses, only the rings are smaller. 

201. The transparent parts of bodies according to their several sizes 

reflect rays of one colour and transmit those of another; on the same 

grounds that thin plates or bubbles do reflect or transmit those rays. And. 

this I take to.be the ground of all their colours. For isa thinned or pla-

ted body, which being of an even thickness appears all over of one uni-

form colour,; mould be flit into threads or broken into fragments, I see 

no reason why every thread, or fragment should not keep its colour ; and . 

by consequence why a heap of those threads or fragments should not con-

stitute a mass or powder of the fame colour which the plate exhibited be-

fore it was broken. And the parts of all natural bodies being like so many 

fragments of a plate must on the fame grounds exhibit the fame colour. 

Now that they do so will appear by the affinity of their properties.. 

The finest coloured feathers of some birds, and particularly those of pea-

cocks tails, do in the very fame part of the feather appear of several co-

lours in.several positions of the eye; after the fame manner as the rings 

do in the water-bubble and between the object-glasses ; and therefore their 

colours arise from the thinness of the transparent parts of the feathers-;; 

that is from the ilendernefs of the very fine hairs, or capillamenta, which-

grow out of the sides of the grosser lateral branches or fibres of those fea-

thers. And to the fame purpose it is that the webs of some spiders, by be-

ing spun very fine,, have appeared coloured,, as some have observed;, and' 

that the coloured fibres of some silks by varying the position of the eye do 

vary their colours. Also, the colours of silks, cloths and other substances,. 

which water^or oil can intimately penetrate, become more faint and ob-

scure by being^nmierged in those liquors; and recover their vigour a--

gain by being dried ; much after the fame manner as the colours of thin 

plates of mufcovy glass become more faint and languid by wetting them,, 

and also those of the rings by letting water creep in between the object-

glaiies... Leaf gold. and. some forts of painted glass, and the infusion of 
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iignum nephriticum, reflect one colour and transmit another, as the 
rings in the water-bubbles and between the object-glasses do in the very 
fame places, and some of those coloured powders which painters use, may 
have their colours a little changed by being very elaborately and finely 
ground. Where I fee not what can be justly pretended for those changes, 
besides the breaking of their parts into lels parts by that contrition, after 
the fame manner that the colour of a thin plate is changed by varying 
its thickness. For which reason it is that the coloured flowers of plants 
.and vegetables by being bruised usually become more transparent than be-
fore, or at least in some degree or other change their colours. Nor is it 
much less to my purpose, that by mixing divers liquors very odd and re-
markable productions and changes of colours may be effected 1 ; of which 
no cause can be more obvious and rational than that the saline corpuscles 
of one liquor, do variously act upon or unite with the tinging corpuscles 
of another j so as to make them swell, or shrink, (whereby not only their 
bulk but their density may also be changed ;) or to divide them into smal-
ler corpuscles, (whereby a coloured liquor may become transparent aj) a Aft. 199 
or to make many of them associate into one cluster, whereby two tran-
sparent liquors may compose a coloured oneb. F'or we see how apt those b Art. ro&. 

saline menstruums are to penetrate and dissolve substances to which they 
.are applied, and some of them to precipitate what others dissolve. In like 
manner, if we consider the various phænomena of the atmosphere, we 
may observe, that when vapours are first raised, they hinder not the tran-
sparency of the air, being divided into parts too small to cause any reflec-
tion in their superficiesc. But when in order to compose drops of rain c An. r^ç. 

they begin to coalesce and constitute globules of all intermediate sizes, 
these globules when they become of a convenient size to reflect some sorts 
of rays and transmit others, may constitute clouds of various colours ac-
cording to their sizes. And I fee not what can be rationally conceived, ia 
so transparent a substance as water, for the production of these colours be-
sides the various sizes of its fluid and globular parcels. 

Ï Sec Boyle upon colours, experim. 20. p. 245. 
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CHAPTER L 

lo find ths focus of rays refleSted from, any given surface. 

PROPOSITION L 

Z
95- 20.2. ̂  ET ACBbe a reflecting plane, and Qjbefocus of the inci-

dent rays, and QC a perpendicular to that plane-, ancfifthis 
perpendicular be produced tcrq,fo that qC be equal to QC, 
the point qjhall be thefocus of the reflected rays. 

For let ÇÇjíbz any incident ray; draw qA and produce it towards O, 
and CA towards D. Then because Cq is made equal to C^, the triangles 

tU GAq, C^will be equal1. And consequently the angle DAO, which 
is equal to the opposite angle GAq, is also equal to the angle GA9. There-
fore AO is the reflected rayb. ^ E. D. 

203. Corol. Hence all the rays that flow towards q
x
 will" flow to Raf-

ter reflection °. 

L E MM A; 

204, Quantities and'th'eir proportions, whichfo approach to a flate of e-
ejuality as to become equal at last, may. be taken for equal in a fate imme-
diately preceding the las ; and also in a fatesomewhat remote from the lafe. 
withoutsenfble error in phyfical subjects: and the fame may be said of fi-
gures which contiiiually approach to a slate of similitude ; especially if these 
errors, when computed, are found inconsiderable^ 

The meaning of the lemma will appear very plain when applied to the 
following propositions. 

PROPOSITION IL 

^296,297.'. 205. When parallel rays as D A, EC fall almost perpendicularly upon a 
sphericalsurface ACB, the focus, T, of the reflected rays will bisect that 
smidiameter EC, whichis parallel to. the incident rays.. 

For 

©Art; 11. 
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For drawing EA, it will be perpendicular to the spherical surface at 
A> and since EC is in the same plane as the angle of incidence DAE, 
the reflected ray Aq (produced backwards in fig. 297.) will meet EC 
íòmewhere in q

3
 ; so that the angle of reflection EAq may be equal

b
 to* £ ̂  J 

the angle-of incidence EAD or to the alternate angle AEq. The two sides 
Aq, Eq of the triangle AqE are therefore equal to each otherc; and con- c Euc. I. 6r-

iequently each of them greater than half the third fide EA, or than ET 
by construction- But as the point of incidence at A approaches towards C 
the lines Eq, ET continually approach towards equality, and become 
equal when the triangle AEq is vanishing : and so the focus of rays fal-
ling almost perpendicularly on the surface, or the nearest to the point C

r 
is to be reckoned at f*. & E. Di d Art

-
 20

4" 

206. Corol. Hence if ^Tbe the focus of the incident rays, the reflected 
ones will go parallel to the line TEs. « Art.

1
 *• 

PROPOSITION III. 

20 j. Let ACB bea reflecting surface of any sphere whose center is E*" S&fsMjjgi*. 
Bisect any radius thereof suppose EC, in T ; and if in this radius 

y
 on the' 

fame fide of the point T,you take the points Qand q,.Jo that T Q,, T E and. 
T q be continual proportionals ; and the point QJ>e the focus of the incident 

ray s 
f
 the point q shall be the focus of the refected ones. 

Let QA and Aq be an incident and reflected ray (produced) making e-
qual angles with the perpendicular AE ; and the reflected ray Aq ( pro-
duced) will, cut g{E (produced) somewhere in q, as being in the plane of 
incidence EA^J. Draw EG parallel to Aq, and let it meet ̂ ^in G; and f Art.;

7
.--

also Eg parallel to A^, meeting Aq mg : then because the angles EAG, 
EAg are equal &

r
 it follows that the triangles EAG, EAg are equiangu- S Art. 8. 

lar at their common base AE '\.and therefore equicrural1 ; and also equal f £
u

u

c

c,jL
6

?'9*" 
to each other ; and consequently each side of the equilateral figure AGEg; 
in its vanishing state when é cornes to C, will be equal to half its diago* 
nal AE'

r
 or. by construction to E'T. NOW because the triangles G$JL, k An, 204, 

gE^are equiangular1, it will be as G^to GE, so gExo gqm', that is, l Euc I. 29V 

when the point A is coinciding with C, and consequently the points G, g
 m Euc

* •
 4

* 

with % as T$j& TE so TE to Tq p. 4$. D. n Art- 2°+-
208. Corol. i. If q be the focus of incident, rays, i^will be the focu&of 

the reflected ones:>. 0 Art- 11 ' 
209. Corol. 2. The rays that belong to i^may be reckoned parallel when 

the distance T^js infinite, and then by this proposition its reciprocal Tq 

becomes nothing ; which is the second proposition. 
210. Corol. 3. Hence also we may deduce the first proposition; for sup--

F:
'S-

 2
99-

posing i^the focus of incident rays upon the convex surfacedJB; since 
T^, TC, Tq are continual proportionals, it is well known that their dif-
ferences C^,C£must become equal w hen the lines themselves are infinite-

ly 
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îy great ; that is when the surface becomes a plane by removing its center 
to an infinkexljstance. 

The figures serve for the cases of a convex surface supposing the inci-
dent rays to go backwards in the fame lines produced through the surface, 

211. By the demonstrations of the two last propositions, it appears 
that the focus, of reflecied rays there determined, is nothing else in strict-
Bess of geometry, but the intersection of the axis of the surface, that is of 
the ray passing through its center, and of the nearest rays to it: and also 
that other rays intersect the axis in different points farther and farther 
from that focus, as they fall farther and farther from the vertex of the 
surface. So that a spherical surface cannot possibly reflect all the incident 
rays to a single .point. Nevertheless when these aberrations of the remoter 
rays from the geometrical focus shall be considered, it will appear here-
after, that the density of their intersections, near that focus, is immense-
ly greater than their density at any considerable distance from it. So that 
in physical things, the focus of all the ray6, that fall almost perpendicu-
lar upon a spherical surface, may be considered as a physical point. And 
the fame is to be understood of the focus of refracted rays, as will appear 
by the like fort of demonstrations. 

212. Hence it appears that the focus of rays reflected from any curved 
surface whatever, must be reckoned the same as if they were reflected from 
a spherical surface , of an equal curvity to that surface about the points of 

iFig. 300. incidence. Asjf CD be any curve whatever, C the point of incidence, 

CE ^perpendicular to the curve, or to its tangent at C, CE the radius of 
a circle ACB of the fame degree of curvity at C; the rays coming paral-
lel to CE, will be reflected to the fame focus T from either of the surfa-
ces ; and also the rays that flow from any point will be reflected by 
either surface to the same focus q. Because we consider the focus of those 
rays only, that fall upon the common points of both curves about C> all 
the rest being dispersed much thinner into other places. 

213. In all these propositions when the focuses q lye on the fame 
fide of the reflecting surface, if the incident rays flow from i^the reflect-
ed ones will flow towards q j and if the incident rays flow towards^, the 
reflected ones will flow from q-, and the contrary happens when ^ and q 
.are on contrary sides of the surface. Because the incident and reflected rays 
go contrary ways. 

CHAPTER 
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CH APT E R II. 

7Í> determine, the place, magnitude and situation of images.; 

formed by refeBed raysx 

P R O P O S I. T I O N I. 

214. TTMAGES- formed by reflections fi'om a plane furs ace are fimilar and 
equal to the objects ; and their parts have the fame situation with 

respect to the backside of the plane as the parts of the object have with rejpectr 
to itsforefide. 

From any number of points- P,J^, R of an object in ,any situation, draw Fîg. 301,30 

the perpendiculars PA, QC, RB to*the plàne ACB, and produce, them 
through it to the points p, q, r, each as far behind the plane as P, R. 
are before it. The points p, q, r being the respective focuses of the rays-
that belonged to P, Pa, and being evidently in the fame order, toge- a Art. 20^ 

ther with infinite others, will constitute an image of the object, equal to 
it in the whole and in every corresponding part, and alike situated: as 
will appeal' by conceiving the surface of the object, and of its image, di-
vided into corresponding lines, such as Ps$jt, pqr, by planes such as-
PprR perpendicular to the reflecting plane ; and by folding up or dou-
bling each plane in its line of intersection, ^P,.with the reflecting plane. 
For the parts of each plane on each, side of AB will exactly cover each o* -
ther, as appears by the construction. ^ K D. 

PROPOSITION II. 

215. If an arch of a circle P QR, concentrick to a concave or convex
 Fig

 ̂
 tQ 

spherical surface AB, be considered as an object, its image pqr will also be a 306. 

fimilar concentrick arch, whose length will be to the length of the object, in 
the ratio of their diftances from the common center E ; and itsfiliation will 
be erect or inverted,, according as it is on the Jdmeor the opposite fide of the ' 
center to the object. 

For as the focus ^was found by making T^,TE, Tq continual pro-
portionals in the line §>E drawn through the centers so the focus p, of b Arse 207; 

rays that belong to any other point P, is found by drawing PEA, and 
bisecting EA in S, and by making SP, SE, Sp continual proportionals.. 
The two first terms of one proportion are severally equal to the two first 
of the other ; and consequently the third terms Tq, Sp are equal ; and 
thence Ep and Eq are equal. The fame being true of every point of the 
circular object P^R, shews that its image pqr is a concentrick arch, si-
milar to it, both being terminated by the fame lines EPp, ERr; and 
consequently their lengths are in the fame rations their iemidiameters 
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Eq. Lastly according as the corresponding extremities Pandp
t
 of 

-the object: and image, are -on the fame or opposite sides of the center 25, 
they are also on the fame or opposite sides of their middle points ̂  q

t 

that is the image is accordingly erect or inverted. ^E. D. 
216. Corol. The smaller the circular object is with respect to its radius 

:or distance from the center, the nearer it approaches in shape to a straight 
line, and so does its similar image. Consequently a small straight ob-
ject, placed at a good distance from the center of the glass, may be reck-
oned to have a straight image very nearly: though in strictness of geo-
metry it is an arch of a conick section, whose determination may be seen 
HI the remarks. 

217. The images of all forts of objects may be determined, by finding 
the images of their out-lines, by the foregoing propositions. For instance, 
if the plane of the figures PER, pEr be turned round their common dia-
meter ^Eq

}
 the circular surface generated by pqr will be the image of 

the circular object generated by P^Ji: and if the same figures PER, 
pErbe moved a little about an axis EF, situated in their own plane, and 
perpendicular to the diameter QEq> the curvilinear figure generated by 
this motion of pqr, will be the image of a fimilar figure generated by 
P^R. Because the reflecting arch ACB generates the reflecting spherical 
■surface at the same time. 

218. But if the whole figure PERrp be moved parallel to it self in a 
direction EF, now perpendicular to its own plane, so that the arch ACB 
may generate a portion of a cylindrical surface, the figure described by 
this motion of pqr, will still be the image of that described by P£*Ri 
but will not be similar to it, except when they are placed at equal distan-
ces on each fide the center E, and consequently are equal to each other : 

. and their dissimilitude will be so much the greater as the disproportion be-
tween Eq andE^or between their lengths pr, PR, is greater; their 
breadths, described by the motion aforesaid, being always equal to each 
other. 

CHAPTER III. 

To find the focus of rays falling almost perpendicularly upon 

any refraEîìng surface, sphere or lens. 

DEFINITION. 

219. HP H E sine of an angle ABC, or of an arch AC that measures 
JL that angle^. is a line AD drawn from the extremity of one of 

;Fig. 307,308- the femidiameters, AB,BC, perpendicular to the other, produced if the 
angle be obtuse. And therefore an angle AB C and its complement ABE, 
to two right angles, have each the fame sine AD -, and when the sines of 

several 
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several angles are compared together, they are always understood to be-
long to the fame or to equal circles. 

220. The fines of very small angles, and of their complements, be-
come at last insensibly different from the arches that measure them -, and 
consequently are proportionable to the angles themselves. 

LEMMA. 

221. Thefines of the angles of any triangle are proportionable to the op- Fig. 509. 

pojitefides: as in the triangle ABC, the fine of the angle ABC is to the 

fine of the angle B C A, as C A to A B. 
For the perpendiculars CD, BE upon those sides AB, reproduced, 

are the sines of the angles ABC, BCAov BCE with respect to circles 
whose radius isBC3. And since the triangles CAD, BAE are equian- » Art. 219, 

gularb, we have CD to B E as CA to AB. %£. D.
 c

b

o
f 

x

c;1 

222. Corol. Small angles, as BAC, BCE, subtended by the fame per-
pendicular BE, are reciprocally as their legs BA, BCor EA, EC. For 
the angle BAC is to BCE, when very small, as the sine of BAC to the 
UnevfBCE*, or as B Cto BA*ov as EC to EA*. cArt,

22
o. 

d Art. 221. 

PROPOSITION!.
 e

 Art. 204. 

223. Let ACB be a refracting plane, and ̂ Jhefocus of the incident rays, Fig. 310 to 
and QC a perpendicular to that plane ; and ifqC be taken in this per pen- 3*3-

dicular, on the fame fide of the plane as QC, and in proportion to QC, as 

thefine of incidence to the fine of refraction, the point qjhall be the focus of 

the refracted rays. 

For let the lines §>A and Aq, produced as in the figures, represent an 
incident and a refracted ray, cutting ^C in any point q whatever ; and 
since a perpendicular to the plane at A is parallel to ^C, the angle AQC 

will be equal to the angle of incidence, and Aq C to the angle of refrac-
tion. Therefore since equal angles have equal sines, the sine of incidence 
is to the sine of refraction (as the sine of the angle A^C, to the sine of 
Aq C, or as Aq to A^J, that is when the ray QA is almost perpendicular f Art. 221. 

to the plane 5) asC^toC^g. ë^E.D. ~ g Art. 204. 

PROPOSITION II. 

224. Let ACB represent a refracting spherical surface whose center is Fig. 3.14. -t» 
E, and let the incident rays as D A come parallel to anyfemidiameter C E, in %l7' 

which produced forward or backward, according as the denser ?nedium is 

convex or concave, take CT to CE as the fine of incidence to the difference 

of thefines, and T will be thefocus of the refracted rays. 

For let the refracted ray AT (produced) cut the femidiameter CE pro-
duced, in any point ^whatever; and since the femidiameter EA is per-
pendicular to the refracting surface at A, the angle of incidence will be 
equal to the angle AEC, and the angle of refraction, or its complement 

O to 
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to two right ones, will be EAT -
T
 consequently the fine of incidence is to 

the sine of refraction, (as the sine of the angle AEC
y
 to the sine of EAT

y 

a Art. 221. or as AT 10 TE3, that is, when A comes nearest to C, and so the inci-
bArt. 204. dent

 ra
y

S are
 almost perpendicular to the surface,) asCT'to TEh; and 

cEuc. V. 17- disjointlyc the sine of incidence is to the difference of the fines as CT to 
CE.^È.D. 

225. Ccrol. 1. CT is to TE as the fine of incidence to the fine of re-
fraction. 

226. Corol. 2. If this point iTbe the focus of incident rays, the refract-
d Art. n.

 e
d rays will go parallel to TEd. 

PROPOSITION III. 

Fig- 3l$>3l9- 227. When parallel rays fall upon a sphere, either denser or rarer than 
the ambient medium, in the diameter C D produced, which is parallel to 
the incident rays, as QA, let T be theirfocus after their firs refraction at 
AC ; and the point F which bisects T Dshall be their focus after their se-
cond refraction atDG. 

For let the incident and emergent rays, QA, FG produced, meet in 
H, and since the refractions at A and G are equal, as appears by suppo-
sing a ray to go both ways along the chord AG, the triangle AUG is e-

eEuc. I. 6. quiangular at its base AG, and therefore equicrurale ; and so is the simi-
lar triangle G FT, the lines AH, FT being parallel. Therefore when A 
approaches toward Ctill G is coinciding with _D and the triangle G FT is 
vanishing, the leg G F will become equal to half the base GT; that is 

f Art. 204. D F will become equal to half DT£. ^E.D. 

LEMMA. 

Fig. 3 20 to 228. There is a certain point E within every double convex or, double con-
cave lens, through which every ray that pases, will have its incident and 
emergent parts QA, a q parallel to each other : but in a plano-convex or 
plano-concave lens that point E is removed to the vertex of the concave or 
convex surface ; and in a meniscus and in that other concavo-convex lens, 
it is removed a little way out of them, and lyes next to the surface which 
has the greatefi curvity. 

For let REr be the axis of the lens joining the centers R, r of its surfa-
ces A, a. Draw any two of their femidiameters RA, ra parallel to each o-
ther, and join the points A,a, and the line A a will cut the axis in the point 
E above described. For the triangles REA, rEa being equiangular, RE 
will be to Er in the given ratio of the femidiameters RA, ra-, and con-
sequently the point E is invariable in the same lens. Now supposing a 
ray to pass both ways along the line Aa, it being equally inclined to the 
perpendiculars to the surfaces, will be equally bent and contrary ways in 
going out of the lens; so that its emergent parts A<^, aq will be pa-

rallel. Now any of these lenses will become plano-convex or plano-con-
cave. 
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cave, by conceiving one of the femidiameters RA, ra to become, infinite 
and consequently to become parallel to the axis of the lens, and then the 
other femidiameter will coincide with the axis ; and so the points A, E or 

a, E will .coincide. g^E. D. 
229. Corol. Hence when a pencil of rays falls almost perpendicularly 

upon any lens, whose thickness is inconsiderable, the course of the ray 
which pastes through E, above described, may be taken for a straight line 
passing through the center of the lens, without sensible error in sensible 
things. For it is manifest from the length of A a and from the quantity 
of the refractions at its extremities, that the perpendicular distance of 
AQ^ aq when produced, will be diminished both as the thickness of the 

lens and the obliquity of the ray is diminished. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

230. 35 find the focus of parallel rays falling almofi perpendicularly up» 

en any given lens. 
Let E be the center of the lens, R and r the centers of its surfaces, Rr Fig. 324 t© 

its axis, g E G a line parallel to the incident rays upon the surface B, whose 3Z9' 
center is R. Parallel to g E draw a femidiameter BR

y
 in which produced 

let Vbe the focus of the rays after their first refraction at the surface B, 
and joining Vr let it cut gE produced in G, and G will be the focus of 

the rays that emerge from the lens. 
For since V is also the focus of the rays incident upon the second sur-

face A, the emergent rays must have their focus in some point of that 
ray which passes straight through this surface*, that is in the line Vr, 
drawn through its center r : and since the whole course of another ray is 
reckoned a straight linegEG\ its intersection G with Vr determines the a Art- 229-

focus of them all. %E.D. 
231. Corol. 1. When the incident rays are parallel to the axis r R, the 

focal distance EFis equal to EG. For let the incident rays that were pa-
rallel to gE be gradually more inclined to the axis till they become pa-
rallel to it ; and their first and second focuses V and G will describe cir-
cular arches VT and G F whose centers, are R and E. For the line RVis 
invariable; being in proportion to RB in a given ratio of the lesser of the 
sines of incidence and refraction to their differenceb ; consequently the b Art. 224-

line EG is also invariable, being in proportion to the given line RV'm the 
given ratio of rE to rR, because the triangles EGr, RVr are equian-

gular. 
232. Corol. 2. The last proportion gives the following rule for finding 

the focal distance of any thin lens. As Rr, the interval between the cen-
ters of the surfaces, is to rE, the femidiameter of the second surface, so 
is RVor RT, the continuation of the first femidiameter to the first focus, 
toEGovEF, the focal distance of the lens. Which according as the lens 

O 2 is 

* 
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is thicker or thinner in the middle than at its edges, must lye on the fame-
fide as the emergent rays or the opposite side. 

233. Corol. 3. Hence when rays fall parallel on both sides of anylens: 

the focal distances EF, Ef are equal. For letr/ be the continuation of 
the femidiameter Er to the first focus t of rays falling parallel upon the 
surface A, and the fame rule that gave rR to rE as RT to EF, gives 
also rR to RE as rt to Ef* Whence Ef and EF are equal, because the 
rectangles under rE, RT and also under RE, rt are equal. For rE is to. 
rt and also R E to R T in the same given ratio1. 

234. Corol. 4. Hence in particular in a double-convex or double-con-
cave lens made of glass, it is as the sum of their femidiameters (or in a 
meniscus as their difference) to either of them, so is double the other, tot 
the focal distance of the glass. For the continuations RT, rt are severally 
double their femidiameters : because in glass ET is to TR and also Et to 
/ras 3 to 2 b. 

235. Corol. 5. Hence if the femidiameters of the surfaces of the glass be 
equal, its focal distance is equal to one of them ; and is equal to the focal 
distance of a plano-convex or plano-concave glass whose femidiameter is 
as stiort again. For considering the plane surface as having an infinite fe-
midiameter, the first ratio of the last mentioned proportion may be reckon-
ed a ratio of equality. 

PROPOSITION V, 

Fig. 330 to 236. The focus of incident rays upon aJingle fu?face
y
 sphere or lens, being 

335- given, it is required to find the focus of the emergent rays. 
Let any point ̂  be the focus of incident rays upon a spherical surface, 

lens, or sphere, whose center is E; and let other rays come parallel to the 
line QEq the contrary way to the given rays, and after refraction let 
them belong to a focus F; then taking £f equal to E F, fay as QF to FE 
so Ef to f q, and placing fq the contrary way from /'to that of Ei^ from 
F, the point q will be the focus of the refracted rays, without sensible error ; 
provided the point i^,be not so remote from the axis, nor the surfaces so 
broad as to cause any of the rays to fall too obliquely upon them. 

For with the center E and femidiameter EFov Ef describe two arch-
es FG,fg cutting any ray QAaq in G and^, and draw EGand Eg. Then 
supposing G to be a focus of incident rays, (as G A,) the emergent rays 

c Art. 226. (
a

s a g q) will be parallel to GEc ; and on the other hand supposing g ano-
ther focus of incident rays (zsga,) the emergent rays {zsAGQ^,) will be 
parallel to gE. Therefore the triangles QGE, Egq are equiangular, and 
consequently QGis to G £ as Eg to g q-, that is, when the ray QAaq is 

d Art. 204. the nearest to £>Eq, $J? is to FE as Ef to f±d. Now when ^accedes 

to Eand coincides with it, the emergent rays become parallel,., that is q 
recedes 

b Art. 225. 

13. 
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recedes to an infinite distance; and consequently when^paíïes to the o-
ther side of F, the focus q will also pass through an infinite space from one 
fide of f to the other fide of it. QJE.D. 

237. Coral, r. In refractions at a spherical surface AC, the focus q may 
also be found by this rule, as g>JF to F G so Cf to fq-, because FC and ef 
and also FE and Cfare equala. '• 

■ 238. Corol. 2. It may also be found by this1 rule, as to §>E so to 
U-d ; placing $JI so that all the four distances from i^may lye on one fide 
of it, or else two on each. For the triangles ̂ GE

}
 §>Aq being equiangu-

lar we have %G to §>E as to g>j. 
239. Corol. 3. In a sphere or lens the focus q may be found by this rule, 

as §[F to ÓJL so <%E to to be placed the fame way from i^as ̂ F lyes 
from For let the incident and emergent ray QA

y
 qa be produced 

till they meet me ; and the triangles QGE, Qeq being equiangular, we 
have §fp to ^E às to §£a$ and when the angles of these triangles are 
vanishing, the point e win coincide with E ; because in the sphere the 
triangle Aea is equiangular at the base Aa, and consequently AezxAae 
will at last become femidiameters of the sphere. In a lens the thickness 
Aa is inconsiderable. 

240. Corol. 4. In all cafes the distance fq varies reciprocally as- F§^ 
does ; and they lye contrary ways from / and F; because the rectangle or 
the square under EF and Ef the middle terms in the foregoing propor-

tions,, is invariable. 
241. Carol. 5. Convex lenses of different shapes that have equal focal di-

stances, when put into each others places, have equal powers upon any 
pencil of rays to refract them to the fame focus. Because the rules a-
bovementioned depend only upon the focal distance of the lens, and. not 
upon the proportion of the femidiameters of its surfaces. 

242. Corol. 6. The rule that was given for a sphere of an uniform den-
sity, will serve also for finding the focus of a pencil of rays refracted 
through any number of concentrick surfaces, which intercede uniform 
mediums of any different densities. For when rays come parallel to any 
line drawn through the common center of these mediums, and are refract-
ed through them all, the distance of their focus from that center is inva-
riable, as in an uniform sphere. 

243. Corol. 7. When the focuses ̂  q lye on the fame side of the re*-
fracting surfaces, if the incident rays flow from the refracted rays 
will also flow from q; and if the incident rays flow towards the re-
fracted will also flow towards q : and the contrary will happen when ̂  
and q are on contrary sides of the refracting surfaces. Because the rays are 
continually going forwards. 

The 21 ith. and 212th articles are applicable to refractions as well as 

reflections. 
CHAP-
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CHAPTER .IV. 

•'To.determine the place* magnitude and situation of images 

formed by refraSled rays. 

PROPOSITION I. 

244. TMAG.ES formed by refractions at plane surfaces are fmilar to the 
\ objects, and are always erect, or in a fmilar ftuation to the ob-

jects, and on the fame fide of'the planes. 
^ig-336,337- Let PQR be an object radiating upon a refracting plane ACB; to 

which draw the perpendiculars PA, Qp, RB, &c. and in these perpendi-
culars take Ap to AP, Cq to CQ^, Br to BR in the given ratio of the 

.3 Art. 223. sine of incidence to the line of refraction3 ; and the focuses p, q, r, &c. 
will constitute a similar image in a similar situation to the object ; the 
sparts p.q, qr being in the fame ratio as PJL QR- This is self-evident 
when the object is parallel to the refracting plane ; and when it is inclin-
ed, produce it till it cuts the plane in D; and the produced image will 
also cut it in the same point D. For supposing the perpendicular BrR 
to move towards D, the lines BR, Br being in a given ratio will vanifli 
both together : and because the triangle pDP is cut by parallel lines qQ^, 

Mue. VI. 2. rR, it will be âspq to ]?%J£6 qD to QD) so qr to QR0-, and alternate-
ly pq to qr as P^to QR. In like manner if the rays that belong to the 
focuses p, q, r be refracted again by another plane, either parallel or in-
clined to AB, their second focuses will constitute a second image, simi-
lar to the first image and consequently similar to the object; and so on. 

PROPOSITION II. 

•Fig. 338 to ^ 245. If an arch of a circle PQR described upon the center E
s

of a fphe-
ricalJurface, sphere or lens, be cmsd er ed as an object, its image pqr will 
be a similar concentrick arch; whoj'e length will be to the length of the ob-

ject in the ratio of their diftances from the common center E ; and the image 
will be erect or inverted, with respect to the object, according as they lye on 
.the fame fde of the center or on contrary fides. 

The proposition is evident by inspection of the 338th figure in all ca-
ses of refractions made by concentrick surfaces; because the parts of 
these surfaces are alike exposed to the parts of the concentrick object. 
And in a Jens the focuses of all the pencils of parallel rays lye also in a 
concentrick arch GFH; whence Pp znàQq being third proportionals to 

* Art. 239- *w0 Pair of equal distances P G and PE, QF and QEc, are also equal ; 
.and so the image pqr is also a concentrick arch. Now since the axes of 

the 
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the pencils are reckoned.straight lines passing through Ei, the-angles aArt w9--
pEr, PER are equal; and therefore the ratio of the image to the object, 
is the fame as of their distances from the center E. And according as their 
corresponding extremities P,p are on the fame or on. contrary sides of E, 
they lye on the fame or contrary fides of their middle points q ; that 
is the image is accordingly erect or inverted. ^ E. D. 

246. Corol. The smaller the circular objectis with respect to its radius or 
distance from the center E, the nearer it approaches in shape to a straight 
line, and so does its similar image. Consequently a small straight object pla-
ced at a good distance from the center of the glass maybe reckoned to have, 
a straight image very nearlyb : though in strictness of geometry it is an arch b Art* 204' 
of a conick section determined in the Remarks. And by these propositions 
the images of all objects may be determined, by finding the images of 
their out-lines. Here I conclude the elementary propositions, which are. 
also demonstrated algebraically in. the Remarks. 

CHAPTER V. 

To determine the apparent dijlance^ magnitude^ situation^ de-

gree of distinctness and brightness^ the greatest angle of vi-
sion and visible area^ of an object seen by rays successively 
reflected from any number of pla?ie or sphericalsurfaces ; or 

successively refracted through any number of lenses of any 
forty or through any number of different mediums, whose sur-
faces are plane or spherical. With an application to Teles 
copes and Microscopes. 

PROPOSITION I. 

247. irjAVING the foe al distances and apertures of any number of len-
571 fes °f anystrt, placed at any given distances from one another 

and from the eye and object, it is required to find the apparent distance, 
magnitude, situation, degree of distinctness and brightness of the object seen 
through all the lenses; together with the greatest angle of viston and visible 
area of the object, and the particular aperture which limits them both. 

248. Let PL be an object viewed by the eye at 0 through any num- Ap. distance-, 

ber of lenses placed at A, B, C, whose focal distances are the lines a, b, c, Fig' 342-
and whose common axis is the line OABCP. The distance OP may be 
considered as divided by the glaises at A, B, C, into two such parts as 
OA, AP; OB, BP; OC,CP; or into three such parts as OA, AB, 
BP; OA

y
AC

3
 CP; or into four such parts as OA, AB, BC

3
 CP; and 

so 
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Ap. magni-

tude. 

a Art. ioo. 
Ap.Jimation. 

Ap. distinct-
ness 

Visual angle, 
fig. 343. 

"Visible area. 

so on as far as the number of glasses permits. All the several products of 

such corresponding parts, applyed respectively to the focal distance, or 

to the product of the focal distances of the glasses, which are placed at 

the point or points of division, will give so many several lines; which 

must be looked upon as negative, if there be an odd number of convex 

glasses at the points of division, otherwise as affirmative. Let O s] be the 

sum of OP and of those several lines according to their signs, and it will 

be the apparent distance of the object. 

24.9. And its apparent magnitude will be to its true a magnitude, as 

OP to on. 
250. And if the value of O si be affirmative, the object will appear up-

right, otherwise inverted. Or to express the fame things in other words, 

the object will appear through all the glasses at the fame distance, of the 

some magnitude, and in the fame situation, as it would appear to the na-

ked eye viewing it from the distance 0 0, supposing it placed upright at 

n when Os! is affirmative, and inverted when O Ci is negative. 

251. When Of! is affirmative place it before the eye, otherwise be-

hind it; then let the eye be removed from O to A, that its distance from 

the next glass may vanish ; and here let Aw be the apparent distance of 

the object PL, to be found and placed by the fame rules as O n was. 

Then let Ap be to A-ar as AO to the difference of O n and Aw, if they 

lye the fame way from 0 and A, otherwise to their sum; and Jet the or-

der of the points A, p, w be the fame as the order of the points Q, p, n ; 

and from the situation of this point/», a judgment may be formed of the 

degree of distinctness with which the object will appear. Because the rays 

flowing from P, by passing through the glasses, will be disposed to fall 

upon the eye, in the same manner as if the glasses being removed, they 

tended from the point/», when it falls before the eye, or towards the point 

p, when it falls behind the eye. 

252. Let the lines AR, BS, be the semidiameters of the given a-

pertures of the glasses A, B, C -, and let 0$ be the apparent distance of 

the line BS, seen through the glass A\ and Oy the apparent distance of 

the line CT seen through the glasses A and B ; to be found as above. E-

rect the perpendiculars jS<r equal to BS, and yr equal to CT*, and then 

the least of the angles, which any one of the perpendiculars AR, @cr,yT, 

subtends at 0, will be half the greatest angle of vision. 

253. Let this angle be/SO o-, and let Oc, produced, cut a perpendicu-

lar to the axis .at n in A ; then PL taken equal to n A will be the semi-

diarneter of the greatest area of the object PL, that can be seen at one 

view from 0, through the given apertures of all the glasses: and there-

fore PL or n Aj the semidiameter of the visible area, will be to j8<r or 

J3S, the semidiameter of the aperture which limits it, as On the appa-

rent distance of the area, to 0$ the apparent distance of that aperture. 

254» 
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■ 254. And by the supposition that fcOa- is the least of all the angles sub- wha-cii-

tended at O by any of the given lines AR, do, yr, it will follow that mi ' 
the aperture which limits the visual angle and visible area, belongs to the 

glass B. 
■255. Since the magnitude of the pupil is subject; to be varied by vari- Ap. Bright-

ous degrees of light, let NO be its semidiameter when the object PL is nciî* 
viewed by the naked eye from the distance OP ; and upon a plane that 
touches the eye at 0 let OK be the semidiameter of the greatest area, vi-
sible through all the glasses to another eye at P, to be found as PL was; 
or which is the fame thing let OX" be the semidiameter of the great-
est area inlightened by a pencil os rays flowing from P through all the 
glasses ; and when this area is not less than the area of the pupil, the 
point P will appear just as bright through all the glasses, as it would do 
if they were removed : but if the inlightened area be less than the area of 
the pupil, the point P will appear less bright through the-glasses, than 
if they were removed, in the fame proportion as the inlightened area is 
less than the pupil. And these proportions of apparent brightness would 
be accurate, if all the incident rays were transmitted through the glasses 
to the eye, or if only an insensible part of them were stopt. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

256. For let any ray OrstL, of a pencil supposed to flow from the ,A
p

. distance, 

eye to the object, belong successively to the focuses f,g, h, after its sue- Fig- 344-

cessive refractions at the glasses As, Bs,Ct; and then let it fall upon 
the object at L. The point L will therefore be seen by the ray LtsrO 
returning back along the same lines to the eye atO1. Let LA drawn pa-

 Art 

rallel to OP meet the visual ray Or, produced, in A; and let the rectan-
gle PL A si be compleated; and On will be the apparent distance of the 
object1'. Let us at first suppose all the lenses to be concaves; and since the

 b Art I3()> 

triangles OA^, On A are equiangular, we have OA to On in the fame 
ratio as Ar to n A or PL; or in a ratio compounded of Ar to Bs, Bs 

to C7, CVto P L ; or compounded of fA to fA—h AB,gB to g B-+- B C, 

h£ to bC -f CP; and -consequently On = OA Ù$?f* X 

i by which theorem the apparent distance On will be given so 
bC 

soon asfA, gB, /jCcan be found. These may be found by Art 239 as fol-
r __OA*a /A-+AB x b

 Jn
 gB-r-JiG x c 

lows; f A——— ; gB = y

;T
-~-

r
_- ; hCzz ——-~ Hence it is 

r OA-+a P fA-+AB-+ b gB-+BC--+c 

easy to collect, that is the eye at O views an object at B through one 
O AB 

glass at A, its apparent distance 0$=.OB —j • that if the eye at O, 

P views 
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views m object at C, through two glasièsat A, B, its apparent distance 
_ . OAC O-BC OABC . . , . . 
O 7 = V t -4- — 1 h ——- ; that if the eye atO views an object 

« b ab 

at P through three glasses at A, B, C, its apparent distance On = OP 
OAP OB? OCP OABP OACP OBCP OABCP , 

—H H r— -H r*.. —+" — 1 ■ r-—; 1 : and 
a b c ab ac °c abc 

so on continually as the solution of the problem directs. No-w if any 
of the lenses be convex, the focal distances of such lenses must be looked 
upon as negative, since they lye the contrary way to those of concave 
lenses, when the incident rays come the fame way upon both forts : there-
fore the terms which involve any odd number of convex lenses at the 
points of division, must be looked upon as negative 

Ap^imgtïL- determination of the apparent magnitude is evident by Art. 141. 
Ap. situation. And that of the apparent situation by the latter part of Art. 1.3 9. 
Ap. distinct- 2.57. Compleat the rectangle.LPw A and join A\ meeting O A in 
JËT and the line //>,, drawn perpendicular to the axis of the glasses, will be 

the last image of the object LP. Because the same point L is seen by a 
ray which falls upon the eye at 0 in the direction A 0, and also by a ray 
which falls upon the eye at A in the direction \A-

y
 and therefore the 

point / where these directions cross one another is the focus of the emer-
gent rays. Now since the triangles Apl, AwX and also. O//, OslA are 
equiangular,, we have Ap to Aw as {pito w\ or n A*, or as) Op to On, 
or as Op ==p Ap or OA to 0 Tl=^ Aw, according as,/ falls without or 

within the line OA, and consequently according as 0 n and Aw lye the 
fame or contrary ways from O and A. And the order of the poins A

x
p,w 

is the fame as the order of the points.^,/,. A, or of the points 0, /, A, or 
of the points 0, p, ft 

Yiiuas angle. 258. Let O a cut the perpendiculars ARin r, yrinô, nA in A, and 
■Fig-543,346. compleat the rectangles B&as, CyQf, PnAX; then by the supposition 

that the angle /3 0 er is the least of the angles, which any one of the per-
pendiculars AR, /2<r,. yr-subtends, at O

y
 it follows that Ar is less than AR'-, 

and y ô less than yr, or Ct less than CBut joining rs,.s t, tL, these 
lines will be described by a ray passing from 0 to L. Because the lines 
Or, Or o-, Or Q, Or A are the several apparent distances of the points r, s> 
t, L seen in one common direction Or. But in the construction $o- was-
taken equal to BS;, and supposing the visual angle /30 a-to be increased, 
never so little, the equal perpendiculars $<r, Bs would also be increased ;, 
and then Bs would become bigger than BS, and consequently the 
outmost ray jLts would be stopt at s for want of a larger aperture than 
BS. 

Vifibkarea. 259. The perpendicular nA or PL would also be increased by in-

creasing the angle $0<r
3
 but this being impossible without increasing BS

y 

it 
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it is plain that PL is the semidiameter of the greatest area that can "be seen 
at one view from 0 through all the given apertures. 

260. And so it is manifest that the Vision is confined by that aperturé where fi-
at B, which appears through the intermediate glasses, under a lesser an- Iauc4, 

gle &Oc, than any other aperture would appear under, if the rest of the 
apertures were sufficiently inlarged for the purpose of seeing it. 

261. If OK be not less than ON, the area of the pupil will be totally Ap. bright-

inlightened by the pencil that flows from P. Let PtsrNbez ray of that i.^ 
pencil, cutting the object-glass Ct mt-, and supposing the glasses were 
removed, let an unrefracted ray PMN cut the line Ct in M. Then the 
quantity of refracted rays which fall upon the line NO, is to the quanti-
ty of unrefracted rays which would fall upon it, as the angle CPt to the 
angle CPM, that is as the apparent magnitude of the line NO, seen from 
P, to the true. And therefore by turning the figure round about the axis 
OP, the quantity of refracted rays which sill the pupil, is to the quan-
tity of unrefracted rays which would fill it (as the apparent magnitude of 
any surface at O seen from P, to the true ; or as the apparent magnitude 
of any surface at P seen from 0 to the truea ; and consequently) as the a Art. z6*. 
apparent magnitude of the least surface or physical point P, to the true ; 
that is as the picture of the point P formed upon the retina by those re-
fracted rays, to its picture formed by the unrefracted rays. These pi-
ctures of the point P are therefore equally bright and cause the appear-
ance of P to be equally bright in both cafes. Now let the pupil be lar- F'.g. 34^ 
■ger than the greatest area inlightened at O by the pencil that flows from 
P ; and supposing a smaller pupil equal to this area, we have shewn that 
the pictures of P upon the retina made by refracted and unrefracted rays 
would be equally bright ; and consequently each of them would be less 
bright than when the larger pupil is filled with unrefracted rays, in the 
fame proportion as the smaller pupil, or area inlightened by the refract-
ed rays, is less than the larger pupil, inlightened by unrefracted rays. 
Hitherto I have supposed the picture of the point P to be distinct upon 
the retina, or proportionable to the angle which measures the apparent 
magnitude of P; let us now suppose it to be confused and the conclusion 
will not be altered. For the confused picture of P diffuses an equal por-
tion of its own light upon every point (equidistant from its center,) quite 
round its distinct bounds, and receives from every point as many such 
portions of their lights, which came from other points of the object. 

262. Corol. 1. While the glasses are fixt, if the eye and object be sup-
posed to change places, the apparent distance, magnitude and situation-
of the object will be the fame as before. For the interval OP being the 
fame, and being divided by the fame glasses into the fame parts, will 
give the fame theorem for the apparent distance as before* » namely PO b Art-

F 2 -t 
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P C O. P BO PAO PCEO.
 ;

 PCAO PBJO: PCBAO 

c b a ' cb ca T, ba cbá . ..• 

Fig. 5.47,34s• 263. Cura/. 2. When an object PJL is seen through any number of 
• glasses, the breadth of the principal pencil where it falls on the eye at O, 

is to its breadth at the object-glass C, as the apparent distance of the ob-
ject, to its real distance from the object-glass ; and consequently in Teles-
copes, as the true magnitude of the object, to the apparent; that is OK is 
to Ct as On to PC. For let Ka drawn parallel to the axis:OP, cut Pt 
produced in x., and compleat the rectangle xKO Ç1, then Po is the appa-
rent distance of an object'OA' seen from P through all the glasses; and 
the triangles Pi2x, PCt being equiangular, we have OK or Í2JC to Ct 
as Pil to P C, or as 0 n to P C by the foregoing corollary. 

264. Ccrol. 3. When the rays flowing from P through all the glasses, 
fall perpendicularly upon a fixt plane at 0, their density will be uniform 
in every part of the inlightened area. For supposing all the incident rays 
to be transmitted, their quantity in the areas at C and at O will be the 
fame; and this quantity being uniformly dense in the area at C, is as this 

a Art. 263.
 ar

ea, or as the area at O ( the ratio of these areas being invariable3), and 
consequently is uniformly dense in the area at .O. And whatever part of 
the light may not be transmitted to the area at 0 ; yet equal portions of it 
will be reflected back from equal portions of any of the surfaces of the glasses 
very nearly ; (because all the rays fall almost perpendicularly upon eve-, 
rysurface;), and consequently equal portions of the rays will be inter-
cepted from falling upon equal portions of the area at O. 

265. Corol. 4. This uniform density of the refracted rays in the area 
at O, is to the uniform density of unrefracted rays, which would fall upon, 
it, if the glasses were removed and which come from the fame point P, 
as the apparent magnitude of the point P, or of any surface at P, to the, 
true ; supposing all the rays were transmitted. This will appear from the 
sirst part of the 261st article. 

266. Corol. 5. If the quantity of incident light, in passing through the 
glasses, be diminished in no greater a proportion than that of the greatest 
aperture of the pupil to the given aperture ON, and the inlightened area 
be not less than the greatest aperture ; the pupil will dilate it self till it 

i> Art. 264. receives the fame quantity of light as in vision with the naked eyeb. But 
when the inlightened area is less than the given aperture of the pupil, 
the natural brightness of the object will appear diminislied in the glasses, 
in a ratio compounded of the ratio of the aperture of the pupil, to the 

c Art. 255. inlightened areac, and of the quantity of incident light to the quantity 
of emergent light. 

267. Corol. 6. It is evident that an object seen through glasses may ap-
pear as bright as to the naked eye ; but never brighter, even though all 
the incident light be transmitted through the glasses* 
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•. 268. Cbn?/. 7. The glasses and object being fixt,. the.apparent bright- Fig. 348. 

Tieís of the point P, seen by refracted rays, is invariable wherever the 

eye is placed, while the pupil is filled with rays that come from that 

point; but. where it-is not filled, the apparent brightness varies directly 

in a duplicate ratio of, Op, the distance of the pupil from the last image 

óf P. For the density of the rays, and the apparent magnitude of the 

point P, and consequently the magnitude of its picture upon the retina, 

do all. vary reciprocally in a duplicate ratio of Op Consequently while a Art.58. 

the pupil does not vary and is filled with rays, the quantity that enters it 

is as the area of the picture of Pupon the retina; whose brightness is 

therefore invariable: but where the pupil is not filled with rays, the 

quantity that enters the pupil is invariable, while the area of the picture 

varies reciprocally in a duplicate ratio of Op, and consequently while its 

brightness varies directly in the duplicate ratio of Op. And this is so what* 

ever part of the incident light be stopt by the glasses. 

269. Corol. 8. When the object is so remote that the distances OP,. 

AP, BP, CP, may be considered as equal to one another, then the ap-
vn ^-r. • OA OB OC OAB OAC 

parent distance 011 = OP into i.-H 1 h 
• a b c ab ac 

OBC OABG 

HI; 

abc be aoc 

- 270. Corol. 9. Hence when 0 and b are conjugate focuses of a pencil ^S- 344-

of rays refracted through any number of lenses A, B, C, the ratio of the 

angles AOr, Cht, made by the incident and emergent parts-of any ray 

with the axis of the glasses, is the fame as of 1 to 1 -+- — —f- — —t---~ 

„ OAB OAC OBC OABC _ , . , . . ' 

■H ; 1 1—: 1 r— . r or this latter ratio is the fame as 
ab ac be abc 

the ratio of OP to 0 ITby cor. 8,. that is of the apparent magnitude of a 

remote object seen from O, to its true magnitude seen from O or/> by the 

naked eye, or as the angle at O to the angle at h. 

271. Corol. 10. Hence if O be the focus of incident rays, the focus of 

the emergent rays from the last glass C
T
 may be found by taking Ch to 

~ ~„ OAC OBC OABC OA OB OC 
UyorUL —t h. — H- as 1 to 1 —1 . —h — —t h 

a b ' ab a b e 
OAB OAC OBC OABC

 t
 . ^

7 
— -+ — —t* — -+ x. and by placing G h contrary to the course 

of the rays if the second and third terms of this proportion have, like signs,., 

otherwise according to their course. For compleating the rectangle y Ct % 

Çb is to 0 y as the angle y 08 to the angle Cht^, that is in the ratio above- b Aft- 6o
i 

mentioned, by cor. 9. 

272. Corol. 11. When the focal distances of the glasses, and the distan-

ces of the glasses from one another and from the object are such thaM 
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//P PP CP y/PP ^CP PCP ^PCP « 
—f- {••*,' 1—-4- f-— f--7—-+ — = 0, the rays of any 

a b c ab ac be abc 

pencil will fall upon the eye in parallel lines ; and. then the apparent 

distance On will be equal to Aw — Ar -4- H 1- or 
b c be 

BP CP BCP . j . . ... . . 
zz.— a into 1 —h — }- — —f -y- : And this apparent distance being 

invariable, the apparent magnitude, situation, and degree of distinctness 
345- and brightness will also be invariable wherever the eye is placed. For 

the rays flowing from L will fall parallel upon the eye when 01 and Al
t 

•or OA and A\ are parallel ; and consequently when0.17 — Aw, or On 
— Aw 0» Now by putting OAzzo in the value of On = OP —\-
OAP OBP OCP OABP OACP OBCP OABCP . . 
-— -4- -7 1- V —; h — b — h —-—9 we mxzAw 

a b c ab ac be abc 

AB? ACP ABCP , .
 t

 • • » r 1 
zzAF —f {- f- ——• ; which being taken from Osl, there 

b c be 
K M AP BP CP ABP ACP BCP 

remains Ow — Aar — 1 -4- f-— —f {- 1- f —- H-
a b c ab ac be 

ABCP i*i • . BP CP BCP ^PP 
~— = £ ; which gives - into 1 —h — t- ri—zzAP-~± —-

ct^s b c be o 
ACP ABCP ' 1 

h— —Aw = on. 
c be 

273. Corol. 12. Hence when the object is so remote, that the distan-
ces OP, AP, BP, CP may be considered as equal to one another, the 
fays which fall parallel upon the first glass will emerge parallel from the. 

last, if the glaises be so disposed that -——^-4-—-4-—-4-~r~ 
'v a b c ab AC be 

ABC 
—f- — = 0j and on the contrary: and then the apparent distance Osl— 

, A v/-*T>. 4C ABC _ ^ . t 1 

{{yftF =) OP into 1 —f -—\- 1- — or — - a%OP into - -f - -4-
0 s be be 

BC 
~ • And consequently in two concave lenses A, B, the apparent magni-

tude is to the true, or OP to Osl as — ~ to ~ 5 in three concave lenses A, 
a b 

i i i B C 
B> C, as — - to v {- -~ ; and in four concave lenses ^, P, C, D, as 

« 0 c be 
111 » BC BD CD BCD

 ml
 . . .

 0
 , 

torH-" -+7 H- —-4- —f- — —F- —r • The unit is rejected 
»« ' ï ' « be bd cd bed J 

in these deductions from cor. j 1. as being inconsiderable in comparison 
to the distance of the object. 

274. Corol. 13. Since the eye, the glasses and object are placed in a 
given order, their intervals OA, AB, BC, &c. must be considered as be-

ing all affirmative, and since every term in this equation, -
b c-
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AB AC BC ABC r 1 • 1 1 rr A T>■ n- ' 
—Y—r—Y — —Tf\-+ —7-

 = * or placing three glasses A, B, C, as 
ab ac be abc o 

abovementioned, is affirmative ; the sum os the terms cannot be nothing, 
and consequently the rays cannot fall upon the eye in parallel lines, un-
less some one of the focal distances be negative, or some one of the glasses? 
be convex. Now in a Telescope supposed to consist of two concave lerr-

ses A
Y

 B, we have -—f- 7- —f — = 0, or AB = - a — b\ which shews 
a 0 ab 

that AB the interval of the two glasses,, must be equal--to the sum or dif-
ference of their focal distances, according as both are convex, or one con-

vex and the other concave. In the first cafe we have O P to On as - to Fig. 349,350. 
a 

— - or as b to — a, by cor. 12, where the negative value of 0 n shews that 

the object will appear inverted3. In the second cafe we have OP to On a Art. 250. 

as b to a, which shews that the object will appear upright. 

275. Corol. 14. For placing three concave glasses as above, we 
... 1 1 1 AB AC BC ABC * , ab 
had h - —f- Y Y Y -, f- 0 *, or £ -f -f Y * Art. 273. 

ab c ab ac bc abc c 

AB-Y AB-YBC%- = o, or AE-*a-±b
r

c -+ÂB^Ta
y
 b 

H- AB-Y a-±b, BC=o, or AB -+ a -+b, BC-^
 c

 -f- AB-Ya, b 

— 9. Let all the glasses be convex then AB — a —b^ to AB — a as b to Fig. 351. 

BC—c; by which proportion either of the intervals AB,BC will be 
given when the other is assumed as most convenient. We had OP to 

Onas-^- to BC — b — c*-, where if BC be affirmative or bigger than * Art. 273. 

5 H- c the object will appear uprightb. Put P C — b-c zzb,. ov BC=2b b Art. 250. 

—4- c, and the object will appear upright and magnified in the ratio of 
OP to Oil or of c to a, whatever be the length of b. To determine the 
other interval AB, we found AB -a — b to AB — a as b to BC — c or 
ib by the assumption; consequently 2AB — 2a —2b~AB—a, and 
AB = a -f 2 b. Hence if we put b =. a, then AB = 3 #,,.and BC = 2 a 
-YC. ^ 

276. Corol. 15. But for the rays of a pencil to emerge parallel to one* 
another from any number of glasses, it is only necessary that their last fo-
cus should coincide with the principal focus of the last glass ; as is evident 
by conceiving the emergent rays to return backwards in the fame parallel 
lines. Therefore all the intervals of the glasses but the last maybe assumed 
as shall be found most convenient for other purposes. And then if any Fig.352,353 

point 0 be the focus of incident rays their successive focuses f, g> h, f, 
&c. after their refractions 2xA

r
B, O, D, &c. may be easily foundbythese 

1 c r A—
 OJ

>
a

 r>__/A-+AB,b fB~^Tc, c bC-+CD,J 

&c. 



a Att. 273. 
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&c. taking due tare to observe the signs of f A, g B, hC, &c. and to 

<place them forwards or according to the course of the'rays when ne-

gative, and backwards when affirmative. For example in a Telescope 

consisting of four convex glasses, supposing rays to come.parallel upon 

the eye-dafs A, the iine AO must be made infinite and consequently 

fAzz — a. HcncegBzz —'LI—-—X—b, which being made infinite, 

that the rays may go parallel between the glasses A,B, gives — a —j- AB 
— bzzo or AB zz. a —h.b. Hence whatever be the interval BC, we have 

hCzz — c, and consequently ID zz ——; X — d
3
 which being made 

infinite, that the rays-may emerge parallel, gives — c-^-CD — d'zzo, or 

CD zz c —4- d. Now when the four glasses were concaves the ratio ( f the 

apparent magnitude to the true, or .of OP to On, was — - to — -4- - —K 

BC BD CD BCD a bed 

be id ed bed 
, or to DC -f c

3
 CB 

—f DC —1- d, c \ by a like reduction to that in cor. 14; or in four convex 

;glasses, as - — to D C-d-c, CB- b —{- DC - d, - d ; or because 

CDzzx d, as— — to — cc, or as dJb to c a ; or putting bzza, as dto 

c, whatever be the focal distance of the equal glasses A, B. And the affir-

Art. 250. mative value of On (hews that the object will appear uprightb. 

fig. 354. 277. Corol. 16. In a microscope composed of two convex glasses yiand 

ÆArt..276. 2, if the object PL be placed at g to be found as before c, the rays will 

' return to the eye in parallel lines ; and then, by cor. 11. the apparent di-

stance On zz a xi-ï Z7X b - BP zz - - x Pb, taking Bb zz b. 
b b b . 

And so the apparent magnitude is to the true, or OP to On, as OP to — 

j Pb, that is in a ratio compounded of b to a and of OP to Pb : and the 

negative value of Oïl shews that the object will appear inverted. 

278. Corol. 17. Hence again when the object is remote, as in a teles-

cope, the apparent magnitude is to the true as b to a ; because the ratio 

of OP to Pb becomes a.ratio of equality. 

279. Corol. 18. Since the area of an object-glass is the common base 

.of all the pencils that stow from the several points of an object, whether 

near or remote ; the middle ray of every pencil will pass straight through 

the middle point of this glass. This.middle point may therefore be consi-

dered as the focus from whence the middle rays flow upon the subsequent 

glass or glasses ; and consequently if these rays emerge from the last glass 

converging to a focus, and the pupil of the eye be placed at this focus, it 

will 
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will receive all the middie.rays though it were contracted to a point.-, and fig- 355 t(> 

when it is more open it will also receive as many collateral rays of every 358' 
pencil as its aperture can admit, and sometimes the whole pencils. The 
visible area of the object will therefore be the greatest when the eye is at 
this focus; for in moving the pupil either way from this focus, till it 
comes to a place in the pencil of middle rays, where its section is as large 
as the pupil, the outmost of these rays will begin to be excluded from 
the pupil j and then the visible area of the object begins to be contracted. 
And in like manner if the middle rays shall emerge diverging from a focus 
placed beyond the eye-glass, the outmost of them will be gradually exclud-
ed from the pupil while it recedes from that focus or from the eye-glass, 
and consequently the visible area will be greatest in this cafe when the 
pupil is close to the eye-glass. Now this focus 0 of emergent rays, when 
the center of the object-glais is the focus of the incident rays, may be 
found several ways. By art. 271, if B be the focus of incident rays and 

AB 
the glass A be concave, AO = --— 5 and if Cbe the focus of inci-

A B 

dent rays and the glasses B
}
 A be concaves, AO == —-j-

g
——j~]sc* 

1 _+. h — -+ —7-
v a o ab 

and so on ; and if any of the glasses be convex the signs of their focal distan-
ces must be changed. For example in Galileo1 % telescope where the glass pjg.

 3
jw; 

A\s concave and AB zzb — a, we have AO=z a — — , where a being 
b 

bigger than ~, AO is affirmative and consequently lyes the contrary 

way from A xo the course of the raysa, which therefore emerge from A a Art 27°« 
•diverging from 0 ; and so the visible area will be the greatest when the 
eye is put close to the glass A. In the astronomical telescope AO = — Fig. 356. 

a— "j, by making the line a negative upon account of the convex eye-

glass. Here the point 0 lyes on the outside of the telescope a little far-

ther from the eye-glass than its principal focus, the small overplus ~ 

being to a as a to b. In the telescope consisting of two convex eye-glasses so Fig- 357-
placed that AB = a-i- zb and B C=. ib —{-<:b, and consequently ACzza^. b Art. 27$. 
4b -+ c ; by substituting these values in the rule above, we have AO — — 

a
~~~J~~

a
~'> or when b =r a, AO — — ia — ~. Here the place of the eye 

is not much farther from A than twice its focal distance. 
280. CoroL 19. The last images / is to the object PL, as Op, the distance Fig. 54$* 

of the image from the eye, to O n, the apparent distance of the object. 
For the triangles flO, n A 0 are similar, and UA is equal to PL. 

O LEMMA 
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8%. distance. 

Æifc 259* • 

jftp. magni-
tude and fi-
liation. 

Ap. dîíUnlt-

ÁPPEÁR^N CÎS' I N X 

LEMMA-. 

281. imagine a pencil of rays after several successive reflections anê 
refractions at several: surfaces, to belong to several successive focuses, as irt 
telescopes. ; then if any part of this pencil be stopt by an obstacle of any 
shape and in any place, the other part that is not stopt will belong to the 
fame successive focuses as the whole did'before. Consequently when se-
veral successive images are formed by the successive focuses of several-
pencils, their places, shapes and magnitudes will continue the fame, af-
ter any parts of those pencils are stopt, as they were before. Therefore 
to determine the focuses and images formed by such partial pencils, we 
may justly argue upon any lines of a pencil, along which rays might pass

y 

as- if they really did pass, or as if these lines had the properties of rays % 
and all the conclusions will be. the. fame in both cafes, excepting those, 
concerning apparent brightneis. 

PROPOSITION- II{ 90 

282. Having thefocal distances and apertures of any number of reflebT-
*n&surfaces-> either concave or convex, placed as any distances from-eat fo-
ot h er andfrom the eye and object ; it is required to find the apparent distance, 
magnitude,, situation, degree of distinctness and brightness of the objectfeenr. 
by raysjuccejstvely resettedfrom all the surfaces ; together with the greatest, 
angle of vifi&n and vifibk area of the objects and., the particular surface 
whose aperture limits them both. . 

2$3. Let. the object PL be seen by rays, which in returning back 
from the eye at O to the object at P, are successively reflected from the 
spherical surfaces A, B, C, whose focal distances are the lines a, b

y
 c and 

common axis is the. ïmc.ÔABCP. Take a line On = OA _+ ÀB -f-

23C~f €P 
OA,AB-*BC- CP OA-

h.— 
AB,BC-+CP OA-+AB-+BC, CP" 

OAB, BC-vCP OA, AB -*-BC, CP OA -+ AB, B QP. QABCP 
, and let 

ab. ac be abc 

the terms that are applyed to the focal distances of any odd rrumberof 
concave surfaces be looked upon as negative,, otherwise as affirmative g 
and the line On will be the apparent distance of the object. 

284. And its apparent magnitude will be to the true as OP to On. And 
if the value of On be affirmative the object will appear upright, other-
wise inverted. 

285. When On is affirmative place it before the eye, otherwise behind 
it; then let the eye be removed from 0 to A, that its distance from the next 
surface may vanish; and here let Ar be the apparent distance of the ofìé 

ject. P L to- be found and placed as above directed 5 then ktjif be ta Aw 

SÍ 
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as Æ> to the difference of On and if they both lye the fame way 
from O and A, otherwise to their sum ; and let the order of the points 
A, pywbz the fame as of the points 0,p, n ; and from the situation of 
this points a judgment mayòe formed of the degree of distinctness with 
which the object will appear. For the rays flowing from the point P, 
will be disposed, after all the reflections, to fall upon the eye tending 
from the points, when it is before the eye, or towards the points, when 
it is behind the eye. 

-286. Let the lines AR, BS, CuTbe the femidiameters of the given a- Visual angi&„ 

pertures of the surfaces A, B, C, and let 0/3 be the apparent distance of Fis- i6°-
the line BS seen by reflection from the glass A, and Oy the apparent di-
stance of the line CTYeen by reflections from the glasses B and A, <to be 
found as above; erect the perpendiculars Æ<requal to BS, and yrequal to 
CT; and then the least of the angles which any one of the perpendicu-
lars AR, /3<r, y T subtends at O, will be half the greatest angle of vision. 

287. Let this visual angle be /30c-, and let Oa produced cut a per- Visible «*». 

pendicular m the axis at n in A, and PL taken equal to n A will be the 
femidiameter of the greatest area of the object that can be seen at one view 
by the eye at O: and therefore nA the femidiameter of this visible area, 
will be tofóa-or BS, the femidiameter of the aperture which limits it, 
as On the apparent distance of that area, to 0/3 the apparent distance of 
that aperture. 

288. And by the supposition that /3 0 0- is the least of all the angles sub- Wherein 

tended at O by the given lines AR, (èo-,y% it will appear that B is the mitcd> 

glass whose aperture confines the vision. 
289. The determination of the apparent brightness of the point P is,Ap. brì^*-

also the fame as in the foregoing proposition, and may be described in ness* 
this other manner. If another eye at P can fee the whole pupil of the eye 
at 0 or more by reflection from the fame glasses, the point P will appear 
as bright to the eye at Oas if the glasses were removed; but if the eye at 
P can fee but a part of the pupil at O, the point P will appear less bright 
to the eye at O, than before, in the fame proportion as the visible part of 
the pupil is less than the whole ; supposing no part of the incident rays to 
be intercepted or lost by the reflections, or but an insensible one. Now 
the visible area of the eye at 0 seen from the point P may be determined 
as above. 

290. The demonstration of this proposition is just the fame as that of Fig. 361,1^ 
the foregoing proposition, only by changing the words concave lenses 
for convex surfaces; and refractions for reflections ; and by referring to 
the 2 07th-article instead of the 239th; and if the intervals OA, AB, BC

t 

CP, taken according to the course of the rays, be joined together in one 
continued line OABCP, it appears by inspection of the theorem for the 
apparent distance, that its expression by the parts of this continued line 

0^2 WÌÎ1 

\ 
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will be the very same as that of the theorem for lenses; namely On—OP 
OAP OBP OCP OABP OACP OBCP QABCP 

—1 1—: 1 H~ 1 1 ■ 1 The 
a b c ab ac be abc • 

corollaries in the former proposition concerning apparent brightness arc 
also applicable to this proposition. 

2 91. Carol. 1. If any of the reflecting surfaces be pîanes, they may be 
considered as portions of spherical surfaces whose diameters and focal di-
stances are infinite ; and then the terms in the value of the apparent di-
stance, which are applyed to these infinite focal distances, will vanish. 
Thus if the surface B be a reflecting plane, then 0 si = OA H- AB -\-BG 

OA
y
AB-*BC-+CP OA-+AB -+BC, CP OA,AB-+BC,CP 

And 

CPy if the surfaces A, B and Cbe all planes,. On= OA-+AB -f BC 

which is the sum of all the lines described by the reciprocal motion of the 
nearest ray to the axis, in pasting between the eye and object.. 

JFíg. 292. Carol 2. When jays in flowing from the eye, fall several times up-
on an object PLMN, after several reflections from two surfaces A, B, the 
object will appear at as many several distances. As if the surfaces A and B 

O AP 
be both convex, then after one reflection at A, Oli=OA -+AP —t » 

a 

and after two reflections at A andP, O1I2 = OA -f AB -4- BP -f 

—f- °AB/ ; and after three reflections at A, B 
OA,AB-±BP OA-+AB, BP 

ab 

and A
>
 OW5 = OA ~+ AB -f BA -f AP -+ 

OA, AB-+-B A -*■ AP 

OA-i- AB,BA-+AP OA-+AB-hBA, AP OAB, BÀ^-ÀP OA, A# -+BA, AP 

OA-+AB,BAP OABAP . . . , , , _ .
 Tt —f ; h—s— 3 and so on. And by the foregoing corollary 

b a aba 

it appears what the apparent distances will be when one or both the re-
flecting surfaces are planes. And it is easy to be understood that one side 
of the object will be seen after every odd number of reflections, and its op-
posite side after every even number. 

293. Corol. 3. By this and the foregoing proposition it is also evident 
that all the appearances of an object will be determinable by the fame ge-
neral rules, when seen by rays which in some places of their passage are 
reflected-from surfaces of any fort, and in others are refracted through 
lenses of any fort. That is if any of the lines a, b or c be the focal distance 
of a concave or convex lens placed at A, B or C instead of a convex or con-
cave surface, the general theorem for the apparent distance and everything 
else will continue the same as before ; excepting the subsequent course of 
the rays. The following corollaries are evident by the demonstrations of 

the like corollaries in the first proposition, 294* 
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294. Coral. 4. While the surfaces arefixt if the eye and object be sup-
posed to change places,, the apparent distance, i magnitude and situation 

of the object will be the fame as before. 
295. Corol 5. When the distances of the object from the. eye and the 

surfaces are incomparably greater than.their distances from one another,, 
t ^ — ^-o- OA OA -+AB OA-+AB-+BC OAB 

then On = OP into 1 —h h —■ -4- -
a ab 

©A, AB -*-BC OA-+AB,BC OABC 
j- f- —-— -

ac be abc 

296; Corol 6. When 0 and h are conjugate focuses of a pencil ofrays Fig. 361 

successively reflected from any number of spherical surfaces A, B, C, the 
Eatio of the angles AOr, Cht, which any ray makes with the common. 
axis of the surfaces before the first and after the last reflection, is the fame 

R
 OA OA-+AB OA-+AB-+BC OAB OA,AB^BC 

as of I to I -4- H ;— -4- H ; Y ab ac 

OA-+ AB, BC OABC 
-

bc abc 

297. Coral 7. Having 0 the focus of incident rays,to findJ their cost-
jugate focus after reflections from any number of spherical surfaces A^ 

B, C-, take Ch to- OA -4- AB -4- BC —\-
 z

 f-
a o 

r
 ( the apparent distance of the last surface CA as 1 to 1 -4- — 

ab a 

OA-+AB OA-*-AB-*-BC OAB OA, AB -+BC OA-+AB,BC OABC 

b e ab ac be abc 

and observing the rule in the proposition for the sign of every line, place 
Ch from C contrary to the course of the rays reflected from C, if the se-
cond and third terms of the proportion have like signs, otherwise accord-

ing to that course, and h will be the conjugate focus to 0. 
298. Corol 8. Hence if the reflecting surfaces^, B, C be all planes, Cb 

=
 O A -4- AB -4- BC, and lyes contrary to the course of the rays re-

flected from C. 
299. Corol 9. When the object and the surfaces A

y
 B>C are placed at 

such distances from one another, that the rays in any pencil shall fall up-

on the eye in parallel lines, then the apparent distance Orizz—a into 1 

BC-+CP CP BCP
 AR

. £ Ij L-~ AB,BC-+CP 

-4- : 1- b — or = AB -4- BC -4- CP -4- -4-
b c be b 

AB->TBC,CP^ABC^
 tn

j
g
 apparel distance and consequently the 

apparent magnitude, situation, distinctness and brightness of the object 

will be invariable wherever the eye is placed. 

3$ 
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300. C?r<j/. 10. When the rays of a pencil fall upon the eye in paral-
lel lines, the object and surfaces A, B, C are placed at such intervals that I 

AB-+BC^-CP BC-^CP CP AB,BO-*CP AB-t-BC, CP BCP 
^ {_ f- h b -4- — 

■a b c ab ac - bc 

ABC P 
-4- : "-^ —and consequently when the object is-remote, the surfa-

. ,
 r

 . . . . 1 11 ^£ AB-i BC 
ces are placed at such intervals that 1-7 i- * — —f ^ 

Æ o c ab ac 
BC ABC . . 

-, b —r- =-0 j and on the contrary. 

301. Corol. 11. In a telescope supposed to consist os two convex surfa-
ces A and B, the apparent.magnitude of the object, is to the true, or OP 

is to On as to ~ ; and in a telescope consisting of three such surfaces 
a b 

t i B C 
A, B

3
C, OP is to O n as — ~ to - -4- - -4- -7- * and in four such fur-

a b c be 

r A T\ si s~\ • ^-r. i i i r BC BC-t-CD 
faces A

3
 B

}
 0, Z>,On is to OP as — to

 T
 H- K H" b—7-7— 

a 0 ca be ad 

/CD BCD .
 r 

.■—f- f-7—rJ and so on. 
ed bed 

m%. 364,365. 302. C<?rf/. 12. In the figures for reflecting telescopes,let the points a, 

i?
3
cbz the principal focuses of the respective given surfaces A, B, C-

3
 and 

when the rays in any one pencil are parallel before the first and after the 
last reflections at A and C, the points a, c must be conjugate focuses with 
-respect to the intermediate reflection of the same rays at the surface B. 
Therefore if the interval AB and consequently the interval ab be assumed 
as most Convenient, fay as ba to bB so bB to be and the pointr will be 

* 207' determined3 and consequently the point C, and also the interval B C. Now 
if all the surfaces be concaves, the apparent magnitude is to the true, as 

? Art. 301. i
 tp

 _ * _ I __
i
.-?£*

) or as
 &

 t0
 BC— b — c or be the interval of 

•A b c be a * 

the focuses b and c -, that is in a ratio compounded of c to a and of b to 
the interval be, which being affirmative shews that the object will ap-

ù An. 28^. .pear uprightb. But if the surface B -be convex and only A and C be con-

caves, the apparent magnitude will be to the true as ~ to ~ — ^ — —
 } 

b c 

or as to c — b —3 Cox—b c, the interval of the focuses b and C'3 that 

■ ■ is in a ratio compounded of c to # and of bto b c, the interval of b and 
/■ 5 which being negative ihews that the object will appear inverted. And 

if the interval bc
r3
 or the ratio of ~ to the interval be, be assumed at first, 

4 J- a 

then the places of^and a wiibbe determinedly making he, bB, ba con-
tinual proportionals. 





1 

4 
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So far in theory, which is reduced to practice by making the focaîdi-
stance and the breadth of the surface B very small,, that it may not inter-
cept too many rays, in their paíîage from therobject to the large concave 
C ; and by making a moderate hole in the middle of this concave at C for 
îhe rays-to. pass, through after reflection from B; and by substituting a 
convex lens in the place of the concave surface at A, so that the spectator 
may look towards the object. For supposing this lens to have the fame 
focal distance as the concave surface at A,,the apparent distance, magni-
tude, situation, distinctness and brightness of the object will continue the ^ 
iame as before2. a t, 2<&'~ 

303. Corol. 13, Hence if the spherical surface at. B be changed intorar-
plane by. increasing its femidiameter and focal distance b B to infinity, the 
ratio of bB to the interval b c will become a ratio of equality >, and then> 
the apparent magnitude will be to the true as c to a by the foregoing co-
rollary. Now when this ratio of Cc to Aa is very great, the common so- Fig. ^5;. 

cus a can come but a very little way within the concave Ct, though the 
eye-glass were placed in the hole at Cj therefore Ba and Be being now: 
equal,, or Be. being half of ca must be near half of cC> and consequent-
ly the breadth of the planed, J must be near: half the bread ch of. the con-
cave Ct, to receive the whole pencil reflected from Ct-, and* then'k; 
would also intercept near half the incident rays that come from the ob-

ject. But if the plane B s be turned obliquely, to reflect the rays sideways'Fig. 3%. 

to the eye-glass A, its distance from c and consequently its breadth may-
be dkninifhed at pleasure without altering the apparent magnitude; 
which the plane neither increases nor diminishes. For putting.,á infinite. 
in cor. 9. CP or OP is to On as c to—a. 

304. Côrol. 14. When the rays that stow from a near object PL, go in Fíg, 36S.: 

parallel lines to the eye after two reflections at the concave surfaces B and 
A, or after one reflection at B and a refraction through a convex lens at 
A whose focal distance is —<z, the apparent distance of the object from 

the eye at any point O ìs,aX1: — -7- or "
T

 X B Pot ~~ Pb, whiefr 
DO O 

being negative shews-that the objèct appears inverted!\ Hence the appa- b Art. 284* 

rent magnitude is-to-the true, or the true distance to the apparent, as OH 

to j Pb, or in a ratio compounded of b to a and of OP to Pb. In these" 

reflecting microscopes the object1PL being very small can intercept but 
very few rays in their passage from B to A. 

3 05.. Corol. .15 Henceagain when the object is remote as lisa reflecting": 
telescope,, consisting of one large concave and a convex eye-glass,, the 
apparent magnitude of the objectis to the true as b to a

}
 because the ra*-

tio of OP to.Pb becomes a ratio of equality,., and because the reflecting 
plajie does not alter tbe apparent magnitude*. 
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'306. GwW. 16. The place of the eye in reflecting telescopes, where 
the middle rays of each pencil intersect one another, may be found by 

-i Art, 239. making Ba, BA, BO continual proportionals3, because the reflecting 
.surface B corresponds with what.I.have iaid of the object-glass of a re-
fracting telescope, in the 279th article as . appears by inspection of the 
•184th figure; 

PROPOSITION III. 

307. Having the focal distances..and apertures of any number of spheri-
cal surfaces, which intercede any given mediums, and are placed at any 
distances from each other andfrom the eye and object ; it is required to fi?id 

■the apparent dista?ice, magnitude, situation, degree of distinctness and bright-
ness of an object seen through all themediums : together with the greatest an-

gle of vision and vistble area of the object., andthe particular aperture which 
limits them both. 

Ap. distance. • 308. Let PL be an.object viewed by the eye at 0 through any num-
£$-3

6
9>37°- ,ber of spherical surfaces placed,at A, B, C, whose centers a, b, c are all 

in the line OP, and whose focal distances of rays that fall parallel on 
their fides next the eye are the lines a, b, c. At first let us suppose the se-
:midiameters A a, Bb, Cc to lye all the fame way from their surfaces; and 
„to be all separate from one another and from the eye and object ; and that 
the medium adjoining to the concave side of every surface, is rarer or less 
refractive than the;medium adjoining to its convex side ; then take a line 

^T> Oa,AP Ob,BP Oc,CP Oa,Ab,BP Oa,Ac,CP 
Vil—Ur —f- 1 1 -H —f- • —h 

a b c ab ac 
Ob,Bc,CP Oa,Ab,Bc,CP , . ... . . ,.

n r
 -

f-A ; » and it will be the apparent distance of the 
be abc 

object. 

In all other cafes the lines OP, AP, BP, CP must still remain afiir-
snatiye in this value of 017, but any one of the lines Oa,Ob, Oc will be ne-
gative if it lyes behind the eye : secondly any one of the lines Ab, Ac, Be, 
will he negative if it tends towards the eye from the surface that termi-

nates it: thirdly any one_of the focal distances will be negative, if the or-
der of the densities .of the mediums remaining as in the first cafe, the fe-
inidiameter of the surface to which it Wongs be situated on the other side 
of its surface ; or if, the pofition of the femidiameter remaining as at 
iirst, the densities of the adjoining .mediums be transposed to contrary 
sides of that surface. The sign of every line involved in the foregoing va-
lue .of O n being thus determined, the sign of every term of it which in-
volves any .odd number of negative lines must be looked upon as negative, 
otherwise as affirmative; then will On, or the sum of all the terms ac-

cording to their signs, be the apparent distance of the object,, 
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309.: And the apparent magnitude of the object will be to its true mag- A
P- ««1B^ 

nitude as OP to On. ' ' 
• 310. And if the value of On be affirmative the object will appear up- Ap. situation, 

right, otherwise inverted. 
311. When 0 s] is affirmative place it before the eye, otherwise behind Ap. distind-

it. Then imagine the eye to be removed from 0 to a, that its distance nels-
from the center of the next surface may vanish; and here let a sr be the 
apparent distance of the object, to be found and placed by the same 
rules that On was ; then let ap be to a -sr as aO to the difference of On 
end a ar, if they lye the fame way from 0 and A, otherwise to their sunv; 
and let the order of the points />, be the fame as the order of the points 
Pi pi n j andfrom the situation of this point p a judgment maybe form-
ed of the degree of distinctness with which the object will appear. Be-
causeis the place of the last image of the object. 

312, The determinations of the visual angle and visible area and of the Visual angle 

aperture which limits them, are the fame as in the proposition for lenses ■'. ̂  "'yV'f " 
3 13. Since, the magnitude of the pupil is subject to be varied by va- Ap bright-

rious degrees of light, let NO be its femidiameter, when the object PL «ese. 
is viewed by the naked eye from the distance OP; and upon a plane that 
touches the eye at O, let OK be the femidiameter of the greatest area vi-
sible to another eye at P through all the apertures, to be found as PL was 5 

or which is the fame thing, let OK be the femidiameter of the greatest 
area inlightened by a pencil of rays flowing from P through all the aper-
tures; and when this area is not less than the area of the pupil, the appa-
rent brightness of the point P seen by the refracted rays, will be to its 
apparent brightness seen through an uniform medium by unrefracted 
rays, in a ratio compounded of the apparent magnitude, to the true mag-
nitude of any surface at O seen from P, and of the true magnitude, to 
the apparent, of any surface at Pseen from 0: but if the inlightened area 
at O be less than the area of the pupil, the apparent brightness of P seen 
by the refracted rays, will be to its apparent brightness seen by the unre-
fracted rays, in a ratio compounded of the two former ratios, and of this 
inlightened area, to the area of the pupil. This would be the proportion 
of the apparent brightness if all the rays were transmitted through the 
mediums, or if only an insensible part of them was stopt by reflections at 
the surfaces and by the opacity of the matter. 

DEMONSTRATION, 

314. The first part of the demonstration of the first of these proposi- Ap. dift&&c$ 

. • r^s fA-^AB gB -+BG bC-*-CP ^ ... . • Fig. 371. 
nons- gives OÏI~OAÁ X X —; • By which theorem

 b Art
.
 25>6

, 
• fA gB bC 

Osl will be given so soon as J A, g B,"h C can be found. These may be 

R found 

1 
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found by the Sj8th article. For supposing any line AB to be the focal 
distance of the surface A when the rays fall parallel on its side next the 
object, we have OB to Oa as OA to Of ] and disjointly OB to aB as OA to 
f'A; therefore since we supposed the line a to be the other focal distance of 

this surface and consequently to be equal to aB \ we have sAzz.
 y Oa-*-a 

r'B — J?
f

x\bCzi §t-r4r X C- Whence it is easv to collect, that if the 
fA-+^b-+b gB-*-Bc-+c 

eye at 0 views an object at B through one surface at A
y
 its apparent di-

stance 0/* = OB 4^-? ; that if the eye at 0 views an object at C 

through two surfaces at A, B, its apparent distance Oy = OC 

Ob,BC Oa,Ab,BC..
c

. ~ . .. _ _ _ , 
H- — b —— } that 11 the eye at O views an object PL through 

three surfaces at A, B> C, its apparent distance On = OP —f 0a' AP —f-

f5/-, ÆP Or, CP Oa, ^3, 7J P Oct, vf<-, CP 0£, Be, CP Oa
t
 Ab, Be, CP 

»
 v

 J : y + 
b c ab ac be abc 

The rules given for determining the signs of every line in this theorem 
in all other cafes, will be evident by observing that the points O, A, B, C> 
P are fixt in order and position in all cases ; that the figures of the surfa-
ces and the position of their centers may be changed from those in the 
first cafe to such as are proposed in any other , by increasing their semi-
diameters A a, Bb

y
 Cc till they become infinite, and then negative if need 

be ; that any of their focal distances will become infinite and then nega-
tive, either when the femidiameter of its surface becomes infinite and 
then negative, or else when the density of one of the contiguous mediums-
is gradually altered till it equals the other, and still more till it differs 
from the other the contrary way ; and lastly that during these gradual al-
terations any line will become negative after it has been nothing or infi-
nite any odd number of times, in pasting from its state in the first cafe 
to the state proposed in any other. 

The determination of the apparent magnitude is evident by art. 14 L
; 

and that of the apparent situation by the latter part of art. 139. 

315. Compleat the rectangle LPsr\ and join a\ meeting O A in /, 
and the line lp drawn perpendicular to the axis of the surfaces will be the 
last image of the object LP. Because the same point L is seen by a ray 
which falls upon the eye at 0 in the direction A/O, and also by a ray 
which falls upon the eye at a in the direction \la, and therefore the 
point /, where the lines OA, À cross one another, is the focus of the 
emergent rays. Now since the triangles apl, aw\

}
and alsoOpl

3
OYlA are 

equiangular we have#/ to a was (pi tosrAornAj or as) O/toOsl, or as 

Op 
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O p =p a p or 0# to Os! =£aw, according as/» falls without or within 

the line O a, and consequently according as O H and # w lye the fame way 
or contrary ways from Oand a. And the order of the points a, f, -& is the 
fame as the order of the points a, I, A, Or of the points 0, /, A or of the 
points 0, p, n. 

316. First if Oi£be not less than OAT, the area of the pupil will be 
totally inlightened by the pencil that flows from P. Let PtsrNbz a ray ; 

of that pencil cutting the surface Ùèìhí, and supposing the refracting 
surfaces were all removed, let an unrefracted ray PMNcut the line Ct 
in M. Then the quantity of refracted light which falls upon the line NO, 
is to the quantity of unrefracted light which would fall upon it, as the 
angle CPt to the angle CPM, that is as the apparent magnitude of the 
line NO, to its true magnitude seen by an eye from P. And therefore by 
turning the figure round about the axis 0 P, the quantity of refracted 
light which fills the pupil, is to the quantity of unrefracted light which 
would fill it, as the apparent magnitude of any surface at O, to the true. 
Therefore since the real brightness of any portion or physical point of the 
retina, is directly as the quantity of light which falls upon it, and inverse-
ly as its own magnitude; the apparent brightness of the point P seen by 
the refracted rays, is to its apparent brightness seen by the unrefracted 
rays in a ratios compounded of the apparent magnitude, to the true mag-
nitude, of any surface at O seen fromP, and of the true magnitude, to 
the apparent, of any surface at P seen from O. Now if 0 K be less than 
ON, then by supposing a lesser pupil whose femidiameter is OK, we have 
shewn that the apparent brightness of P seen by refracted rays passing 
through this smaller pupil, (which is the fame as if they passed through 
the larger,) is to its apparent brightness seen by unrefracted rays passing 
through it , in the given ratio compounded of those abovementioned ; 
and this latter apparent , brightness of P seen by unrefracted rays passing 
through the smaller pupil, is'to its apparent brightness seen also by unre-
fracted rays passing through the larger, in the ratio of the smaller pupil 
to the larger 3 which ratio being compounded with the former gives the 
ratio required. 

3 17. Coról. I. When the object is so remote that the distances OP,AP, 
BP, CP may be considered as equal to one another, then the apparent 
J'/l r\ r-, r\ TÌ • Oa Ob Oc Oa,Ab On, Ac 
distance On. = OP into 1 —I K f- h —' 1 -——f-

a b" c • ab ac 
Qb,Bc Oa,Ab,Bc 

. be abc 

318. Corol. 2. Hence when O and h are conjugate focuses of a pencil 
of rays refracted through any number of surfaces .4 B,C

3
 the ratio of 

R 2 the 
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the angles AOr, Cht, made by the incident and emergent parts of any 

ray with the axis of the surfaces, is the fame as of i to i —h ~~ —+-

Oc Oa.Ab Oa,Ac Ob, Be Oa,Ab,B
c
 ^ , . . . 

For this latter ratio is the 
: ab ac be abc 

fame as the ratio of OP to On,.by the first corol., that is of the apparent: 

magnitude of a remote object seen from 0, to its true magnitude seen from. 

O or h by the naked eye, or as the angle at O to the angle at h. 

319. Corol. 3. Hence if O be the focus of incident rays, the focus h of 

the emergent rays from the last surface C, may be found by taking Ch to, 
' Oa,AC r' Ob,BC Oa,Al,BC Oa Ob Oc 

O , or OC —H —— —f- -r- H — as I to 1 H k■ 1 
a b ab abc 

Oa,Ab Oa, Ac Oa, Be Qa, Ab, Be ... 
—■ 1 —+- —- 1 ; ; and by placing Ch contrary to* 

ab ac be abc " ■> « J 

the course of the rays if the second and third terms of this proportion have 

like signs, otherwise according to their course. For compleating the rect-

jkAtí. ztt.
 ?vrj

gi
e y

 C/0, Ch is to O7 as the angle 7OÔ to the angle Cht\ that is in 

the ratio abovementioned, by cor. 2. 

3 20, Corol. 4, When the distances of the surfaces and object from one-

A P B P' 
another, and their focal distances a

y
 b, c are such, that 1 —t- — —f — 

CP Ab, BP Ac,CP Bc,CP Ab,Bc,CP , _ 

—r 1- ; !- b —; b 7 = v, the rays Of any 
c ab ac be abc J * 

pencil will fall upon the eye in parallel lines ; and then the apparent di-
n _ >n 1 ,

 n
 ab,BP ac,CP ab,Bc,CP 

stance On will be equal to a-ur zzaP 
b c be 

and this apparent distance being invariable, the apparent magnitude,, si-

tuation ana degree of distinctness and brightness will also be invariable, 

wherever the eye is placed. For the rays will fall parallel upon the eye 

when the lines OA, a A are parallel, and consequently when On = a sr or 

On - a sr — 0, and the value of a & is found by making Oa vanish in the, 

fe Ait. 30S. general value of 0 n b. 
321. Corol. 5. Hence when the object is so remote that the distances 

AP, BPj CP, may be considered as equal to one another, the rays which, 

come parallel upon the first surface will emerge parallel from the last, if 

the surfaces be so disposed that -—i- ~ —si- ~{-~ —f. ~ _+ — —f
 Ab

*
 S

-. 
abc 'ab ac be abc 

:± 0 ; and on the contrary :- and then On (or a sr) —OP into 1 -4- y —f- -

*te 373- —*- "-77-
 For

 example let AB be the axis of a solid medium, as of glass, 

and Fbe the common focus of rays that come parallel upon one of its surfa-

ces and go parallel from the other; and when the surface Ais concave and 

B convex, by changing the sign of b (because the order of the densities of 

" ' " ' - " the 

1 
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t^ie adjoining mediums is changed) the former of these equations gives 

~■ - 7" ~ ~"7 ~°> whence b — a Ab ~ FA —1- Ab - P£; and the lats a b ab 

ter equation givesOPrOsl ::b:b^-ab : ; Fb:Fb - ab or Fa :: bB:.aA* 'Art 124, 

: ; PP : PX And whenthe surface A is convex the fame proportion comes Fig- 374* 

out by changing- the iign of a. Thus telescopes might be made of one con^ 
tinued solid ; but to magnify much they must be made pretty long, and 
consequently but few rays could be transmitted through so great a length, 
of glass j as is found-by experience. 

322. Corol. 6. Let a F be the focal distancées a sphere whose center is. Fig. 375. 

a or Æand diameter AB, and the object PL will appear through it at the 

distance OUzzOP ~ if the sphere be denser than the ambient me-
aF r 

dium, or at the distance Oïl — OF —j- if it be rarer: and these ex-
aF 

pressions are the fame as in a lens of no thickness V For in the general va- a Art 2
4

8
* 

lue of On — OP —h i ; h ; ; instead of a. m Ob, 
a o ab 

Ab, put — a, — &, Oa, A a, respectivelyh-, and" in the denser sphere we b Art. 3a8i 

have OH = OP - - °±ÌL °"
J

'-
BP

 = OP _ oa gfS. 
OP-O'OA tíg^™- OP-aa* ilAl -

h ab- a a b a 

OP — OaX — = OP —— because a F = 4 a, as is easy" to collect 
a aF ■ ' 2 J 

from the 227th article or from cor. 3,. And-in the rarer sphere the sign of 
a F must be changed. 

323. Corol. 7. Let an object PL be viewed by the eye at 0 through any Fig: 344. 

number of given mediums distinguished from one another by parallel 
planes Ar, Rs, Ct; and when a ray goes from the eye to the object let ths 
sine of incidence be to the sine of refraction at the plkne Ar as^to r, at 
the plane Bs as r to s, at the plane Ct as s tot ; then take a line OsI = 

OA AB —f- - P C <—h - CP j and the object.will appear at the fame 

distance, of the fame magnitude, in the fame situation and with the lame 
degree of distinctness and brightness through all the mediums as it would 
do when viewed in one uniform medium from the distance On. 

This may be gathered from the general theorem for Oïl, when varied 
a little by introducing the femrdiameters of the surfaces instead of their 
focal distances, whose relation is given by the 224th article, and then by 
snaking the semidiameters infinite; but more readily as fellows. By art. 
223. we have fA: OA:: q: r; gB:fA AB :: r : s ; hC:gB -£ 

BC : : s : t. Hence/^= q- 0A-, gB~r- X/A-+AB = - OA-± ~ 

AB y 
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Mfe -xT]fip$C = LOA ^4- £C. But on = 
t ° t t f _ 

O A y. x x —--—--OAy. I -f- —X i -H— x i —i 
. fJ

 g
B hC fA &B. hC 

a Ait. 514. as before1. Whence it is easy to collect, that if the eye at O views an ob-

jectât B through one plane Ar, its apparent distance 0/3= OA —+• -

AB ; that if the eye at 0 views an object at C through two planes Ar, 

Bs, itsapparent distance OynOA -4-- AB —b -BC; thatif the eye 

at O views an object at P through three planes Ar, Bs, Ct, its apparent 

distance Oïl-OA-+r~AB -f -PC-f- ÌCP ; and so on. To find the 
q q q 

V 5 t 

Fig. 545- place of the last image, put OA— 0, then Aw = —AB-+-BC-+- CP 5 

? f . ? 
by which it appears that n A and w*, and consequently the last image pi 
do all coincide in place and magnitude ; which makes this corolla-
ry very evident, supposing as to the brightness that no rays are re-
flected from the surfaces; and that all the mediums are equally tran-
sparent. 

C H A p T E R VI. 

To determine the aberrations of rays^ from the geometrical focus 
y 

* caused by their unequal refrangibility, and also by the 

fphericalnefs of the figure- of reflecting and refracling fur-
faces. 

PROPOSITION I. 

324. T ET the common fine of incidence be to the fijie of refraBion of the 
I j least refrangible rays as I to R, and to the fine of refraffion of 

the mofi refrangible rays as I to S ; and the diameter of the least circular 
space into which heterogeneal parallel rays can be collected, by a spheric al 
surface or by a plano-convex lens, ivill be to the diameter of its aperture, in 
"the constant ratio of § — R to S —f R-21. 

Fig. 376. F°r let an heterogeneal ray PA fall upon a spherical surface A C B, and 
let it be separated by refraction into the rays AF, As cutting the axis 
EC, drawn parallel to PA, in Pand/. Take the arch CPequal to CA and 
let another heterogeneal ray P B, coming parallel to PA be refracted in-
to the lines BF,Bf, cutting the two former rays in R and S* Join RS 
and produce it till it meets the incident, rays produced in / and K, and 
the perpendiculars EA,EB to the refracting surface at the points^ By 
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in H and L. And when AB, the breadth of the aperture or of the pen-
cil, is but moderate, and consequently the refractions at A, B but small, 
the angles of incidence and refraction, HA I, HAR, HAS, or the arches 
that measure them, or their perpendicular subtenses HI, HR, HS, will 
be to each other very nearly in the fame given ratios as those of the lines 
I, R, S of those angles1. And disjointly the differences of those subtenses a Art. 204. 

will be proportionable to the differences of these lines: that is, the line 2ZO* 
RS: RI :: £ — R : R—I, and doubling the consequents, RS \2RIor IK 

- P S : : S - P : 2 P - 2 /; and conjointly RS : IK or AB::S-R:S 
—{- R — 21. From this given ratio of RS to AB in which they increase 
or decrease together, it appears that all the intermediate rays which fall 
upon AB will pass through RS. And when parallel rays fall perpendi-
cularly upon the plane fide of a plano-convex lens, they are refracted on-
ly at their emergence from its convex surface ; and so the aberrations are 
the fame in both cafes. ^E. D. 

325. Corol. 1. Hence the diameter PAS
1, of the circle of aberrations that 

contains all the incident rays, is a 55th part of the diameter AB of the 
aperture of a plano-convex glass, whatever be its focal distance. For 
supposing AR and AS to be the outmost red and indigo rays, their sines 

of incidence and refractions 7, R, S are to each other as 50, 77, 78b. bArt-l
79» 

Whence S — P is to £ —f R — 21 as 1 to 55. 

326. Corol. 2. The diameter of the least circle that can receive the rays 
of any single colour or pf several contiguous colours is also determinate 
from the proportions of their sines. Thus all the orange and yellow is con-
tained in a circle whose breadth is the 260th part of the breadth of tfie 
aperture of the plano-convex glass; the sines of the outermost orange 
AR and yellow AS being to the common sine of incidence as 77-j and 

77Ìt0 5°C* c Art. 179. 

327. Corol. 3. In different surfaces, or plano-convex glasses, the angles 
of aberration RAS are as the breadths of the apertures AB directly and 
as the focal distances Ci7inversely; because any angle, as RAS, isas-its 
subtense RS directly and as its radius AR,ov CF inversely. 

LEMMA. 

328. The versed sines AB, AC of very small arches BD, CD, of un- ï&377>37& 

equal circles BDG, CDH, that have the fame right sine AD, are reci-

procally proportionable to their diameters BG, CH very nearly; that is 
AB:AC::CHiBG. 

j For since the rectangles under BAG and CA H are each equal to the 
square.of ADd, and consequently to each other; their sides are recipro- «JJ^c. VI. id-
eally proportionablee, that is AB is to AC as AH to A G or as CHto VI. 14. 

BG very nearly, when the versed sines are incomparably less than the 

diameters themselvesf, $±R,D. fAn. 204, 

PROPO-
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PROPOSITION II. 

:Fjg-,j~9- 329. jTOíVz homogène alparallel rays N A, EC fall upon a sphericalfur-
's ace AC whose center is E, the longitudinal aberration F T fl/* any re~ 
frafled ray A T from F the focus of the pencil, is to ihe versed line of the 
arch AC intercepted between the point of incidence and the axisECF, in 

■of a plano-convex lens. 

For when the refraction is made in the passagé of a ray NA from a 
denser to a rarer medium, it appears by the description of a caustick in 
the 74th article, that the intersection Toi the refracted ray AT with the 
axis ECF, lyes between the refracting surface and its focus F. With the 
center Tznà semidiameter TA having described the arch AD cutting the 
^axis in D, draw the fine AP of the arches AC, AD, and also EN and 
PMthe;sines of incidence and refraction, for which put n and m ; then 
because the triangles ETM

0
 A'TP are similar, it will be as ET: TA or 

- Art. 225. <TD : : (E M: A For EN: :)EF: PC* ; and disjointìy TF:EF:: (FC -
TD or) TF-CD:FC; and alternately TF: TF- CD ::EF: FC-

9 
aArt.224.

 an
d disjointìy T'P: CD:: (PP :PC::) m:m-n\ Again since (PD'i 

rfj^'lo8' Fc''CE:DTh
oi-FC<, and conjointly) CD: CP :: (EF: FC::) m : 

n ; "by compounding this and the foregoing proportion, it will be as TF 

: CP : : m m : m — n, n. E. D. 

330. Corol. 1. The segment ACBPA may be considered as a plano-
convex lens ; and when rays fall parallel upon its plane side, the longitu-
dinal aberration of the extream ray falling upon A is equal to \ of its 
^thickness P C, as appears by putting 3 and a for m and n respectively. 

331. Corol, 2. Also this aberration FT zz mm- X = =S[— X 
m — tun 2.9G m—7.\i 

.-dEuc.vl.13.-r7i: • For PC.= very nearly d, and EC =■ X CPC. 
Art 22 2£L * « 

332. Cbro/. 3. Let the refracted ray AT G produced, cut the linePG, 

perpendicular to the axis, inG, and the lateral aberration F G = —X 

~
T

 = ~ X^-.. For FG :rF:.:yîPrtPorCFov — x 
OT—,/|* 2CF> m—n 

CE. 

333. Corol. 4. When the semidiameter of the convexity or the focal 
•distance is given, the longitudinal aberrations are as the squares, and the 
lateral aberrations, as the .cubes, of the linear apertures of a plano-convex 

Jens. srfj-ftàffar '
t
$ij»a \irt 08. 

' - ,. 8S PROPO-
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PROPOSITION IIL 

334. When parallel raysQJi, EC are reflected from a spherical con- Fig.
 3

So. 
cave A C B whose center is E and whose aperture A C B is but small, the 
longitudinal aberration TF of the extream ray A T from the geometrical 
focus F, is equal to half the versed fine CP of the fe mi aperture A C very 
nearly. 

In fig. 379. imagine EM, the sine of refraction to be diminished to no-
thing and then to become negative and equal to EN"the sine of incidence, 
and the refraction of the ray to be changed to reflection as in fig. 380 ; 

and by the former proposition it will be as TF : CP : : mm : — m — n, n 
: : nn \ —2nn : : 1 : — 2. 

But the particular proof is this. By the last lemma the versed sine CP Fig, 380. 

nearly equals |- the versed sine PD of the arch AD whose center is T 
and semidiameter TA or TE or j- the semidiameter of the arch AC* very a ArL 20

5< 

nearly. But iTF ZZL ZTE — 2EF =.ED — EC zzCD exactly or CP 
nearly. Therefore TF = i- CP nearly. 

335. Corol. 1. We had zTF— CD exactly 5 which is the excess of 
the secant ED of the arch A C above its radius EA. For joyning AD the 
angle DAE in the semicircle DAE is a right one. 

AP1 

336. Corol. 2. The longitudinal aberration TFzz . For CP ™ 
0J AC£ 

ÂPZ 1 \ - ' 
— nearly

b

. bEuc.VI.13 

337. Corol. 3. The lateral aberration FG = . For FG : P^ 

AP : PTor I- CE nearly. 
338. G?n?/. 4. When the diameter Gf the concave, or its focal distance, 

is given, the longitudinal aberrations are as the squares and the lateral ones 
as the cubes of the diameters of the apertures. 

PROPOSITION IVY 

339. When parallel rays of any one fort are refraòted by a plano-convex . 
objeB-glass, or when rays of all forts are reflected by a spherical concave, 
the diameter of each circle of aberrations caused by the spheric aines s of the 

figures, is equal to \ the lateral aberration of the extream ray in each; and 
therefore is given by the former propositions. 

Let CLTT be any refracted or reflected ray cutting the axis E CT'mr, and Fig. 581^32 

the extream ray ATG, that comes from the contrary side of the axis
a
 in 

T. Draw TX perpendicular to the axis, and supposing the line AT G im-
moveable, as the point of incidence & moves from the vertex C, the per-
pendicular XTwill first increase, because the angle Crct continually in-

S creases, 
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creases, and afterwards will decrease, because the line Tr continually de-
creases; and when XTis the greatest, it is evident that all the rays, inci-
dent upon the fame side of the axis as itself, will pass through it.. To find 
its greatest quantity, let the incident ray qa. cut the chord APB in /3, and 
supposing the variable aperture P@ — v

y
 the variable TXzz x and the gi-

ven lines PA=z a, FTzzfi TF=b; by corr. 4. prop. 2 and3, the aberra-
tion Fr is to the aberration FT(b) as wa.2 or P(6Z (vv) to PA1 (aa). 

Wherefore FT = — b and thence TF — FT— Tr = -Ì- X a a — vv. A-
aa aa 

gain PT f/) : PA (a): : TX(x) : XTzz j y also (v) 1 vr T or PT(f) 

i:Xr( ~ ) : Xr =. —. Hence again TV, orXT-4- XT — — -f x = 

k
 x

 £ . 

^-X aa — vv found before ; or - X a -+ v = —x# —{-'uXtf-'y. Whence. 

^•^vXsl-'J, and therefore x or T*js is the greatest possible whea 

the rectangle yX a - v, or P/3 X $B is greatest, that is when its sides P£, 
AEUC. VI. 13- /3P are equal3, or when v = ^ tf. Substitute this value for v in the last 

equation and it gives the greatest value of x z= - b or the greatest TX~ 
i TF, and therefore the greatest JO"= i FG, Éecaufe ^X: XT: : TFt 
FG, and this .AYTturned about the axis PXdescribes the circle of aberra-
tions through which all the rays falling upon AB will just pass. ^E.D. 

PROPOSITION V.. 

340. The circle of aberrations caused by the sphericalness of the figure 
fthe object-glass of a telefcope,-co?npared with the circle of aberrations caused 
by the unequal refrangibility of rays, is altogether inconsiderable. 

Nem. Opt. For if the object-glass be plano-convex and the plane side be turned to-
(wards the object, and the diameter of a sphere whereof this glass-is a 

segment be called D, and the semidiameter of the aperture of the glass 
be called S> and the sine of incidence out of glass into air be to the line 
of refraction as n to m ; the rays which come parallel to the axis of the 
glass shall in the place where the image of the object is most distinctly 

made^ be scattered all over a little circle whose diameter is — X -7- ve-
nn DD 

ry nearly, if they were all equally refrangible by article 339 and 332. As 
for instance if the sine of incidence n be to the sine of refraction m as 20 
to 31, and if D, the diameter of the sphere to which the convex side of the 
glass is ground, be 100 foot or 1200 inches, and consequently the teles-

b Art. 224. cope about 100 foot longb, and S the semidiameter os the aperture be 2. 

inches ; the diameter of this circle of aberrations, that is — X will 
nn DD 

be 
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be
 31x31x8

 or—parts of an inch. But the diameter of thé 
20 X 20 X I?.0O X I200 72OOOOCO * 

little circle through which these rays are scattered by unequal refrangibi-

lity, will be about the 55th part of the breadth of the aperture of the ob-

ject-glass
 a

, which is here 4 inches. And therefore the aberration arising 

from the spherical figure of the glass, is to the aberration arising from 

the different refrangibility, as —~— to — * that isas * to C440 ; and there? 
°

 J
 7200OOOO 55 jrT7> 

fore being in comparison so very little, deserves not to be considered in the 

-theory of telescopes. If we suppose the little circle of aberrations arising 

from unequal refrangibilicy, to be 250 times narrower than the circu-

lar aperture of the object-glass, it would contain all the orange and yellow, 

and would permit the other fainter and darker colours to pass by it
b

, 

which perhaps may scarce affect the sense ; yet even in this case the aberration 

caused by the spherical figure, would be to the aberration caused by the 

unequal refrangibility, in a 100 foot telescope, but as ———to -i- or on-
*■
 0 J 1

 72000000 250 

ly as 1 to 1200, which sufficiently proves the proposition. i^,.E. D. 

341. Corol. 1. If the focal distances and apertures of a reflecting con-

cave and a plano-convex glass be both the fame, the diameter of the circle 

of aberrations, caused by their figures, will be above 30 times less in thé 

reflecter than in the réfracter. For these diameters are — and ■ — * 
16CF* rzr:i*A 

art. 339, 337 and 332 ; which are as ~- to mm- or 3' * 3» 

I I X I I 

Hence if the length of each telescope be 100 foot, the lateral aberrations 

in the reflecter would be 30 X5449 or 163470 times less than the lateral 

aberrations caused by unequal refrangibility in the réfracter. 

342. Corol. 2. The number of pencils, some of whose rays are mixed 

together in every point of a confused picture, is as the area of the circle 

of aberrations of the rays in any one pencil ; and consequently the mix-

ture of the rays of different pencils, caused by the sphericalness of the fi-

gure of an object-glass, if they were all alike refrangible, would be to 

their mixture caused by their unequal refrangibility, as 1 to 5449 X 5449 

or 29691601 in the present instance. For conceiving any point in the 

confused picture to be a center of a circle of aberrations, it is manifest 

that all other equal circles of aberrations, whose centers fall upon the 

first mentioned circle will cover its center ; that is some rays of as many 

pencils will be mixed in this center as there are points in the circle it self ; 
or, which is the fame thing, the number of pencils mixed in this center 

is as the area of the circle of aberrations. 

CHAP-
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CHAPTER VIL 

.// refracling or reflecting telescope being given, whose aper-

ture and eye-glass are adjusted by experience, to determine: 

the length, aperture a?id eye-glass of another telescope, through 

which an objecl jhall appear as bright and diftinSl as in the 

given one, a?td magnified as much as Jhall be required. 

PROPOSITION L 

343* TN forts of telescopes and double microscopes, the apparent indi-
J[ Jlinctnefs of a given object, is as the area of a circle of aberra-

tions in the focus of the object-glass directly, and as the square of the foc ai 
dijla?ice of the eye-glass inversely. 

For in vision with the naked eye or with glasses, the apparent indi-
stinctness of a given object, is as the area of a circle of aberrations in its 
picture painted upon the retina. Because any one sensible .point of the re-
tina, being the center of a circle of aberrations, will at once be affected 
by a mixture of the rays of as many distinct pencils, as there are sensible 

a Art. 342, points in the area of that circlea; and so will at once convey to the mind 
a mixt or confused sensation of the same number of visible points in the 
object, from whence those pencils flowed ; and this number of points is 
as the magnitude of the area of a circle of aberrations, whatever be the 
magnitude of a sensible point of the retina. Now in vision with telescopes, 
the diameter of a circle of aberrations in the picture upon the retina, is 
as the apparent magnitude of the diameter of the corresponding circle of 

b Art. 91. aberrations in the common focus of the glassesb, that is as the angle fub-
c. r. i-ao.

 ten(
jed by this diameter at the center of the eye-glassc; that is as the dia-

d Arc. 222. meter it self directly, and the focal distance of the eye-glass inverselyd. 
And so the area of that circle of aberrations upon the retina, is as the area 
of the corresponding circle of aberrations in the focus of the object-glass 

duc XII. 2. directly, and as the square of the focal distance of the eye'glass inversely5. 

344. Corol. In all sorts of telescopes and double microscopes a given 
object appears equally distinct, when the focal distances of the eye-glasses 
are as the diameters of the circles of aberrations in the focus of the object-
glasses. 

345. The alteration in the confusion which may arise from aberrations 
caused by the eye-glasses, is not here regarded, as being inconsiderable. 
We only consider the confusion of those points in the image which lye 
very near the axis of the telescope, as of the point q in fig. 181. Now if 
this point was perfectly distinct the rays going from it would emerge from 

the 
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the eye glass in parallel lines without sensible error ; because the breadth 
of this cylinder of rays is exceeding small compared to the breadth of the 
eye-glass, being in proportion to the breadth of the aperture of the object-
glass as their focal distances; and the refractions at so small a distance 
from the axis are sufficiently true and regular. It is the largeness of the* 
aperture of the object-glass and ofits focal distance, which causes the irre-
gularity in its refractions. Add to this that the differently refrangible rays 
cannot be separated sensibly in going so short a distance as between the 
eye-glass and the eye. Besides this we find by experience that objects and 
images distinct in themselves, appear sufficiently distinct through very 
small eye-glasses when their apertures are small. This remark will be de-
monstrated more distinctly in the i ith chapter, where the fame subject is 

handled more fully. 

PROPOSITION II. 

346. In refracting telescopes the apparent indistinctness of a given ob-
ject, is directly as the area of the aperture of the object-glaj's, and inversely 
as theJ'quare of the focal dijlanceofthe eye-glass. 

This appears from prop. 1, because the area of the circle of aberration? 
at the focus of the object-glass is as the area of its aperture3 ; and because 
the aberrations arising from the eye-glassb, and from the sphericalnefs of 
the figure of them both are inconsiderable °. 

347. Corol. In refracting telescopes a given object appears equally di-
stinct, when the diameters of the apertures of their object-glasses, are as 
die focal distances of dieir eye-glasses. 

PROPOSITION III, 

348. In allforts of telescopes and double microscopes the apparent bright-
ness of a given object is as the square of their linear apertures directly and as 

the square of their linear amplifications inversely. 
For if the squares of the linear amplifications, that is if the areas of the 

pictures upon the retina were the fame, their brightness would be as the 
quantities of light coming through the areas of the apertures, that is as 
the squares of the linear apertures ; and if the apertures or quantities of 
light were the fame, the brightness of the pictures would be as their areas 
inversely or as the squares of the linear amplifications inversely. There-
fore when neither the apertures nor the amplifications are the fame, the 
brightness is as the square of the linear apertures directly, and as the square 
of the linear amplifications inversely. ^ E. D. 

349. Corol. 1. Hence in refracting and reflecting telescopes a given ob-
ject appears equally bright, when their linear apertures are as their linear 
amplifications, that is as the focal distances of the object-glasses directly 

and as the focal distances of the eye-glasses inversely. 
35°-
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. 350- CctfW. 2. If the breadth of the aperture of a given object-glass and 
the focal distance of the eye-glass be each increased in any given ratio, the 

A Art. 347. distinctness will remain the fame as beforea ; and the linear amplification 
b Art. i2o. will be diminimed in the fame ratio15; but the apparent brightness will 

be increased in a ratio quadruplicate of the former ratio by this propo-
rtion ; and on the contrary. 

£>icptr.p.2i5. 351. Hugens observes that the fame degrees of distinctness here demon-
strated do not exactly agree with experience, as he found by looking at the 
fame object through different telescopes, or through the fame telescope 
with different apertures; and that through the larger aperture the object 
.appeared not quite so distinct as through the smaller. He found also that 
in viewing objects of different brightness through die fame aperture, the 
apparent indistinctness of the brighter object was a little grearer than that 
.of the duller: and therefore the aperture adjusted for the duller planets 
.may be somewhat larger than for the brighter. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

352. In reflecting telescopes the apparent indiftinctiiefs of a given objeB 
j s as the sixth power of the diameter of the aperture of the object- metal di-
rectly, and as the fourth power of its focal distance inversely, and also as 
the square of the focal distance of the eye-glass inversely. 

For the area os a circle of aberations in the focus of the object-metal 
is as the sixth power of its linear aperture directly and as the fourth power 

a Art. 339. of its focal distance inversely3 ; and therefore the apparent indistinctness 
337' of the object, is as the sixth power of the linear aperture directly, as the 

fourth power of the focal distance of the object-metal inversely, and as the 
b Art. 343. square of the focal distance of the eye-glass inverselyb. ^ E. D. 

353. Corol. In reflecting telescopes a given object appears equally di-
stinct when the cubes of the linear apertures of the object-metals, are as 
the solids whose bases are the squares of the focal distances of the object-
jnetals, and heights are the focal distances of the eye-glasses : or when the 
focal distances of the eye-glasses are as the cubes of the linear apertures of 
.the object-metals, applyed to the squares of their focal distances. 

PROPOSITION V. 

3 54.. In r-esracting telescopes of various lengths a given object will ap-
pear equally bright and equally distinct, when their linear apertures and 
focal distances of their eye-glajses are severally in a subduplicate ratio of 
their lengths or foe al distances of their object-glasses: and then also their li-
near amplifications will be in a sub duplicate ratio of their lengths. 

For to shew the object equally bright, the rectangle under the linear a-
perture and the focal distance of the eye-glass must be as the length of 

the 
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the telescopea, and to shew it equally distinct the linear aperture must be * Art. 349. 

as the focal distance of the eye-glassb; and therefore to perform both b Art. 347. 

things together, the square of the linear aperture, and also the square of 

the focai distance of the eye-glass, must be severally (as the rectangle un-

der each, or) as the length of the telescope-'; and consequently the linear 

aperture, and also the focal distance of the eye-glass, as the square root of 

that length. Now the linear amplification was as the linear aperturec, c Att 34f-

or by this demonstration, as the square root of the length of the teles-

cope. 
355. Hugens's standard telescope 30 soot long, or 360- inches,, bears an Diop. p. ?.5«. 

aperture whose breadth is 3 inches, and an eye-glass whose focal distance 

is 3 inches and 3 tenths. From whence he has given us the following ta-

ble of apertures and eye-glasses for other telefcopes-d, computed by the dArt-

following rule. 

Multiply the number of feet in the focal distance of any proposed ob-

ject-glass by 3000, and the square root of the product will give the breadth 

of its aperture in hundredth parts of an inch. And the iame breadth of 

the aperture, increased by a tenth part of it self, gives the focal distance of 

the eye-glass in hundredth parts of an inch. And the magnifying powers 

are as the breadths of the apertures. 

For since the standard telescope has 30 foot focal distance of its object-

glafs
r
 put JPfor the number of feet in any other focal distance, and fay by 

the proposition as y^o to yT7, so is the standard aperture 3 inches, OF. 

300 centesimals or y300X300, to the aperture sought; which there-

fore is 1/3000.F in centesimals of an inch. The focal distance of the eye-

glass of the standard telescope is 3-J- inches, that is a tenth part more tnar^ 

the breadth of the aperture of the object-glass ; consequently the focal di-

stance of the new eye-glass must be a tenth part more than the linear aper-

ture of the new object-glass, by the last proposition. 

356. He also adds the followingfdirections how to suit these telescopes Dioptr.p.ztj-

to all forts of objects seen either by day or by night. They are propor-

tioned in the following table for astronomical observations, and therefore 

will require more light when used in the day time. For when the eye is-

dazled with the brightness of the day, objects will appear through them 

but obscure, which in the night are sufficiently bright. Therefore (says 
Hugens) when I used these telescopes to observe objects by day-light, by 

experience I found it requisite to change the eye-glasses for others whose 

focal distances were double the former. By this means the apparent bright-

ness became quadruple, because the surfaces of the images in the bottom 

of the eye were diminished in the fame proportions. For as the aperture
 €

 Art. 120. 

remains unaltered, so does the quantity of light, and therefore it illumi-

nates a lesser space so much the more. Now if the aperture was increased 
with-
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without changing the eye-glass, the brightness would.be increased too, 

but then the m iit-arising from greater aberrations would also be greater $ 

.and therefore this remedy must not be used. 

357. But one may asik this question, since by substituting an eye-glass 

of a longer focal distance, the apparent indistinctness hitherto examined 

•is diminished, why may not the aperture of the object-glass be so far in-

creased, till the same degree of indistinctness returns again as belongs to a 

telescope regulated by the table ? For from hence more light is gained 

A Art. 350. and the distinctness is not altered3. The answer is this, which I hinted 

LAjt. 351. beforeb, that the mist arising from Newtons aberration, though the fame 

in quantity, becomes more sensible in proportion to the brightness of the 

image. For the brightness of the mist increases at the fame time. And we 

find by experience, that as soon as the apertures of those day-light teles-

copes are increased, the mist arising from the aberrations of a brighter 

object begins to be troublesome. The apertures therefore must not be al-

tered. 

35.8. Again one may ask, if a telescope fitted for Saturn be applyed to 

the Moon, which is 100 times brighter (I mean in each equal parts, though 

not in the whole, as being 10 times nearer to the Sun ;) one may aik I fay 

whether the breadth of the aperture and the focal distance of the eye-

glass may not both be lessened in the same proportion, to make the re-

gions of the moon no brighter than those of saturn, but much greater in 

appearance than before. For instance, in a 3 o foot telescope, if 3 inches, 

the breadth of the aperture be reduced to y fe of an inch, which is some-

what less than (y± or) a third part of the former, and also the focal di-

stance of the eye-glass be shortened in the fame proportion ; the propor-

tion of the apparent brightness in these two telescopes, the object being 

«Art. 350. the fame, would be quadruplicate of 3 to-y/-^-0 that is as 100 to 15 and 

since the regions in the moon are 100 times brighter in themselves than 

those in saturn, the moon would appear in the darker telescope just as 

bright as saturn did in the lighter. But the apparent indistinctness hither-

.a Art. 350. to considered would also be the same in both d, and the amplification of 

& Art. 120. the moon would be greater than that of saturn in the ratio of 3 to y
T

9

0
-e, 

which is more than triple. So that this reduction of the aperture and eye-

glass seems very advantageous 3 but in reality it is quite otherwise -, and 

that for two reasons. First because the minute parts of the moon may be 

better discerned when all the light remains in the telescope, than when it 

is reduced to an 100th part, though not in the same proportion. The o-
ther reason is that when the aperture is too much contracted, the out-lines 

that circumscribe the pictures in the eye become confused; which is care-

fully to be minded, and also what are the limits of this confusion. This 

is certain that as the aperture is contracted, ihesiender pencils or cylin-

ders of rays, that emerge from the eye-glass into the eye, are also contract-

ed 
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ed in die same proportion. Now if the breadth of one of these pencils be 
less than j- or j- of a line, that is less than or

 T
~ part of an inch, the 

out-lines of the pictures are spoiled, for some unknown reason in the 
make of the eye, whether in the choroid, or in the retina, or in the hu-
mors it is uncertain. For by looking through an hole, in a thin plate, nar-
rower than i or f of a line, the edges of objects begin to appear confused 
and so much the more as the hole is made narrower. Now it is easy to shew 
in the last mentioned telescope that the cylinder of rays is too slender. For 
by adding of the aperture to it self % the focal distance of the eye- a ArL 

glass becomes Y^r^T^Y^y that is ji/-^- of an inch ; and by simi-
lar triangles subtended at the common focus q by the aperture and cylinder 
soughtb., k is as the focal distance of the object-glass, to the focal distance 
of the eye-glass, so the breadth of the aperture, to the breadth of the cy-
linder ; that is,as*30 feet or 360 inches to ~~ Y i

2
? inches, so is |/

T

9- of 
an inch to

 T
~*- inch or almost of a line; which is much less than 

+ 000 j <t r, «> 

But in the telescope regulated in the table, it is as 360 to 3-- ib 3 to -, 
of an inch or almost j. of a line for the breadth of that cylinder^ wliich 
can possibly do no harm. Hence we learn that the breadth of the aperture 
and focal distance of the eye-glass cannot be contracted much more than 
f of themselves; for even then the breadth of the cylinder at the eye will 
not much exceed — of a line. The fame is to be understood of telescopes 
of all.lengths .regulated as in the table, the breadth of the cylinder being * 
the fame in all. For by the proportion just mentioned it equals the breadth 
of the aperture multiplied into the focal distance of the eye-glass and di-
vided by the focal distance of the object-glass, and consequently it is 
proportionable to the linear aperture directly and the linear amplification 
inversely ; which two ratios must compound a ratio of equality to pre~. 
serve the fame apparent brightness, by art. 349. 

359. Hence though we transferred one of-these telescopes from Saturri 
to Venus which is 225 times brighter, being 15 times nearer to the Sun, 
yet the breadth of the aperture must not be contracted above j part of the 
whole; and if too much light still remains, it must be diminished by 
darkening the eye-glass with the smoak of a candle. For a .greater con-
traction of the aperture is hurtful for another reason, that all the little 
bubbles and veins in the eye-glass become more conspicuous by intercept-
ing the whole or a greater part of those little cylinders above mentioned, 

and consequently the particles of the object they came from. 
360. Upon the whole I conclude we may lengthen our telescopes at : 

pleasure, according to the laws of the table, with good success; since not 
only the brightness and distinctness remain unaltered, but also the breadth 
os the pencils that enter the eye. Lastly to observe exceeding small stars 
and especially the Satellites of Jupiter and Saturn, the best way is. to wáì 
crease very much both the aperture and focal distance of the eye-glass. 

T For 
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For since they appear like points even through the telescope, there is no-
thing gained by endeavouring to increase their diameters; but their bright-
ness must be increased as much as possible ; and this is chiefly done by 
increasing the aperture. By doubting its breadth, the light received into 
it becomes quadruple, and then by doubling also the focal distance of the 

a,Art. 347. eye-glass, the distinctness returns to the fame as at first*. But still the 
brightness will not become 16 times greater, according to cor. 2. prop, 
3 , but only 4 times ; because as I said the picture of the star upon the 
retina is but a sensible point, whose brightness cannot therefore be in-
creased by a diminution of its-breadth, but only by an addition of new 
light. The cafe is different when we view the moon and primary planets 
through the fame telescope,, whose several parts receive 16 times more 
light than before. Thus by widening the apertures we very much increase 
the power of the telescope for finding out small stars and the satellites of Sa-
turn, so that perhaps with a 30 foot glass, whose aperture is 6 inches or 
double the usual one,, as much may be done as with another of 1.20 foot 
■tvhofe aperture by the table is alsb 6 inches. So far from Hugem. 

PRO-POSIT ION VI. 

361. In refecfmg telescopes of various lengths a given object will appear 
equally bright and equally difincJ, when their linear apertures and also their 
linear amplifications are as the square-square roots of the cubes of their 
lengths: and consequently when the focal distances of their eye-glasses are also 
as thesquare square roots of their lengths. 

Put for the linear aperture of the reflecting concave, L for its focal di-
stance or the length of the telescope, F for the focal distance of the eye-

;. :. 553, glass ; and when the distinctness is given A> is as FLL* ; and when the 

* Art. 349. brightness is given the amplification or - is as A*
3
 that is Pis asThere-

in A 

fore when the distinctness and brightness are both given, A* is as — . or 
A 

A*zsL* 5 orAas^LK The amplifications wasas^ that isas 

4 £4 

and therefore F is as or t D. 

362. In the reflecting telescope made and described by John Hadley Esq; 
F. R. S. in the Philosophical Transactions N°. 376 and 378, L = Ò2± 

inches, F =. | or ^
T

 or °s
 an incn- F°r he uses 3 eye-glasses and as 

many apertures for the reflecter whose breadthsare 4^, 5, 5Ì- inches. Hence 

the linear amplifications or ^ are 187}, 2o8i, 227^ respectively. Ta-

king 
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king the middle eye-glass and aperture for a standard I computed the fol-
lowing table for telescopes of other lengths by this Rule. Call the number 
of inches in the length of any telescope L

y
 and the focal distance of its eye-

glass will be equal to 60 \ IO L in thou&ndth parts of an inch. The -

quotient of L divided by 60 10 Lor Fgives the amplification
8
, which

 t
 Art. tz*. 

multiplied by 24 will always give the linear aperture in thousandth parts 

of an inch. For by the proposition \ L is as F-, that is | 62^ or $ ~ 

or or c 4, - is to 4, L as - or 300 millesimals in the given eye-
^ 10 0 v 10 ^ 10 0 o y 

-glass, to the millesimals in the correspondent eye-glass or in F = 60 4, 

10 Z,. And the aperture being as the amplification by the proposition , 

fay, as the amplification given or 208^- is to -, the amplification found, 

ib is 5 inches, the aperture given, to the aperture fought = X | = 

—4- X •= inches. 
rooo r • . 

363. Were it not for the unequal refrangibility of rays, refracting te-
lescopes, though not so short as theseb, would also be proportioned by b Art. 341. 

thierule1-: which not agreeing with experience, shews again that the ab- c Art. 333, 

erration arising from the spherical figure are inconsiderable in comparison 

SDÛÌC other aberrations arising from the unequal refrangibility of the rays. 

T 2 364« 
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Length of Linear a- Focal dist. Linear am-
the telef- perture of of the eye- plification, 

cspe or fo- the object- glass. or magni-

cal disc, of glass. fying pow-

the object- er. 

glass. 

Feet. ' Inch.ScDec lnch.ScDrc. 

I O. CC 6l 20 
2 

D J 

O.77 O.85 28 

3 °-95 I.05 34 
4 r. 09 I. 20 40 

5 1. 23 *-35 44 ' 
6 i-34 1.47 49 
7 ï-45 1. 60 53 

;
 8 !-55 ull 

v      0 ~ 
56 

9 1. 64 I. 00 00 

73 1. 90 (XS 

*3 i. 97 2. 17 72 

*S 2. 12 2. 32 Í 77 
2.0 2- 45 2. 70 89 

25 2.74 3.01 100 

3° 3. 00 3-3° 109 

35 3*24 3-5° 118 ~ 
40 ■ S-46 ! 3.8i 12Ó 

3 4. 04 *33 45 3.07 

5° 3-87 
r r 

4,. 2.6 i I4I 

55 4. 06 " 4-47 148 

6Q 4. 24 4.66 J54 
I 7° 4- 58 5- 04 i6d 

4. 90 5-39 178 

; 9°' 5.20 5- 72 189 
; 100. 5-48 6. 03 199 

1.20 6. 00 6. 60- 218 

• 140 6.48 7- X3 235 
i-6a 6- 93 7. 62 252 
18a 7-35 8.0.9 267 

! 200 . 7- 75 8.53 
281 

220 8. 12 8.93 295 
240 8. 48 8.83 308 

■260 8. 83 9.71 321 
280 9. 16 10. 08 333 

1 30a 9-49 10. 44 ' 345 
; 400 10. 95 12. 05 398 
! 5°° 12.25 Ï3-47 445 

4Q.Q' ■ 13- 42 14. 76 ï 4«& 

Length of 

J the télés-. 
! cope or fo-

cal dist. of 
theconcave 

Feet. 
1 
2, 

2 

3 
4 
5 

7 
8 

9 
10 

u 
12 

*3 

m 

Focal dist. 

of the eye-

glass. 

Milles.Incb 

o. 167 

Linear am-

plification, 

Or magni-

fy.^ PPW-

er. 

o. 199 
o. 236 
o. 261 
o. 281 
0.297 

36 
6a 

102 

138 
171 
202 

o. 311 
0.323 

°-334 
0-344 
°-353 
0.362 
0.367 

0.377 
0.384 

0-397 
o. 403 

232 
260 
287 

3 H 

j_4° 

3°5~~ 

390 

4*4. 
437 
460 

483 
506 

Linear a-

p er cure of 

theconcave-

metal. 

WlkJ.lnch. 

' o. 864 

1. 44O'; 
2. 448-

3- 3I2| 
4. 104' 

4- 848! 
5- 568; 
6. 240 

.6.888 

7- 536 
8, 160 

8.
 7

6o
( 

9* 360 
9- 936 

10.488 
11. 040 

11.592 
12. 143 

365. These proportions, in Hu* 

gem's table for refracting telescopes* 
are measured by the Rheinland foot 
which is to the English foot as 13g 
to 135 ; so that taking their lengths 
of as many engliih feet, their aper-
tures and eye-glaises and linear am-
plifications should be severally di-

minished in the subduplicate ratic* 
©f 13 9 to 135 by art. 354. that is 
nearly in the ratio of 13 9 to 13 7 0£ 
about ̂ - or -~— part of the whole* 

1 



CHAP. S. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF EOCITSE'5 AN D 1M AGES'. &\f 

CHAPTER VIII. 

Contains general properties of focuses and images^ belonging to 

the eye and to any 7tu?nber of mediums .* with general con-

JlruElions, foewing the variations of the apparent distancé 

of a?i objeB, a?td of the real difla7tce of its lafl image> from 

the eye, caused by a direcl motion of the eye, objecl or me-

diums. 

PROFOSITI ON I. 

H
AVING the diameters and positions of two sphericalsurfaces; which Fig. 383. 

intercede three given mediums,, andsupposing the incident ray sin ei-

ther of the outward mediums to be parallel, and very near to the common 
axis of the surfaces,, it is proposed tofind their focus after both refractions. 

366. In the common axis AC of the surfaces AB, CD, let a and d be 
the focuses of rays, which before they emerged by refractions at .^.B and 
CD into the outward mediums, went both ways parallel to the axis in the 
inward medium. Moreover let b and c be the focuses of other rays, which 
•before they emerged by refractions at AB and CD into the inner me^-
dium, came both ways parallel to the axis in the outward mediums. These 
focuses may be found by art. 224. Then fay as cb : bA: \Aa\aI; and 
placing al the contrary way froirrirto that of be from the point / shall 
be the focus of the rays after both refractions, which came parallel from 
without upon the surface CD*': because c is their focus after their first a Art. 337; 

refraction. In:like manner fay as be : cC: : Cd: dK, and placing dK the 
•contrary way from d to that of cb from c, the point K shall be the focus of 
other rays after both refractions, which came parallel from without up* 

on the surface A'B. 
All the figures are adapted to mediums whose densities are continually 

greater as they lye in order from the left hand to the right 5 but the demon-
strations serve for any irregular order of densities. 

PROPOSITI ON II. 

The focus of incident rays being given,, it is. proposed to find their focus 
after their refractions at twosphericalsurfaces, which i?itercede given me-

diums, 
367. In the common axis A Cos the given surfaces AB, CD, let a and Fig, 384:-

d be the focuses of rays, which before they emerged by refractions into 
the outward mediums, went both ways parallel to the axis in the inner 
inedium. Moreover let i" and K be the focuses of other rays, which be-

fore 
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fore their refractions through both the surfaces, came both ways paral-
lel to the axis in the outward mediums. Then let P be the given focus of 
the incident rays, /and a the focuses of those rays which came the con-
trary way to the incident rays, and fay as P/to la so dK to KR; and 
placing KR the contrary way from K to that of IP from /, the point R 
shall be their focus after both the refractions,. 

Pig- For by faying as Pa : a A: : Ab : b^znd by placing b ̂  the contrary 
way from b to that of a P from a, the point i^is their focus after the fir£i: 

a Art. 237. refraction at AB
a

. The same point i^being the focus of incident rays 

upon the surface CD, say again as §^c : cC : : Cd : dR-, and placing dR 
the contrary way from d to that of c igjrom c, the point R is their focus 
after both refractions. Now by the firitof these proportions, and of those 
in the foregoing proposition, the rectangle Pa X b.$j= (aA %Ab=)bcX. 
la j and by the second proportions in this and in the foregoing proposi-
tion, the rectangle SlcXdRzz (cCxCd=) bc%dK-, then by resolving 
the two former rectangles into the proportion of their sides, it is as la : 
Pa : : b£>j. be and disjointly (or conjointly) PI: Pa : : (J%c ibc::) dKz 
dRby resolving the two latter rectangles; and disjointly (or conjointly) 
PI:Ia::dK:KR. 

368. Corol. The magnitude of the rectangle under PI, KR is inva-
riable, being always equal to the given rectangle under Ia

}
 dK-, and con-

sequently KR is reciprocally as PL 

•PROPOSITION ILL 

Having the diameters and positions of three sphericalsurfaces, which in-
tercede four given mediums, if the incident rays in either of the outward 
mediums be parallel, and very near to the common axis of the surfaces, it is 
proposed to find theirfocus after all the refractions. 

,Fig. 386. 3^9' Suppofing the focuses a, d and /, K to be determined by the fore-
going proposition for two contiguous surfaces, as AB and CD ; let paral-
lel rays falling on both sides of the .third surface E F have their focuses, 
after refraction there only, at e and f ; whereof e being the focus of inci-
dent rays upon the surface CD, say as eK:Kd : : al: IL -, and placing 
IL the contrary way from /to that of Ke from K, by the foregoing pro-
position the point L is the focus of rays, after all the refractions, which 
came parallel from without upon the surface EF. Again, say as iff : eE 

Ef'fM, and placing^Afthe contrary way from f to that of e K from 
e, the point Mis the focus of rays after all the refractions which came pa-

b Art. 237. .ralklfrom without upon the surface AB \ 

PROPO 
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PROPOSITION IV. 

Tfóífocus of bicïdent rays being given,, it is proposed to find their focus 
after refractions through any given number ofspherical surfaces that inter-
cede given mediums. 

3.70. Cafe 1. In the common axis of three surfaces AB
r
 CD,EF, let I fig- 387* 

and/be the focuses of rays, which before they emerged by refractions in-
to the outward mediums, went both ways parallel to the axis in either of 
the inner mediums, as CE.; moreover let L and M be the focuses of o-
ther rays, which before their refractions through all the surfaces, came 
both ways parallel to the axis in the outward mediums ; then let P be the 
given focus of the incident rays, L and / the focuses of those rays which 
came the contrary way to the incident rays, and fay as PL : LI':: f Mi-
ld S-, and placing MS the contrary way from M to that of LP from I/, 
the point *S' shall be their focus after three refractions. 

For by the second proposition their focus R, after two refractions at Fîg. 

the surfaces AB, CD, is given by saying as PI: la : : dK:KR; and since 
R is their focus when incident on the surface EF> say as Re : eE : : Ef: 
fS,. and S is their focus after three refractions \ Now by the first of these a Art. 237. 

proportions and of those in the third proposition, the rectangle PIX KR 
zz (la XdK—)KexLL Likewise by the second of these proportions and 
of those in the third proposition, the rectangle Re%fS~\eExEf~yKe 
XfM; and by resolving the two former rectangles into the proportion of 
their sides, it is as LI : PI : : KR : Ke, and disjointly (or conjointly); PL 
: PT::(Re:Ke:: )fM:fS by resolving the latter rectangles ; and dis-

jointly (or conjointly) PL:LI::fM: MS. 
The rays whose focuses are / and/" were supposed to be parallel to the pj

g
 589,39©. 

axis in the medium CE ; now let a and t be the focuses of other rays 
which are parallel to the axis m the other inner medium AC y and since 
PL:LI: ifM: MS; for the lame reason when P comes to a and conse-
quently S to /, it is as aL:LI: :fM: Mt, therefore because of the given 

rectangle LIXfM, it is as PL : La : : tM: MS. 
^ji. Cafe 2. Hence by the method of the third proposition- one may 

find the focus of parallel rays after refraction through four surfaces, and 
then the focus of inclined rays in the fame manner as in the foregoing cafe,, 
and so on. Ánd by these propositions it is sufficiently evident, that if h 
and M be the principal focuses of the whole system of surfaces, and / and 
fbe the focuses of other rays that go parallel in any one of the inner me-
diums, then PL :LI: :fM: MS. 

372. Corol. 1. It is manifest by'the analogy between the" rules for find-
ing the focuses of rays refracted through a single surface and. a single lensh, b Art. 236. 

- that the rule in this proposition for the focuses of rays refracted through 

any number of surfaces, will serve alfo for any number of lenses of any fort 
placed 
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placed at yí, C, Z), &c. in one continued medium. And so it appears that 

the relation between the conjugate focuses P, 5', of a pencil-of rays refract-

ed through an infinite number of surfaces or lenses, may be always ex-

pressed by a single proportion; in like manner as that relation is expressed 
in a single surface or a single lens. 

373. Corol. 2. Take a line À
ra middle proportional between the given 

.lines LI,fM, or between La,tM, and it will also be a middle proportio-

nal between the variable lines PZ/, MS.: and consequently PL is reci-

procally as MS, and they lye contrary ways from-the principal focuses 

L, M. And the emergent jays will flow from S if it lyes on the fame side 

of the last surface as the incident rays, otherwise towards S. Because the 

rays continue to go ibrwards.from the last surface. 

P R o POSITION V. 

39
!

- Having the semidiameter P p of a small object, placed perpendicularly t$ 

the- common axis of any nmnber of refracting surfaces, ivhich i?itercede gi-

ven mediums ; it is proposed to find the semidiameter S s of its lafi image. 

/ 374. Things remaining as they were in the preceding propositions., 

take a line Vzz Aa X — X ^— &c. as far as the number of surfaces per-
dC fE

 f

 r -

mirs; and «Si will be to Pp as the constant line/^to PL. 

For let a, x, 5cc. be the centers of the given surfaces A, C, E, Sec ; 

-a Art 2 - ^
s> ^CC* C^e re*Pec^ve images formed by them. The object and 

-a r. 24
v t

kefe images are terminated by the lines pa.a, q^r,rv[S, &c\ Now by art. 

238. it is as QJ> : <%A: : g^P, and disjointly (or conjointly ) <%J? : bA*. 1 

: aP ::^q:Pp, because the triangles Qa-q, Pap are equiangular; 

and for the fame reason that Pp : :.: bA ibit is as g>jr : Rr : : dCidR, 
and as Rr : Ss: :fE :fS, 6cc. And by compounding these proportions, it 

kàsPp: Ss ::bAxdCxfE:bg>*dR>(fS. But by art. 237. it will be as 

Pa : Ab\ : Aaib^, and by art. 367. as PI: Pa: : dK: dR. and by art. 

370. as PL : PI : if Mi fS ; and these three proportions being compoun-

ed, give PL iAb:iAa% dK%fM: b ̂ X dR XfS. But we had S s 1 Pp 

::.b$XdR%fS:bA*dCy(fE; therefore Ss%PL: Pp%Ab:: Aa%dK 

%fM< bAxdCxfE. Whence Ss = Pp%p
L
 X ~ or,by taking 

aliner=^xí?xf, Ss = Pp^ 

375. Corol. 1. Hence the image S s is equal to the object Pp, when 
PL is equal to V. 

■ 376. Corol. 2. The image S s is as the object Pp directly and as PL in-
versely. 

377. Corol. 3. And therefore the image S s is as the angle PLp which 

;
b Art. 222. the object subtends at the principal focus L\ 

378. 
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378. Corol. 4. The image is similar to the object: in all its parts. For 

when PL is given, S s is as Pp. 
379. Cord. 5". When the object is given, the image is inversely as PL 

or directly as MS by art. 373. 
380. Corol. 6. If the emergent rays be received upon a perpendicular 

plane cutting y\S in Xand v\s in x, take a line Ll~ —and place it 

in a contrary direction to that of My\ from ili", and the semidiameter Xx 

of this confused image will be equal to ~X V. For the triangles 
1 L r, irl 

yXz, ySs being similar, it is as X* : (Sx) ~ X : : >|X : yM -f MS, * Art. 

o^M-^ ii^I : : ,XxP£~. ,MX P£ -4- L/X/AT:: '^:PL *
 Art

" 

¥2Æ or PL-+ LI or P/ by construction. Whence = Si x 

381. C<wo/. 7. Hence if the perpendicular plane be sixt at any place 

the confused image Xx is as ^i, or as the angle subtended by the object 

at the given point / *. * Art. : 

Corol. 8. Hence if the object be given, this image Xx is inversely as Ph 

and is alio similar to the object. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

It is proposed to find the ratio of the angles which the incident and emer-
gent parts of a ray do make with each other and with the common axis of 

any number of given surfaces betwixt given mediums. 
382. Things remaining as they were, letPPDPShe the course of Fig. 39 

the ray ; P and £ its first and last intersections with the common axis of 
dK flvt 

the surfaces. Take a line Z equal to Ab X — X ~ &c. as far as the num-

ber of surfaces permits ; and the angle APBvriW be to ESF as -the given 

lineZtoPZ,. 
For £>J: bA : : Aa :siP * and conjointly and alternately §>j> : A a :;•« Art. t 

%A: AP:: ang. APB : ang.AQJS*. In like manner, Rd : Cc r: RC:* Art. 2 

e$J : ang. C$jD: ang CRD ; and likewise Sf: Ee::SE: ER : : ang. 

ERF: ang. ESF; and so on. And by compounding these proportions 

k is as $J> X Rd X Sf: Aa %Cc X Ee : : ang. P ang. S. But in the de-

monstration of the last proposition we had A a %dKxfM\ 9b%Rd% 
dK. f7vT 

Sf: :PL: Ab. Whence it easily follows that Ab X — X j- : PL : : ang. 

P : angle S. And by Abstracting the lesser angle from the greater we have 
V ^ the 
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the angle made by the incident and emergent ray, as appears by produ-
cing these rays till they cross one another. 

383. Corel. 1. Let AB be the semiaperture of the first surface,, and the. 
semidiameter Mm of a perpendicular section of the emergent pencil of rays 

LI x fM. 
will be to AB, as the givçn line —-— is to AB. For because the subten^-

fes of small angles are in a compound ratio of their legs and of the angles 
themselves, we have Mm to AB in a ratio compounded of MS to AP, and 
of the angle MS m to the angle APB, or, by the proposition, of to Z-

•Art 371. ^if MSxPL AB LIx/M* 

Whence Mm— — X —=— = — X —4— • 
AP Z AP Z 

AB 
384. Corol. 2. And therefore Mm is as — , or as the angle APB. 

3-85. Corol. 3. So that when AB is given, Mm is reciprocally as AP
m 

386. Corol. 4. If the emergent pencil be cut by a perpendicular plane 
at any other place X, the semidiameter Xx

y
 of this section, is equal to 

AB L/xfM—PLx MX f-% ^
r
 ,,, . AB LIxfM 

- X

 J

—- —. For Xx:(Mm) - X —f- :: MS - MX : 

MS:: - MX: : LI* fM- PL%MX: LI%fM. 

595- 3 87. Corol. 5. Hence we have the following construction, take£ fi : Z, J 
: : MX and place it in a contrary direction from L to that of MX 
from As; and in the line A G perpendicular to the axis, take AG to AB 
as MX to Z; then through G draw G PT parallel to the axis, and with the 
asymptotes G A, GH draw an hyperbola ÏIT through the point si; and 
the perpendicular P 7*will every where equal the semidiameter Xx when 
the plane is sixt at X. For by the property of the hyperbola the rectangle 

GH% HTzz GAY.AU, whence PT^HT- GA =f
J

*
 Jn

~^*
 JF 

- y TTi rp - ^
G
 v iZZZF Tp— ^G V LJxfM-LPxMX__ 

AB LIxfM—LP x MX «
 n

.
 v

 ^ . , r t 
~

p
 X —-—- (by construction) =z Xx in the 4th corol. 

388. The line AT" ora middle proportional between Li" and fMwas 
made use of to determine the relation of any two conjugate focuses P, S

9 

» Art. 373. to the principal focuses L
y
M*; the line For AaX—X^, to deter-

aC ft 

fe Art. 374. mine the ratio of the object at P to its image at Sb i and the line Zor Ab-
dK fM 

X — X -j, to determine the ratio of the angles at P and S made by any 

c Art. 382. ray with the axis of the surfacec ; I say the lines V, N, Z are continual 
proportionals in a subduplicate ratio of Aa A Cc %Ee to Ab X Cd'AEf; 
and consequently in lenses they are equal to one another. For V:Z:i 

Aa Ab J I 

366 
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366 it will appear thatiV* : Zl or LI%fM: X dK1 %sM- : : 
.
rr

.
K

Ia*JK Jb* eEs ,
TK

aAb Ah*
 c

Cd \ _ L 

* : ^—;r„ —sr \\V.Z, as before. 

PROPOSITION VII, 

Sfij apparent distance of an object seen through any g'hen system os 
mediums ; and to stew how it varies while the ey e, object or system is moved 

forward or backward. 
389. Things remaining as they were, bisect LM in T", and in a per-

pendicular to the axis at I, take Iv, Tn, Tz severally equal to the given Fig. 394,395. 

lines V, N, Z; and through z, parallel to LM, draw//7z cutting perpen-
diculars at L and Mini and m. Join m S and produce it both ways, and a 
perpendicular OX terminated at /»5 will be equal to the apparent distance 

of the object P seen from any point O. 
In like manner let iR be the conjugate focus of a pencil of rays supposed 

to flow from 0 ; join IR and produce it, and the perpendicular P /termi-
nated at IR will also be the apparent distance of the object P seen from O. 

Lastly take O G and PH each equal to I'L or TM and place them in-
wards, if the order of the points LI'M be according to the course of the 
rays that flow from P, otherwise outwards ; and let lm produced cut the 
perpendiculars to the axis at G and H in g and h; then let g h be an ordi-
nate to the axis of a parabola gZh, whose parameter belonging to the axis 
is the line I'v, and whose legs are extended from its vertex the fame way as 
the perpendiculars Gg, Hh are extended from the axis of the system ; 
and the ordinate 2"Z will also be the apparent distance of the object P seen 

from O. 
Now if the object and the system be fixt while the eye is in motion along 

the axis of the system, the moveable perpendicular OX, terminated at 
the fixt line m S, being always equal to the apparent distance, will shew 
how it varies. Or if the eye and the system be fixt while the object is in 
motion along the axis of the system, the moveable perpendicular P T, 
terminated at the fixt line/P, being always equal to the apparent distance, 
will shew how it varies. Or lastly if the eye and object be fixt while the 
system is in motion along its own axis, (supposing its parts to be kept at the 
fame intervals, ) the moveable perpendicular TZ terminated at the fixt 
parabola rZs, being always equal to the apparent distance, will mew 

how it varies. 
And if one part of the system be fixt, while the other is in motion, let the 

fixt image of the object formed by the fixt part, be at P ; and by apply-
V 2 ing 
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ing the same construction to the moveable part as before was applyed to the 
Whole, the ordinate will shew the apparent distance in this cafe. 

DE'MONSTR. A.TI-0 N. 

m& 39t. 390; For let the line pvr drawn parallel to PO meet the visual ray Os 
produced, in w, and c©mpleat the rectangular parallelogram Pp wïlç. 

* 139- then On.is the apparent distance of the object Pp*-, and the triangles--
Oslcr, OSs being equiangular,, we have Osl : OS : : (U-ar or Pp : S s : :)

; 
fe Art. 374. PL-.V^y that i 9 supposing the perpendiculars O.X

y
.PT

r

csZ to be feve-
Eîg- 394,395-

 ra
iiy equal to the apparent distance On,, we have OX or P ToiHZ : OS 

eArt- 373- ::PL:Tv:: Tz iMS ; because -Pi X MS■ = 2»2
 = £<B X ïíâ*. 

3First then we have OX: OS: s Sfigj or ̂  : M*S,. which shews that m S 
produced is the geometrick Place of the point X. Secondly we have also 
Pr-. ïz or LI-. (OS :MS::)PR : LR; for we had PL X MS z* Tn z 

■=.OM*LR
r
 whence OM:MS :: PL : LR and disjointly OS : MS:i 

PR-.LR. And this shews that IR produced is the place of the point 2€ 

T
 ni 1 ctrr /P L x OS PLxQM PLxMs

 v
 HT x TG ^ 

Lastly we nave V Z— ( — — \ 7 z. 
1
 \ Tfú T<v T<v ) T<v 

For by construction PL = iPTand O MzzïG and P X X MS zz <r<u x TZ. 

Now let the point The removed to G; then because TG — o
}
 by the e-

quation we have the ordinate ^Zzz — ̂ z^Gg. Again by removing % 
to H

3i
 we have TZ zi. — T'z zzH-b ; and by the same equation we have 

jfZ-f Tz thatis'sZzz ■ * * - % Bisect in A, and the point z being re-

moved to A, let #Z become ̂ P = = — . Draw ZC perpendicular 
Tu T*v 1 * 

••JEuc.II.j.
 ;

 -
D

 ,
 n

^ ,
 >TÌ

 _ i6si»- bA* —Ax* *
 X

 CZ»' 

xoAB
>
 then B€= (AB - zZ zz =— =z) —- > 

Which shews that the place of the point Z is a parabola whose parameter 
belonging to the axis ABkïv. ^ £. U. 

5l
s- 397- 391,. While the system remains'fixt in any place; the apparent distance 

of an object at P seen from O, will be , to the apparent distance of an ob-
ject at O seen from P, as Z to & For let a ray PBDF fall upon an object 
at O in any point K, draw Xx parallel to 0 P and let it meet the ray PP

> 
produced, inx, and compleat the rectangle xKOQ.-

y
 then the apparent-

distance Pa : PO : : angle OPK: angle OP x*, or in a ratio compound-
ed of the angle O P X to O 5 X and of O 5 X to &P x, that is of 0 £ to 0 P 

• Art.
 3

Sz, and of PX to Z*. ThereforeP= {^_L^ But we had On = Ítl2^:; 

in the article above, and consequently O si : P & : : Z: 
394.395- 392. Hence the foregoing construction will give the apparent distance 

of an object at 0 seen from P, by drawing the Bne lm through *o and by 
5pi - s ', ' making 

* Art 222. 
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making tfz the parameter of the parabola. The same construction serves 
also for a lens or lenses, by drawing the line lm through ft, and by making 
Tn the parameter of the parabola. For in lenses the points n,v, z coin-
Gide3 j and consequently the apparent distances O il and Pslr-are equal. a Art- 388-

393. Hence if the places of the-eye and object be given, and it be re- Fig. 398. 

quired to interpose a given system of surfaces or lenses in such a place tha£ 
the object, shall appear through them all at a given distance ; in any per-
pendicular D§ID to the axis O P^,, on each fide of ^ take and ^J> 
equal to the given distance, and through the points D^U, parallel to the 
axis, draw the lines DZZ, DZZ cutting the parabola in four points Z, Z? 
Z, Zwhen possible; then draw the perpendiculars ZT&c. to the axis OP,.-
and place that point of the given system which bisects the interval LM at 
any of the four points T; and to the eye at O the object will appear at the 
given distance or TZ, as is evident by the foregoing construction. 

394. And by the fame method, if the places-of the object and system be 
given, one may find the place of the eye, from whence the object shall 
appear at a given distance ; and likewise if the places of the eye and system 
be given, one may find the place os the object,, where it shall appear at a 
given distance. 

I have given the foregoing constructions of apparent distance and mag-
nitude1', for any one to examine how near they will answer his ideas of b Art. 140 
distance and magnitude upoa making the experiments. And I add the 
following constructions for the distance of the last image of an object 
from the eye, to ihew how widely it will differ from the apparent distance 
of the objects in most cafes. 

PROPOSITI O N VIII. 

To shew in whatmanner the difiance between the eye and the iaft imaged/ 
an objeB is varied, while the eye, object or resratling system os any sort, is 
moved forward or backward. 

395. Things remaining as they were, take a perpendicular Ma- equal to Fig. 3^9*-

MS, and draw e-S cutting a perpendicular at O in xy and when the ob-
ject and the system are fixt, and the eye is in motion along OP, it is evident 
that Ox will be always equal to OS, the distance between theeye and the 
last image of the object P. 

AtL erect a perpendicular L&equal to MO, and draw a>4 parallel so 
Z/P, cutting a perpendicular at P in and through the focus R

r 

with the center 3 and asymptotes &L, a>*\> draw an hyperbola cutting the 
perpendicular at P in y ; and Py will be the distance of the last image 
from the eye, while the eye and system are fixt and the object is in motion 
along OP. For since P 4-I. a = MO, we shall have Pyzz OSby taking 

^y=z(MS=. f^~)'^T-> Hence the rectangle Tn
2
, which shews 

thar 

\ 
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that the place of the point y is an hyperbola ; which will pass through R, 
because the rectangle R L a> or R L X MO ~Tnz. 

Fig. 400,401. Lastly erect a perpendicular HF — HG and draw FG cutting the per-

pendicular tfT'produced in E, in which take ^-—^ an(^ place it down-

ward if HT lyes from H toward G, otherwise upward, and through 
the points with the center Pand asymptotes FG, FH> describe an hyper-
bola 7 <^cf; and while the eye and object are fixt, and the point Tis in mo-
tion along with the system, the ordinate T? will be always equal to the 
distance of the last image from the eye. For by construction the line££ 
is reciprocally as HT, or reciprocally as FE, because HT is to FE in a gi-
ven ratio oiHG to F G ; that is, the magnitude of the rectangle under FE(^ 
is invariable, and consequently the place of the point ? is an hyperbola. 
Moreover by construction TE=:TG=z MO, and therefore Tl = ( TE -

E^MO-^zzMO-^ =MO-MS=)OS. 

396. Let the hyperbola y>£$ cut the line OP in 7 and and when the 
point Tin the given system is brought to 7 or the last image of the object 
at P will fall upon the eye at O ; because TÇ = 0. 

397. Hence if two points O, P be given, and it be required to inter-
pose a given lens or surface or a system of lenses or surfaces in such a place, 
that the rays which belong to P mall belong to 0 after all the refractions, 
we have the solution in the foregoing article ; or more readily in this man-
ner. Parallel to PO, and through the point ;z,draw a line Tn A, cutting a 
semicircle upon the diameter G H in T, A; and the perpendiculars Ty, 

to the axis OP, will give the points 7, where îmust be placed ; for 

when OSovT^ that is TG— ^L-
 =

 o,we have the rectangle H TG zzTn* 

* Euc.VI.13. — yT1 =2Az = HyG = HêG*-, and consequently T must coincide with 
y or $. But the data must be such that Tn must be less than half HG; for 
if it be bigger, it wiil be impossible for the line r n A to cut the circle whose 
diameter is HG. 

3.98. And when the distance of the image from the eye is diminished to 
nothing, the apparent distance of the object becomes nothing at the fame 
time. For the parabola in the foregoing proposition will cut the line 
OP in the fame points 7, S as the hyperbola does, when possible, that is 
"when Tn is less than half G H. For we had the parabolick ordinate TZ 

HT x TG 
* Art 390.

 = —<f£— — Tz* -, which being put equal to nothing gives the rectan-

gle Tv x Tz or Tn * = HT G = H y G. 
399. In all the propositions of this chapter I have only pursued the 

most general case, that is when the system of surfaces or lenses has two 
principal focuses, as L and M-

}
 but the surfaces may be so situated that 

the 
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the rays which fall parallel upon the first, shall emerge parallel from the 

last. These particular cases and some few determinations, which would 

have perplexed the reader too much and withdrawn his attention from the 

general cafe, I have purposely omitted. Whoever has a mind to consider 

them by themselves, will find them easy to be solved in the following 

manner. In the second proposition if the focuses b
r
 c be supposed toco- Fîg- 38îco-

incide, the principal focus I
}
 Kw'ûì be removed to an infinite distance*38*' 

In this cafe Pa is to dR in the given ratio of the rectangle aAb to the rect-

angle c Cd j and Pa,dR will lye the fame way from a and d. For we had P a 

s — anddR=:
 c
— ; but b9p: c9. because bczzo. In this and the like 

cafes when the system has no principal focuses, the geometrick places of 

the points X, T, Z; x, y, Ç in the foregoing construôtions are all straighe 
lines. 

400. By the analogy between the rules for finding the focus of a pen-

cil of rays reflected and refracted ata single spherical surface % it ismani- a Art- z0Zr 

fest that all the propositions and constructions in this chapter, may be ea- 23 " 

sily adapted to rays successively reflected from any number of spherical 

surfaces betwixt.any given mediums. And though I have mentioned none 

but spherical surfaces, yet all the conclusions are the lame for any other 

surfaces of equal curvities to the spherical onesb. h Art" Z1Z' 

401. Likewise in the following chapter, where I consider the reflections Design, 

and refractions of rays that fall not only perpendicularly, or almost per-

pendicularly as before, but with any degree of obliquity upon any curves, 

I generally mention no other but a circle, which is always supposed to 

have the same curvity as any other curve, when possible, in the place where 

a flender pencil of rays is incident upon it. To find the radius of curvity, 

is the fame thing as to draw perpendiculars to a given curve or to its tan-

gents at the given points of incidence; and then to find the concourse of 

two of the nearest perpendiculars; for this point of concourse is the cen-

ter of a circle whose arch coincides with the given curve at the points of 

incidence. But this being a problem purely geometrical, it is sufficient in 

this place to have given an idea of it; especially since the consideration of 

any other curves but circles, is seldom necessary for the solution of any 

optical appearances in nature. At first I sliall consider a superficial pencil 

of rays, that lye all in one plane of incidence ; because it will appear after-

wards that the rays of a solid pencil, which lye in different planes of nv 

cidence, will belong to different focuses ; and therefore instead of a sphe-

rical surface I substitute a great circle of that surface ; considering it as a 

physical circle, not a mathematical one. Lastly it is to be observed as be-

fore
0
, that in strictness of geometry the focus of a superficial pencil of re- c Art. 211. 

flected or refracted rays, is nothing but the common intersection of two 

contiguous rays, whose points of incidence were in the middle of all the 

rest ; but the fame intersection considered physically may be called the fo-

cus of a flender superficial pencil of rays. CHAP-
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CHAPTER IX. 

Determinations of focuses of rays falling with any degrees of 

obliquity upon any mtmber of refleSting and refraSiing fur-

faces of any fort j and also of the properties ofCaufiicks, 

PROPOSITION I. 

iFig. 402 to .402. T* ET the ray AB belonging to the focus A, fall with any obliquity 

*
p

-**
 t

 § j upon the concavity or convexity of a circle or any other curve
3 

whose radius ofcurvity at B is C B, and be reflected alongBF given in posi-

tion ; draw the fines of incidence and reflection CD, C E, and bisect their e-

qual cosines -BD, B E in a andf; and fay as A a to a Byâ B f to f F, andplace 

f F thefame way with respect to B f as A a lyes with respect to a B ; and the 

point F will be thefocus of a flender pencil reflectedfrom an exceeding small 
arch whose middle point is B. 

For let Ab F be another ray reflected from b, the nearest point to B ; 

-draw Cd and B S perpendicular to Ab, and also Ce and By] perpendicu-

lar tobF; and the line B JVill equal BY,. For the angles BbS, Bby\, which 

Ab and bF produced do make with the arch Bb or its tangent at b, are 

.a Art. 9. equal" j and consequently the little right angled triangles Bb$, Bbt\ arc 

also equal. Again the lines Dd and Ee, which are the fame at last, when 

b and B are coinciding, as the differences of the equal sines CD and CE, 

■Cd and Ce, are also equal. And since the triangles BA$, DAd are equian-

gular, and also BFy, EFe; the ratio of the distances B A to AD (or of 

Bè to Dd or of BY\ to Ee) is the fame as the ratio of the similar distances 

B-Fto FE. Hence conjointly and disjointly BA=±iAD:AD ::BF=iz 

E
n
 Pr

 j -i , BA-+AD BF^FE . BA—AD 
FE : FE, and alternately : ■ : : (AD: FE : :) : 

—-—» that is Aa : Bf: : aB : fF; and alternately Aa :aB:: Bf : fF. 

And supposing the incident rays to go backwards in these figures, they 

will be reflected from the convexity of the arch, in the fame lines produ-
ced as before. ^ E. D. 

403.. Corol. 1. When the incident ray AB pastes through the center of 

the reflecting circle, • this proposition degenerates to the third proposition, 
art. 207. 

4.04. Corol. 2. It appeared in the demonstration that the ratio of the 

/distances BA to AD is the fame as the ratio of the similar distances BF 
.to FE. 

405. Corol. 3. The points a,f are the focuses of flender pencils coming 

.oarallel to FB and AB respectively. For when the focus A or F is remo-

•yedxo an infinite distance the lines Dd, B$,Bv
l3

Ee become equal to one 

another 
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another. Or it appears from the second corollary, or from the proposition 
it self. 

406. Corol. 4. Erect B G and B H perpendiculars to the incident and re- p;g. ̂  

flected rays A Band BF, and taking BH equal to BG, terminated at the 

axis reproduced, joyn GUand it will cut the reflected.ray in the focus F. 
For drawing the equal sines CD, CE, the triangles BAG, DAC and also 

BFH, EFC are equiangular. Whence BA:AD : :(BG: DC::BH: CE 
; :) BF:EF; which is the property of the focuses A, F, by cor. 2. 

407. Corol. 5. The focus ̂ being given to find the point B, in a reflecting Fig. 4.07, 

circle, from which and from the adjoining points, the rays {hall be reflect-

ed into parallel lines when possible ; in CA produced take A G equal to AC, 
and a circle described upon the diameter A G will cut the reflecting circle 

in the points B, B required. For drawing GB, the angle AB G in the se-
micircle is a right one, and consequently in the equiangular triangles 

ABG, ADC, the fides AB, AD are equal; and therefore A is the focus 

of rays that will be reflected from B into parallel lines by cor. 3 . 

408. The position of the reflected ray BF, which in this and the fol-

lowing proposition is supposed to be given, may be determined by ma-

king the angle of incidence equal to the angle of reflection, or by inscrib-

ing a chord in the reflecting circle, equal to the chord which the incident 
ray moved in ; or by several other methods. 

PROPOSITION IÍ. 

■ 409. The focus of incident rays being given, it is required to find their 
ficus after any given number offuccefjive reflections from the i?ijide of a gi-
ven circle. 

Let ABC DE be the given course of a ray reflected from a circle at pig. 

B,C, D; and from the center S upon AB and DE, the first and last parts 

of the ray, draw the perpendiculars SK, SN; and fromi^and N towards 

B and D, the first and last points of reflection, take KTânà NV severally 

in proportion to KB or ND, as an unite to twice the number of successive 

reflections; then let any points in the line AB be the focus of incident rays, 

and fay as TA to TKÍo VN to VH; and placing F H the fame way with 

respect to FNas TA lyes with respect to TK, the point H will be their 
focus after all the reflections. 

For let the perpendiculars SK, SL, SM, SN upon the ray AB, B C, 

CD, DQ cut the next ray Abede in k, l, m, n ; and let the focuses or in-

tersections of these two rays be at F, G, H. Also from B, C, D upon the 

ray Ab, bc,cd, draw the perpendiculars B&, Cy, DS, and likewise up-

on b c,cd, de draw the perpendiculars Bq, Cr,Ds. These latter perpen-

diculars Bq,Cr
r
Ds are respectively equal to the former B0,Cy,Dê;as 

it appeared in the demonstration of the last proposition. Now since FB, 
X FL, 
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FL, FC are in the fame ratios to one another as B q, LI, Cy ; and since FB 

—î- 2 FE — FC, therefore B q —f 2 LI — Cy or CV. For the like reason 

—V 2 Mm JO S or £T.f, and so on. Therefore since Kk, LI, Mmare equal* 

as was shewn in the demonstration of the last proposition, the perpendi-

culars Bq, Cr, Ds, and their equals Bï, Cy, Dè\ are severally in arith-

metical progression ; their common difference being 2 Ll or 2 Kk. So that 

putting n for the number of chords B C, CD, that join the successive points 

of reflection, made in the passage of the given ray from AtoH, we have 

B $ —j. 2 nKk — Ds the subtense of the anale DHS ; that is,Kk :B&-h 

mKk ::(Kk or Nn : Ds : :.) NH: HD^ Hence znKk :B& znKh 

i: znNH: HD, and disjointly 2nKk :Bsó::2n NH: HD - 2,nNH
t

. 

and Kk : B&, that is AKvAB : : NH:HD~2 nNH, and disjointly AK 

KB : : NH : HD - zn NH - NH, or ND -2n NH - 2 NH. There-

foreAK:—^-KB::NHi — ND-NH,, and conjointly AK -+ 
2 n —¥ 2 2//-+ 2 

iV£>: -i- iVD - &fÉg that is, taking KT KB — KB:: -
2W-H-2 Z«" 

#£,and NV- — 2VZ>, we have TA : f* : : VN ^ÍT 

and 2 f 2 or 2X^ —}- i is twice the number of reflections of the given ray 

AB; because there is always one reflection more than the number of 

chords between the firsthand last points of reflection.. ̂  E. D. 

410., Corol. 1. When AB is fixt in position VHis reciprocally as TA;. 

and consequently Vis the focus of rays that come parallel to AB, and T 

the focus of rays that come parallel to ED : and these principal focuses 

are found as above, by taking KTto KB as an unite to twice the number 

of successive reflections. 

411. Corol. 2. The perpendicular subtenses Kk, Ll, Mm, &c. of the 

small angles at A, F, G, &c. are equal to one another. And the small ar-

ches Bb, Cc, Dd, &c. are in arithmetical progression as well, as the per-

pendiculars BQ, Cy, D^, &c. because the little right angled triangles 

B b C c y
y

. D dJ, &c. are equ iangular. 

ROPOSITIQN III. 

409 to 412. From the center C of a refracting circle Bb, betwixt given me-

diums, draw theperpendicular CD upon an incident ray A B and C E up-

on the refracted ray B F given in position ; and if any point A be the focus of 

incideitt rays upon a small arch Bb, and F be their focus after re fraction, 

the ratio of the distances B F to E F will be compounded of the ratio of the 

similar distances BA/o DA, of the ratio of the fines of incidence and re-

fraBion, CD,C E, taken directly^ and of the ratio of ÏEÍ cofines, B D, B E, 

taken inversely^ 

3Eo£ 
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For let Ah F be the nearest ray to AB F; and upon Ab draw the per-
pendiculars Cd, Bè; and Ce, 5)} upon bF; and the right angled trian-
gles Bùby BDC will be similar, as appears by taking the common angle 
DBb from the right angles CBb, DB$. And for the fame reason the 
right angled triangles Btjb, BEC'will be similar; and consequently the 
whole figures By\H, BEDC will also be similar. It is also to be observed 
that CD is to CE and Cd to Ce in the given ratio of the sine of incidence 
to the sine of refraction ; and disjointly Dd is to Ee in the fame ratio. 
For the fame line CDd may be considered as perpendicular to both rays 
AB, Ab when the angle BAb is vanishing*. Hence because the triangles a - ZOa 

BFy, EFe are similar ; and also BA$, DAd; the ratio of B F to E F or 
of B>] to Ee, which is compounded of the ratios By\ to B£, B$ to Dd, 
D d to Ee, is also compounded of these ratios respectively the same as the 
former, BE to BD, BA to DA, CD to CE. ^E. D. The position of 
the refracted ray BF, which is supposed to be given in this and the fol-
lowing propositions, will be determined hereafter by lemma 4. 

413. Corol. I. When the incident rays are parallel, the ratio of B F to E F 
is compounded of the direct ratio of the fines of incidence and refraction, 
and of the inverse ratio -of the cosines ; because the ratio of BA to DA is 
a ratio of equality when A is remote. 

.414. Corol. 2. The ratio of the perpendicular subtenses Dd, Ee, of the 
small angles at A and F, is invariable ; being the fame as of the fine of 
incidence CD to the sine of refraction CE. 

LEMMA. I. 

415. The ratio of the tangentSj CT, CV, of any two angles, CBD, Fig. 

is compounded of the ratio of their sines, CD, CE, taken direct-
ly, and of their cofines, BD, BE, taken inversely. 

For the right angled triangles BCT, B D Care equiangular, and so are 
the right angled triangles B CV, BEC. Therefore the ratio of CT" to CV, 

which is compounded of CT" to CB and of CB to CV, or of CD to DB 
and of EB to EC, is the fame as the ratio of the rectangle under CD, EB 
zo the rectangle under DB, EC, which is compounded of the ratio of 
CD to CE and of EB to DBb, that is of the sines directly aiid cosines bEuc.Vi.23. 

inversely. ^E.D. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

416. Let AB and Bf be an incident and a refracted ray given in post- Fìg- 4H 

tion. From C the center of curvity at B, or of the refraSiing circle, draw 4*7* 
C E perpendicular to the refracted ray B fproduced ; and letB fbe to BE as the 
tangent of the angle of incidence to the difference of the tangents of incidence 

4ind refraction-, and let B f be placedforward, that is according to the course 

Xa of 
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of the resracfed ray, if thesurface of the denser medium be convex, otherwise 
backwards ; and i will be the focus of a slender pencil of rays that camc

t 

parallel to KB upon the smallest arch at B. 
For the ratio of Bf to Efi being compounded of the ratio of the sines 

of the angles of incidence and refraction directly and of their cosines in? 
• r 415 verfely a, is the fame as the ratio of the tangents of those anglesb; and' 

disjointly Bf is to B E as the tangent of incidence to the difference of the 
tangents of incidence and refraction. The reason of the rule for the posi-
tion of Bf is this, that the rays going forward in both cafes, will converge 
in one cafe and diverge in the other. §\ E. D. 

417. Corol. 1. Hence Bfis to E/'as the tangent of incidence to the tan-
gent of refraction. 

418. Corol. 2. Let a be the focus of rays that came parallel to fB; then 
we have Bf to Da as BE to BD, that is, the continuations of the cosines 
BE, BD to the focuses of rays that came parallel to them, are in the 
fame ratio as the cosines themselves. For Bf is to Ef as the tangent of in-
cidence to the tangent of refraction, and Ba to Da in the fame ratio in-
verted. Therefore Bf:Ef: ; Da :Ba, and disjointly Bf'.BE:: Dai 
DB, and al ternately Bf: Da:: BE: BD. 

419. Corol. 3. The focus f may also be found by drawing lines in this 
manner. Draw CE perpendicular to the refracted ray Ef; EG perpen-
dicular to the radius B C, and Gf parallel to the incident rays,, and it will 
cut the refracted rays in their focus f For let EG cut AB in H, and Gf 
being parallel to the base BH of the triangle BEH,wc have Bf: BE:: 

cEuc. VI. 2. JJQ . fj£
 Cj tne

 f
ame

 p
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0rt

i
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 proposition : for G H and GE 

are tangents of the angles, GBH, G BE, of incidence and refraction. 
420. Corol. 4. Hence it appears that while the angle of incidence con-

tinually increases^ the focal distance Bf continually decreases, till it be 
reduced to nothing when the angle of refraction becomes a right one ; or 
else till it be equal to the cosine of refraction when the angle of incidence 
is a right one. Consequently the focal distance is the longest when the 
angle of incidence is the least ; and then this proposition degenerates to 

S Art. 224. the second proposition of the third chapterd. For the tangents of very 
c Art. 204. small angles are in the fame ratio as their sines or arches5. 

LEMMA II. 

Fig.418,419. 421. The least increment of an angle of incidence, is to the contem-
porary increment of the angle of refraction, as the tangent of the angle of 
incidence, to the tangent of the angle of refraction. 

Let two rays AB,aB, containing a very small angle ABa
y
 be refract-

ed at B along the lines BE, Be by a plane or by any curve-surface. From 
any point C, of the line B C perpendicular to that surface,, draw CDd 

fArt. 204. cutting the incident rays (produced) at right angles f in D and d; and 

like-

\ 
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likewise ÇEe cutting the refracted rays (produced) at right angles in £ 
and e. Then because CD is to CE and Cd to Ce in the fame ratio of the 
fines, disjointly we have Dd to Ee as CD toCE. Now the ratio of the 
small angles (AB a or) DBd and EBe, which are the contemporary in-
crements or decrements of the angles of incidence and refraction, being 
compounded of the ratio Dd to Ee and of BEtoBD1, that is of CDto xAn- "2* 
CE and of BE to BD, is the fame as the ratio of the tangents of inci-
dence and refractionb. ^ E. D. b Art. 415. 

422. Corol. Hence if the angles of incidence and refraction of either 
of the rays ABe, a Be be invariable, while those of the other ray are va-
ried a little, their small increments or decrements will be always to each 
other in an invariable ratio. 

PROPOSITION V. 

423. Let a ray AB falling with any obliquity upon a refracting curve Fîg. 414 to 

at B, be refracted along B F given in position ; and let B a be the focal di- 41 X: 
fiance of rays coming parallel to F B ; and B f the focal distance of other rays 
coming parallel to AB-, then supposing any point A to be a given focus of 
incident rays, fay as Aa ̂  aBy<? Bf to fF, and place f F the fame way with 
respect to f B as a A lyes with respect to aB ; and ¥ will be the focus of the 
res act ed rays. 

For let AGFbe the nearest ray to ABF; and joining a G and/G, a
 Fig 42C

. 
ray a G after refraction at G will go along a line G H parallel toB F, by 
the supposition; and likewise a rayfG will be refracted through G along 
G/parallel to BA. But the angle AGa is to the angle FGH or GFf'm 
a certain given ratioc ; and in like manner the angle aAG or AGI is toc

 Art. 422. 

fGF'm the fame given ratioc. Therefore alternately theangle AGa : ang. 
aAG : : ang. GFf: ang./GE; and the fines of these small angles are in 
the fame proportiond ; and consequently in the triangles AGa, GFf, the à Art. 220. 

sides opposite to those angles are also in the same proportion5 ; that is A a e Art. 221. 

:aG::Gf: fF, or Aa : a B : : Bf: fF{. Let A approach towards a, and f A«- 204. 

when it coincides with a, the linefF will become infinite ; and therefore 
when A passes to the other side of a, the point F will also pass from an in-
finite distance to the other fide off g^E.D. 

424. Corol. 1. When the ray AB F is given in position the line fFis 
reciprocally as A a. 

425. Corol. 2. The fame words applyed to the 421st figure are a de- Fig. 421. 

monstratioh of the fame proportion for the focus of reflected rays. For 
now the angle AGa is to FGH ox GFf ina ratio of equality g, and so is § Art- 8-
the angle aAG or AGI to the angle fGF; and consequently the trian-
gles AGa, GEfare equiangular ; and therefore Aa : aG or aB:: Gfor 
Bf: fF. Which is another demonstration of the first of these proposi-
tions 11 ; and the points a,f which are the focuses of parallel rays to FB k Art. 402. 

and 
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Fig. 422. and AB, may be found in this manner. Let two incident rays AB
y
 ab 

describe two, parallel chords of a circle AabBcC, and be reflected along 
» Art. 9. 19. the chords BC, be respectively equal to BA,bai, and let them cross inf. 

Then zBb = (Bk-+Aa~ arch AB. — arch ab = arch B C—arch be=}Cc 
— Bb. Hence Cc — ^Bb and Bb :Cc::i :^ Let the chords Ah, ab ap-
proach infinitely near to one another, and the figures Bfb, Cfc will be-

h An. 204. come equiangular triangles \ and consequently Bf :fc or fC :: (Bb : Cc 
: :) I : 3 i therefore £/= ±BC = $ BA. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

426. Having the foe us of afender supers ci al pencil of raysfalling with 
any obliquity upon a great circle of a sphere of any homogeneal matter, it is 
proposed to find the focus x>f the rays that emerge from the sphere by refrac-
tion, after any given number ofsuccefjive reflections within it. 

Fig. 423. Let ABCDEZ be the course of a ray incident at B, successively 
e Art. 183 &c. reflected any given number of times, as at the points C,DC, and emer-

gent at E. And let A be the given focus of incident rays; F their focus 
after the first: refraction at B ; G their focus after the reflections at Cand 
D; and H their focus after emergence by refraction at E. To find these 
focuses, let Bf and Ba be the focal distances of rays coming parallel to 
AB and FB respectively, and say as A a : aB:: Bf '-fF; which gives 
the focus F, by placing yjPthe fame way with respect to Bf Aa lyes 

-♦ Art. 423. with respect toaB *. Again from S the center of the sphere, draw SL, 
SNperpendiculars to the first and last chords BC, DE, and towards Cand 
D the first and last points of reflection, take LTznàN ^severally in pro-
portion to LC or ND, as an unite to twice the given number of successive 
reflections ; then because F is the focus of the rays incident at C, fay as 
TF : TL : : TL or VN : VG, which gives the focus G after the last re-
flection at D, by placing ^Gthe fame way with respect to VN2& T^Flyes 

m-A* 4*9- with respect to TL **. Lastly let Eg and Eh be the focal distances of rays 
coming parallel to ZE and GE respectively, then because G is the focus 
of the rays incident at E, fay as Gg :gE : : Eh: hH; which gives H the 
focus of the emergent rays, by placing h H the fame way with respect to 

* Art. 423. Eh as Gg lyes with respect to gE*. E. J. 

427. Corol. 1. While the incident pencil revolves about the focus A 
with an angular motion in the plane of the circle B CDE, the proportio-

à Art. 420.
 na

ble lines Aa, aB, BfifF will all vary their lengths'1, and so will TL ; 

and when TF, TL, Ty1 are continual proportionals the emergent rays will 
be parallel to EZ. For we had G,g- :gE:: Eh: hH; therefore h H will be 
infinite when G g is nothing, that is when VG equals Vg or Tfi which 
are always equal, by reason of the equal chords BC,DE and equal re-
fractions at JE and B. But by construction TF, TL, VG are always conti-

nual 
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nual proportionals ; therefore when VG and Tf are equal, we have TF, 
TL, c7y*continual proportionals. 

428. Corol. 2. Hence if the incident rays be parallel, the emergent rays y. 

will also be parallel when Tf and TL become equal to one another; and 

consequently when Lf is to L Cas an. unite to the given number of succes-
sive reflections. For when the focus A is infinitely remote, the focus F 

will coincide with f
y
 and consequently the continual proportionals TF, 

TL, Tf* will become equal, to one another. * Art. 427* -

429. Corol. 3. Hence drawing S M perpendicular to AB produced, 

and putting n for the given number of successive reflections, if the inci-

dent rays be parallel, the emergent rays will also be parallel when BL :~ 

BM : : /2-fi, SL: SM. For in Corol. 2, we had n : 1 : : LC or LB : 

Lf, and conjointly n —f- 1 to 1 (as Bf to Lf, that is,) in a ratio com-

pounded of 5 M to SL and of BL to B M*
 y
 therefore by compounding * Art. 413. 

these ratios with the ratio of SL to SM, we have n —v 1, SL : SM: : 

BL : BM. 

430. Corol. 4. Hence putting I: R:: SM: SL, and mzzn -rf\i, we 

shall have B M : B S : : y 11 — RR: y mm — i,RR, which determines 

the angle of incidence BSM when the rays that came parallel to AB 

shall emerge parallel to EZ. And this is Sir Isaac Newton's rule for deter- Opt. p. 148. 

mining the apparent diameters of the Rain-bows, as shall be explained 

hereafter. For because SM: SL 1:1:R, we have SM=±zSL:SM: : I 

z±zR:L And in Corol. 3. we have B L =±: B M: B M :: m R=± I : I. 

But SM
2
- -± BM

1
 -SL

1
 -+BL

1 », or SM
1
 — SL

Z
 — BL1

 — BM
1

, *Euc.l.
4

7. 

or SM-f SLx S~M—òL — BL -f- BMABL-BM. Whence S M 

-f SLvBL -f BM:: BL-BM: SM-SL; that is, by substituting 

the values of these terms, which are given by the foregoing proportions,, 

Í^SM:
m
-^BM::

m
-^

J
BM:!^-

R
SM. Hence/"Rx/^JÍX 

SM
1
 —mR^-lx mR — IxBM*, and consequently BM

2
 : SM

1
:;. 

: m m RR —II; and conjointly B Mx :BS2 ::II'—'RR : mm— |< 

%RR; anàBM: BS: :y TT^RR: y mm — 1, RR. 

PROPOSITIO N VIL 

• 431. Having the positions of two given curves, betwixt three given me-

diums ; and supposing the rays of a fender pencil in either of the outward 

mediums to be parallel, and to fall upon the curves with any obliquity; it 

is proposed to find their focus after refract ions through both the curves. 

Let a Abc Cd be a ray refracted at A and C by the given curve* AB,
 Firr

 . 

CD ; in. this given ray let a and d be. the focuses of rays
v
 which before 

they 
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they emerged by refractions at AB and CZ) into the outward mediums, 

went both ways parallel and very near to AC in the inner medium. Also 
let b and c be the focuses of other rays, which before they emerged by re-

fractions into the inner medium, came parallel to a A and d C respectively 

in the outward mediums. These focuses may be found by art. 416 and 

401. Say then as cb : bA: : Aa : al, and placing al the fame way with 

respect to a A as be lyes with respect to bA, the point J will be the focus 

of rays after both refractions, which came parallel from without upon 

the curve CD * ; because c is their focus after the first refraction. In like 

manner by faying as b c : c C : : Cd:dK, and by placing dK the fame way 

with respect to dC zscb lyes with respect to c C, the point K will be the 

focus of other rays after both refractions which came parallel from with-

out upon the oxher curve AB*- ^E. J. 
432. Corol. 1. Let the two surfaces AB, CD compose a sphere of ho-

mogeneal matter, and let S be its center. Draw Oiks perpendicular to the 

incident ray aA produced and ON perpendicular to the emergent ray 

d C produced. Then bisect a M and dN in I and K
3
 and the points I, K 

will be the focuses of rays refracted through the sphere that came parallel 

to dC and aA. For bisecting AC in L, we have Lc: LC::Cd: CN*, 
and conjointly Lc : cC : : Cd: dN; but by the proposition we have be 
or 2Lc : cC :: Cd : dK, and consequently izLe %dK— (c C%Cd=z) Le 

Y.dN by the former proportion ; therefore dK — ±dN~. and by the same 

argument aI=.~-aM. 
433. Corol. 2. We had Cd to CNas the tangent of the lesser of the an-

gles of incidence and refraction to the difference of their tangents3 ; and 

consequently the focus K will lye without or within the sphere, accord-

ing as that lesser tangent is bigger or less than the difference of the said 

tangents -, which difference increases to infinity, while the angles of inci-

dence and refraction increase ; that is while the ray AC goes farther and 

farther from the center of the sphere. 

PROPOSITION VIIL 

434. rfhe focus of incident rays being given, it is proposed to find their 
focus after both res raclions through two given curves, betwixt three given 
mediums. 

In the ray IaACdK given in position, let a and dbe the focuses of 

rays, which before they emerged by refractions at AB and CD into the 

outward mediums, went both ways parallel and very near to AC in the 

inner medium. Also let I and K be the focuses of other rays, which be-

fore their refractions through both the curves, came parallel to CK and 

Al in the outward mediums. Then let P be the focus of incident rays 

upon the surface AB; /and a the focuses of those" rays which came the 

contrary way to the incident ones ; and fay as P'Ila'.: dK'. KR, and 

placing 
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placing KR the same way with respect to Kdas IP lyes with respect to 

la, the point R will he their focus after both the refractions. 

For by saying as Pa : aA: : Ab : b^jLnd by placing <4^as usual, the 

point 5^will be their focus after the first refraction at AB* ; the fame * Art. 423, 

point i^being the focus of incident rays upon CD, fay again as : cC 

: : Cd : dR, which being placed as usual gives the focus R after both re-

fractions a. Now by the first of these proportions and of those in the fore- a Art. 425. 

going proposition, the rectangle PaXb<$j=(aAx Ab be X al'; and 

by the second proportion in this and in the foregoing proportion, the 

rectangle <JR=z {cC %Cd = J be X dK ; then by resolving the two 

former rectangles into the proportion of their fides, it is as la : Pa : : b^ 

: be, and disjoin try (or conjointly) PI: Pa : : (£>c : be ::) dK:dR by re-

solving the latter rectangles ; and disjointly (or conjointly) PI: la : : dK 

zKR.^E.D. 
435. Corol. 1. Hence when the ray IACK is given in position, KR is 

reciprocally as PI; because the rectangle laXdK is invariable. 

436. Corol. 2. In the sphere we have Pi": IM: : NK: KR, which gives F
'g- 4** 

the focus R by placing KR the fame way with respect to KN as IP lyes 

with respect to I As. Because we had IM=z la zxiàKNzz Kd*. And this * Art- «*• 

rule for the focus R is the yery fame as we had in the 236th article, when 

the rays pass near the center of the iphere. 

437. Corol. 3. Draw P 5 cutting the circle in B and D; and let «SPbe 
the focal distance of the sphere ; then if S P be longer than SF, while the 

arch BA increases, the line KR will decrease to nothing, till all the points 

N, C, K, R coincide together in the surface of the sphere. For while BA 

increases, AM decreases to nothing, being always half the chord of the 

arch cut off by P./Í produced. And IM decreases faster than AM; being 

first bigger, then equal to and then less than^M*. But PP or PA=+:AI * Art. 433-

increases ; because PA always increases, while Al first decreases to no-

thing, and then increases on the opposite side to AP. Therefore KR or 

—yj— clecreales to nothing. 

438. Corol. 4. If SP be less than the focal distance SF, while the arch 

BA increases from nothing, the negative line KR will first increase to in-

finity and then decrease to nothing as before. For when A coincides with 

By the points M, I coincide with S
0
 F; and while BA increases, MI de-

creases b till PI becomes nothing, and KR infinites; after this KR de- b Art. 437. 

creases to nothing as before.
 c Art

'
43 s

* 

439. Corol. 5. Hence it appears that NR first increases to infinity and 

then decreases to nothing. 

440. Corol. 6. While NR is decreasing the point R will enter the sphere 

and return back again to its surface before NR vanishes at the surface. 

In the line PI take IM:\NK: KC
3
 and while AB increases, these 

Y two 
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two ratios will at last become ratios of equality; (because the last ratio 

of NC to Cd will be infinited; ) therefore £>J will be less than PI. But 

PI: I'M: : NK:KR*-, and consequently PI * KR=z^I*KC,and PI 

: g>I: : KC: KR, and therefore KR is less than KC ; and so the focus R will 

enter the spheres and will return again to its surface, because NR vanishes 

there, when the incident and emergent rays are tangents to the sphere. 

PROPOSITION IX. 

441. Having the position of three given curves, betwixt four given me-

diums, and supposing the rays of a fender pencil in either of the outward 

mediums to be parallel, and to fall with any obliquity upon the curves, it is 

proposed to find their focus after all the refraBions. 

Supposing the focuses a,, d and I, K to be determined by the 8th pro-

position for two contiguous surfaces, as AB, CD ; let the ray CeE be 

refracted at the surface EFalong EfM; and let rays coming parallel to 

ME and CE have their focuses at e and y after refraction at EF only ; 

whereof e being the focus of incident rays upon the surface CD, say as 

eK : Kd ::al: IL, and placing I Las usual, the point L is the focus of 

the rays after three refractions that came parallel from without upon the 

curve EF*. Again fay as Ke : eE : : Ef: fM, and placing fMas usual,, 

the point Mis the focus of other rays after three refractions, which came 

parallel from without upon the curve AB *'. ^ E. J. 

-PROPOSITION X. 

442. Having thefocus of a slender pencil of rays, incident with any ob-

liquity upon any given number of curves betwixt given mediums, it is propo-

sed to find the focus of the emergent rays. 

555.427. Let / and she the focuses of rays,, which before they emerged by re* 

fractions into the two outward mediums, went both ways parallel and ve-

ry near to the given ray in either of the inner mediums, suppose CE ; and 

let Z/and Mbe the focuses of other rays, which before refractions through 

all the curves, came parallel to ME and LA respectively. Then let P be 

the given focus of the incident rays, L and / the focuses of those other 

rays which came the contrary way to the incident ones; and by faying as 

PL: LI:: fMiMS, and placing MS the fame way with respect to Ms 
as LP lyes with respect toXi, the point S will be their focus after all the 

refractions. 

This maybe demonstrated by the 9th proposition in the very fame man-

ner as the 8th was demonstrated from the 7th, or in the very words of the 

370th and 371st articles. And by the method of these demonstrations it 

appears that the rule here delivered for three surfaces serves universally 

for any other number. But ta avoid being tedious I have omitted some 

cafes 

o 

a Art. 433-

* Art. 4-6. 

Fig. 426. 

* Art. 434-

* Art. 423. 
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cases of these propositions, as I did of those in the 8 th chapter, such as are 
mentioned in the 399th article. 

443. Carol, i. Hence when the ray PLACE MS is given in position, 
PL is reciprocally as MS, because the rectangle under them is equal to 
the invariable rectangle under LI,fM. 

444. Corol. 2. The fame rules and demonstrations will serve also for 
finding the focus of rays successively reflected from any given number of 
■curves, by quoting the first of these propositions instead of the fifth. 

DEFINITION OF A CÂUSTICK 

445. When an infinite number of incident rays, AB, AB, &c. that lye Fig. 428,4=$-

all in one plane of incidence, shall not belong to a single point or focus after 
their last reflections or refractions, but shall cut one another in an infinite 
number of points-; if a curve FFFbe supposed of such a shape as to touch 
every one of the reflected or refracted rays BF, BF, &c. produced if need 
be, in the points F, F, &c. the curve F FF is called a Caufiick by reflection 
or by refraction, according as the name is applied to reflected or refracted 
rays. 

446. Corol. 1. Let any two tangents BF, BF intersect one another in 
G; and supposing these tangents to approach to one another till they co-
incide, the points of contact and the point of intersection will also ap-
proach to one another till they also coincide. It is manifest therefore that 
a reflected or refracted ray touches the caustick in that point of the ray, 
where its intersection with the next ray vanished, when they were sup-
posed to coincide. 

447. Corol. 2. Therefore conceiving two incident rays infinitely near to 
each other to revolve about their focus A, in the plane of incidence, the 
focus F or intersection of the reflected or refracted rays will describe the 
caustick above defined. Which is called a real or an imaginary caustick 
according as F is the focus of converging or diverging rays. To get an 
idea of the shapes of causticks formed by rays reflected from a circle or any 
curve, it is requisite to consider the different inclinations of the reflected 
rays to that diameter of the circle which pastes through the focus of inci-
dent rays, or to the axis of the curve. 

LEMMA III. 

448. Let A be the focus of incident rays upon a circle g B H whose cen- Fig. 430 to 
ter is C. In the angle of incidence ABC, or in its complement to two 433-

right angles, inscribe a line Al equal to the incident ray AB ; and the 
reflected ray B F will be parallel to Al. 

For the angles ABI,AIB, IB F ave equal to one another8. S^E.D. aEucL 

449. Corol. 1. Draw the axis AC, cutting the circle at right angles in 
£ and and let the lines AL

3
 AL touch it in L and L ; and the points 

Y 2 L, L 
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L, L will- di vide the circumference into two arches whereof L B L, the 

remoter from A, will be concave towards A, and L&L the nearer to A 

will be convex towards it. And when the point B comes to L the point / 

will also coincide with it, and so the reflected ray will proceed in the di-

rection of the incident ray. 

450. COÎ'OI. 2. In the reflecting circle inscribe two lines AH, AHfevz-

rally equal to AC, the distance of the focus from the center ; and the 

rays that are reflected from the remoter arch HBH will all converge to-

wards the axis AC ; and those which are reflected from the nearer arch 

HiáHw'iM all diverge from AC; and the two rays, HF, HF, that are re-

flected from the points H, H
r
 being parallel to the axis AC> divide 

the converging rays from the diverging ones. For supposing the ray AB 

to approach to AHavA to coincide with it, the line Al will approach to-

^Cand coincide with it j and then the reflected ray B F, which is always 

parallel to AI> will now become parallel to AC. But while AB is shorter 

t .an A H or AC
h
thc equal line AI will also be shorter than AC, andxon^ 

iequently will be situated on the same side of the axis AC as AB,and there-

fore the reflected ray BF, being parallel to Al, will diverge from the 

axis AC. On the other hand while AB is longer than A Hor AC, the line 

AI will also be longer than^iQ and consequently will.be situated on the 

contrary side of the axis, AC
X
 to AB.; and therefore B F being parallel to 

A I, will now converge toward the axis AC. 

451. Corol, 3. Hence it is evident,, that when the focus A is nearer to. 

the center,of the circle than, half a. femidiameter, the rays reflected from. 

the whole circle will all converge towards the axis AC. 

PROPOSITION XL 

Concerning the stapes and properties of caufiieks by refection. 

% 434- 45.2. Cafe 1. Lo: A be the focus of incident rays, and be out of the re-

flecting circle LBLfè ; and Let the lines. AL, AL, touch it in L and L j 

and while the point of incidence B of the ray AB is describing the arch 

LBBL which is concave towards the focus A, the. conjugate focus F of 

447-
 an

 infinitely slender pencil,, will describe a real, caustick LFFL * * and 

while the point of incidence k isdescribing the arch L(l$L which is con-

vex towards the focus A, the conjugate focus $ will describe an imagi-

447-
 nar

y caustick L$$L*. The real and imaginary causticks are both con-

tained within the reflecting circle ; and each of them consists of two si-

milar and equal parts on opposite sides of the axis AC, where each cou-

ple of similar parts unite,, and form two cusps or sharp points at F and $ 

on opposite sides of the center C. All this appears by the 402d article, 

by whichBf=Ba = lB\tax\dAa\aB: : Bf:fF,znd therefore the cau-

ilkk's tangent B F increases continually while AB and A$ move from 
AL towards the axis AC, 

45*3 
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453. Case 2. Let the focus Abe removed to an infinité distance; and Fig. 435-. 

the caustick's tangent B F will every where be equal to Bs or Ba or one-
quarter of the incident chord B/2, supposed to move parallel to the axis 

AC. 
454. Case 3. Let the focus Abe in the circumference of the reflecting Fig. 436. 

circle, and the caustick's tangent BF will be every where equal to one 
third of the reflected or incident chord AB*. For Bs or Ba being equals * Art- 4°

2
-

to ì A B
y
 we have A a to a B as Bs to /r7 as 3 to 1 ; and therefore fF^ 

-\ AB which being added to £/or -fr AB g\vesBF = ±AB. The ima-
ginary caustick is here vanished and the parts of the real one come quite 
round to the focus A and there touch the circle. 

455. Cafe 4. Let the focus A enter the reflecting circle, but not so far Fig. 437. 

as I of its diameter @B ; and the rays reflected from the nearest point # 
will diverge from an imaginary cusp $ in this diameter produced back-
wards3. Besides this cusp at $ and the correspondent cusp at Fy formed bya Art- 2£X

7' 

reflections from the other end B of the said diameter, there are two other 
cusps R and S on opposite sides of this diameter. These three cusps belong 
to the real caustick, which has also two legs RF

t
SF inâpitely extend-

ed, that approach to two asymptotes BFy BF; to whicnHhere also be-
long two other legs $F

y
 $F of an imaginary caustick approaching to 

their contrary sides, and extended contrary ways to the former. For let 
the point of incidence B revolve round the circle beginning from the near-
est point Q> ; and so long as the incident ray AB continues less than £ of 
die incident chord BAB, the reflected rays will diverge from the imagi-
nary caustick ; and when AB equals ^ of its chord, the reflected* Art. 402. 

ray becomes an asymptote B F, or a tangent to the curve at an infinite di-
stance0; and consequently when AB is bigger than £ of its chord, the b Art. 405; 

reflected rays will converge towards one another and form an opposite leg 
RF by the motion of their focus F-, which first approaches-towards the point 
of incidence B till it comes to a certain limit, and then recedes from it, 
as the incident chord grows still longer ; so that by means of these con-
trary motions of F in the reflected ray BF, and of the gradual change of 
its inclination, a cusp or point of retrogression will be formed at R ; after 
the manner that the cusp or point of retrogression is formed in the axis at 
F by the lengthening and shortening of BF

S
 and by the continual change 

of its inclination. 
456. Cafe 5. Let the focus A bisect the semidiameter £C, and the cusp Fig. 437,43*. 

$ being now removed to an infinite distances the asymptotes BF
3
 BF c Art. 40/. 

will coincide with the axis ; and when A advances nearer to the center, 
the two legs RF, S F will meet at a finite distance A<$> on the contrary 
fide of A; and so this caustick will have 4 real cusps ; and when A comes 

into the center it will be contracted into this single point. 

457-
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457. CÍT/É- 6. Lastly if the incident rays fall upon the opposite side of the 
circle converging towards A, all these causticks will be the very fame as 
before, except that the real and imaginary parts will change places. 

Fig. 439. 458. Some of these causticks may be described after the manner of de-
scribing a cycloid. For example, in the third case where the focus A was 
in the circumference at A, and BF the tangent of the caustick was j of 
the chord AB, of the reflecting circle ; divide any semidiameter 'jBCinto" 
3 equal parts CD, DE, EB, and with the center C and semidiameter 
CD describe the circle DK, cutting AC produced in K; also with the 
center Eand semidiameter ED or EB describe the circle BFD, cutting 
the reflected ray BF in F; then if the latter circle B FD be rolled, like a 
wheel, without Aiding upon the convexity of the former circle DK, the 
given point F,os the moveable circle, will describe the caustick AFK. For 
joining EF, since the equicrural triangles BEF, BCA are equiangular, 
and since BEisjBC, the line BF is therefore ] of BA ; and consequent-

a Art. 454. ]y the point F is in the caustick3. And since the angles DEF, DCK, 
which are the complements of the equal angles BEF, BCA, are equal, 
the arches DF, DK, described with equal semidiameters are also equal. 

459. The caustick of any curve, whose radius of curvity at every 
Fig. 440. point is known, may also be determined by art. 402. For instance, let 

AHB be an equiangular spiral surrounding its pole A ; whose essential 
property is this, that while the revolving ray AB increases or decreases, 
the magnitude of the angle ABG, made by the ray A G and the curve at 
B or its tangent BG, is invariable. Let the line G AC be always at right 
angles to AB and let it meet BC, perpendicular to B G in C; and in like 
manner as the point B of the moveable angle ABG describes the spiral 
BH, so the point C of the equal angle ACB will describe another equi-
angular spiral AC I about the pole A. From hence it appears that C is the 
center and CB the semidiameter of a circle of equal curvity to the first 
spiral at B, because it is perpendicular to it at B and a tangent to the other 
spiral at C. 

Now supposing A the focus of incident rays upon the spiral AHB, the 
focus Fof the reflected rays, as BF, will describe a third equiangular spiral 
AF, differing from either of the former in position only. For, from the 
center C of a circle of equal curvity to the spiral at B, let down the sines 
of incidence and reflection CD, CE upon AB, BF; and since D always 

* Art. 402. falls upon the focus A, the conjugate focus F will always fall upon E * 

And because AB, B E are equal, and equally inclined to the perpendicular 
BC and consequently to the tangent BG, the line A F will be parallel to 
BG ; and so the angle AFB, made by A F and BF, the tangent of the 
caustick at F, will be equal to the invariable angle AB G. 

Fig. 44»- 460. The length of any portion of a caustick formed by any reflecting 

curve, is equal to the sum of the incident and of the reflected ray which 

termi-
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terminates one extremity of that portion, diminished by the sum of the 

incident and of the reflected ray which terminates its other extremity. 

Imagine the tangent B F to be a flexible line or string, which being 

•extended both ways does lap or unlap it self upon the convexity of the cau-

stick without sliding, so as to measure the length of any portion of it to 

which it is applied. And having made the fame construction as in prop. 

1, since the triangles Bb$> P^ were there shewn to be equal, the incre-

ment b$ of the incident ray BA, is every where equal to the decrement by 

of the string PF$, reckoning from any fixt point And if the point B 

moves the contrary way, the decrements of AB are every where equal to 

the increments of the string. Taking therefore the correspondent sums of 

these increments or decrements, it follows, when AB, B Fare in any other 

place as A&, j2$, that whence increases, A$-AB — $F-± FB-$@; 

whence by taking equal things from equal things, A.$—±-$>§—AB — 

BFzzFfy, the portion of the caustick: and when AB decreases, AB — 

A;Z=zF<p -±<p&-FB; whence AB -+BF-A&-@$ = F<p. 

461. In the third cafe when y^is in the circumference, it follows from Fig. 436, 

the rule above that the length of the portion AFzzAB—hBFzzfABi Fig. 435-. 

and in the 2d cafe, when the incident rays are parallel, the portion LF 

zzDB-hBF—iDB, the line DB being half B&. 

462. The density of the rays in any particle of a caustick may be deter- Fig. 442. 

mined in this manner. Let the incident rays AB, Ab be reflected from a 

small arch Bb of any curve B/whose axis is Al; and let the reflected rays 

touch the caustick FfK inFand f. With the center A and with any gi-

ven semidiameter AC describe an arch CpP cutting the incident rays AB, 

Ab in P and p, and the density of the rays in the small arch F/j will be 

to the uniform density of the fame rays in the arch Pp as Pp to Ff. For 

supposing all the rays incident upon the arch Bb to be regularly reflected, 

the fame number of rays will exist every moment in the lines Pp, Ff; 

and consequently their densities in these lines are reciprocally as their 

lengths. Hence if the magnitude of the arch Pp be supposed invariable, 

the density of the rays in the particle Ff will be reciprocally as its length. 

463. Draw the lines P^, FG perpendicular to the axis A I, and when 

the whole figure is turned about this axis, all the rays that flow from A 

and are reflected from the surface described by the curve BI, will touch 

a superficial caustick described by the circular motion of the linear cau-

stick FF/.K"; and the density of the rays in any part of this caustick de-

scribed by a small arch F/j will be to the uniform density of the incident 

rays in the spherical surface described by the arch CPp, as the rectangle 

under Pp and P^to the rectangle under Ff 'and FG. For the fame num-

ber of rays exists every moment in the rings described by the circular mo -

tion of the lines Pp, Ff; and their densities, being uniform in each ring, 

are reciprocally as the magnitudes of the rings. But the ring described by 
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P p is equal to the rectangle under Pp and the periphery described by the 
point P, and the ring described by Ff is equal to the rectangle under Ff 
cmà the periphery described by the point F; and since the ratio of these 
peripheries is the fame as the ratio of their femidiameters, the former rect-
angle is to the latter as Pp X P^to Ff* FG. 

464. To give an instance or two of this latter rule, let the reflecting 
surface ABIbe spherical and let the focus Abe in this surface whose cen-
ter is C ; and let the semidiameter AP equal AC. And the density of the 
rays in the superficial -caustick at P, will be to the uniform density of the 
•incident rays in the spherical surface CP, as the semidiameter AC to f of 
the ordinate FG. For the length of the portion AEF, of the linear cau-

** Art. 461. stick, is equal to f AB* and consequently the least increment or decre-
ment of this caustick is equal to f of the increment or decrement of AB

t 

that is P/'= f b t?. Draw CD perpendicular to AP and we have CD equal 
to P^, both being sinesof the fame arch CP. And because the triangles 
Pp A, BèA, and also Bà6,BCD are similar, the ratio of Pp to Ff be-
ing compounded of Pp to B J1, B$ to b$ and b J1 to Ff is compounded of 
AP to AB or 2BD,BD toCDand 3 to 4, which make the ratio of 3^P 
to 8 CD or 8 P^. Therefore by the rule the density at F is to the density 
at P or C (as Pp X P^to F/X FG) as 3^P X P^jo 8 P^X PG, or as AC 
to f PG. 

465. Hence drawing BH perpendicular to the axis AC I, the density 
at Pin the superficial caustick, is as its ordinate PG, or as the rectangle un-
der PHand HI. For I find that FG is to BH as HI to | IC, which is 
not worth the trouble of a demonstration. Hence it appears that the den-
sity of the rays in the axis at K and A, is infinitely greater than at any fi-
nite distance from it. 

44
3

#
 466. When the focus A is at an infinite distance from the reflecting 

spherical surface LBI, the density of the rays at any point Pof the super-
ficial caustick, described by the revolution of the linear caustick LFK 
about the axis AC I, is to the uniform density of the incident rays upon 
a perpendicular plane CDL, as BD to PG, that is as the cosine of the 
angle of incidence to the ordinate drawn from the point P. For the por-

* Art. 461. tion LE F of the linear caustick is equal to \BD*; and therefore Ff 
= But Pp is to Ff'm a ratio compounded of Pp or B$ to b$ and of 
b$to Ff that is of BD to D C and of 2 to 3. Therefore the density at F 

* Art. 463- is to the density at Das (Pp X PgjoFf* F G * that is as) 2 B D X Pgto 
$CDxFG, or as BD to A FG. 

467. Hence the density at F is as BD directly and FG inversely; or 
as BD directly and CD cube inversely. For I find that FG is to CD as 
GDZ to CI2. Hence it appears that the density of the rays at the cusp K 
is infinitely greater than when the ordinate FG has a finite magnitude. 

468, 
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468. By these rules we have the proportions "of the heat-or warmth of 
the rays in the several parts of these causticks, both with respect to one 
another and to that of the incident rays upon a perpendicular surface ; up-
on supposition that the heat of the rays in any surface is proportionable to 
their density, whatever be their mutual inclinations to one another. 

LEMMA. IV, 

469. In the angle of incidence ABC or its complement to two right Fifr ill>wj 
ones, inscribe a line Al taken in proportion to AB as the sine of inci-
dence to the sine of refraction ; and the refracted ray B F will be parallel 

to AL 
For in the triangle AB I, the sine of the angle AB I is to the sine of 

the angle AIB as Al to AB*, that is by construction as the sine of inci- * Art-Z2U 

dence to the sine of refraction. But AB I is the angle of incidence or its 
complement to two right ones, and therefore AIB or IB F is the angle 
of refraction or its complement to two right angles. 

It must be observed that a circle whose center is A and semidiameter is Fig- 44
6

-

Al, will cut B C produced in two points / and /, and consequently two 
lines BF, Bf may be drawn from B respectively parallel to Al and Ai, 
making equal angles with CBi on each side of B; but it is easy to distin-
guish which of the lines BF,Bfk described by the refracted ray, by ob-
serving whether the refraction be made towards the perpendicular BC or 

from it. 
470. Corol. I, Hence when the surface of the denser medium is convex Fig. 444,445 

in the axis AC take CTto I'D as the sine of incidence to the sine of re-
fraction; and if CM be greater than CT", all the rays falling on the circle 
D B will converge towards the diameter CD. For then the ratio of CA to 
AB will be always nearer to a ratio of equality than the ratio of Cl'to I'D 
or of I A to AB by construction ; and consequently 1A and AB will al-
ways be on contrary sides of the axis AC, and therefore B F will always 
•converge towards it; and will cut it in greater angles while DB grows 

greater. 
471. Corol. 2. But if CA be less than CT, let the incident ray AHbe Fig. 447,448 

to AC as the sine of refraction to the sine of incidence, and the refracted 
ray H F will be parallel to the axis ; and all the rays whose points of inci-
dence are farther from the axis than i/will converge towards the axis and 
the rest that are nearer will diverge from it. For in the triangle AC H the 
line of the angle AHC is to the sine of the angle ACHor of CHFas AC 
to AH*, or in the ratio of refraction ; therefore CHF is the angle of re- * Art. 221; 

fraction. Now if AB be farther from the axis than AH, then Al and 
AB must be on contrary sides of the axis, to be in the fame ratio as AC 
to AH; and therefore BF being parallel to A /converges towards the axi9. 

Z But 
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But when AB comes between AH and AC, then Al must do so too, and 
so B F will diverge from the axis. 

Fig. 449. 472. Corol. 3. When the incident rays, enter a convex surface of a den-

ser medium, erect CE perpendicular to the axis CD, and let CE be to. 

the semidiameter CD or CK, as the sine of refraction to the fine of inci-

dence ; then draw EK parallel to the axis, and let KL touch the circle in 

K and cut the axis in L ; and if CA be less than CL, all the rays which 

came from will diverge from the axis after refraction. Because the tan-

gent LK will ,be refracted into KE. But when the rays go from the den-

ser medium into the rarer, let CK, erected perpendicular to the axis, be 

*V 45°- the diameter of a semicircle CEK, in which inscribe CE in proportion 

to CK as the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction ; and drawing KE 

cutting the axis in M, if CA be less than CM, all the refracted rays will-

diverge from the axis. For MK will be refracted into the tangent KF. 

Fig. 45Í. The rest appears from the 2d corol. If in this last cafe A advances first to 

the center and then still nearer to the surface, the rays flowing from the cen-

ter will emerge unrefracted, and then will diverge from the axis the con-
trary way. 

Tig. 45*- 473. Corol. 4. It is observable, that taking CA
y
 CB, CG continual pro-

portionals in the ratio of the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction, and 

placing A and G both on the fame side of C in the denser medium, all the 

refracted rays will diverge accurately from the given point G. For the 

triangles CAB, CBGa.ro equiangular, having their sides about the com-
aEuc. VI. 8.

 mon an
gl

e
 Ç proportionable

3
 : and so the sine of the angle of incidence 

CBA, is to the sine of the angle CBG or CAB, as the opposite side CA 

* Art. 221. to the opposite side CB*, that is by construction in the ratio of the sines 

that measure the refraction ; and consequently CB G is the angle of re-
fraction ; and the points A,. G are invariable. 

Fig. 453,454. 474. Corol. 5. If the incident rays as AB come parallel to CD; in the 

angle BCD, or its complement to two right ones, inscribe a line DI taken 

in proportion to D C as the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction ; and 

the refracted ray BF will be parallel to DI. For in the triangle DCI the 

*Art.22i. fine of the angle DC7, is to the sine of DIC, as DI to DC*, that is by 

construction as the sine of incidence to the line of refraction. But DCI is 

equal to the angle of incidence AB I or its complement to two right ones; 

and therefore DIC or FB C is the angle of refraction or its complement 
to two right ones. 

. , 475. Corol. 6. Hence we have a practical method of drawing anynum-

ber of refracted rays very expeditioufly, by describing an arch with the 

center D and given semidiameter DI; by drawing any line CB cutting 

this arch in I; by joining DI and drawing Pi
7
 parallel to it. 

476. Corol. 7. Hence while die arch DB increases, the line CFdecreases. 

For the triangles CFB, CD 7 being equiangular, we have CF:CB::CD 

: CI. Therefore CFis reciprocally as CiL 477. 
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477. Cbra/. 8. "When the incident rays diverge from a focus the Fig-455> K-
r 

refracted rays may be drawn with the like expedition in this manner. Take 
a line DI to D C as the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction ; and draw 
a femidiameter Cd parallel to the incident ray AB ; and in the angle d Ci?, 
•or in its complement to two right ones, inscribe a line di taken equal to 
the constant line DI-, and draw the refracted ray parallel to di. For in 
the triangle dCi, the sine of the angle dCi is to the sine of diC, as di to 
dC, as the sine of incidence to the sine of refraction, by construction. But 
the angle dCi is equal to the angle of incidence ABC or to its comple-
ment, and therefore diC or FBC is the angle of refraction or its com-
plement. 

PROPOSITION XII. 

.478. Concerning the jhapes and properties of caufiicks by refraction. 
Having determined the position of any refracted ray, by the foregoing 

îemma and its corollaries, and also the point in that ray where the near-
est ray will intersect it, by art. 423 ; the points of a caustick are thereby 
determined \ But to form an idea of their shapes it is neceiTary to consider a Art. 44k 

several cases. 

479. Cafe 1. Let the focus A and the center C of a refracting circle Fig.457.45S* 

EBE be both in the denser medium. Upon thediameter AC having drawn 
a circle ADCD, inscribe in it the equal chords CD, CD, taken severally 
in proportion to the whole sine CB or CE

}
 as the sine of incidence to the 

sine of refraction; and drawing the incident rays ADE> ADE, the legs 
of the caustick will begin from £and £*, where they touch the refract- * Art. 420, 

in g circle, and will approach towards each side of the axis ACFÛW they 4Z^ 
meet it in the principal focus F

}
 and there form a cusp or sharp point j 

provided ̂ be farther from the center than a the focus of rays that come 
the contrary way parallel to CA. But if ^advances to a, the distance fF 
will be infinite and so the axis AC F will become an asymptote to the legs 
of the caustick. And if A advances nearer than a, the legs will open and Fig. 45?. 

have two asymptotes BF,B F to which the rays emerging from B will run 
parallel. This must necessarily happen in a certain position of BA, that is 
when rays coming the contrary way parallel to FB

y
 are collected to A. 

For the focal distance of parallel rays decreases as the point of incidence 
recedes from the axis till it equals ED*. There are also two other ima- * Art. 42

°* 

ginary legs belonging to the fame asymptotes, that extend themselves 
from the focus F, now situated on the other side of the center. 

480. Cafe 2. When CA is to CBas the sine of incidence to the sine of 
refraction the caustick will be contracted into a point F from which all 
the rays will diverge by art. 473. 

481. Cafe 3. The 459th figure represents a piece of a caustick made by 
a thick plano-convex lens BBB when a pencil of parallel rays falls per-

Z 2 pendicu-
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pendicula?ly upon its plane surface; and consequently are only refracted 
by the spherical surface ^ the position of the refracted rays that fell upon 
the circumference of the lens is determined as in the next cafe.. 

Fîg. 460,461, ^_g
2>

 Q
a
j

e
 cremains in the denser medium, transpose the so-, 

cus A into the rarer, and draw the tangents AD, AD to the refracting, 
circle DBD andjoyn CD, CD upon which as diameters describe the se-
micircles CED, CED towards the denser medium, and inscribe in them 
the lines CE, CE, taken in proportion to the whole sine CD, as the sine 
of refraction to the sine of incidence. And the legs of the caustick begin-, 
ning from in the direction DE, DE will approach towards the axis 

't'3' AC, till they meet in the principal focus F; provided CAbe greater than. 
Ca j or will have the fame positions as in the first cafe, 

fig. 460. 483. The focus A being in the rarer medium, let the circle DBD be 
continued quite round, and let it cut the caustick in J7 and F

3
 the axis 

AC in G and any other ray AB Fin h ; and while the ray AB is carried with 
an angular motion round abouti from the axis AC towards the tangent 
AD, the arch G h will first increase till it equals the arch GF, and then 
will decrease again till it equals the arch Gi, cut off by the last refracted, 
ray DEL This is manifest from the motion of the refracted ray BhF 
while it touches the convexity of the caustick in F, provided the focus A 
be so remote from the surface that the last refracted ray DEi may con-
verge towards the axis A C. 

î% 4^3• 484. Causticks made by refractions at other curves are also détermina-
ble by the 423d article. For instance, the imaginary caustick AFK made 
by refractions at an equiangular spiral AHB is also an equiangular spirals 
their common pole A being the focus of incident rays. For supposing, 

2 Art 4)9. what has already been said of this curvea j from the center C of a circle 
of equal curvity to it at B, let down the sines of incidence and refraction 
CD, CE upon the incident and refracted rays AB and BFI produced 
backwards. And because D coincides with the focus A of incident rays, 

b Art. 418, _g ^
oes a

if
0 co

i
nc

ide with. F the focus of refracted ones h. Joyn AE or AF^, 
4'*3" and because the angular points A and E of the right angles CAB, CEB 

^Euc.IH.35. are in a semicircumference whose diameter is CB*
3
 the angles CBA, CEA 

cEuc. vi.23. standing upon the fame chord CA are equalc and being ^abstracted from 
the right angles CBG

}
 CEI

y
 the remaining angles ABG, AEI

}
 which 

the lines AB
X
 AE or AFdo make with the curves, are every where e-

qual ; which is the property of the spiral. So that this caustick-spiral 
differs from the other in position only. 

485. To find the length of any caustick by refractions, imagine the 
Kg. 464. reflected ray BF produced, to. be unlaped like a string from the convexity 
d Art. 421 of the caustick F<p

}
 then because the figures b «fyB, CDEB are similars 

demoníh. ^ i
ncr

ement b Ò of the incident ray AB, is every where to the decrement 

by\ of the string BF<p
y
 in the given ratio of the sine CD to the fine CE-

% 

~ ~ ' ' (for 
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(for which put n to #z;)and therefore when AB, B F com? into a new po-

sition A(ì, W<p, the sum of the increments of AB, that is AQ — AB, is to-

the sum of the decrements of the string, that is B F -f Ftp — /3p, as « to /». 

Whence -xA(Z~AB = BF~r-F<p-(2(p
3
 or - Y>A$- AB -4- £<p — 

BF=Fcp. 
486. To find the points of any caustick made by two successive refrac~ Fig. 465-. 

tions, let the ray BFh which touches the caustick EFF in F, (made as 

before by the first refraction of the rays), meet with another refracting 

curve GbF, or with the fame curve continued; and let it be refracted at 

h into the line hd; in which let hdbe the focal distance of other rays com-

ing parallel to Bh
3
 and in hB let he be the focal distance of other rays 

coming parallel to dh ; then since F is the focus of incident rays upon 

the curve ^G, fay as Fc : ch : : hdidk, and placing dk as usual
3
, the point

 a Art
"
 4230 

k will be the focus of a flender pencil after both refractions, or a point of 

the second caustick KFk, whose points may also be found by art. 434 

and 436, without finding the points F of the first caustick. 

487. Hence it will appear that a caustick made by refractions through Fig. 46$ 

a circular section of a cylinder or a great circle of a sphere, will have such 

a shape as is here represented. Each half of this caustick on each side of 

the axis ACK consists of two arches KkFl and Iki, that are convex to-

wards one another and form a cusp at / within the circle. The arch KkFl 

of the second caustick cuts the circle in the fame point F as the first cau-

stick does. For by the proportion above, when the points F, h coincide, 

or when Fc equals ch
y
 then hd and dk are alib equal. The reason of the 

cusp at / is this; that while hk is increasing, and then decreasing again, 

the point h is continually approaching towards G *. The arches KFl and * Art. 48& 

Ik i are convex towards one another, because the emergent ray, while its 

point of contacts is moving from i£to F, to / and to /, cuts the axis CK 

in greater and greater angles, till at last it emerges at i in a tangent to the 

circle and to the caustick too. When the focus of incident rays is nearer to 

the sphere than its focal distance, the secondary caustick FKk will have 

two asymptotes like as the primary one; and their shapes will be much 

alike. 

CHAF> 
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CHAPTER X. 

Concerning the Rain-bow. 

PROPOSITION I. 

488. \ Is 7" H E N a ray of light is refracted into a circle, andsuccessively 
* V resettled within it a?iy given number of times before it emer-

ges out of the circle by a fecoîid refraction ; let the angle of refraction be 
multiply ed by the number ofsuccessive reflections increased by an unite -, and 
the excess of the rejulti?ig angle above the angle of incidence will be equal to 
half the angle contained under the incident and the emergent ray produced till 
they meet : that is, the excess abovementionedis equal to half that angle, under 
the incident and the emergent ray, in which the refracting circle lyes, when 
the number of reflexions is odd ; and is equal to half the other angle, under 
the fame rays, which is the complement of the former to two right angles, 
when the number of reflections is even. 

For let ABODE be a great circle Of a sphere whose center is O, and 
let an incident ray SA be refracted at A to B, and be reflected from B to 
C ; and at C let it either go out by refraction to G, or be reflected to D *j 
where let it either go out by refraction to H or be reflected to E ; and so on. 
And when the number of reflections is odd, a line OR drawn through 
the center O and the middlemost point of reflection, will bisect the angle 
at R under the incident and the emergent ray produced : because the re-
flections and refractions on each fide of the line OR are equal in number 
and magnitude ; the chords AB, B C, CD, D E described by the reflect-
ed ray being equal to one another. And for the same reason when the 
number of reflections is even, aline OT", drawn through the center O 
perpendicular to the chord that joins the two middlemost points of re-
flection, will bisect one of the angles at sunder the incident and the emer-
gent ray produced and a line TV, perpendicular to TO, will bisect the 
other angle under them, which is the complement of the former to two 
right ones. Hénce the line 7^is parallel to the middlemost chord, be-
cause TO is perpendicular to them both. Draw a diameter PO ̂ parallel 
to the incident ray SAM, and let it cut the reflected rays BC, CD, DE 
produced, in& y, respectively. Join OA, OB and in fig. 466 the sums 
of the three angles in each of the triangles OAB, OAR, are equal to one 
another; take away the common angle AOB, and the sum of the e-
qual angles OAB, OB A in the first triangle, will be equal to the sum of 
the angles OAR, ORA in the second triangle. And by substracting the 
angle of incidence OAR or OAM from both sums, wehave 2OAB-OAM 

zzORAzzBO^ Hence in fig. 467. the angleSTV or P/3C, being an 
external 
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external angle of the triangle OBS, equals OBC -h B0^=0AB -f 

zOAB-OAM^iOAB—OAM. Hence again in fig. 468 the angle 
SROov POC, being an external angle of the triangle OC(è, equals OGB 
-+P(óC- OAB -f 3 OAB - OAM- +OAB - OAM. Hence again in 
fig. 469 the angle STF or PyD, being an internal angle of the triangle 
COy, equals OCD—COy=.$OAB — OAM, throwing away two right-
angles. For CO y = 2 right angles -POC=2 right angles — 40^ J5 -f 
OAM. And so forward continually. Therefore if the number of succes-
sive reflections increased by an unite be called m, it appears that m OAB 
— OAM equals half the angle under the incident and emergent rays, 
& K D. 

PROPOSITION II. 

489. Things remaining as they were,, let the angle of incidence increase 
from nothing till it becomes a right angle-, and the angle under the incident 
and the emergent ray, after any given number of reflections called n, willfirfl 
increase and then decrease again ; and will be the greatest of all when the 
tangent of the angle of incidence, is to the tangent ofthe angle of r•efraction,as 
n —{-1 to i. 

For putting m = n -f 1, we had half the angle under an incident and Fig. 465 » 

the emergent ray equal to. the excess of m OAB above OAM* ; which ex- j&9-
eefs, when the angles OAB, OAM are very small, will also be but small ; * Art' 
and will increase so long as the successive increments of mOAB shall ex-
ceed the contemporary increments of OAM; and will decrease again when 
the successive increments of m OAB are exceeded by the increments of 
OAM; and consequently will be the greatest of all when m times the 
least increment of OAB is equal to once the contemporary increment of 
OAM; that is when the least increment of the angle of incidence OAM 
is to the contemporary increment of the angle of refraction OAB, and 
consequently the tangent of incidence is to the tangent of refractiona, as a Art 

m to 1. D. 

PROPOSITION III. 

490. is proposed to find two angles, whose fines shall be in a given ratio 
of I to K, and whose tangents Jhallbe in another given ratio of m to 1. 

In any given line CEDA, let CA be to CD as i" to R, and CA to CE Fig. 47
0; 

as m to 1 j with the center C and femidiameter CD describe an arch D B, -
cutting a circle ABE whose diameter is AE, in B; draw ABE, and join-
ing BC, the sine of the angle CBF will be to the sine of CAP as / to R ; 
and the tangent of CBF to the tangent of CAF as m to 1 ; and conse-
quently CBF, CAF are the angles required. For in the triangle CAB 
the fine of the angle CBAor CBF

y
 is to the sine of CAF, as C^to CB* * Art. 221 i 

or. 
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or CD, as / to R by construction. Join BE and compleat the parallelo-
gram CEBG; and CG produced will cut AB F at right angles inF, be-
cause ABE is a right angle in the semicircle ABE. Therefore the lines 
FC, FG are tangents of the angles CBF, G 5 For CMF to the radius 5F; 

* Euc. VI. 2. .and the tangent FC is to the tangent FG asF/i to FB* or as to C£* 
or as /» to 1 by construction. ££E. D. 

491. G?r<?/. 1. When parallel rays of the fun fall upon a spherical drop 
of rain, let the given ratio of / to R stand for the ratio of the fine of inci-
dence to the sine of refraction; and let n be any given number of succes-
sive reflections made by every ray before it emerges out of the drop, and 
let m — n —f 1 ; and by these propositions it appears, that half the great-
est angle which any of the emergent rays can make with the incident rays, 
is equal to wXang.CBF-CAF. For CBF and CAF or GÆFare an-
gles whose sines are as I to R, and whose tangents are as m to 1 ; and con-
sequently are the angles of incidence and refraction of that ray, whose in-
cident and emergent parts produced contain the greatest angle. 

492. CoroL 2. The foregoing construction for determining the angle 
a Phil. Trans. CBF is Dr. Halles $a, and Sir Isaac Newtoris rule for calculating it, is 

297 ' this that follows. As y mm- 1 X RR is to yil—RR, so is the tabular 
radius to the cosine of the angle of incidence CBF. Whence this angle and 
its sine are given by the tables, and from thence by the ratio of / to R 
the tabular sine of the angle of refraction and the angle it self are also gi-
ven. Thè rule may thus be demonstrated. We had CA:CB: : I:R and 

FA: FB : : m : 1. Hence CAZ = —
D

CBz, and AFZ -mmBF* ; and so 
R R 

*Euc.L
4

7. IL CB
z-mmBF*=z(CAz

 -AF
Z
 =FC

Z
* =.) CB

Z
 -BF

Z
. Hence 

RR ■ v~ ' \ 

~ CBz — CB2 = mmBF2-BFZ , and II-RRxCB2 = mm-IX 
R K 

RRXBF* ; and by resolving this equality into a proportion, and by ex-

tracting the roots, we have ym?n — i%RR : yil—RR : : CB : BF:: 
radius : cosine ang. CBF. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

To explain the Fhœnomena of the Rain-bow. 

3>esign. 493* Having premised such mathematical principles as are necessary 
for an exact computation of the apparent diameters and breadths of the 
Rain-bows, I will here subjoin Sir Isaac Newton's entire explication of 
the colours of the bows and of the manner in which they are formed ; 
taking the liberty here and there of making a few additions to it ; for the 
fake of such readers as may not be so skilful as those that he generally 
writes to. 

494. 
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494. This bow never appears but where it rains in the fun- ihine, and Newt. 
may be made artificially by spouting up water which may break aloft, p 14•'" 
and scatter into drops, and fall down like rain. For the fun shining upon 
these drops, certainly causes the bow to appear to a spectator standing in 
a due position to the rain and sun. And hence it is now agreed upon that 
this bow is made by refraction of the fun's light in drops of falling rain. 
This was understood by some of the ancients, and of late more fully dis-
covered and explained by the famous Antonius de Dominis Archbishop of 
Spalato in his book de Radiis Visus & Lucis published by his friend Bar-
tolusat Venice\\\ the year 1611, and written above 20 years before. For he 
teaches there how the interior bow is made in round drops of rain by two 
refractions of the fun's light, and one reflection between them^ and the ex-
terior bow by two refractions and two forts of reflections between them 
in each drop of water ; and proves his explications by experiments made 
with a phial full of water, and with globes of glass filled with water, and 
placed in the fun to make the colours of the two bows appear in them. 
The fame explication Des-Cartes has pursued in his Meteors and mended 
that of the exterior bow. But while they understood not the true origin 
of colours, it is necessary to pursue it a little farther^ 

495. For understanding therefore how the bow is made, let a drop of 
rain or any other spherical transparent body be represented by the sphere 
BNFG described with the center C and semidiameter CN. And let AN Fig. 47*, 

be one of the sun's rays incident upon it at N, and be thence refracted to 
F, where let it either go out of the sphere by refraction toward V, or be 
reflected to G ; and at G let it either go out by refraction to R, or be re-
flected to H; and at H let it go out by refraction towards S, cutting the 
incident ray in T. Produce AN and R G till they meet in X, and upon 
-^Xand NF let fall the perpendiculars CD and CE, and produce CD 
till it falls upon the circumference atZ*. Parallel to the incident ray AN 
draw the diameter B^ and let the iine of incidence out of air into wa-
ter, be to the fine of refraction as I to R. Now if you suppose the point 
of incidence N to move from the point B continually till it comes to L 
the arch will first increase and then decrease , and so will the angle 
AXR which the rays AN and GR contain; and the arch ^Fand angle. 

AXR will be biggest when ND is to NC as yll-RR to y?>RR, in 
which cafe NE will be to ND as 2R to /. Also the angle ATS, which 
the rays AN and H S contain will first decrease and then increase ; and 

grow least when ND is to NC as yil—RR to y SRR
y
 in which cafe 

NE will be to ND as 3R to I; and so the angle which the next emergent 
ray (that is the emergent ray after three reflections) contains with the in-

cident ray AN will come to its limit, when ND is to NC as yil—RR 
to yijRR ; in which cafe NE will be to ND as 4.R to I. And the angle 

A a which. 
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which the ray next after that emergent, (that is the ray emergent after four 

reflections) contains with the incident, will come to its limit, when ND 

L- to NC as y sT-RÌTto \ 24RR; in which cafe NE will be to ND 

as 5JR to I; and so on infinitely, the numbers 3, 8, 15, 24, &c. being ga-

thered by continual addition of the terms of the arithmetical progression 

S? Si 7> 9> &
c

- The truth of all which is evident either by art. 492. or by 

art. 429, 430; 
496. Now it is to be observed, that as when the fun comes to his tro-

p
:
cks, days increase and decrease but a very little for a great while toge-

ther ; so when by increasing the distance CD, these angles come to thé» 

limits, they vary their quantity but very little for some time together ; 

and therefore a far greater number of rays which fall upon all the points N 

in the quadrant BL shall emerge in the limits of these angles than in any 

Tu-. 4.72* other inclinations. Add to this, that of all the rays which fall upon the 

quadrant BL, those contiguous ones can only emerge parallel to one ano-

ther, which emerge in the limits of these angles ; and that all other con-

tiguous rays emerge diverging from points either behind or before the 

drop ; and consequently will fall much thinner upon the eye, at a great 

distance from the drop, than the parallel rays. For those rays which con-

verge to points behind the eye, placed at a great distance from a small 

drop, are not sensibly different from parallel rays. This will appear by 

observing that while the arch BN is continually increasing from nothing, 

and the angle AXR, for example, is also increasing; the successively e-

mergent rays,, being continually less and less inclined to the incident ones 

or to the fixt line B^, are also successively inclined in small angles to 

one another ; and the fame thing is manifest while the angle AXR is de-

creasing ; the successive rays being more and more inclined to P£>j con-

sequently in the limit between the increase and decrease of this angle the 

contiguous incident rays must emerge parallel to one another. 

497. And farther it is to be observed, that the rays which differ in re-

frangibility will have different limits of their angles of emergence; and 

by consequence according to their different degrees of refrangibility, e-

merge most copioufly in different angles; and being separated from one 

another appear each in their proper colours. Add to this that although 

the heterogeneal rays of any llender pencil whatever, as AN, will be fe-

i
f
 g- i/5- parated by refractions at the drop into rays N.FGRof one colour, and 

Af/g r of another, as by refractions through a prism; yet these emergent 

rays GR, gr will not affect the eye with their distinct colours, unless they 

be in the limits of the angles AXR, Axr; because every where within 

these greatest angles, an infinite number of such coloured pencils being 

variously inclined to one another are mixt together, and consequently ap-

pear white or without distinct colours. And the fame may be said of the 

rays emerging any where within the gieacest angle NTS. Fig. 471. 
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498. Now what these angles are may be gathered first: by computing 

the angles of incidence and refraction by art. 492 or 429 and 430, and then 

the angles AXG^ATS themselves by the 48 8th article. For in the least re-

frangible rays the fines / and R are 108 and 81 *, and thence by compu- * A:t 

tation the greatest angle AXR will be found 42 degrees and 2 minutes ; 

and the least angle ATS, 50 degrees and 57 minutes. And in the most re-

frangible rays the fines /and R are 109 and 81, "and thence by computa-

tion the greatest angle AXR will be found 40 degrees and 17 minutes, 

and the least angle ATS, 54 degrees and 7 minutes. 

499. Suppose now that O is the spectator's eve, and OP a line drawn Fig. 479, 

parallel to the fun's rays. Let POE, POF, POG, PO II be angles of 

40 degr. 17 min. j 42 deg. 2 min. ; 50 deg. 57 min. ; 54 deg. 7 min. 

respectively ; and these angles turned about their common side OP, mall 

with their other sides OE, OF and OG, OH describe the verges of two 

rain-bows AFBE and CHDG. For if E, F, G, Hbe drops placed any 

where in the conical superficies described by OE, OF, OG, OH and be 

illuminated by the sun's rays SE, SF, SG,SH; the angle SEO being 

equal to PEOov 47 deg. 17. min. shall be the greatest angle in which the 

most refrangible rays can after one reflection be refracted to the eye; and 

therefore all the drops in the line OE shall send the most refrangible rays 

most copiously to the eye ; and thereby strike the fenses with the deepest 

violet colour in that region. In like manner the angle SFO being equal to 

the angle PO F or 42 deg. 2 min. shall be the greatest in which the least 

refrangible rays after one reflection can emerge out of the drops; and there-

fore these rays shall come most copiously to the eye from the drops in the 

line OF, and strike the fenses with the deepest red colour in that region. 

And by the fame argument the rays which have intermediate degrees of 

refrangibility shall come most copiously from drops between £ and F and 

strike the fenses with the intermediate colours in the order which their 

degrees of refrangibility require; that is in the progress from E to For 

from the inside of the bow to the outside in this order, violet, indigo, 

blue, green, yellow, orange, red. But the violet by the mixture of the 

white light of the clouds will appear faint and incline to purple. It may 

be farther observed, that all the rays but the violet in the line SE will e-

merge from E in a greater angle than SEO made by the violet, and con-

sequently will pass below the eye; and that all the rays but the red in the 

line S F will emerge from F in a lesser angle than S FO made by the red, 

and consequently will pass above the eye ; by which means only red will 

appear in the line S F and only violet in the line SE. 

500. Again the angle S GO being equal to the angle POG or 50 deg. 

51 min. shall be the least angle in which the least refrangible rays can af-

ter two reflections emerge out of the drops ; and therefore the least re-

frangible rays shall come most copiously to the eye from the drops in the 

A a 2 l«w 
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fénê O G
r
 and strike the sense with the deepest red in that region. And the 

ïm le 5 7/O being equal to the an^le BOJi or 54 deg. 7 min. shall be the 

least anile in which the most refrangible rays after two reflections can e-

merge out of the drops ; and therefore these rays shall come most co-

piously to the eye from the drops in the line OH, and strike the sense' 

w iih the deepest violet in that region. And by the same argument the 

drops in the regions between G and 1/shall strike the fense with interme-

diate colours in the order which their degrees of refrangibility require -
r 

that ib in the progress from G to H, or from the inside of the bow to the out-

side in this order ; red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet. And since 

these four lines O E..0 F^O G, O H may be situated any where in the above-

mentioned conical surfaces, what is said of the drops and colours intheie lines-

is to be understood of the drops and colours every where in those surfaces. 

501. Thus mail there be made two bows of colours, an interior and 

stronger by one reflection in the drops, and an exterior and fainter by? 

two 5 for the light becomes fainter by every reflection. And their colours 

shall lye in a contrary order to one another; the red of both bows border-

ing upon the space G F
}

. which is between the bows. The apparent breadth 

of the interior bow EO F, measured cross the colours, stvall be 1 deg. 45. 

min. and the breadth of the exterior, GOH, shall be 3 deg. 10 min. and 

the apparent distance between them, GOF, mall be 8 deg. 55 min. the: 

greatest semidiameter of the innermost, that is, the angle POF being 42' 

deg. 2 min. and the least semidiameter of the outermost, POG, being 50/ 

deg. 57 min. 

502. These are the measures of the bows as they would'be were the sum 
but a point, for by the breadth of his body the breadths of the bows will be. 

increased and their distance decreased by half a degree. And so the breadth 

of the interior Iris will be 2 deg. 15 min., that of the exterior 3 deg. 4a 

mini., their- distance 8 deg. 25, min., the greatest semidiameter of the in-

terior DOW42. deg. 17min.,.andthe least of the exterior 50 deg. 42 min. For. 

let SEO be the limit of all the angles under, the rays, of any one colour,, 

which coming from the center of the fun are reflected from thedrop at E ta 

the eye at O. In the ray SE take any point £ at pleasure and let the angles 

ESM, E.SN and also £OM,.£0 AT be severally equal to a quarter of a de-

gree, that is to half the apparent breadth of the fun. And joining O S^fince 

thesumsof theangles at.the base 0£, of the several triangles OSM
t
.OS E,. 

OSN, are equal among themscl ves,. their vertical angles at M
r
E, N are alfa 

equaLamong themselves. Consequently the angle S MO will.be the limit 

of all the angles contained under the incident and emergent rays of the 

fame colour as before, which came.from m the highest point of the fun ; 

and S NO the limit of all theangles contained under the incident and emer-

gent rays of the fame colour as before, which came from n the lowest point 

of thelun. Therefore if all the.rays of the fun were of thefame colour, os 

alike. 

/ 
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alike refrangible, the apparent breadth of the bow, measured by the angîè 

MON, would be but half a degree or equal to the apparent breadth of the 

sun measured by the angle MSN or m S n. But since his rays are different-

ly refrangible, conceive the drop £tobe placed any where in the inward 

or outward verges of the bows, above described upon supposition that the 

sun was but a point ; and then it is manifest that the angle EO A/must bs 

added to the inside, andEOiV to the outside of the angles which the breadths 

of those bows subtend atO, to obtain their apparent breadths. A rain-bow 

is therefore a circular image of the fun reflected to the eye from the far-

ther surfaces of innumerable drops of falling Fain, and dilated in breadth 

by the unequal refrangibility of rays of different colours. 

503. And such are the dimensions of the bows in the heavens found to 

be very nearly, when their colours appear strong and perfect. For once 

by such means as I then had I measured the greatest semidiameter of the 

interior iris about 42 degrees, the breadth of the red, yellow, green in that 

iris 63 or 64 minutes, besides the outmost faint red obscured by the bright-

ness of the clouds, for which we may allow 3 or 4 minutes more,- The 

breadth of the blue was about 40 minutes more besides the violet, which 

was so much obscured by the brightness of the clouds that I could not 

measure its-breadth. But supposing the breadth of the blue and violet to-

gether to equal that of the red, yellow and green together ; the whole 

breadth of this iris will be about 2^ degrees, as above. The least distance 

between this iris and the exterior iris was about 8 degrees and 3 o minutes* 

The exterior iris was broader than the interior, but ib faint, especially on 

the blue side that I could not measure its breadth distinctly. At another 

time when both bows appeared more distinct I measured the breadth, of 

the interior iris 2 deg. 10 min. and the breadth of the yellow and green 

in the exterior iris was to the breadth of the fame colours in the interior 

^s 3 to 2. 
504. Whoever has a mind to repeat these observations after Sir Isaac 

Newton may observe, that the apparent semidiameter of the bow, (or of 

any ring of colours in either of the bows) • is equal to the apparent altitude 

of its highest point added to the fun's altitude, and. consequently may be 

measured by a common quadrant. For let S OP be the axis of the bows Fig- 47&
: 

passing through the fun at S and the eye at O, GOH an horizontal line, 

E the highest point of any ring of either of the bows,, whose apparent se-
midiameter EOP is required. It is manifest that the angle E OPzzEOH 

-ïHOP = EOH-+SOG. 
£05. This explication of the rain-bow is ver farther, confirmed by the 

known experiment (made by Antonius de Do mi ni s arid D es-Car tes) of 

hanging up any where in the sun-íhine a glass-globe filled with water; 

and viewing it in such a posture that the rays which come from the globe 

to the eye may contain with the fun's.rays an angle of either 42 or 50 de -
grees. 
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-grees. For if the angle be about 42 or 43 degrees the spectator supposed 
at O, shall see a full red colour in that side of the globe which is opposed 
to the sun ; as it is represented at F: and if that angle be made less, sup-
pose by depressing the globe to E, there will appear other colours yellow, 
green and blue successively in the same side of the globe. But if the angle 
be made about 5.0 degrees, suppose by lifting up the globe to G, there 
will appear a red colour in that side of the globe which lyes toward the 
fun : and if the angle be made greater, suppose by lifting up the globe to 
H, the red will turn successively to other colours, yellow, green and blue* 
The fame thing I have tryed by letting a globe rest, and by raising or de-
pressing the eye, or otherwise moving it to make the angle of a just mag-
nitude. So far Sir Isaac Newton. 

506. It remains now to take notice of several slender rings of colours 
contiguous to the inside of the first rain-bow. These have been observed 
and particularly described by the Reverend Dr. Langwith in the Philoso-
phical Transactions N°. 375. His best observation was this. The colours 
of the primary rain-bow were as usual, only the purple very much in-
clining to red and well defined. Under thiswas an arch of green, the up-
per part of which inclined to a bright yellow, the lower to a more duiky 
green : under this were alternately two arches of rediih purple and two of 
green : under all a faint appearance of another arch of purple which va-
nished and returned several times so quick that we could not fix our eyes 
upon it. Thus the orders of the colours were. 

I. Red, orange, yellow, green, light blue, deep blue, purple. 

II. Light green, dark green, purple. 

III. Green, purple. 

IV. Green, faint vanishing purple. 

Thus we had four orders of colours and perhaps the beginning of a fifth 5 
for I make no question but that which I call purple (when very red) is a 
mixture of purple of the upper series with the red of the next below it ; 
and the green a mixture of the intermediate colours. There are two things, 
which will deserve to be taken notice of, as they may perhaps direct us 
to the solution of this curious phænomenon. First that the breadth of the 
first series so far exceeded that of all the rest, that as near as I could judge, 
it was equal to them all taken together. Secondly that I have never ob-
served these inner orders of colours in the lower parts of the rain-bow, 
though they have been incomparably more vivid than the upper parts, 
under which these colours have appeared. I have taken notice of this so 
very often that I can hardly look upon it to be accidental j and if it should 
prove true in general, it will bring the disquisition into a narrow com-
pass. For it will shew that this effect depends upon some property, which 
the drops retain while they are in the upper part of the air, but lose as 
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they come lower, and are more mixed with one another.- Lam os opinion 

that the rain-bow seldom appears very lively, without some of those or-

ders of colours; and that the supposed exact agreement between the co-

lours of the rain-bow and those of the prism, is the reason that it has been 

so little observed. So far Dr. Langwitb. To which Dr. Femberton sub-

joins the following theory, printed in the Transactions N°. 375. and in 
his view of Sir Isaac Newtoris Philosophy p. 401. 

507. Sir Isaac Nekton has observed that in glass which is polished and Op£-
 Bo( 

quick-silvered, there is an irregular reflection made, whereby some small 

quantity of light is scattered from the principal reflected beam. If we al^-

low the same thing to happen in the reflection whereby the rain-bow is 

caused, it seems sufficient to produce the appearance abovementioned. Let Fig-477. 

AB represent a globule of water, B the point from which the rays of any de-

terminate species, being reflected to C and afterwards emerging in the 

line CDj would proceed to the eye and cause the appearance of the co-

lour in the rain-bow, which appertains to this species. Here suppose that 

besides what is reflected regularly, some small part of the light is irregu-

larly scattered every way, so that from the point B besides the rays that 

are regularly reflected from B to C, some scattered ray? will return in o-

ther lines, as in BE, BF
y
 BG, BH, on each side the line BC. Farther Opt. Book 

it has been observed by Sir Isaac Newton that the rays of light in their
 Part

- * 

passage from one superficies of a refracting body to the other, undergo al— '. 

ternate fits of easy transmission and reflection, succeeding each other at 

equal intervals: insomuch that if they reach the farther surface in one 

sort of those fits, they shall be transmitted 5 if in the other kind of them they 

shall rather be reflected back. Whence the rays that proceed from B to C, 

and emerge in the line CD, being in a fit of easy transmission, the scat-

tered rays that fall ata small distance without these on either side (suppose 

the rays that pass along the lines BE,BG) shall fall on the surface in a fit 

of easy reflection and shall not emerge j but the scattered rays, which pass 

at some distance without these last, shall arrive at the surface of the glo-

bule in a sit of easy transmission and break through that surface. Suppose 

these rays to pass in the lines BF, BII
y
 the former of which shall have: 

had one fit more of easy transmission and the latter one fit less, than the 

rays that pass from B to C. Now both these rays when they go out of the 

globule, will proceed by the refraction of the water in the lines FI
}
 HK

3 
that will be inthned almost equally to the rays incident upon the globule, 

which come from the fun : but the angles of their inclination will be less 

than the angle in which the rays emerging in the line CD are inclined to 

those incident rays. And after the fame manner rays scattered from the 

point B at a certain distance without these will emerge out of the glo-

bule, while the intermediate rays are intercepted ; and these emergent 

rays will be inclined to the rays incident upon the globule in angles still. 
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less than the angles, in which the rays FI and HKate inclined to them j 
and without these rays will emerge other rays that ihall be inclined to the 
incident rays in angles still less. Now by this means may be formed of e-
very kind of rays, besides the principal arch, which goes to the forma-
tion of the rain-bow, other arches within every one of the principal of 
the fame colour, though much more faint; and this for diverse succes-
sions, as long as these weak lights, which in every arch grow more and 
more obscure, shall continue visible. Now as the arches produced by 
each colour will be varioufly mixed together, the diversity of colours ob-
served in these secondary arches may very possibly arise from them. In 
the darker colours these arches may reach below the bow and be seen di-
stinct:: in the brighter colours these arches are lost in the inferior part of 
the principal light of the rain-bow ; but in all probability they contribute 
to the red tincture, which the purple of the rain-bow usually has, and is 
most remarkable when these secondary colours appear strongest. How-
ever these secondary arches in the brightest colours, may possibly extend 
with a very faint light .below the bow and tinge the purple of the secon-
dary arches with a rediihhue. The precise distances between the princi-
pal arch and these fainter arches depend on the magnitude of the drops, 
wherein they are .formed. To make them any degree separate it is neces-
sary the drop beexceeding small. It is most likely they are formed in the 
vapour of the cloud, which the air, being put into motion by the fall of 
the rain, may carry down along with the larger drops : and this may be 
the reason why these colours appear under the upper part of the bow on-
ly

9
 this vapour not descending very low. As a farther confirmation of this, 

these.colours are seen strongest when the rain falls from very black clouds, 
which cause the fiercest rains by the fall whereof the air will be most agi-
tated. So far Dr. Femberton. 

To the like alternate fits of easy transmission and reflection in the pas-
sage of light through the least globules of water, Sir Isaac Newton as-
cribes those little rings of colours which sometimes appear round about the 
iun and moon. Opt. p. 288. obf. 13. 

LEMMA 

508. The tangent of the sum of two angles, is to the sum of their tan-
gents, as the square os the radius, to the square of the radius diminished 
by the rectangle under the tangents : and the tangent of the difference of 
two angles, is to the difference of their tangents, as the square of the ra-
.dius, to the fquare of the radius increased by the rectangle under the tan-
gents. 

jig.478,479. LetRAíwàRBhQ tangents o^twoangles ROA.ROB, Then as AB, 
the sum or difference of the tangents, is to AO, the secant of either of the 
angles, ib let AO be .to AC, to be placed from A towards B. • Again as R C 

is 
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is to R O, so let R 0 be to R D ; and R D will be the tangent of the sum 
of difference of the two angles ROA, ROB. For joining CO, by the first / 

of these proportions the triangles A OB, ACO will be equiangular3 -, and a Euc"VI'6* 

so the angle A 0 B is equal to AC0, or to R 0 D by the second proportion b
. b Euc. VI. 

Hencein fig. 478, because ACzz^l— R^^±
t
 we have RC= (AC 

RAq-+ROq
 n

 . ROn—RB x RA , _ RB-*-RA 
— AR = ) — : - RA— —i —; whence £Z) — 

J
 RB-+RA RB-+RA ROq—RB* RA 

%R0q. By a like process fig. 479. we have AC=. whence RD~ 

xROq.^E.D. 
R'Oq-t-RB x RA 

509. Corol. 1. Hence the tangent of the sum of any number of given 

angles, or the tangent of any multiple of a given angle, may be easily 

computed. Put ROzzr, RA= a, RB =6, then the tangent of the sum of 

the angles whose tangents are a and b, that is RD = ~+a- %rr-, call this 
rr—ab 

tangent x; then for the fame reason, the tangent of the sum of this last 

angle and of a third angle, whose tangent is c, is A~*"c. X or (by sub-
rr—xc s J 

stituting the value os x ) ÏZ* a~+ b~+c—it
} t

he tangent of the sum of three 
» r>—au—ac—be 

angles whose tangents are a, b, c ; and so on. 

510. Corol. 2. Now put a = b=zc ; and for the tangent of a double an-

gle we have ™ rr; and for the tangent of a treble angle
 3 

and so on. 

■ 9 
rr—aa rr—^aa 

PROPOSITION V. 

511. *fhe apparentsemidiameter os any rain-bow, or the greatest angle 
under an incident and the emergent ray after any given number os succes-
sive resections, being given -, to find the ratio of refraction. 

Let m be the given number of successive reflections increased by an u- Fig. 430, 

ni te, and supposing the angles AB C, AB D to be the angles of incidence 

and refraction sought, let the angle ABEzz.my.ABD, and the angle 

CBE, or m% ABD — ABC, will be half the given angle under the inci-

dent and the emergent ray after m — 1 reflections0. Put the common radius c Art. 480. 
AB =■ r, the unknown tangent of refraction AD zz a, and the tangent of 

incidence ACzzma*, also AEzzx^ and t for the tangent of the given * Art. 491. 

angle CBE answering to the radius r. Then by the lemma t: x—ma:z 
, x— ma 

rr : rr-^-xma-, whence t zz rr. 
rr-±xma 

B b Cafe 
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Case I. In the first rain-bow m = 2 ; whence tzzz rr, and by 
J rr-t-zxa ' 

art. 520, xzz rr the tangent of 2ABB. Substitute this, value for 
r>—-aa 

x in the former equation and by reduction it becomes a* — if"aa — ~trr 
zzzo. By resolving this equation the tangent a of the angle of refraction 
w ill be given, and the tangent of the angle of incidence ACzzza by art. 
491. whence the ratio of their sines is given by the tables. 

Case 2. In the second rain-bowmzzz\, whence—~ rr, and by 
J ° rr-i-^xa ' 

art. ç 10, xzz^ï-—— the tangent of 7.ABD. Substitute this value for 
rr—3 aa 

x and you will find a* —f- f — 2rraa * — i-r4, zzo-, or putting7 = 

* Art. 488.
 r_[

 tne tan
g
ent

 of half the angle of this bowa, a* -+ ^Ta * —irraa * —f 

r4 = 0. The fame method serves for other bows to infinity. 
512. Corol. In the first cafe putting Tror 2 a or AC the tangent of the angle 

of incidence, and substituting ì^for a in the former equation a* — ±taa 
—Strrzzo, it is changed to this 3s« —3 tTT— 4 rrtzzzo, thesameasDr~ 
Halley's, who proposed this problem as an expeditious method for find-
ing the ratio of refraction in any fluid, by observing (when the sun is low 
and shines very bright) the angle under an incident and the emergent ray 
from a drop of any fluid hanging at the end of a capillary tube. See his 
examples Phil. Trans. N°. 267. and also the Revd. Dr. Morgan's Dissertation 
upon the Rain-bow among the Notes upon Rohault'iPhy sicks. P. 3-Ch. 17» 

Having done with the rain-bows I proceed now to consider the rays 
which emerge from a drop after two refractions without any reflection, in 
order to account for halo's. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

Fig.
 4

8t. 513. When a ray of light S A B L is refracted through a sphere at A and' 
B, without any intermediate reflection, the angle L M N, under the inci-
dent ray SAMN and the emergent ray LBM produced, is equal to twice 
the excess of the angle of incidence OAM above the angle of refraction OAB'r 
and by consequence increases perpetually while the angle of incidence increases. 

For the external angle LMN is equal to the sum of the internal angles 
MAB, MBA-, which are equal to each other, because of the equal re-
fractions at yíand B ; as appears by conceiving a ray to go out both ways 
along the chord AB. And one of these angles equals the excess, of OAM 
above OAB: and since the increments of OAM ave always bigger than 

* Art. 421. those of OAB *, the excesses of the larger increments above the smaller 
will continually augment the angle BAM

3
 and consequently the whole 

angle LMN. ^E.D> 

5*4-
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514. Corol Ti Draw a diameter PO<$E parallel to the incident ray Fig.
 4

s? 
SAM; and let it cut the emergent ray BL in E; and while the angle 
LMN increases from nothing, the line ME will decrease perpetually. 
For let the parallelogram EMAHbe compleated, and let AB and Pi?bc 
produced till they meet in T; and the equiangular triangles AMB

y
 BET, 

AHT will be equicrural. Now if ME or AHbt supposed to increase or 
only to keep the same while the opposite angle AOH decreases, the ad-
joining side HO must increase, and consequently the sum of A H and HO 

or of HT and HO that is O'iTmust also increase. But by art. 476. the line 
O ̂ decreases perpetually ; therefore the supposition we made that AH OT 

ME increased or kept the same is false ; and by consequence it decreases 
perpetually while the angle of incidence increases ; or while the angle 
LMN increases3. aAri-n 

515. Corol. 2. Hence while the angle LMN increases, the line OE 
decreases perpetually. For it is easy to shew that ME and OE are equal 

PROPOSITION VII. 

516. When parallel rays fall upon the surface os a sphere and emerge 
from it after two refractions without an hit er mediate reflection, their den-
sity at the eye os a Jpebtator placed at a great dijiance from the sphere, will 
■decrease perpetually, while the angles under the incident and the emergent 
rays increase. 

For supposing the same lines as before, let SabF\ be the nearest ray to Fig. 

SABFL, and let them cross each other in F, and then fall perpendicular 
upon L\ supposed to be the diameter of the pupil of the eye. From the cen-
ter 0 draw 0 H h perpendicular to the incident rays produced, Oli perpen-
dicular to the refracted rays AB, ab; zndOKk perpendicular to the emer-
gent rays; and also LR, MS, AT perpendicular to the diameter P5^» 
drawn parallel to the incident rays ; and let TA produced cut Sain a. 
Then since 01 is to O H and to OK as the lesser of the sines of incidence 
and refraction to the bigger ; and also Ot to Oh and to Ok in the same ra-
tio; disjointly we have Ii to Hh and to Kk in the fame given ratio; and 
consequently H h equal to Kk. But the triangles KFk, Z, PA are equian-
gular, and also ME S and LER. Therefore A*, or Hh or Kk : L \ :: FK 
:FL, and AT OT MS : LR : : EM: EL; and by consequence ACLXAT 

: L\%LR:: FK XEM: FL XEL. Now supposing the whole figure to 
be turned about the axis P^j since the feme rays that pass through the 
ring described by A a. will also pass through the ring described by L\ ; sup-
posing none of them to be stopt in the sphere, it follows that their densi-
ty at L is to their density at A reciprocally as the rings; that is directly as 
Aa* At'toL\%LR, or as FK%EMto FLXEL (because the peri-
pheries described by A and L are as their femidiameters AT, LR.) And 
the density of the incident rays being every where the fame, the density 

B b 2 of 
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of the emergent rays at L is s&FKyi EM directly and as FL X EL inverse-
ly ; and by consequence directly as FKxEM, when the eye at L is re-

a Art. 432. mote ; because the points E
y
 F never go far from the spherea. Now while 

b An. 420. the angle LMN increases, the line FK decreases perpetuallyh, and so does 
432. EMc, and therefore the density of the rays falling upon a remote eye at L 

c Art.
 sH

. perpetually decreases. E. D. 
This proposition may also be demonstrated in distinct parts as follows. 
517. 1st. The density of the rays which fall perpendicular upon the 

line Lh in any one plane of emergence, is as FK directly and FL inverse-
ly ; and when L is remote, directly as FK. For supposing all the incident 
rays to be transmitted from A a. to Lx, their density in Z, À will be to their 
density in A a. as (A a, or Hh or Kk to L\, or as) FKw FL : and the line 
FL will be invariable when L is remote, because the focus F never goes 

d Art. 43
 2

.
 far frGm the sphere d< 

518. 2ly. The density of the rays which fall upon the periphery de-
scribed by the point L, turned about the axis P^, is asEMdirectly and 
EL inversely : and when L is remote, directly as EM. For supposing all 
the incident rays to be transmitted, their density in the periphery described 
by the point L, will be to their density in the periphery described by the 
point Ay reciprocally as these peripheries, that is directly as the semidia-
sneter AT ox MS, to the semidiameter LR, that is as ÈMto EL: and 
the line EL will be invariable when L is remote, because the point E ne-

<e Art.. 515. ver goes far from the sphere c. 
519.3ly. It is observable that as F is the focus of those rays which emerge 

from the sphere in any one plane of incidence and emergence, so E is the 
focus of those that emerge in a conical surface described by the revolution 
of EL about the axis OE, to which surface all the planes of emergence 
are perpendicular. 

520. 4ly. When a solid pencil of rays falls upon a plane surface and are 
uniformly dense in every part of it ; we may consider the incident rays as 
consisting of innumerable physical planes of rays, which fall upon the 
surface in as many physical lines^ parallel to one another. And then if 
their density in any one of these lines be given, their density upon the sur-
face will be as the density of the lines; and if the density of the lines be 
given, the density of the rays upon the surface will be as their density in 
any one line upon it ; and consequently if neither the one nor the other 
be given, the density of the rays upon the surface will be as their densi-
ty in any one line and as the density of the lines conjointly. 

521. 5ly. To apply this rule to the density of the rays upon the circu-
lar ring described by the revolution of L A; since its breadth L\ is supposed 
very small in comparison to its diameter, the planes of emergence will di-
vide any small part of it into lines, as L\, nearly parallel to one another. 
And by consequence the density of the rays in this little part, will be as 

their 
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their density in any one line L\ and as the density os the lines L\con-
FK E M 

jointly ; that is as —• X —- by the 1st and 2d of these rules; and when 
If Li ìt LJ 

L is remote, as the rectangle FK X EM, as before. 
522. 6ly. Now let heterogeneal rays be refracted through the sphere ; 

and since the whole quantity of refraction increases gradually as the rays 
go farther and farther from its center1, these heterogeneal rays will there- 3 ATt

 S
l
s 

fore be gradually more and more separated from one another0; and upon b Art- l7l 

this account will fall thinner upon the eye ax L\ than if they were all ho-
mogeneal. 

523. 7ly. We have all along supposed that all the incident rays ars 
transmitted through the sphere. But it is certain that some of them are re-
flected both at the first and second surface, as in the cafe of the rain-bows. 
And it is a common observation, that as rays fall more obliquely upon any 
surface, the more of them will be reflected ; and therefore the rays that 
go farther and farther from the center of the drop, and consequently fall 
more and more obliquely upon its surfaces, will be more and more dimi-
nished by reflections ; and ib the emergent light will decrease still faster, 
or in a greater proportion than of the decrease of the rectangle FKxEM. 

524. 81y. If the sun be viewed through so large a sphere as to subtend 
an angle at the eye as large or larger than the fun it self would subtend at . 
the naked eye ; his body will appear biggest through the sphere when it 
is held in a line drawn directly from the eye to the fun; and will appear 
to decrease gradually while the sphere is moved sideways from that line. 
This shall be demonstrated in another place, and may be easily tryed by 
looking at a lighted candle or any bright object through a glass full of wa-
ter. In this cafe the apparent brightness of the fun, or the real brightness 
of his picture upon the retina, would vary directly as the density of the rays 
in any one pencil when they fall on the eye, and inversely as the magni-
tude of the picture : because if the magnitude of the picture was invaria^ 
ble, its brightness would be as the density of the rays in any one pencil; 
and if the density was invariable, its brightness would be inversely as its 
magnitude. But since the angle subtended at the eye by a globule in a cloud 
has no sensible magnitude, the picture of the sun upon the retina, formed 
'by rays that come through it, can have no variety of magnitudes ; being 
always but a point which affects the fense not by its magnitude but by its 
brightness only. Therefore while this globule is moved sideways the 
brightness of the fun, seen through it, varies directly as the density of the 
rays at the eye which came from a single point of the fun ; because the 
density of the rays that come at once from all the points of the fun varies 
in the fame proportion as their density in any one pencil varies. 

525. çly. Therefore when the fun shines upon a large cloud of such glo-
bules, the light will appear strongest in those globules which lye directly 

between 
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between the eye and the fun, and will decay more and more in the glo-

bules that lye farther and farther from that line or from the apparent place 

of the fun. In this conclusion I agree with Hugemus in his dissertation 

concerning Corona's and Parhelia, printed in the next chapter; though 

I differ from him in the reason he gives for it, namely because the drops 
a Art. 530.

 t
j
iat

 jy
e neare

st
 to tne

 f
un m

ake the largest images of him
3

; (maximam 

Jolis imagînem exhibent); whereas these images being less than the glo-

bules have no sensible apparent magnitude; and therefore appear brighter 

or duller only because the rays fall thicker or thinner upon the eye. 

526. Nevertheless to think different from so great a master of reason as 

Sir Isaac Newton, is but little better than a degree of uncertainty ; or at 

least a fort of pain which the mind would willingly be freed from. I have 

therefore been very particular in demonstrating this conclusion because I 

b Opt. p. 155.
 cannot

 reconcile it with one of his b. Where he fays that the light which 

comes through drops of rain by two refractions without any reflection 

ought to appear strongest at the distance of about 26 degrees from the fun; 
rjg. 481. j-

triat
 j

s w
£

en tne an
gi

e
 LMNis about 26 degrees ;] and to decay gradually 

both ways as the distance from him increases and decreases. And that the 

fame is to be understood of light transmitted through spherical hail-stones. 

And if the hail be a little flatted, as it often is, the light transmitted may 

grow so strong at a less distance than that of 26 degrees as to form ahalo a-

bout the fun or moon.I havealready observed that Hugemus was of a contrary 

opinion ; and besides he tells us m another place of his dissertation that though 

he had examined all the reflections and refractions of the fun's rays in glo-

bules of water, yet he could find no cause at all for the appearance of a 
c Art. 528.

 r
j
n

g
 0

fijg
nt

 abouthimof the usual bigness of a halo
c

. And thence he began 

to suspect that they are formed by hail-stones that have opake globules of 

snow in their centers. In this opinion Sir Isaac Newton seems to agree 

d Opt. p. 155.
 w

i
tn

 hirn. For he goes on in these words
d
,—which halo, as often as the 

hail-stones are duly figured, may be coloured ; and then it must be red 

within by the least refrangible rays, and blue without by the most refran-

gible ones ; especially is the hail-stones have opake globules of snow in 

their centers to intercept the light within the halo ( as Hugemus has ob-

served) and make the inside thereof more distinctly defined than it would 

otherwise be. For such hail-stones, though spherical, by terminating the 

light by the snow, may make a halo red within and colourless without, 

and darker within the red than without as halo's use to be. For of those 

rays which pass close by the snow, the rubiform will be least refracted, 

and so come to the eye in the directest lines. The light which passes 

•through a drop of water after two refractions and three or more reflections, 

is scarce strong enough to cause a sensible bow [as appears by the different 

strength of the first and second rain-bows] but in those cylinders of ice by 

which Hugemus explains the parhelia it may perhaps be sensible. This 
is 
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is all I can find of Sir Isaac Newton's concerning this subject, excepting 

another short passage where he seems to suggest a reason why halo's ap-

pear oval, an instance of which he had mentioned just before; and then 

adds these words. By its being oval, and remoter from the moon below 

than above, I conclude that it was made by refraction in some sort of hail 

or snow floating in an horizontal posture, the refracting angle being a-

bout 58 or 60 degrees
a
. In this also I must confess I cannot rest satisfied ;

 a
 °P

l
- P-

 2
9
r

» 

because all halo's, though formed by spherical hail with spherical glo-

bules of snow in their centers, must appear oval in the position he mentions 

upon account oftheflattiih figure of the iky, as it is explained in the 167th 
article. 

CHAPTER XL 

Concerning Coronas and Parhelia^ commonly called Halo s 

and Mock-Suns. 

I N this chapter I have translated Hugeniuss whole dissertation upon Design, 

this curious subject; and as this excellent Author intended to demon-

strate the more difficult things at the end of all, which the learned Editors 

of his Posthumous Works have fupplyed in few words, I have done the 

fame more at large in an Appendix to this chapter; which contains also 
the observations referred to in this dissertation. 

527. Though the causes of corona's and parhelia, which shall here be
 r

; ^ 

assigned are much alike, yet I will first treat of corona's, because they are
 an

dh
ow

 foige. 

easier to be explained ; and being understood, will facilitate the explana-

tion of parhelia. Now corona's are circular rings of light, which by day ap-

pear round about the fun, and sometimes by night about the moon ; some-

times white, and sometimes, when brightest, adorned with various co-

lours like the rain-bow. Their apparent diameter is generally about 44 

or 45 degrees, but sometimes a larger fort have appeared, about 90 de-

grees in diameter or more. It is said that a great many such rings have ap-

peared together, with the fun in their centers. I my self have often ob-

served those rings of 45 degrees ; the first of which, being the most live-

ly, gave me occasion to take notice of the most remarkable appearances 

in it, in order to attempt their explication. I observed this ring was made 

up of various colours, but fainter than those in the rain-bow ; that its 

inward edge was red and its outward a pale blue, much inclining to white ; 

that the space within the ring (called the area) was darker than that on the 

outside of it, which appeared every way pretty clear, excepting that it 

was covered with some small pellucid and whitish clouds. I found the 

diameter of the ring about 45 degrees, by a gross manner of measuring 

it
3
 which was by holding my cane at arms length and observing what part 
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of it covered the diameter of the area ; and thence I computed the angle 

as near as I could. This observation was made 30. Mar. 1652. I remember 

after this observation I looked into what Des Cartes had wrote concern-

ing the causes of corona's. He would have them to be generated by the 

rays of the fun refracted through flat stars of pellucid ice: which I did 

not like, because it follows from thence, -as he himself confesses, that the 

space within the crown should appear brighter than that without, contrary 

to what I had observed. 

H. 528.I therefore thought it proper to search after some other cause of 

ice cau-
 t

k appearance, though Des Cartes asserts, that no other can be found in 
the heavens to produce any thing like it. I examined all the refractions and 

reflections of the fun's rays through globules of water, but found nothing 

that could cause a circle of that bigness. I therefore framed to my self 

other figures consisting of congealed drops, but in vain; so hard it is to 

form an idea of a thing never seen. Butbeing drawn into the fame thoughts 

by the appearance of 5 funs at Warsaw in the year 1658 j and being dili-

gently attentive to the figure of the corona described above, at last I hit 

upon their true cause; and a little after upon that of the parhelia. For I 

make no scruple to call those causes true, whose effects agree so exactly 

with observations, as to make it seem unnecessary to search for others. 

Considering therefore that -certain particles flying about among the clouds 

afforded materials for these meteors ; as appeared sufficiently from hence, 

that the corona kept in the fame place though the clouds were dispersed j 

considering also that the dulness of the sky within the corona was an ar-

gument that the particles within that circle did not transmit the sun's 

light so copiously as when they flew out of it; I soon apprehended that 

the corona might be formed, if each of these particles were round glo-

bules consisting of a coat or sliell of transparent ice or water, that con-

tained an opake kernel within it. For I easily perceived, if a great num-

ber of such particles were dispersed between us and the fun, that those 

which lay within a certain distance from the fun, could transmit no rays 

to the eye, whereas others more remote would let them pass ; as will ap-

pear presently. Now it is not only probable but matter of fact, that such 

sort of hail-stones are dispersed among the clouds; because as Des Cartes 

attests, they sometimes fall down upon the ground. For speaking in his 

Meteors about the formation of such particles, he fays, hence it comes to 
pass, that as the outward Jhell of such particles usually confijl of a continued 

pellucid ice
y
 there is often foundsome snow at their centers, as appears by 

breaking them. Nor will it appear improbable that particles of snow should 

stick in the middle of globules of water, considering that these globules 

are sustained by exhalations or vapours raised upwards ; by which means 

the water is hindered from descending and from deserting the snow in its 

.center. Neither is there any reason, why the kernels which are of the fame 

gravity 
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gravity as the water, íhould recede from it either by ascending or descend-

ing ; at least those hail-stones which descend to the earth do plainly prove 

the matter to be fact. Now allowing them to be sustained by ascending 

exhalations, it seems necessary that they should be very small, perhaps 

not so big as grains of turnepfeed ; nevertheless this smalness does not hinder 

the perfection of their figures, nor the just proportion between the bulk ot 

the whole and of the kernel within, which I shall inquire into by and by. Ha-

ving made it appear that such mixed corpuscles are formed in the air, I 

shall ihew afterwards how all the appearances of corona's are produced by 

them. 

529. The better to understand this matter, let us consider one of these m. 

globules under a larger form, in order to apprehend how the rays of the In what man-* 

fun are refracted through it. Let A BCD represent a globule, with a ker- JS|s
 / 

nel of snow EF in the middle of it, and let us suppose the rays coming 

from G H to fall upon the fide AD. It is manifest they will so be refract-

ed at the surface AD as to bend inwards; whence it follows that a great 

number of them must strike upon the kernel-EF. Let GA and HD be the 

rays which after refraction touch the sides of the kernel EF, and let them 

be refracted again at B and C, and emerge in the lines BK, CK crossing 

each other in the point i£; whose nearest distance from the globule is 

somewhat less than its femidiameter ?. Therefore if BK and CKbe pro- a Art. 6», 6.>. 
duced towards M and L, it follows that no light coming from the fun

 Fig
 ^ 

through the globule, can proceed to the eye any where placed within the 

angle LKM, or rather within the cone represented by LKM. Because all 

the rays which pass by the kernel, will cross each other under a greater 

angle than LKM, and at a point nearer to the globule than the point ils*, * Art. 512. 

and therefore will pass by the eye placed any where within the angle. 

LKM, but will fall upon it when placed out of that angle. What is 

íàid of this globule, belongs to all others of the fame shape. That is to 

fay every one of them carries a ihady cone behind it, in which the eye be-

ing placed can perceive no light coming through the globule, but being re-

moved out of it, will immediately perceive the light of the fun. Let the eye 

be at N, and conceive a cone whose vertex is N and whose sides NR, N^J 

are parallel to the sides KL, KM of the former cone. It is certain that 

none of the globules which include equal kernels of snow to that in the. 

globule AB CD, and which are placed any where within the cone ̂ NR, 

can direct the rays of the fun towards the eye at N. For if from any such 

globule as *S', two lines SVand STbt drawn parallel to KL and KM, re-

presenting in this figure the sides of a ssiady cone behind S, it appears 

that the eye at N, in the vertex of the cone ^NR, falls within the cone 

VST, and consequently receives no rays coming through the globules. 

. The fame maybe said of all the globules within the cone ̂ NR, because 

C c the 

Fig. 485, 
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the eye at AT is placed within the ihady cone belonging to every one of them, 

as appears by the figure, 
rv. 530. But if any other globule, as X,lying out of the cone QNR, be 

Ti'hfbhta-^
 ta^en int0 consideration, it appears that the eye at As lyes out of its shady 

bout it, prov- cone TXZ, and consequently those rays of the fun, which are more re-
cd- fracted through the globule Xthan the rayXZ, will come to the eye ; so 

that this globule and all others out of the cone <$JVR will appear en-
lightened ; whereas those within it will appear obscure. It is plain there-
fore that a certain area or space quite round the fun ought to appear dark 
or obscure; and that the space round about this area must appear more 
luminous ; and more so in the parts that are nearest to the obscure area. 
Because it might easily be demonstrated that the globules that are near-

a See Art. ?2$.
 e

st
 to tne CO

ne !%JVR exhibit the largest image of the fun3. It is plain also 
that a corona ought to be produced in the same manner, whatever be the 
sun's altitude, by reason of the spherical figure both of the globules and of 
the kernels within them. Whoever has a mind to make a proper experi-
ment to represent this appearance, let him expose to the sun a thin glass 
bubble filled with water, that has an opake sphere in the middle of it, 
which may easily be contrived; and he will find, that he cannot see the: 
sun's image in it, unless he removes it to a certain distance from the line 
drawn from his eye to the fun : and that as soon as he perceives the light,, 
the image of the fun will immediately appear the bri ghtest, and coloured 
red, for the fame reason as in a glass prism or rather a water prism, if such 

■F'S +84.
 a

 one could be made. For the ray G A, for example, suffers the fame re-
fractions, at its ingress into the globule at A and at its egress at B, as it 
would do in passing through a prism, w hose sides AÇl, BQ. touch the globule 
at A and B. And the kernel EF, which terminates the light on one side, 
conduces much to the appearance of the colours of the rays AB which 
pass by it. But I have no design to inquire into the causes why these co-
lours appear through prisms. I confess I am entirely ignorant of their pro-
duction , nor do I believe that any one can discover it till we receive 
some greater light into the knowledge of nature. All that I would observe 
is that the red colour which appears in the glass bubble ought also to be 
seen in theglobules that are nearest to the outside of the cone %NR\ which 
growing bigger in the remoter globules produces other colours as in the 
rain-bow. 1 judge the breadth of the corona, equal to the apparent space 
through which the colours are spread when the drops are most enlighten-
ed ; although in reality the breadth is only terminated by the snow on the in-
side next to the sun and not on the outside; just as in the rain-bow, which 
also, as Des Cartes has explained it,, is only terminated on the red side and 
not on the other. These corona's do also often appear about the moon for 
the fame reasons as about the fun: but the colours are generally so weak • 
as to appear only white : these white corona's I have often seen about the 

fun, 
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sun, when the space within them appeared scarce darker than that with-

out. Now this happens when there is less plenty of such globules. For 

the more there are the morelively thecolours appear, as is manifest: from 

observations ; by which it appears, that when the area within the corona 

is darker, that is when the globules are more numerous, the colours ap-

pear more vivid. But the colours within the corona appear more lively 

when parhelia and paraselenæ, that is, mock-funs and mock-moons.ap-

pear with them, for another reason to be given when I treat of these ap-
appearances. 

531. Let us now consider the apparent diameter of the corona, which, V. 

as we said before, is generally about 45 degrees. This depends upon the J
f

!l

a

e

c
^o"

a

etcl 

magnitude of the dark kernel EF. For the greater it is in comparison to considered, 

the whole globule ABCD> so much the greater is the angle BKC, to Flg-4
8

S« 

which the angle of the cone $JVR is equal and measures the apparent 

diameter of the corona, as we have shewn above. Besides the rays GABK, Fî
2* 4

86
-

HDCK, passing through the globule ABCD, and touching the kernel 

in E and F, draw from the center Mthe line MKO, passing through K 
the intersection of the rays, and meeting the line DC,. produced in 0 : let 

the lines HD and KC produced meet in L within the globule Now in 

the triangle DLC, the angles FDL, FC.L are equal, because the ray 

HD is refracted at D, in entering into the globule, just as much as at C> 
in going out of it. But the angle FDL is equal to DOK, because HL 
and DO are parallel; therefore in the triangle KOC, the angles KOC

y 

K C O are also equal ; and both together are equal to the angle CKM, which 

is half of CKB. Now since CKB is observed to be 45 degrees, its half 

MKC is 22-5-; and the half of this, that is KO C is 11 J: Therefore in the 

triangle 0 MF
y
 right angled at F, the ratio of the sides is given, and ta-

king the radius O M to consist of iooooo parts, MF the sine of n± de-

grees will be 19509 and OF98078 such parts. The ratio of O M to OD 
is-the fame as of the sine of the angle of refraction MD 0 to the sine of the 

angle of incidence MDL orDMA/"* that is as 187 to 250. Therefore * Art. 221. 

since OMcontains iooooo parts, OD will contain 133690, from whence 

taking OF98078, there remains FD 35612; but Mi7was 19509. There-

fore the proportion of the sides of the right angled triangle MFD being 

known, the ratio of either of them to the bafeMZ) will be given, which 

MD will be found 40605. Therefore M D the femidiameter of the globule, 

must be to MF the femidiameter of the kernel of snow, as 40605 to 

X9509 or as 1000 to 480 very nearly, to make the diameter of the corona 

45 degrees. By the fame method, to make the diameter of a corona 90 de-

grees, we (hall find the ratio MD to As F must be as 1000 to 680 ; and 

as 1000 to 473 if the diameter be 44 degrees. 

532. Concerning the formation of this fort of globules, it is probable VI. 

that at first they were globules of soft snow, which are rounded by a con- ^he°gSbu?« 

C C 2 tinual considered. 
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tinual agitation in the air, and thawed on their outsides by the heat of the 

fun. The appearance of corona's requires an exact temperature of heat and 

cold in the air, that the globules of snow may be gradually thawed a 

+*7« little, and be checked again by a small increase of cold. But when 

they are thawed about half way through their diameters, or a little more, 

there is a cone of rays reflected from their backsides inwards, whose heat 

will prevent their being congealed again, though a greater degree of cold 

ihouki follow. Now by the warmth of this cone which is greatest at its 

apex, the snow in the center will be rounded and polished, because the 

globule is continually turning different sides to the fun, or rather because 

the warmth of the cone spreads round the whole globule. And this roundness 

is necessary to the production of corona's. It is probable indeed that a great 

many globules may be unequally thawed, but if their kernels be not 

rounded they cannot produce any joint effect. And perhaps by this exter-

nal warmth, the cold is driven into the middle of the globule (as we fee 

it often happens in winter time) and prevents the farther dissolution of 

the kernel of snow. I suppose the outsides of these globules to be watery, 

as is most probable, because the surface of water is generally smoother 

and fitter to cause regular refractions than if it was congealed. Yet some-

times it may happen that the globules, so formed as described above, may 

be congealed again, and may still continue round and transparent enough 

to produce a corona. Now besides this collection or cone of rays, which 

melts the snow halfway through, there is also another collection, which 

may form and preserve other kernels of snow that are larger in proportion 

to the whole globule; and which may produce another corona as broad 

again as the former ; for such corona's have sometimes been observed as 

will appear afterwards. It is also tobe observed that this collection of rays 

seems to be the reason why corona's are generally observed to be of such 

determinate diameters ; nevertheless it is not impossible that corona's may 

appear of any diameters ; since nothing hinders the globules in a tempe-

rate air, from melting very flowly, and after a certain part of them is dis-

solved, from keeping that proportion so long, that corona's may appear 

for hours together without sensible change. Hence if a certain collection 

of these globules, dissolved to a certain degree, and another collection 

^of them, dissolved to another degree, ihall happen to be ranged in a higher 

or lower region than the former, and other collections dissolved toother.de-

A SneWus in grees be placed in other regions ; there will appear several corona's of dif-

his Book of the ferent diameters at the fame time; and accordingly some authors tell us 

i6^
Ct m kave ^een mcn parallel corona's concentrick to the funa. 
VI1; 533. Having hitherto considered the causes of corona's, in the next 

Co

r
"^[

a

n
^ place we are to discourse upon parhelia and paraselenæ or mock-suns and 

p&aftl&æ. mock-moons j in which there is a greater variety of wonderful appear-

ances, as may be perceived by the figures annexed. For besides many sur-
prising 
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prising circles, there is not only a parhelion on each side of the fun, (which 

two were the only ones observed in former ages) but also two or three, 

and sometimes four more; as in the phænomenon observed by Hevelius 

in the year 1661. One may wonder how it should be, xk&tArifiotle, and 

Cardan, who wrote so many ages after him, should affirm, that there ne-

ver appeared above two parhelia together. Since it is not probable that 

six or seven parhelia should often appear together within a few years, 

and that the like ihould have never happened for so many ages before. 

The reason may be, that the two lateral parhelia which are always the 

brightest, were only taken notice of as parhelia, and that the rest which 

are more languid and faint were overlooked. But by more accurate obser-

vers all those lights are called parhelia which keep fixt in a certain place, 

though so faint in appearance as by the unskilful to be taken for little 

white clouds. Now though there be a great variety of parhelia observed 

at different times, yet there are some things common to them all. I shall 

therefore attempt the solution of the most remarkable phænomenon that 

has been observed, and mention others by the by so far as any thing oc-

curs that is common to all ; leaving what is new and extraordinary in o-

ther phænomena to be discussed afterwards. I design therefore to consider 

the Roman Phænomenon observed there by Scheiner the 20th of March 

1629 ; which Des Cartes and Gajjendus wrote upon about that time, from 

whose writings I take the following description. 
-534. A the place of the observer at Rome, B the vertex or point over his VIII. 

head, C the true fun, KB a vertical plane pajfing through the observer s p^^^ 

eye, the true fun and the vertex B ; which are all projected in the Jiraight 488, 

line ACB. About tbe fun C there appeared two concentrick rings not com-

pleat, but diverfified with colours. The le fer and inner of them D E was 

fuller and more perfect ; and though it was open from D to F, yet these ends 

D and F were perpetually endeavouring to unite-, sometimes they did unite 

and compleat the ring and then opened again. The other exterior and fainter 

and scarce discernable circle was GKI ; it had a variety of colours bus 
was very inconfiant. The third circle KLMN was very large and all over 

of a white colour, such as are often seen with paraselenes about the moon, 

This was an excentrick circle pafjing through the middle of the fun, 

at first entire, but towards the end of the appearance it was weak and rag-
ged andscarce discernable from M towards N. In the eommon intersection of 

this circle and of the outward Iris GKI, there broke out two parhelia N 

and K not entirely perfect, K was somewhat weak, but N jhone brighter 

and fironger. The brightness in the middle of them both resembled that of 
thesun, but towards their edges they were tinged with colours like those of 
the rain-bow. They were not perfectly round and even at their edges, but 

uneven and ragged. The parhelion N was a little wavering, and sent out 

a spiked te/7NP of a colour somewhat fiery, which had a continual recipro-
cation. 
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cation. The parhelia at L andM, beyond the zenith B, were not so bright 

as the former, but rounder and white like the circle which they were placed 

in-, they resembled milk or cleansher: the parhelion M was almost quite 

extinct at half an hour past two o' clock, excepting that some faint remains 

would revive now and then ; and the circle it self vanished in that place. 

The parhelion N disappeared before K did, and while M became f ai Jit er K 

grew brighter and vanijhed la st os all. 

A sailer de- S35- To understand perfectly how this appearance was, imagine the 

Criptionof great white circle KLMN, that passed through the true sun, to be pa-
thisPhænomc-

 ra
jj

e
j
 tQ

 horizon, having its pole B directly over the spectator's head. 

Opcr.Tom 3. For as to the appearance of the figure [in Gaffendus* and Des Cartes'] in 

p. 65z. which the vertex B is put nearer to L M than to KN; I take it to be a 

mistake in the drawing. Since in all other observations, wherein the po-

sition of this white circle is described, it is always represented in a situa-

tion parallel to the horizon: although a small inclination of it is not in-

consistent with our theory. The spectators must therefore be supposed 

to stand directly under the middle point B, in such a position that when 

he looks at the funs C, K, N, he may have the other two at L and As be-
hind his back. 

x> 536. It is farther to be observed, that the order os the colours mention-

ed in the circles DEF, GKN, was the fame as in the corona's abovemen-

tioned : namely the red next the fun, as appears by Scheiners description 

of the phænomenon in the year 1630 to be seen in the appendix. From 

which it appears that the diameter of the inner circle was also about 45 

degrees, which is the usual bigness of a corona: though I am apt to think 

that the exterior circle in the phænomenon of 1629 was less than the ex-

terior circle in the phænomenon of 1630, as appears by the figure and may 

be proved. In this figure it is also to be observed that the tail of the mock-

sun Nmust be drawn within the great circle KLMN, as Hevelius right-

ly observed in the year 1661, which phænomenon may be seen below in 

the 561st article. But Scheiner has drawn it so, to shew it was extended from 

the fun. The true fun and the mock-funs are also drawn too big in com-

parison to the circles, and the circles too broad for their diameters. For 

the diameter of the fun should be but about the 90th part of the diameter 

of the corona D E F, or of 45 degrees ; and the breadth of the circle KL M 

íhould be almost equal to that of the fun. For by the explication of the 

phænomenon in 1630 it appears that the breadth of that circle was not e-
qual to the fun's diameter. 

Caused^' rc ^7* Having considered the descriptions of these wonderful appear-

flectionsLd"
 ances

 l
et us

 now inquire into their causes. Though I soon perceived that 
refractions globules of water, or partly of « ater and partly of snow, could not produce 

Si?"16
 tnefe effects, yet considering that parhelia are always attended with co-

rona's, I was satisfied that their causes must be much alike. Considering 

there 
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therefore what other figures hail-stones might possibly have in the air be-

sides a spherical one, I found no other so simple as that of a cylinder. 

And indeed I had often observed that snow consisted of several slender ob-

long particles mixt with those of other shapes ; and seeing that small globules 

were sufficient for the production of corona's, I imagined that a great 

many little cylinders, floating in the air, might produce some effects of 

the like fort. I remembered also that Des Caries had taken notice of cer-

tain small columns or cylinders which he had seen upon the ground, whose 

extremities were bounded with flat stars consisting of six rays or points. 

Having therefore considered the position of these cylinders, and that they 

could not easily be generated in any other but an upright posture j and 

that they must sometimes be partially thawed by the warmth of the fun 

or air as well as the round grains ; I soon found that all the particulars of 

the Roman Phænomenon might be produced by these small cylinders ; and 

was plainly convinced of it, after I had filled a hollow cylindrical glass 

with water, and had suspended a solid cylinder in the middle os it. For by 

holding it in various positions to the fun and to my eye, I found the large 

white circle was produced by reflection of the fun's rays from the sides of 

such cylinders, and the parhelia on each side of the fun by a double re-

fraction through the sides of them, and the other parhelia partly opposite 

to the fun by a double refraction and an intermediate reflection, in the 
manner to be explained hereafter. 

538. But something must be premised concerning the generation, po- XII. 

sition, figure and magnitude of these cylinders. As the globules which ^^Jf"^ 
produce corona'smust be very small, perhaps smaller than turnepseed, tobe ders may be 

sustained by ascending exhalations, so I suppose these cylinders to be ex- generated, 

ceeding small and ilender for the same reason ; which minuteness may be 

so far from hindering the perfection of their figures, that probably it may 

rather contribute to it. These cylinders as well as the globules must be 

formed at first of the softest and finest particles of snow ; that is out of the 

most minute and almost invisible particles of a congealed cloud; (for snow 

is nothing but vapour congealed;) now so soon as a globule is formed, by 

a collection of these particles, it naturally follows that many more parti-

cles will soon adhere to the bottom of it, but not to its fides. For since 

the particles of the cloud are driven upwards by a current of ascending 

vapours, and since on the other hand the globules tend downwards by 

their weight or at least ascend flower than the vapours ; it naturally fol-

lows that the particles of the cloud which strike upon the bottom of a 

globule will stick to it and by degrees change it to an oblong cylindrical 

figure, while other particles of the cloud will easily flip by the sides of it. 

And when a vast multitude of these cylinders are thus produced at small 

distances from one another, it is probable enough, that the current of as-

cending air and vapours, by passing between them, will preserve them in 

the 
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the same upright posture in which they were formed : but when they are 

dispersed by the wind or otherwise, they cannot continue upright, but 

will be turned into all manner of positions. Now when the warmth of the 

fun or of the air shall have melted the outsides of these cylinders, in the 

fame manner as was mentioned of the globules, a smaller cylinder of snow 

will remain in the middle of each of them surrounded with water; and 

after a certain part is melted, the cylinders within will become round and 

perfect, and will remain in this state for some time, for the same reasons 

that we gave for the globules. Nevertheless if that coat of water should 

soon be frozen, it may possibly remain sufficiently transparent and polite 

to transmit, refract and reflect the rays of the fun in the regular manner to 

be described hereafter. 

TOIL 539. To begin the explanation of the Roman Phænomenon, first I 

white c^Tl
 1 t^le *arSe wn^te circle, which appeared in it, was produced by 

W caused. tne reflection of the sun's rays from the outsides of the upright cylinders. 

For when the fun shines upon a vast number of such cylinders suspended 

in the air ; it follows that a great w hite circle must appear to pass through 

the fun and to be parallel to the horizon, and to be equal in breadth to the 

breadth of the fun. To make this appear, let us suppose a larger cylinder 

instead of one of those small ones, and consider in what manner the rays 

Fig. 489. of the fun are reflected from it. Upon the upright cylinder AB CD let a 

ray £ F coming from the center of the fun, be reflected into the line EG: 

I fay that E£and EG are equally inclined to the horizon. For let HEK 

be a line drawn through E upon the side of the cylinder, and imagine a 

plane LI to touch the cylinder along the line HEK; and the ray EF will 

a Art. 19. be reflected from this plane in the fame manner as from the cylinder3. 

Now supposing another plane pasting through the rays FE
}
 £ G to stand 

perpendicular to the plane LI, upon the line MEN, the angles of inci-

hArt. 8. dence and reflection F EM, GEN will be equal h. Imagine a spherical 

surface whose center is E to cut or! equal lines EF, EM, EO and also 

EG, EN, EP, and let EO and EF be parts of the line HEK; and let 

FO, FM, OM be arches of great circles in that spherical surface and like-

wise GP, GN, PN Therefore since the plane FMNG stands at right 

angles to the plane LI, and since both of them pass through £ the center of 

the sphere ; in the spherical triangle F MO the angle M will be a right one, 

and likewise the angle iVin the triangle GNP. But the side MO is equal 

to NP, because the angle MEO is equal to NEP; and likewise the side 

MF\s equal to the side GN because the angles FEM, GEN are equal. 

Therefore the remaining sides FO, GP are equal, and by consequence 

the angle FEO is equal to G EP; whose complements to a right angle 

are also equal, and measure the inclinations of the rays FE, EG to the ho-

rizon; which was to be proved. 

The 
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The démonstration is the fame when the ray FE is reflected from the 

inside of the cylinder ; by which I shall mew that the parhelia must ap-

pear in the great white circle. 

540. Hence it appears, when the air is full of those minute upright XHfc 

cylinders, that the rays proceeding from the fun's center or from any o-

ther point of his diik, will be reflected from those cylinders towards the 

horizon in the very fame angle in which that point of the fun is elevated 

above the horizon. Because by reason of the sun's immense distance, eve-

ry angle of incidence FE O upon every cylinder, whether higher or low-

er, is of the fame magnitude. Consequently the spectator below can see the 

sun reflected from those cylinders only, from which a line drawn to his 

eye makes an angle with the horizon equal to the altitude of the fun. There-

fore if lines be drawn every way from the eye of the spectator making e-

qual angles with the horizon to the fun's altitude, it is certain that all of 

them together will trace out a circle in the heavens parallel to the hori-

zon. It is plain therefore that the spectator will perceive a white circle 

parallel to the horizon and passing through the sun. It is also easy to be 

understood that the breadth of this circle will be equal to the breadth of 

the fun. For every point of the fun's vertical diameter, as well as his cen-

ter, wili illuminate a circle of cylinders of the fame apparent height as 

the illuminating point. By which means the upper and under edges of 

the broad white circle will be parallel, and at the fame distance from each . 

other as the uppermost and undermost points of the fun. It is also remark- > 

able that while the fun ascends or descends, this circle will also ascend or 

descend, and so will become bigger or less. And moreover that diverse 

spectators, though never so remote from one another, will every one fee 

a different circle passing through the fun, in like manner as in the rain-

bow. But this cannot be true of that circle which Des Cartes pro-

poses to us as the cause of this phænomenon. For he supposes it to be a 

large solid ring of ice suspended in the air, which cannot possibly be di-

rectly over the heads of several distant spectators. Besides that no reason 

can be given for its passing through the fun, sometimes for two or three 

hours together, as we find in fact that it does. It is also observable that no 

thick clouds are seen in the air when these circles appear, but such only as 

are very thin and scarce visible. For we find it taken notice of in most of 

these observations, that the sky was very clear and serene. Which is no 

wonder in our hypothesis, considering that these minute cylinders consti-

tute a very thin cloud, uniformly extended, through which the fun and 

even the blue colour of the iky may be seen. It happens sometimes that 

some parts of this circle appear faint and scarce visible, for no other rea-

son but want of matter or a sufficient quantity of cylinders: excepting 

that the part within the halo, though there be matter enough, is less dis-
cernable, and not taken notice of in some observations, by reason of the 

D'à bright-
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ness of the neighbouring fun ; and chiefly because the white circle is much 

brighter just without the circumference of the corona, than in other parts 

of it. The reason of which will be understood when we explain the lateral 

parhelia at K and N. 
XV. 541. AS to these parhelia at K and N, I say they are produced by the 

The lateral same upright cylinders, which produce the great white circle, by means 

phS °
X

" °f
 a

 double refraction of the rays of the fun, exactly in the fame manner 
in which corona's are produced by globules with snow in their centers. 

For because a certain part of each of these cylinders is thawed, and con-

tains a lesser cylinder of snow within it, the sun cannot be seen through 

thole cylinders which constitute the part KNoîthe white circle, but only 

through those which lye without it, for the same reason as in corona's. 

From hence it also comes to pass that the interval between these parhelia 

becomes so much greater as the internal cylinder of snow is thicker in pro-

portion to the whole cylinder. But the fun appears brightest of all through 

those cylinders on the outsides of the arch KN, that adjoin to it, and his 

brightness decays gradually in going outwards from thence to a certain di-

stance; and this is the cause of the tails of these parhelia. But since the 

colours appear most vivid in those cylinders that are next to the outside 

of the arch KN
t
 for the fame reason as in corona's ; these colours make 

the parhelion distinct from the rest of the tail, which is less bright and ve-

• ry little coloured; in like manner as the corona and the rain-bow havebut 

a small breadth, although they are terminated but on one side. Now these 

tails and also the parhelia at the head of them, always tend towards the 

white circle ( as will appear presently ) and make it brighter so far as 

they extend. The tail NP of the parhelion at N is drawn as appearing 

out of this circle, but this was either a mistake or was design'd to shew 

that the tail tended directly from the fun : as Hevelius observes more ac-

* Art. 561. curately in the phænomenon in 1661*. Therefore though it is not related 

that the parhelion Jihad a tail, nevertheless it is plain that a certain part 

of the white circle was its tail, though but a dull one ; because this par-

helion is said to be fainter than the other. And it appears by Hevelius's ob-

servations as well as my own, that all parhelia and also parafelenæ or 

mock-moons, on each side of the moon, are constantly adorned with tails. 

Lastly the extraordinary brightness of the parhelia, which was said to ri-

» Art. 534. val that of the fun3, will be easily accounted for, by considering thate-

very cylinder shines throughout its whole length; whereas the round 

grains in the corona or in the rain-bow emit but a little light, so that one 

cylinder may probably afford more light than ten round grains. There-

fore if there be great plenty of cylinders in the air, it is no wonder that 

these images of the fun appear so bright. I shall now demonstrate these 

assertions, by an accurate consideration of the refract ion of the rays through 

the sides of the cylinders. And first I shall shew that these parhelia and 

their tails must necessarily appear in the great white circle. 542. 
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542. Let AB CD be one of these cylinders hanging upright in the air ; XVT. 

and let the ray E F fail upon its watery surface, and be refracted into the ^pa^aare 

cylinder along the line FG, and at G let it emerge by refraction through in the white 

the watery surface in the line GH; I say this ray Giïwill be inclined to ^r
clc

-

the horizon in the fame angle as EFls inclined to it; that is in an angle Ig" 49 " 

equal to the fun's altitude. For let ABCD be a plane parallel to the axis 

of the cylinder and passing through the points F, G ; and it will cut the 

surface of the cylinder in equal angles in the lines AB, CD parallel to each 

other. And consequently since the ray FG is situated in this plane between 

the parallel lines AB, CD, it will be equally inclined to the cylindrick 

surface towards F and G, so as to make the angles GFC, FGA equal to 

one another. Hence it is too plain to need any demonstration, that the re-

fracted ray G H tends downwards in the fame angle, as in going backwards 

along GF it would tend upwards along FE* ; that is the angles which * Art* lx' 

G H and EF do make with the sides of the cylinder are equal. Imagine 

two planes to be drawn, one through CD and the ray EF, and the other 

through AB and the ray GH; and it evidently follows that these two 

planes are equally inclined to the intermediate plane ABCD in which 

FG is situated and that the angles, which measure their inclinations to 

this middle plane, avzKCB,LB C, being made by the intersections of these 

planes with the base of the cylinder; and consequently that these an-

gles KCB, LBC are equal. And since we have (hewn that the an-

gles!) FF, B G H are equal, it appears from hence also that the inci-

dent ray EF and the emergent ray GH after both refractions, are e-

qually inclined to the horizon. Therefore the funs rays so transmitted 

through these cylinders, cannot come to the spectator's eye but from those 

cylinders, whose apparent altitude is the fame as that of the fun; or only 

from those very cylinders in which the great white circle appeared by re-

flected rays: and consequently the two parhelia produced by such refrac-

tions must appear also in that white circle. 

543. To determine at what distance from the fun the parhelia ought XVII. 

to appear, we must attend to that ray of the fun which, in passing through J^^l^. 
the water, touches the internal cylinder of snow. For supposing F G tO rious distances 

be that ray, then B C will also touch the said cylinder in the plane of its siojn thesim, 

base. Therefore drawing OMN in the plane of the base, through its cen- ^g. 490. 

ter ATand parallel to KC which lyes under the incident ray EF, let it meet 

the line BL in M which lyes under the emergent ray GH; and the angle 

BMN will be equal to the angle which measures the inclination of 

two vertical planes, one of which passes through the fun and the other 

through the parhelion ; and both of them through the eye of the spectator. 

And consequently in fig. 488 the part CN of the white circle, intercepted 

tween the sun and one of the lateral parhelia, will contain the same num-

ber of degrees of its circle, as are contained in the angle BMN. Now this 

D d 2 angu-
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angular distance of the lateral parhelion from the sun, is so much the 

greater as the internal cylinder of snow is thicker in proportion to the. 

whole cylinder: and moreover supposing the ratio of the diameters of these 
cylinders to be invariable, that angular distance becomes greater,, as the 

fun rises higher: as will appear by the following table , whose construc-

tion, w;hich would have been too tedious here, may be seen in the appen-

dix to this chapter. 

The rst column shews the fun's, 

altitude ; the ad the angle made 

by two vertical planes, one pas-
sing through the sun and the other 

through the lateral parhelion, 

when the diameter of the whole 

cylinder is to the diameter of the 

internal one as 1000 to 473 ; the 

3d column shews the fame angles 

between the verticals when the ra-

tio of the diameters is 1000 to 
480 ; the 4th when that ratio is 

1000 to 680. Supposing this ratio 

as 1000 to 714, then the said an-

gle of the verticals will be 8 8 deg, 

48 min. when the fun is 25 de-

grees high; and can be no bigger in 

* Art. 561. this altitude; and this relates to the two parhelia observed by Hevelius2. 

XVIII. 544- If a sufficient number of cylinders be placed above one another 
That levenl some of w hich are melted more and some less, it appears by these tables, 

Sismaya'|>
 tnat

 besides the collateral parhelia next the fun, two or more may appear 
pear together, farther from him, but still in the fame white circle : which is also con-

firmed by the observations of Hevelius in the year 1661. Feb. 20. and of 

Scheiner in the year 1630 ; of which more hereafter. It appears also from 

the same tables, that while the cylinders remain in the fame situation, and 

the fun rises higher, the intervals between him and the two parhelia will 

increase, and will decrease again while he descends lower : the very thing 

that I observed and shall mention in my account of that observation. But 

a greater alteration of these intervals may happen if the cylinders be. far- . 

ther melted: and from hence there arose a very remarkable phænomenon 

in former days. For "Julius Obfequens relates that, in the time of Augustus 
Cœfar, when M. Lepidus and Munatius Plancus were Consuls,, there ap-

peared three fun s together, which soon after were contracted into one orb. 

This is such an appearance as I never met with any where else ; but the 

cause of it is easily understood, and is nothing else but the warmth of the 

air; which increasing upon the former temperature of it might presently 

melt 

I. 11. in. 

Degr. deg. min. deg. min. 

O. 22. OO 22. 3° 
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melt all the snow in the cylinders, and by this means both the parhelia 

would draw nearer to the fun till they coincided with it, when the whole 

cylinders were melted and changed into round drops. And seeing this a-

grees so exactly with our theory, it cannot be doubted but we have taken 

the words of Obfequens in their true fense; although Gajjendus has endea-

voured at another interpretation3; as if the parhelia appearing at first, a Op.Tom.j. 

there presently broke out a corona which contained them within it. For P- 65*» 
then it would not be so proper to say that three suns were contracted into 

one orb, but two rather ; neither would this have been so uncommon a 

fight. Besides this, they imagined that a representation of the Triumvirate 

was signified by this prodigy; as appears by the following passage of Dion 

Coffins compared with that of Obfequens. Dion fays, book 45, that the 

light of the fun appeared sometimes to be diminished and extinguished, 

and sometimes to break out again in a triple orb ; (for so I interpret his 

words TOT* 3 °* R
&<* XJUK\OIS <pa/lu(ifiTb) one of which was surrounded^ 

by a radiating fiery crown ; by which future events were foretold. We might 

accurately determine the lengths of the tails of these parhelia; but the 

farther they recede from the parhelia the fainter they grow, and therefore 

the true extent of them cannot well be observed. It is therefore sufficient 

to know that they are extended throughout a whole quadrant of the white 

circle beginning from the true fun; and somewhat farther, as the fun's alti-

tude may happen to be greater. But yet their light is frequently so weak as 

by observers to be taken only fora part of the said circle. 

545. I am now going to consider those corona's which almost always XIX. 
appear with these lateral parhelia. For though corona's are sometimes 

seen without parhelia, yet parhelia never appear without a corona passing the parhelia is 

through them, unless it be so weak sometimes as to escape observation; not made by 

and this appearance being not accidental must proceed from a certain s 0 u cs* 

cause. When small cylinders are produced in the air, it is probable that 

half-thawed globules are lodged there at the fame time, for the produc-

tion of corona's. But yet it is difficult to conceive by what cause they can 

be thawed in so exact a proportion, as to produce a corona that shall pass 
precisely through these very parhelia. For supposing the round and ob-

long hail to be thawed exactly alike in diameter, nevertheless it appears 

by the foregoing tables that the parhelia would lye on the outside of the 

corona. For when the ratio of the diameter of the outward to that of the 

inward cylinder is as 1000 to 473, the distance of the parhelia from the 

fun at various altitudes will be 22, 28, 36, 5 1, and any more degrees of 

the white circle, though the femidiameter of the corona be but 22 at all 
altitudes of the fun, when the globules are thawed in the fame ratio. This 

also is farther to be observed that while the parhelia continually approach 

towards each other when the fun descends, and recede from each other 

when he ascends, as we observed above ; the corona should also contract 

and 
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and enlarge it self, since it always passes through the parhelia j but in the 

round grains no cause can be assigned for such an effect. 

Nor b
 X

'c lin
 c

 besides the round grains, it is certain that those very cylinders, 

ders obliqucfy which I observed may swim in the air in uncertain positions, are capa-

fituated. ble of producing corona's. For by reason of the snow within them they 

do not transmit the rays of the fun, unless they lye wide of a certain di-

stance from him ; which angular distance is determined by those cylin-

ders on whose sides the rays of the fun fall perpendicular; for the rest of 

them upon which the rays fall obliquely must be still remoter from the 

fun to transmit his rays to the eye : as appears by the tables above, taking 

the altitude of the fun in the table for his altitude above the plane of the 

base of these cylinders. So that these cylinders as well as the globules may 

produce a corona bounded with a red colour on its side next the fun. And 

probably the corona's that appear with the parhelia may proceed from 

this cause. First because these little cylinders are alone sufficient. Second-

ly because the corona's that appear with parhelia are often brighter co-

loured than without parhelia. Because the cylinders fend rays from their 

whole lengths in greater plenty than the round grains, which fend them 

as it were but from a point. But to return to the purpose, there is no rea-

son at all why this corona produced by cylinders should pass through the 

parhelia rather than that which proceeds from round grains. And the 

fame difficulty in the alteration of the distance of the parhelia still remains 

as before. There is no reason therefore to maintain that the corona which 

passes through the parhelia is produced by those cylinders that are placed 

in an uncertain order. Indeed as to the Roman Phænomenon fig. 488 

I do not doubt but the corona DEF, within the parhelia, was produced 

by cylinders disposed in the manner. abovementioned. But still as to the 

other part of the phænomenon there seems to be some difficulty. 
XX

th 547' Nevertheless we may be able to conquer this difficulty by attend-

roundTends of
 mg #iore closely to the figure of those cylinders. Hitherto we have only 

upright cylin- considered their sides ; now let us fee what fort of extremities they are 
ders" likely to have. To suppose them terminated by plane bases, is by no means 

agreeable to nature. But because their tops and bottoms are thawed as 

well as their sides, and to the fame degree quite round, most certainly 

the water at their extremities will affect a round figure; whence also the 

inner cylinder of snow will be formed at each end either into an hemisphere 

or an half spheroid ; and then the shape of the whole cylinder with the 

included kernel ought to be such as this figure represents in a larger size. 

Jig. 491. Hence it will come to pass, that not only those upright cylinders, which 

lye on each side of the fun and produce the collateral parhelia, will trans-

mit his rays to the eye, but also those that lye above and below and quite 

round him beyond a certain distance; which therefore will produce a co-

rona. Through those above him the rays will pass as the ray DCBAàoes 

and 
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and will touch the top of the kernel in H-, and the rays will pass in like 

manner through the bottom of the lower cylinders asEFGA does, and 

will touch the bottom of the kernel in K. But since the exact figure of the 

convexities B CL and FGM is unknown, it would be in vain to attempt 

an exact determination of the quantity of refraction of the rays that pass 
through it ; and much more of those that pass towards the sides of these 

oval solids. Nevertheless having ordered a glass cylinder to be made in the 

shape represented by half this figure ; and having filled it with water and 

suspended an opake cylinder within it, that might in all places be equally 

distant from the glass ; and having placed this compound cylinder in va-

rious positions between the fun and my eye, I found by experience it trans-

mitted the rays in such manner that the angles BAN, GAF were nearly 

equal to one another and to all other angles under the rays that touched 

the opake cylinder in passing by it ; taking the line AN for a line drawn from 

the eye to the fun; or for a line parallel to it. 

548. Now since the little cylinders in the clouds must have the fame xxil. 
power and property as this fictitious one,, they will form a corona which 

will be nearly circular. So that these upright cylinders, which formed the 

great white circle by reflection, will also form those corona's by refraction 

that pass through the parhelia. Considering therefore the necessity we 

have shewn for the shape of these cylinders, and that the rays passing 

through their extremities will produce coloured circles, I do not doubt 

but these circles are those very corona's; otherwise some irregular and ill— 

shaped circles must necessarily be visible. And though the eye may not 

be able to discern a small defect of roundness, yet it may happen that one 

diameter of a corona may be different from another. Which I find is con-

firmed by observation. For in an observation made at Rome in the year 

1630, when two circles about the fun are said to cross each other above
 F

;
g

 ■ 

and below him; and that parhelia shone out from the outward arches on 

each side of him ; it seems more probable to me that instead of two circles 

crossing each other, we must first conceive a circle pretty oblong, in 

which two parhelia were produced by the upright cylinders, and then 

another circle not quite so oblong, touching the other above and below, 

produced either by cylinders in a confused situation or by round grains. 

For the figure made by these oblong circles is so very like the figure made 

by two perfect circles, as not easily to be distinguimed from it. And be-

sides it is exceedingly probable that one and the fame circle contained two 
parhelia. 

549. The circle that passes through the parhelia frequently appears xxill. 
fainter above and below, and brightest next the parhelia; as Hevelius has The parts of 

accurately remarked in many observations. The reason of this is also plain [Jjj""™*^ 
by our glass cylinder. For the rays passing through the round tops and th?parheîia. 

bottoms of them produce only a small round image of the sun, as round 

grains 
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grains do; but those which pass towards the ends of the cylindrical sur-

faces where they just begin to turn roundish are formed into a broader 

and brighter pencil ; in the same manner as those are which produce the 

parhelia.; which makes the corona grow gradually brighter and brighter 

towards the parhelia both above and below, and more intensely coloured. 

550. Having explained the causes of the two corona's in the Roman 

Phænomenon, let us proceed to account for those two parhelia L, M 

which appeared in the back part of the great white circle. These I say, 

are produced also by the upright cylinders ; by the fame refractions of 

the fun's rays which produce the rain-bow. It must be observed and shall 

be demonstrated by and by, that the inner opake cylinders are so far from 

contributing to the production of these parhelia, that sometimes they hin-

der their appearance. But yet the inner cylinder of snow is absolutely ne-

cessary, whether the outward shell that contains it be made of water or 

ice. For without the snow the watery cylinders would immediately be 

changed to round drops ; and the whole cylinders cannot be all ice, be-

cause we cannot conceive them to be every where transparent, without 

supposing them quite liquid before they were frozen; which I have just 

now shewn to be inconsistent with a cylindrical figure. 

551. But before we consider the manner of refraction through cylinders, 

it will be convenient first to consider it in round drops, to shew the cause 

of the rain-bow, w hich Des Cartes firsta discovered. Let ABC be a glo-

bule of water, DA a ray os the sun falling upon it, and refracted from A 

to B, and then reflected from B to C; so that AB and BC may be equal ; 

and at C let it be refracted again towards the eye at E. Again drawing 

CHand EF parallel to the ray DA, and making the angle FEG equal 

to FEC
}
 it appears by Des Cartes'% tablesb, that the angle HCEw'ùì va-

ry its magnitude according as the ray DA is supposed to fall upon diffe-

rent parts of the drop ; but so as never to exceed 410 30' ; and therefore 

the angles CEFand FEG never exceed that quantity. Hence it follows 

that no drops that lye out of the cone CEG can transmit any rays to the 

eye ; and of those that lye within it, the nearest to the conick surface will 

transmit them most plentifully ; and by this means the brighter drops 

which boarder upon the dark ones will -be more apparent and will make a 

round ring; which would be visible quite round but for the surface of 

the earth ; whereas one half at most can only be seen when the sun is in 

the horizon. This is the true cause of the rain-bow, which any one may 

examine experimentally, by exposing a glass globe full of water in the 

fame position to the fun as the globule ABC. Suppose now the circle 

ABC 10 be an horizontal section of an upright cylinder, and that innu-

merable others are placed upright upon the plane of the horizon, and that 

the rays of the fun being also in the horizon are refracted through them 

in the same manner as through the drop AB C, so as to make the greatest 
angle 
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angle HCE or CEP equal to 410 30' : and it follows that no cylinder 
out of the angle CEG can transmit a ray to the eye ; and that those which 
are nearest to the surface aforesaid will transmit the most rays. Therefore 
a small portion, like the base, of a rain-bow will appear in the cylinders to-
wards C, and another likewise towards G ; and the intercepted arch of the 
horizon willcontain as many degrees as the angle CE G does, that is 8 3 °. Thus 
we have two parhelia much brighter than the parts of the rain-bow, as 
being produced by cylinders, which transmit more rays than globules do, 
ás we have often observed before. Thus much for the appearance of par-
helia when the fun is in the horizon. 

552. But the fun being elevated, these two back-parhelia will appear in why the back 

the white circle. To demonstrate this, let AB CD be an upright cylinder parhelia ap-

in the air; EF a ray of the fun falling upon it ; FG the fame ray refract- j^ri*{5£ 
ed into the cylinder, G H the fame ray reflected from its surface at G, circle.™

 16 

and HK the lame ray emerging by refraction at H: I say the incident and Fig- 494-

emergent rays EF, G H will be equally inclined to the plane of the horizon. 

553* F°r by tne laws-of -reflection the ray FG will be so reflected into XX^IL 

the line GH, that two planes drawn through FG, G if parallel to the axis û
on>

 "~ 
of the cylinder, will cut the bases and fides of the cylinder in two paralle-
lograms PA^C, ABD^to^ai to each other in length and breadth; and 
the rays FG, G H will be equally inclined to the sides of these parallelo-
grams. This is plain enough by what has been demonstrated and observed 
at the end of the 539th art. Therefore since the rays FG, G H arc equally 
inclined to the lines PC, BD, the ray GH'm going forward will emerge 
by refraction at iJalong HK, and G Elupposed to go backwards will emerge 
at F along FE* in such manner that the angles PFE, DHK will be e- * Art. 9. 

qual. Now let the line CL lye in the plane of the base directly under EF, and 
also DM under HK ; and the angles ^CL, ^DM will be equal; and 
since the angles PFE, DHK are equal, the rays EF and HK will be e-
qually inclined to CL and DM, that is to the plane of the horizon. There-
fore the fun's rays transmitted along these lines that bend about the cylin-
ders hanging in the air, cannot come to the spectator's eye, but from those 
cylinders only whose apparent height above the eye is equal to the appa-
rent height of the fun ; that is from those only which caused the white 
oircle to appear by reflections from them. And so it is manifest that the 
parhelia thus produced can appear no where else but in the said white 
-circle. 

554. Now the reason why these parhelia appear in certain determinate XXVIiX 

places of the white circle, is altogether similar to that which we gave for J/nviuhT 

the rain-bow. For if in the plane of the base the lines DN, MO be drawn back parhelia 

parallel to CL which lyes under the incident ray EF; I find that the an- determined-, 

gle MDN or DMO cannot exceed a certain determinate magnitude; ~'4^T' 
and that its greatest magnitude will vary while the fun's altitude varies. 

E e For 
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For example, when the fun is 25 degrees high this angle is 33
0
 18'at 

most ; and since the Fays which fall upon the cylinder emerge in the limit 

of this greatest angle more copiously than when it is smaller ; this greater 

quantity of rays is the cause that the parhelia appear on each fide of MO 

at that angular distance. Drawing therefore MR in the plane of the base 

ib as to make the angle O MR equal to OMD, the angular distance of the 

two parhelia will be equal to the whole angle DMR : so that two verti-

cal planes standing upon the lines MD
y
 MR will pass through the parhe-

lia j and the arch of the horizontal circle and likewise that of the white 

circle parallel to it and intercepted between these planes, will contain ex-

actly as many degrees as the angle D MR does. The number of degrees in 

half this angular distance is computed in the following table for several 

altitudes of the fun. But the manner of making the computation, beirjg 

too prolix for this place, is taught in the appendix to this chapter. 
The second column of this table mews the angle be-

tween a vertical plane, passing through the fun, and 

another passing through one of the parhelia, answering 

to the fun's altitude put over against it in the first 

column. 
555* By this table I find the distance between the 

back parhelia of the Roman Phænornenon to be about 

60 degrees. For the height of the pole at Rome being 

420 2', the fun's altitude there at three o' clock in the 

afternoon was about 30 degrees ; and in this table half 

the distance of the parhelia answering to this altitude 

is 29° 36'. Indeed in Scheiners scheme as it is drawn 

in GajJ'endiis% little book3, the distance of these parhe-

lia exceeds 90 degrees; but it was neither measured nor 

estimated, nor so much as mentioned; and therefore I 

dare affirm it is represented too big in the figure. For 

the distance between any two points in the heavens appears so much the 

greater as the points are nearer to the horizon: just as the distances be-

tween the stars in the great Bear, for example, seem to be twice as big 
when they are near the horizon as when they are near the-vertex. For the 

like reason the distance between these two parhelia seemed to bear a great-

er proportion than it really had, to an arch, which passing through the 

vertex, defined the magnitude of the diameter of the white circle KLMN. 

But this could not happen in the distance between the parhelia K, N, be-

cause of the known magnitude of the circle DEF, whose diameter is 45 

degrees. The fame fallacy in the distance of the back parhelia will appear 

plainer in some of the following observations. It is also upon the same ac-

count, that the disk of the sun appears almost twice as big in the horizon 
as. 

deg. m in. 

41. 3° 
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as when he is higher elevated ; and likewise that the rain-bow appears 

to be apart of the greatest circle of a sphere, whereas it is not half so big. 

556. Now the cause of this fallacy in short is this; that we think the XXX. 

fun or any thing else in the heavens to be remoter from us when it is near ^7 0^,ects 

it'll- r» r 111 t"e s,;y aP" 
the horizon, than when it approaches towards the vertex. Because we pear larger 

imagine every thing in the air, that appears near the vertex, to beno farther 

from us than the clouds that fly over our heads. Whereas on the other 

hand, we are used to observe a large extent of land, lying between us and 

the objects near the horizon, at the far end of which the convexity of the 

iky begins to appear ; which therefore together with the objects that ap-

pear in it, is usually imagined to be much farther from us. Now when 

two objects of equal magnitudes appear under the fame visual angle, we 

always judge that object to be larger which we think is remoter. And this 

is the true cause of the deception we have been speaking of. 

557. But to return to the parhelia; it must be observed, that in the Ro- XXXI. 

man phænomenon they are said to have appeared white, whereas they ™(^
1
°£

r
'' 

ought to have been coloured, for the fame reason as in the rain-bow and parhelia con-

in the glass cylinder filled with water. I take the cause of this whitened sidcred-

to arise from the weakness of their light, as we said before of corona's that 

sometimes appear whitea. This also happens to the lateral parhelia, as"a Art- 53°-

appears by the accurate observation of Sam. Kechelius to be seen in theap-

pendix : in which the parhelion C, which was fainter than the other, is Fi
S- 5°S< 

said to change from yellow to white, which is the fame as the silver co-

lour observed in our parhelia. Now the yellow and white colours, which 

the cylinders transmit by the refractions aforesaid, being far more splen-

did than the red, it must necessarily follow, that when but few cylinders re-

main, the red will disappear before the yellow and white ; and so the 

light of the parhelia will remain without any tincture of colours. But that 

these back parhelia do sometimes appear coloured, is evident from the 

Englim observation, taken from Math. Paris s History, to be seen in the FiS- 5°" 

appendix. Where we are told that besides the true fun, four mock-funs 

appeared red in a great circle of the colour of chrystal ; and that two of 

these were back parhelia, is manifest from the figure, though faulty per-
haps in other respects. 

558. This scarcity os cylinders may perhaps be the reason that in ma- XXXII. 

ny observations these parhelia have not appeared, although the white cir- paJhei^doiv't 

cle was plain enough to be seen : as in a phænomenon at Rome in the year appear some-

1630 and in that seen by Hevelius in the year 1661 Feb. 20 h ; and in some , . 

others : in which the parhelia did not appear by reason of too faint a lighr. '3 

Nevertheless there is another thing which may hinder their appearance ; 

namely if in the back part of the white circle, the inner cylinders contained 

in the water be too thick in proportion to the water; for then they will 

stop the rays which should produce these parhelia. For I find when the 

E e 2 
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sun is 25 degrees high, if the diameter of the opake cylinder shall bear a 

greater proportion to that of the whole than 590 to 1000, that no back 

parhelia can appear. Hence in a phænomenon observed at Rome in the 

year 163.0, when the sun was 28 degrees high, if the cylinders that pro-

duced the parhelia M and N did not extend so far as to the back part of 

the white circle, and no others lay there but such as produced the parhe-

lia 0 and P, no back parhelia could appear in that region: fince in these 

cylinders the ratio of the internal to the external diameter was as 624 to 

ioco. Likewise in Hevelhiss observation when 6 parhelia appeared, the 

sun being 25 degrees high, if the cylinders that produced the lateral par-

helia B and C did not extend to the back part of the white circle, and no 

others lay there but such as produced the parhelia E and D, the back par-

helia could not appear. For the ratio of the diameters of these internal and 

external cylinders was 714 to 1000. 
559. The reason why the back parhelia in the Roman Phænomenon 

appeared rounder than the lateral ones is this. Although some cylinders 

in the arch LM, that lye not far from L and M> fend some refracted rays to 

the eye, yet they are not near so numerous as those which come from the 

cylinders at L and M* ; and therefore these parhelia have no tails that 

are far extended, like the lateral ones. Besides this, the refractions through 

the cylinders that produce the back parhelia, are more regular. For the 

rays are not confined in their course by the opake cylinders within, but 

receive their directions from the refractions at the most exact figure and 

polilh of the outward watery surface of the cylinders. For the dark cylin-

ders within not being exactly equal to one another, are the cause of the 

irregular and inconstant stiape of the lateral parhelia. The reason of the 

reciprocation or fluctuating motion of the tail of the parhelion iV, was 

that sometimes fewer and sometimes more cylinders were carried into that 

place ; which is also the reason that the corona DEF was sometimes en-

tire and sometimes open below,, and that the parhelion K grew brighter 

while A^grew duller. 
560. I have now gone through the explication of every particular of 

the Roman Phænomenon, referring the causes of all the parhelia and cir-

cles in it to half-melted cylinders, partly upright and partly in a confused 

order; which causes, so agreeable to thephænomena and also to one another, 

do every where confirm one another ; so that I think the reality of them 

cannot be doubted. 
561. Having accounted for every particular in the Roman Phænome-

non, let us now proceed to Heve/ius's observation, 20th Feb. 1661 ; in 

w hich more suns and circles were observed, and some of them in a diffe-

rent position from those we have hitherto considered. But fince the cause 

of them is not to be found either in the upright cylinders, or in those that 

fly about conlusedly; (for our glass cylinder viewed in all positions dis-
covers 
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covers nothing else but the particulars of the Roman Phænomenon ;) it 
should follow that something else must happen in the air : and yet I snail 
shew it to be nothing more than a certain position of those cylinders, 

which has not yet been considered. But in. the first place let us represent 

the phænomenon it self, by Hevelius's figure described in his own words, 

taken from the appendix to his Mercurius in Sole visits, pag. 174,. 

On Sunday in the yea?' of our Lord 1661. Feb. 20. New Style; a little Kig. 495. 

before eleven 0' clock, the fun being towards the south a?zd the sky 'very clear, 

there appeared seven suns together in several circles, Jome white and some 

coloured, and these with very long taih
y
 waving and pointing from the 

true fun, together with certain white arches crossing one another. 1. The 

true fun at h,,being about 25 degrees, high was surrounded almost entirely by 

a circle whose diameter was 45 degrees, and which was coloured like the 

rain-bow with purple, red and yellow ; its under limb being scarce 2~ de-

grees above the horizon. 2. On each fide of the fun, at Band C towards the 

west and east there appeared two mock-funs-, coloured, especially towards the 

fun, with very long splendid tails, of a whitifi colour and terminating in a 

point. 3. Afar greater circle YXHVZ almost 90 degrees in diameter en-

composted the fun and the former lesser circle G BIC, and extended it self 
down to the horizon. It was very strongly coloured in its upper part, but 

wassomewhat duller and fainter on each fide. 4. At the tops of these two 

circles at G and H were two inverted arches, whose common center lay in 

the zenith, and these were very bright, and beautifully coloured. The diame-

ter of the lower arch Q^GR was 90 degr.. and that of the upper one THS 

was 45 degr. In the middle of the lower arch at G, where it coincided with 

the circle B G C, there appeared another mock-fun, but its light and colours 

were dull and fauitisto. 5,. There appeared a circle B E F D C much bigger 

than the former, of an uniform whitish colour, parallel to the horizon at the 

distance of25 degr. and 130 degr. in diameter ; which arose as. it were from 

the collateral mock-funs B and C, and passed through 3 other parhelia of an 
uniform whitijh colour like stiver; one at D almost 90 degr. fro?n the true 

fun towards the east; another at E towards the weft; and a third at F in 
the north, diametrically opposite to the true sun ; all of the fame colour and 

brightness. There passed also two other white arches EN, DP'of'the greatest 

circle of the sphere, through the eastern and west er ?i mock-suns E, D, and 

also through K the pole of the ecliptic k ; they wens down to she horizon at N 
and P, crosting the great white circle obliquely, so as to make a white cross 

at each parhelion. So that sevensuns appeared very plain at the sa?ne time; 

and if I could have seen the phœnomeno?i sooner from an eminency, I do not 

question but I stould have found two more at H and I, which would have 

made nine in all. For there remained in those places such marks as made this 

suspicion not improbable. 

This 
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This most delightful and extraordinary fight lasted from 30 minutes past 
10 to 51 min.paft 114 though it had not thefame appearance all that while, 
but sometimes one and sometimes another. It .appeared in the perfection of 
this description at about eleven a clock, and then degenerated by degrees. 
The ?iorthern mock-fun at F vanished first of all together with a part if its 
circle-, the other parhelia with their arches lasted till ten minutes past ele-
ven , then the eastern mock-fun and after that the western vanished with 

.both the crosses. Soon after this the collateral parhelia C, D sufferedseveral 
changes, sometimes one was brightertha?i the other in light and colours, and 

sometimes fainter and darker. For at 18 min.paft 10, the eastern parhelion 
C vanished while the weftern parhelion at B remained very conspicuous ; and 
.24 min. past 11 the eastern one was very bright again and remainedso while 
the western one disappeared at 40 min. past 11 ; although this weftern one 
had almost; always the longer tail. For the tip of it was frequently extended 
for 30 degr. a?idsometimes 90, as far as the parhelion E ; but the tail of the 
eastern one G was scarce above 20 degrees. At 30 min. past 11 the great ver-
tical circle Y X H V Z was destroyed ; but the inverted arches H and G to-
gether with the collateral parhelia B and C, continued to the last. 

Thescheme of this phænomenon is drawn in the fame manner as the con-
stellations are drawn upon an artificial globe, to be viewed by the eye on the 
outside of it. For by this means every thing is represented much clearer and 
distinfier. Nevertheless the place of the observer was nearly under the ze-
nith within the circle parallel to the horizon ;fo that the truefun appeared to 
him in the meridian, the mocks un F in the north, and the other two at D 
and E on each hand. But if you desire to have this extraordinary phænome-
non represented a little plainer ; upon an artificial globe whose pole is eleva-
ted to our altitude at Dantzick, with the center A, in the 2d deg. of Pifccs

> 

where the fun then was, and with a semi diameter of 22^- degrees, describe 
the circle G BIC ; 2. and then the circle YX H V Z with a radius of "45 de» 
grees; 3. and with the fame center and femidiameter of 90 degrees, draw 
the circle NEKDP through the two white mock-funs E, D. 4, And with 
afemidiameter of 22-i the zenith being the center, draw the arch TH S ; 
5. and also the arch Q^G R with a radius of go degrees upon the fame cen-
ter ; 6. and lastly the circle B E F D C parallel to the horizon with a radius 
of go degrees. And the draught being finished in this manner will appear 
very beautiful and harmonious ; and, by the grace of God, may afford an oc-
casion osdiscovering the natural causes of allfort s of parhelia and parafelenœ. 

A solution of $^
2,

 *
n
 ̂ ^ph

321101116110
"*

 as we
^

 as m tnat
 ^.Rome, we have the large 

severalptrtiœ-
wnite circle; the collateral parhelia B, C and the corona BGCI; all which 

krs of this are produced by cylinders in an upright posture, as we have explained 
phenomenon.

 above
 .
 and

 likewise the parhelia D, E, with the arches NE, PD passing 

through them, for the reasons given in the xxi and xxii sections. And by 
what has been said in xxiii and xxxiv sections it appears why this circle 

NEKDP, 
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NEKDP, which has the fun for its center, had a little opening at the 
top of it : and in the xxxii section it is explained how it happened that 
no back parhelia appeared. The distance of the two parhelia £and D 
from the fun A, ought to have been within 88° 48. For when the fun was 
25 degrees high the lateral parhelia could not appear at a greater distance 
from hima; and being at this limit, they ought to appear very faint and a **** 
languid in comparison to the two parhelia B and C. For this reason -they 
appeared white as well as the arches EN, DP according to sect. xxxi. 
The circle ZHT was produced either by round grains or by cylinders fly-
ing about confusedly according to sect, xx ; or lastly for another reason to 
be mentioned in the xli section. 

563. But the chief thing to be inquired into, is the cause of the arches XXXVli: 

THS, %g R and of the parhelia G and H that appeared in them. For the
 A

$*£^ 
parhelion F, diametrically opposite to the true fun, shall be considered horizontal, 

last of all. We observed above that the cylinders were supported in the 
air by vapours ascending from below like a wind ; which contributed both 
to their production and to their upright situation. Now besides this up-
right posture I find that most of the cylinders ought to affect an horizon-
tal one ; and it appears by experiments that they really must do so. For 
if a parcel of cylinders be suffered to descend with a gentle motion either 
through the air or through water; they will almost always fall down ia 
an horizontal posture ; that is as soon as they have descended so far that 
their celerity cannot be farther increased. Now is the water or air through 
which these cylinders descend, be supposed to tend upwards with the fame 
velocity as the cylinders tended downwards; the cafe comes to the fame 
as that of little cylinders supported in the atmosphere: so that no one can 
doubt but â great number of them lye horizontal. Indeed from the expe-
riments above mentioned it might be inferred, that almost all of them, 
should be horizontal, and scarce any of them upright. But it must be con-
sidered that our experiments are but an imperfect imitation of what na-
ture does in the atmosphere; for the upright posture is abundantly attest-
ed by those effects whichhave been clearly demonstrated to follow from it. 

564. I fay then that these inverted and coloured arches, such as ^JJTR, XXXVIII. 

THS, are produced by those cylinders, whose axes are parallel to the Hence follows 

plane of the horizon,, though not to one another. To understand this thatarewnvex 

matter, first let us suppose a vast number of cylinders lying promiscuously, towards the 

with their axes pointing towards the east, south-east, south, west, and allsun* 
other points of the compass ; ,and then let us consider that the rays which 
produce these arches are transmitted through the cylinders by two refrac-
tions, in like manner as those were which produced the collateral parhelia. 
Now supposing the sun to be in the south, for example, it will follow that 
those parts of these arches, at H and G, which lye nearest to the fun, will 
be produced in those cylinders whose axes point directly eastwards or west-

wards^ 
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wards ; that is in those cylinders whichreceive the fun's rays at right an-

gles to their axes. For of all the cylinders in all positions, these that point 

eastward or westward are the nearest to the fun that can transmit his rays 
a Art. 543.

 t0 e
y

e
 ». And for other cylinders to do the fame thing in other posi-

tions, it is requisite they should lye farther and farther from the fun ; ac-

cording as their axes point farther and farther from the east or west. Be-

cause the rays of the fun are more and more elevated above the planes of 

their bases; and consequently produce the several parts of these inverted 

arches, which lye farther and farther from their middle parts at G and if. 
•bSccArt.567. jj

av
i
n

g carefully considered what sort of shapes these arches will have \ 

I find this difference : viz. when the fun is in the horizon the inverted ar-

ches, one of which touches the circle of 45 degrees and the other that of 90 

degrees, are like the horns in the 496th figure. But the lester of the two 

c minor autcm horns shews the shape [of the archc] ; and the red colour is always next 

nuum'figurim the fun. The fame figure sliews also the said arches when the height of 
«xhibct. the fun is 10, 20, 30, 40, degrees. From which it appears that the mid-

tile of these horns are like pieces of circles, but towards their extremities 

they are bent the contrary way. And since the fun shines more directly 

upon those cylinders which produce the middle of the arches, and more 

obliquely upon those which produce their extremities, it is no wonder 

that only the middle parts are visible, as being brighter than the rest. 

XXXIX. 565. Now the parhelia which appear exactly in the middle of these ar-

^LP
invcrted

 c
^

eS
>
as at

 ^>
 are

 nothing else but the brightest parts of them ; and there-
arches ex- fore never appear qu ite distinct nor much brighter than the adjoining parts 

plained.
 t

h
e
 arches. Accordingly Hevelius in all his observations of this kind, 

*'
 4

-95-
 t

hat j
Sj
 of two parhelia and one parafelenæ, has taken notice that they ap-

peared somewhat dull, heavy and faint. And he was not sure whether 

there was a parhelion at Hov not. Now the reason why the middle part 

of the arch appears a little distinct from the rest may be this. That though 

there be great plenty of horizontal cylinders in the air, yet they may be 

so short as to have but little of a cylindrical surface, or perhaps maybe like 

oblong spheroids. Besides we find it perfectly agreeable to Hevelius's observa-

tions, that the higher the fun or moon and the corona are elevated above the 

horizon, the inverted arches appear the flatter. For in his observation of 

j?ig. 499 to the parafelenæ, in which the moon's altitude was 26 or 27 degrees, the 

5
QI

- arch over the first corona was part of a very large circle ; as likewise in 

the phænomenon of 7 suns fig. 495. Butin that of Apr. 6. and Decemb. 

17. 1660, in which the fun's altitude was but 12 or 13 degrees, the in-

verted arches were parts of much smaller circles. It must be confessed 

that the upper parts of these arches are represented much less by Hevelius 

than according to the following calculation. But the reason is, that arches 

so highly elevated above the horizon do necessarily deceive the fight ; so 

as to appear to be parts of much lesser circles than they really are. For by 
what 
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what has been said in the xxix section, it is evident that the fame circle o-
verhead appears but half as big as when it is near the horizon, which is 

true likewise of the parts of arches. 

566. As to the arches which according to our hypothesis ought to ad- XL-

here to the lowest: part of the interior corona; in Hevelius*& two observa-
 e3

 b
e
i
ow

 ̂  

tions upon Mar. 30. 1660. fig. 499. and in that of the 7 funs, these arches corona's, 

might have been observed ; and indeed they did appear in some measure, 

-especially in the last observation. For he says there was some remains of a 

parhelion atl fig. 495. but it appeared very faint for want of matter which 

seldom extends so far. 

567. The way to find the shapes of those inverted arches is this. Upon
 Ho

,^
t
^

nd 

a spherical surface AB C with the pole B describe a great circle AD C re-
 t

h
e
 shapes of 

presenting the horizon; then let BEDbe a vertical circle pasting through the inverted 

the sun at E ; so that DE may be the sun's altitude at the time of obfer- "£"4.97. 
vation. Now to find the inverted arch which touches the lester of the two 

corona's ; in the vertical BED take E F and E G each equal to 2 2 degrees, 1 

and the points F, G will be the highest and lowest points of the corona, 

and likewise the middle points of the inverted arches which we are going 

to determine. To find any other points of them by means of the horizon-

tal cylinders in various positions, let us imagine a great many of them to 

have their bases parallel to a vertical circle BM, and let the circle HEK 

be parallel to it and pass through the fun. Now if we recollect what has 

been demonstrated above concerning the effects of upright cylinders1, and a Art' 545~ 

if we imagine the circle BMx.o be our horizon in whose center N the spe-
ctator is placed; and if we suppose the circle HEK, parallel to B M, to be 

the white circle passing through the sun ; the arch H M will be the sun's 

altitude above the horizon BM and also his altitude above the planes of 

the bases of the cylinders we are now concerned with ; for we supposed 
their bases parallel to the circle BM. Things being thus conceived we 
have nothing else to do but to determine the points K, L in the circle 

HEK where the lateral parhelia would appear ; which is easy to be done 

by the table in the xvii section. For example let the arch HM, which is 

imagined to measure the sun's altitude above the bases of the cylinders, 

be 30 degrees ; and the table shews that each of the arches E K, EL are 

280 48'; and one of the points K, L so determined, will be in the upper, 

and the other in the under inverted arch: and by the same means we may 

find as many points as are necessary to discover the sliape and bending of 

the arches FK, GL. And by the fame method we may determine the in-

verted arches that touch the highest and lowest points of the larger corona. 

Bu t before we dismiss the consideration of this phænomenon, let us observe 

that the circle ZHT, fig. 495, might also be produced by these horizontal 

cylinders, although in the xxxvi lection we ascribed its origine to the cy-

linders in all manner of situations, or to the. half thawed grains. For as we 

F f have 
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have shewn in the xxi section how the upright cylinders produce a corona,, 

so the horizontal ones may do the fame thing j because their extremities 

may be terminated by hemispheres or half spheroids. And it is very pro-

bable that this was the true cause of the circle ZiZT'inthis phænomenon^ 

because we see it proceeds down wards on each side from the parhelion H\ 

and we shall also observe the same thing in other parhelia. For this seems 

to intimate that the fame horizontal cylinders produced both the circles 

we are speaking of, and also the inverted arches, 

f X}L 568. These things being understood we shall find no difficulty in ex-

fervttío» in * paining that other observation of Schemer's in 1630 in which there ap-
1630 explain- peared six suns as described in the appendix. We need only observe that 

3
 the parhelia O and P appeared in the intersections of the larger corona and 

of the white circle, because this corona was produced by upright cylin-

ders according to section xxi. Nevertheless since the higher parhelion R 

is also in this corona, the upper part of it may also be produced by hori-

zontal cylinders in the manner abovementioned. There was no inverted 

arch observed to pass through the parhelion i^, because it might not be 

much extended on each side of ^ ; and therefore might not recede far e-

nough from the corona Z^fi to appear distinct from it. For the sun's al-

titude being 28Ì- degrees, this arch was bent upwards but very little; be-

cause we have already observed it was very flat when the fun's height was 

27 degrees. The cause of the double circle that composed the inner co-

rona has been mentioned in the xxii section. 

LXIII. 569. The causes of three other phænomena in the appendix, observed 
A

othc"°hæ- Hevelius the 30 Mar. the 6 Apr. and the 17 Decemb. are sufficient-

ûomena obser- ly evident from what has been said. Except that in the last of them there 

ved by flew- appeared a white cross, made by two beams of light, one vertical and the 

Fig! 499 to other horizontal,, that crossed each other in the disk of the moon. The rea-

jot. son is evident from those vertical and horizontal cylinders which produce 

the parafelenæ and circles passing through them. For the horizontal beam 

was nothing buta piece of the large white circle that usually passes through, 

the fun, as explained in the xiii section. The reason why this horizontal, 

beam does not always appear may be the want of matter, that is of up-

right cylinders ; or it may be extinguished by the superior brightness of 

the fun or moon, as we observed in the xiv section. 

XLIV- £70. The other beam that was perpendicular to the horizon was pro-

b^am^xpiain- ^uced
 D

Y reflection of the moon's rays from the cylinders that lay horL-

c
d. zontal ; by which also these inverted arches were made,, as explained ar-

Fig. 501. bove. Now since the sides and axes of these cylinders are parallel to the 

plane of the horizon though not to one another; it follows when the fun's 

altitude is so small as in this observation, (for it was but 12 degrees), that a 

great multitude of those that appear to be spread from the horizon up to a 

certain distance above the moon, will reflect the moon s rays to the eye as 

if 
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if they came from this perpendicular beam : which will be the narrowest 
and better defined at its edges next the moon than any where else ; and 
the lower part between the moon and the horizon will be more perfect 
than the other part above the moon ; where it ought to be dilated till it 
vanishes. Which seems to be agreeable to the phenomenon, so far as ap-
pears by the draught of it. In one thing indeed there is a difficulty in the 
theory; that is how an upright beam, caused by these reflections, could be 
so neatly terminated on each side as the figure seems to require ; because 
many of the horizontal cylinders that appear out of this beam may reflect 
rays to the eye ; but the number of them is far less than the number of 
those that lye in the beam. What has been said of this bright beam may be 
demonstrated by the 497 figure. For let AD Che the horizon, as before ;

 Fig
 ^ 

E the moon whose altitude, measured by the vertical arch ED, is 12 de-
grees ; BM another vertical supposed to be parallel to the bases of a cer-
tain portion of the horizontal cylinders; HEK a lester circle parallel to 
BM; and of this portion of cylinders those only that appear to lye in this 
circle HEK will reflect the moon's rays to the fpectatot at N. In like 
manner every other portion of cylinders that have other particular direc-
tions, will have a lucid circle passing through the moon and extended 
down to the horizon. And as this circle KEH, in the parts next the moon 
at E, approaches very near to the vertical passing through the moon, so does 
a great number of other circles ; so that by all of them taken together there 
is formed a bright fort of a column passing through the moon's vertical 
BED. And this column will be so much the brighter and more conspi-
cuous as the moon is lower. Because more of these lucid circles are crowd-
ed into a narrower space, and are produced by a greater number of cylin-
ders when the moon is low than when she is higher elevated. 

571. This was also the cause of another meteor observed at Cajsel XLV. 
Jan. 2. 1586. by Christopher Rothman j which he relates in this manner, Jjjjfjp 
in his description of a comet in the year 1586. The sky being very clear in ^°r

e sort a
, 

the east, just beforefun-rife there appeared an upright column exactlysttu- plained. 

at ed in a vertical circle. Its breadth was every where equal to the fun's 
diameter ; and it looked as if some village was onfire beyond the mountains. 
For it appeared like a column of flame, excepting that its thickness was eve-
ry where the fame. Soon after in the fame column there arose an image of 
the sun exactly resembling the true sun. There was scarce one digit of this 
image under the horizon, when the true fun began to rife in the fame column, 
which was followed in like manner by another image. The column with its 
three funs touching one another continued always upright or in a vertical 
circle, as appeared by the plwnmet of a quadrant. These funs had all the 
fame appearance except that the true fun in the middle was brighter than 
the rest. This appearance of the column pasting through three funs lasted al-

F f 2 
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most a quarter of an hour, till they were covered by a black cloud descending 

from above. 
The reflection of the sun's rays from the horizontal cylinders was the 

cause of this appearance ; unless upon account of the images of the fun,, 

it be more reasonable to suppose there was. a lar^e quantity of upright cy-

linders in the atmosphere, whose extremities were bounded by flat stars,, 

such as Des Cartes has observed to fall down upon the ground\ For these 

.< Fig. 504. cylinders swinging separate from one another (as I suppose) and being 

supported by a current of rising vapours, ought to continue suspended. 
b An. 538. for the most part in that upright posture in which they were generated^ 

not exactly perhaps, but ib as to decline but a little from it. These flat 

stars are therefore so many small planes, from which the rays of the fun 

are reflected in such a manner, that the superior part of the column with its 

parhelion, may be produced by reflection from the inferior bases of the 

cylinders ; and the inferior part of the column with its parhelion from, 

the superior bases. I observed that these cylinders might not be exactly up-

right but might incline a little, perhaps a degree or two ; for if their bases 

were exactly plane and parallel to the horizon, they could not reflect any 
©f the fun's rays to the eye-

The rest is wanting in the original* 

AN APPENDIX. 

Co?itaïning the Observations quoted above> and a demonstration 

os the Tables. 

I. SCHEINER'S Observation ofCorona's and Parhelia. A. D. 1630.. 

Taken from S7
2, *" I 1H E

 diameter of the corona M^N next to the fun was about 
GajfendusS I 45 degrees; and that of the remoter corona ORP was about 950, 

Works Tom. 20'; they were coloured like the primary rain-bow, but the red was next 

f ig.' ̂  the fun, and the other colours in the usual order. The breadths of all the 

arches were equal to one another, and about a third part less than the dia-

meter of the fun, as represented in the scheme. Though I cannot say but 

the whitish circleOGP parallel to the horizon, was rather broader than 

the rest. The two parhelia M> N were lively enough; but the other two 

at O and P were not so brisk; M and AT had a purple redness next the 

fun ; and were white in the opposite parts ; O and P were all over white. 

They all differed in their durations. For P, which shone but seldom and 

but faintly, vanished first of all, being covered by a collection of pretty 

thick clouds. The parhelion O continued constant for a great while though 

it was but faint. The two lateral parhelia M, N were seen constantly for 

three hours together: M was in ajanguiming state and dyed first, after 

feve-





r 
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several struggles ; but N continued an hour after it at least. Though I 
did not fee the last end of it, yet I was sure it was the only one that accom-
panied the true fun for a long time, having escaped those clouds and va-
pours which extinguished the rest. However it vanished at last, upon the 
fall of some small showers. This phænomenon was observed to last 4 hours 
and a half at least j and since it appeared in perfection when I first saw 
it, I am perfwaded its whole duration might be above five hours. 

The parhelia R were situated in a vertical plane passing through 
the eye at F and the fun atG, in which vertical the arches CRH

y
 ORP 

either crossed or touched one another. These parhelia were sometimes 
brighter, sometimes fainter than the rest ; but were not so perfect in their 
shape and whitish colour. They varied their magnitudes and colours ac-
cording to the different temperature of the fun's light at G and the mat-
ter that received it at ̂ and R ; and therefore their light and colours were 
almost always fluctuating and continued as it were in a perpetual conflict. 
I took particular notice that they appeared almost the first and the last of 
ail the parhelia excepting that at N. 

The altitude of ̂ above the horizon, in the morning at the be-
ginning of the observation, was 49

0
 40' ; that of R was y6° 10'; that of 

the true fun was 28" 30'. Hence the height of i^above the fun was 21° 

IO'J and the height of R above the fun was 47° 40'. There was a north 
wind at the beginning of these observations, but by degrees it changed to 
the east and at last to the south; yet it brought no very great nor lasting 
rains. For near a fortnight after the iky looked always vapourish ; and 
every day before dinner the fun endeavoured to create new funs, but in 
vain, either for want of matter or of a due disposition. P'or in the vertical 
circle I saw plainly some sketches of parhelia for a long time. I saw also 
very manifest reciprocations of the lateral parhelia. The iris ORP seems 
to have been a portion of a single circle concentrick to the fun, but to-
wards x, and ô it did not quite touch the horizon AB > and the lengths of 
the arches Ox, PO were variable. The arches Zg>jt

3
 /3^y, J 1 Ç that imme-

diately surrounded the sun, seemed to the eye to compose a single cir-
cumference, but it was confused, and had unequal breadths; nor did it 
constantly continue like it self, but was perpetually fluctuating. But in 
reality it consisted of the arches expressed in the scheme, as I accurately 
observed for that very purpose. The horns HR C seemed to be a portion of 
a smaller circle touching the greater ORP in a. contrary position in a com-
mon knot at R. The arches Z^ct, jSi^jy cut each other in a knot at ^_and 
there they formed a parhelion. The parhelia iV, As sprung out from the com-
mon intersections M

3
 TV of the Iris and of the whitish circle ONMP. 

The north part of the iky was clearer than the south, which being over-
cast with slender vapours afforded more matter for this appearance. 

II. 
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Ií. HEVELIUS'S Observation of' Par aselenœ, seen at Dantzick A. D. 
1660. Mar. 30. 

F'g- 499- 573. In the beginning at one a clock in the morning the moon A was 
surrounded by an entire whitish circle BODE ; in which there were two 
môck-moons at B and Z), one at each side of the moon, consisting of various 
colours and shooting out very long and whitish beams by sits. That on 
the left hand extended its tail towards the thigh of Serpentarius, the other 
on the right extended its tail towards Jupiter, as represented in the figure. 
Afterwards, at two a clock, a larger circle surrounded the lesser and reach-
ed down to the horizon. The tops of both these circles were touched by 
coloured arches like inverted rain-bows. The inferior arch at C was a por-
tion of a larger circle, and the superior a portion of a lesser. Thisextraor-
dinary sight lasted near three hours; the outward great circle vanished 
.first of all, then the larger inverted arch at C, and presently the lesser ; and 
last of all the inner circle BCDE disappeared. The diameter of this in-
ner circle and also of the superior arch was 45 degrees; that of the exterior 
circle and inferior arch was 90 degrees. 

III. HEVELIUS'S Observation of Parhelia A. D. 1660. Apr. 6. 

.Fig. 50c. 574- At half an hour past 5 in the evening while the fun was descend-
ing towards the horizon, he was crowned with arches of circles of various 
colours like the rain-bow. In the corona on opposite sides of the fun there 
were two parhelia variously coloured, with pretty long and whitish tails 
pointing from the fun. Near the zenith, where the corona was a little 
faint and imperfect, there ihone out another inverted arch, having a third 
parhelion in the middle of it, which appeared somewhat obscure. This 
phænomenon lasted half an hour, till fun-set, the iky being very clear. 
The inverted arch and the upper parhelion disappeared first ; and then 
the parhelion on the left hand ; but the third parhelion set with the true 
sun. The diameter of the corona round about the sun was about 45 degrees 
as I guessed by my eye. 

IV. HEVELIUS'S Observation of Pœraselenœseen at Dantzick A. D. 
1660. Decemb. 17. 

5ig. 501. 575. On the first day after the full moon at 30 minutes past 6 in the 
morning, the moon being 12 degrees high, I saw the moon in the west 
with 3 mock-moons about her, in this manner. The air being very clear 
at first I observed the moon surrounded with a double corona, [near her 
body as the figure seems to represent,] tinged with very bright and beauti-
ful colours. On each fide of the moon there was two arches of a large cir-
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cle about 45 degrees in diameter, which were also coloured like the rain-
bow, and exended down to the horizon. In which were two mock-
moons with very long white tails.. That on the left hand was near Procyon 
with a ihort tail ; the other on the right hand had a longer tail. In the 
upper part where these collateral arches concurred, there was another arch 
inverted and variously coloured, with a third mockrmoon in the middle of 
it, and somewhat duller than the other two. Moreover what was very extra-
ordinary, there passed a large, white, rectangular cross through the disk 

of the moon ; whose lower part reacheddown to the horizon ; but on each, 
side it did not quite touch the corona y as appears by the figure. It was 
so very bright and strong that it ihone distinctly and clearly till sun-rise*. 
But the mock-moons disappeared a little before. 

V. An Observation taken from MATTHEW PARIS'S History. 

576. A wonderful sight was seen in England A. D. 1233. Apr. m TNE FIG
* S

02
*' 

17th year of the reign of HENRY III. and lasted from sun-rise till noon. 
■ At the same time on the 8th of April about one a clock, in the 
borders of Hereford/hire and Wore eft erjhire, besides the true fun there ap-
peared in the iky four mock-funs of a red colour; also a certain large cir-
cle of the colour of crystal, about two foot broad, which encompassed 
all England as it were. There went out semicircles from the side of it, 
in whose intersections the four mock-funs were situated ; the true fun 
being in the east and the air very clear. And because this monstrous pro-
digy cannot be described by words I have represented it by a scheme, that 
shews immediately how the heavens were circled. The appe arancewas 
painted in this manner by many people, for the wonderful novelty of it. 

VI. A true delineation of a parhelion seen at Leyden A. D. 1653. Jan. 14. 
between one and two a clock in the afternoon-y and observed in the Acade-
demical Observatory by SAMUEL CHAR. KECHELIUS a Hollenstein. 

577. BDCwzs a white circle almost 35 min. broad; the altitude of Fig. 503. 

its highest point D was 3 8° 23'. Its center was in the fun, whose height was 
15° 48, that is at 36 minutes past one; his Azimuth being 230 40'to-
wards the west, and the angle made by his vertical circle and the ecliptick 
6o° 54'. The mock-funs B

y
 C were oblong and unequal, at the distance of 

22° 35 on each side of the fun, and had the fame altitudes as the fun. The 
western parhelion at C was the fainter of the two and changed from yel-
low to white and disappeared first ; the eastern one at B was brighter, 
with a lucid arch shooting from the fun, and was coloured with purple, 
red and yellow ; the shape of its tail B F was conical, 27 degrees long, the 
parhelion being the base of the cone ; the part BE, 130 10'long, consist-
ed of bright yellow and red light, the other part EFbeing whitish; which 

vanished 
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vanished before the parhelion did. It appeared for half an hour and last-
ed one quarter longer than C. And the corona disappeared a little after. 

/ VII. HUGENIUS'S Observation 13 May 1652. 

578. I observed a circle about the sun in its center; its diameter was 
about 46 degrees ; and its breadth the fame as that of the common rain-
bow; it had also the same colours, though very weak and scarce discern-
able, but in a contrary order, the red being next the sun ; and the blue 
very dilute and whitish. All the space within the circle was possessed by a 
duller vapour than the rest of the air ; of such a texture as to obscure the 
iky with a sort of a continued cloud, but so thin that the blue iky-colour 
appeared through it. The wind blew very gently from the north. 

A DEMONSTRATION of the CONSTRUCTION of the 
TABLES, and ofsoi?te other Mathematical Propostions re-
lating to the foregoing Dissertation. 

PROPOSITION I. 

579. A ray of she sun reflected from any vertical plane makes the sa?ne 
2f\^ angle with the horizon as the incident ray does, or, the funseen 

by reflection from any vertical plane appears of the fame height as when seen 
direBly. 

Fig. 505. Let E F and E G be an incident and reflected ray from the vertical plane 
Ll; and let a plane MFEGNpzffmg through the incident and reflect-
ed rays, cut the reflecting plane LI at right angles in the line MN. 
From any point G in the reflected ray draw GN perpendicular to MN 
and produce it through the plane LI till it meets the incident ray FE

S 

produced through it in G. Lastly let PGNg represent an horizontal plane 
cutting the vertical line OEP in P. Now since the angles ME F and 
NEG or NEg, which are the complements of the angles of incidence 
and reflection, are equal; and since the line GNg is perpendicular to 
and bisected by the horizontal line P2V, the triangles NPG, NPg are ajso 
equal. Hence also the triangles PEG, PEg being both right angled at P, 
are also equal; and so the angles PgE, PGE, that is the altitudes of the 
incident and reflected rays are also equal. ^E. D. 

580. Corol. 1. Hence the vertical planes PEg, PEG passing through 
the incident and reflected rays, are equally inclined to the reflecting plane 
LI; their inclination to it being measured by the equal angles NPg, 
NPG. 

581. Corol. 2. And if the fun be seen by rays successively reflected from 
the concave or convex sides of any number of cylinders, whose axes are 

vertical 
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vertical, he will appear of the same altitude, as if seen by direct rays. For 
if the plane LI be conceived to touch the side of the cylinder along the 
vertical line OEP, the reflection at E from the side of the cylinder will 
be just the fame as from the tangent plane \

 ;
 ?,.■

 a A 

582. Corol. 3. Hence also if the sun be seen by rays successively reflect-
ed from any number of vertical planes, he will appeár of the fame height 

as if seen by direct rays. 

PROPOSITION II, 

583. Isa ray of the fun be refracted through a vertical plane in any posi-
tion, the sine of the altitude of the incident ray above the horizon, will be 
to the fine of the altitude of the refracted ray above the horizon, in the given 

ratio of the fine of incidence to the fine of refraction. 
For let MNbc the refracting vertical plane ; EFan incident and F G Fig 

the refracted ray ; EF being supposed on the foreside and F G on the back-
side of the plane MN; and let a plane EIFG ^passing through the rays 
EF, FG, cut the plane MN at right angles in the line 1^ This being 
the plane in which the refraction is made, take FE and FG of any equal 
lengths, and drawing E/and G ̂ perpendiculars to the plane MA^thean-
gle IEF will be equal to the angle of incidence, and FG^to the angle of 
refraction ; whose sines are F I, F^ Draw the vertical line DFC, and let 
two horizontal planes, pasting through the horizontal lines IE, G^, be re-
presented by the triangles DEI,CG^j, and the angles F DI, F DE, 
and also FCQ^, FCG will be right angles; and therefore the triangles 
FD I, FC ^will be similar. Therefore FI is to FQJLS FD to FC. That 
is, the sine of incidence is to the sine of refraction, as the sine of the angle 
FED, the altitude of the incident ray, to the sine of FGC, the altitude 
of the refracted ray. For FE and F G were put equal, and F DE, FCG 

are vertical planes. ^ E, D. 
584. Corol. Hence the apparent altitude of the fun seen by refraction 

through any vertical plane, is always the fame as it would be when the 
refracting plane is so situated that the plane of incidence is also a vertical 
-plane; in which case the sines of the altitudes of the incident and of the re-

fracted ray, are the very sines of incidence and refraction. 

PROPOSITION IIL 

\s \cx '%í<C pl$m'%s.- r'V** 'S0i y
o
 *au ^Sf-1 

585. In any given altitude of the sun, the fines of the angles, which the 
vertical planes drawn through the incident and the refracted ray, do make 
with a vertical plane perpendicular to the refracting vertical plane, are 
in a given ratio ; compounded of the ratio of the fines of the altitudes of the 
'incident and of the refracted ray directly and of their cosines inversely. 

Things 
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Things remaining as they were, produce the incident ray E F along; 

the plane of refraction FGQj'ùì it eus G '^jn L; and the line joining the 

points Z/, C is the horizontal section of the vertical plane FCL passing 

through the incident ray EF; and CG is the horizontal section of the ver-

tical plane FCG passing, through the refracted ray PG> and lastly G^is-

the horizontal section or a third vertical plaae conceived to stand perpen-

dicular to the refracting plane MN. Therefore the inclinations of the two. 

former planes to the latter, are measured by the angles CLQj, CG^ 

• %Pt 221 Now in the triangle CL G, the sine of the angle CLG or of CL^, is to 

' ' thesineof CG^, as CG, to CL*
y
 or as DPxCG to (DPxCL =) CF 

%DE; because DF is to CF as DE to CL. Now theratio of D F X CG 

to CFX DE, is compounded of the ratio of DF, the sine of the angle 

DEF which measures the altitude of the incident ray,, to CF, the sine of 

the angle CG F which measures the altitude of the refracted ray; and of 

the ratio of CG, the cosine of the latter angle, to DE,, the cosine of the 

former. ^E.D. 

5.86. Corol. Hence putting Jto R for the ratio of the sines of incidence 

and refraction, the radius FE or FG =z r
r

. the sine of the fun's altitude 

FD = s; we have the cosine D E = yr r—s s, and the sine of the al titude of 

R R R 
« Ært; the refracted ray FG, that is FC zz - s*, and its cosine CG=:yrr — —ss. 

Hence putting P to J^for the ratio of the sines of the angles CLg^, CG^„ 

RR 
— _ •S rr ss 

-PI II 
by this proposition we have — = - X . ; which will be of use 

R -Jrr—ss 

hereafter. To compute this ratio, when s is the sine of 25 degrees and 7 to 

R as 250 to 187 (which is the ratio that Hugenius uses in the construction 

of his Tables) we have 

Log. sin. 250 or the Logarithmick sine s - ----- 9. 62594 

Log. i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - o.. 1261a 
R ■ 

Hence Log. j s - -- -- -- --- - -9. 49984. 

~~~R~R~~' 
The Log. sinecomplement of this last sine, is the log. yrr—jjss 9. 97713 

Log. sine compl. 250 is the log. yrr — ss - - - - . - 9. 95727 

R~R 
Srr—jjss 

Hence Log.— ■■ - -- -- -- -- - Q.OIQS& 
•Jrr—ss -

Log. - was - - 0.12610 
K 

RR 

V rr— YJ
SS 

Hence Log. — =-X — - is ------ 0..14C96 
b ^ R Vrr—ss 
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PROPOSITION IV, 

587. Isa ray t)f thesun, EF, falling obliquely upon the outside of a pel- Fig. 507. 

lucid upright cylinder, AC, whose bases are parallel to the horizon, be re-
fracted into it at F, and be reflected within it at G, any number of times or 

710 times at all, before it emerges out again by refraction at H ; the fun seen 
by any emergent ray whatever, as H K, will appear ofthe fame altitude as if 
he was seen by direct rays. 

Through the points of incidence, reflection and refraction, F, G, H, 
draw the vertical lines PC, A^, BD; and supposing vertical planes to 
touch the cylinder in every one of these lines, the refractions and reflec-
tions at these planes will be just the fame as if they were made at the cy-
lindrical surface. Put I to R for the ratio of refraction, and the ratio os . . 
the cosines of the angles PFE, CFG, (that is of the sines of the altitudes 
of the incident and refracted rays) is the fame as I to R*-, and the ratio of * Art- 5^3-

the cosine of CFG or AGFor $GHov GHB (which are all equal2) is a Art- 5«»-

to the cosine of KHD as R to /*; therefore by compounding these ra- * Art- 58
3-

tios the cosine of PFE is to the cosine of KHD in a ratio of equality, and 
consequently the angles themselves and their complements are equaL 

ANOTHERDEMONSTRATION, 

588. Let the parallelogram AB CD be a vertical section through the Fig. 508, 

axis of the cylinder and through an incident ray EF, and since the refract-
ed and reflected rays, FG, G H, HI, IK, &c. make equal angles with the 
parallel lines AB, CD -, it is evident that the incident ray £Fand the e-
mergent ray GL or HMor IN or KO, &c. will be all inclined to the ver-
tical lines in the fame angles. And all other rays which fall obliquely 
on the cylinder, will also, after refractions and reflections, be inclined 
to their vertical lines in the fame angles b. ^ E. D. k Art 5

8
*-

584. 

PROPOSITION V. 

589. When the rays of the fun are so refracted through the fides of an 
erect cylinder, as to touch the fide of a lesser cylinder upon the fame axis, it 
is proposed to find the inclination of the vertical plane of incident rays, to 
the vertical plane of emergent rays, when the fun has any given altitude 
and the ratio of the diameters ofthe cylinders is given. 

Let three vertical planes passing through the incident, refracted, and Fig. 509. 

emergent rays EF, FG, GH, be represented by the parallelograms D CK, 
DCBA, ABL, and let them cut the horizontal plane òf the base of the 
cylinders in CK, CB, CL. From N the center of the base drawiVO per-
pendicular to thechord £C andjoin NC-, and having produced CK, BL 

G g 2 th1! 
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till they meet in R, the angle KRL or its supplement KRT? will be the-

measure of the inclination of the planes DCK, ABL. And since NC is 

the horizontal section of a vertical plane NCF perpendicular to the re-

fracting surface at Cor F, or to a plane that touches the cylinder in ths 

line CF; by art. 585 the sine of the angle NCR is to the sine of the angle 

NC'Oy in a ratio compounded of the sines of the altitudes of the incident" 

and of the refracted rays directly and of their cosines inversely-; and con-

sequently is given by art. 586. But NO the sine of the angle NCO is given 

from the given proportion of NCto ÀrO,.that is of the femidiametersof the 

cylinders ; therefore the angles NCO, NCR are both given, and aisatheir 

difference BCR or CBR, which are equal; and the sum of these angles 

equals the external angle KRT1. % E. J. 

590. For example, to shew the construction of the Table in the xvii sec-
a.Art* 553.

 t
'
0n

 ».
 w

hen rhe funs altitude was 250 we computed the Log. of P to ̂  

or of the given ratio of the sines of the angles NCR, NCO, and found it 
ô.Arî. 5.86.

 G>
 I^QO Now putting the ratio of the i'emidiameters of the cylinders, 

that isiVCto ATOas 1000 10473, the angle NC O will, be 2 8° 14', whole 

Log. sine is 9. 67492; to which adding o. 14596, the sum is 9. 82088, 

which is the Log. sine of 410 27'riang. NCR. Hence the difference of 

these angles is 130 13' = ang. OCR, whose double 26° 2Ó'=:ang. KR% 

the distance of the lateral parhelion from the sun. 

591. To find-the greatest quantity of the angle KR^, ler us suppose the: 

plane KCD to touch the cylinder, or the angle NCR to be a right one,, 

whoseTogarithmick sine is 10. ooooo. Hence fubstracting o. 14596 the 

log. of the ratio of the sines oîNCR, NCO, there remains 9. 85404 for 

the logarithmick sine of the angle NCO — 450 36'. Which being taken 

from NCR-900 gives. RCOzz 44° 24', whole double 88° 48' = KRÏ, 

the greatest distance of the lateral parhelion from the fun when he is 2£° 

high. In this cafe therefore NQ : NC: : 714: 1000. 

PROPOS-ITI ON VI. 

59.2. When the rays of the fun are refracted through the fide of an ereB' 

cylinder so as to touch thefide of an inner concentrick cylinder of a given-

diameter, and are ?- efiected at the surface of the outward cylinder any num-

ber of times before they emerge out again by refraction ; it is proposed to find 

the inclination of the vertical plane of the incident rays to the vertical plane 

of the emergent rays.. 
1%. 507. Cafe 1. Let EF, FG, GH, HK, be the course of the incident, refract-

ed, reflected and emergent rays, and let as many vertical planes passing, 

through them cut the horizontal plane of the base in L C, C^, £>J), DM 

respectively. Through N the center of the base produce N^, and let it. 

meet L C produced in R. Now from the given semidiameter NO of the. 

inner cylinder, and the given ratio of the sines of the angles NCR, NCO, 
their. 
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their difference OCR will be given, just as in the foregoing proposition; 

which being taken from NC^jor N^C gives NRC, which is half the 

angle LRM. For supposing the ray to be reflected at G by a plane touch-

ing the cylinder along G^, this tangent plane and consequently the plane 

G^JV perpendicular to it, is equally inclined to the planes G^JJ,. 

G®D cor. 1. prop. 1. that is, the angles N^C, N^J) and consequent-

ly NDê*^, A7"Cigare all equal. Hence it follows, that the angle NDR 
is equal to NCR. For if the emergent ray be supposed to go backwards a-

long KH, since by prop. 4. the altitudes of the incident and refracted, 

rays at Tiare equal to those at F, by proposition 3 the ratio of the sines 

of the angles NDR, ND i^will also be the fame as that of the sines of 

NCR, NC$± Therefore as the angle NDgjs equal to A
7
C^,fo NDR 

is equal to NCR and consequently NRD to NRC. QÆ. J. 

593. Cafe 2. Now whatever number of reflections be made before the 

ray emerges again by refraction, since the chord C^was proved equal to 

%D
t
 for the fame reasons !$JD will equal the chord lying under the next 

reflected ray, and so on ; and since the sines of the angles NCR, NC^ 
are in a given ratio*, they may be considered as the sines of incidence and * Art. 58^-

refraction of an horizontal ray LC; and therefore the angle under these 

incident and emergent rays, or under the planes that stand erect upon 

them, will be given in all cafes by art. 488. E.J. 
PROPOSITION VII. 

594. *íhe fun shining upon an er eel cylinder whose axis is vertical, to Fl2- S°7* 

find the greatest angle which a vertical plane of emergent rays, after any 
given number of refections, makes with a vertical plane of the incident rays. 

Supposing the construction and demonstration of the last proposition, 

since the sines of the angles of incidence and refraction of the vertical planes 

of incident and refracted rays, that is of the angles NCR, NCgare in a gi-

ven ratio* when the altitude of the fun is given; by substituting *
Arti

S
s

S-

the terms of this ratio instead of the ratio of the sines of incidence and 

refraction, this problem is solved by the same rules as were given for the 

rain-bow *. Thus putting m for the number of reflections increased by an * Art..
4

9z*--

unite, P to i^for the ratio abovementioned, the sine of the angle NCR 

will be — y ——, and the sine of NC9 will be «—- V ——— . 
^

 T
 mm— 1 * ^ P ' mm—i 

For in Fig. 4 70 we had B Cq : B Fq : : m mR R - R R : II- R R, and dis-
jointly.BC?: CFq : : m mRR - RR : mmRR-II*. Whence CFq= *.

Euc
,r.

4f
;-. 

j^^tamRR^n^ Hence the angle required is given by art. 491. <^E. J. 

595. Corol. When there is but one reflection, mzz2; and therefore 

putting NCzzr, the sine of NCRzz^ &^
p
t
 =

 J_ Yrr-^rr, 

which is an easier form for the following calculation. 

<>59, 
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596. To shew the construction of the Table in the xxviii section. For ex-

Art. 586.
 am

pi
e) w

hen the sun's height was 250 we found the Log. o. 14596 

The Log. of r, or of the whole line, is - - - - 10. 00000 
p m '— 

Whence Log. of ~r is - -- -- -- -- 10. 14596 

Log. of the number 2 is - -- -- -- -- 0.30103 
p . 

Hence Log. — r is --------- - 9.84493 

• PP 
The sine compl. of which log. or the log. of y/rr—— rr is 9. 85398 

Log. is - -- -- -- -- -- -- o. 06247 

The Log. of ̂ /rr-lLrr is 9-9
l6

45 

The angle NCR answering to this sine, is 550 35' 

Log. P- was - -- -- -- -- -- - o. 14596 

Remains the log. of the sine of NCO ----- 9. 77049 
The angle NCO answering to that sine, is 3 6° 07'. Hence their difference 
^CR= 190 28', which being taken from N%Cor NCOzz 36° 7', gives 
4J£C = 16° 39', whose double LRM= 330 18', the distance of either of 
the back parhelia from the vertical circle opposite to the fun, when his al-

titude is 25 degrees. 
597. Hence it appears that if the semidiameter of the inward cylinder 

of snow, be greater than ~
0
\\ of the semidiameter of the whole cylinder, 

it will hinder the appearance of the back parhelia, by stopping the refract-
ed rays when the fun is 250 high ; because in this cafe NO, the sine of 

the angle NCO =36° 07', is almost of NC. 

CHAPTER XII. 

JTO determine the apparent shapes, postions, magnitudes and di-

Jlances of large objeSls, seen by rays that fall upon refle&ing 

or refracting surfaces, not only perpendicularly or almoji 

perpendicularly, but with any degrees of obliquity. 

PROPOSITION L 

5-98. \ "Jl H EN a large picture or a plane object of any given shape, 
Vf stands perpendicularly to the common axis of any number 

of refracting or reflecting surfaces, its apparent Jhape, situation, magni-
tude and distance from the eye, at any point of thi axis, may be found as 
follows. 

Let 
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Let OABP be the axis of the reflecting or refracting surfaces--^/? 

BS; O the place of the eye ; ORS^ny reflected or refracted ray ; 

a line perpendicular to the axis; x, the intersection of a line i^t, drawn 

parallel to the axis, and of the visual ray OR produced; si* a curve 

line described by the intersection x. while the visual angle AOR is dimi-

nished to nothing. Now while the whole figure is turned about the axis 

OPn, the curve fix, w]ll describe a curve surface and P^a circular 

plane. Let any part abc d of this plane be the given object or picture ; 

and while an indefinite line is carried round the out-lines of the picture 

abed, and is kept parallel to the axis Psl, it will trace the out-lines of 

a corresponding picture upon the curve surface at six. I say the plane 

picture a bed will appear by the reflected or refracted rays, in the fame 

shape, situation, magnitude and distance, with which the curve picture 

at fix. would appear to the naked eye at 0; supposing the eye.to be in-

verted and turned about when the curve six falls behind it *, as in fig. 

For imagine a physical circle described by the revolution of any point 

about the axis OP, to be removed into the place of the equal circle 

described by the revolution of the corresponding point x; and if the sur-

faces AR, BS we-re taken away, its apparent shape, situation, magnitude 

and distance would be the fame as before*. For since the visual rays as 

PO, xO are always in one continued line, the shape, situation and mag-

nitude of the picture upon the retina would be the fame as before. And 

of consequence all the physical circles that compose the plane at P^, 
when thus removed till they touch the curve surface at six, would se-

verally and jointly appear to the naked eye at 0, in the same shape, si-

tuation, magnitude and distance as they did before. What has been said 

of the whole circles, is also true of any given parts of them that com-

pose any part abed of the circular plane at Pê>j, namely, that their 

several arches, which compose the plane figure abed, when severally 

removed, by a motion parallel to the axis Pn, till they touch the curve 

surface six., will there compose a corresponding part of it, which would 

appear to the naked eye at O in the same shape, situation magnitude and 

distance, with which the plane abed appeared by the reflected or re-

fracted rays. £>. E. D. 

599. Corol. 1. Hence if the plane surface at P^and the curve sur-
face at six, be both'cut by any plane passing through the axis Psl or 

parallel to it, the straight section of the former will appear in the same 

shape, situation, magnitude and distance, with which the curve section 

of the latter would appear to the naked eye remaining at O. 
600. Corol. 2. Whenever the intersection x. describes a straight line 

perpendicular to the axis On, the objectât P^will then appear in its 

proper shape ; that is, in the fame shape, situation, magnitude and di-
stance 
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stance with which it would appear to the naked eye viewing it upon a 
perpendicular plane at the distance O si. 

LEMMA I. 

601. Let there be any number of indeterminate finite lines x, y, z, 
whose fluxions bear any finite ratio s to one another, and let another line 

v =: ~ ; I fay the fluxion of v will also bear a finite ratio to the fluxion of 

x or y or 

For by the known rule for finding fluxions we have v = - _ "if - — 

whose several parts bear finite ratio's to one another, as being com-
pounded of none but finite ratio's ; and consequently the ratio of the 

whole value of «y to any one part of it, is also finite; and therefore the 

ratio of v to x or y to z is also finite. ^ E. D. 

LEMMA II.. 

r
 602. If all the refracting or reflecting- curves-AR, BS cut their axis 

v 5
10>í A B si d# right angles, the curve n x will also cut it at right angles. 

For let Ra, S@, xw be perpendiculars to the axis, and let the rays 
RS, Æ^be produced till they cut it in <p and 7. Then since the triangles 
OCLR, Ozrx are similar, and also a<pR, (6<pS, and likewise (èyS, Py^j 
we have Oct: Otzr : : OLR : -æx or P^, that is, in a ratio compounded 
of c.P to (ZS, @S to P^, that is, of to $<p, @>y to Py. Hence 

OsrziOaX — X—. Now when the angle AOR is diminished to no-

thing, the intersections <p, y will move to the focus's fig and coincide 

with them; and Ow will become Of! = OA% ~ % ~.Therefore when 

the absciss Uw is vanishing, the vanishing increments or decrements of 

the finite lines Oa, & y, Py are these respectively, CLA, OLA=±Z 

<pfi &B=h <pf\. £ P —í= y g, y g. But the aberration çfis as o.A*, and y g 

* Art. 645. as $B *,. and consequently all these vanishing increments or decrements 
bear finite ratio's to one another. Therefore®*]! the vanishing incre-
ment or decrement of Our, bears-a finite ratio to a.A, by the first Lemma, 
because the vanishing increments of quantities are as. their fluxions. But 
the ultimate ratio of aA to R is a ratio of minority infinitely great, be-
cause the curve AR, is supposed to cut its axis at right angles, and the 
ratio of xR to wx, being the fame as Oct to Ow, is finite. Consequently 
ihe ultimate ratio of wil to wx, being compounded of sr 17 to &A, a A 

to ctP, OLR to wx, is a ratio of minority infinitely great, and then fore 
the curve fix cuts the axis of the other curves at right angles, which is 
also its own axis, because the curves AR

5
 BS are supposed to be similar 

and equal on each side of it. 
603. 
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603. Corol. !. Hence it follows that the curve Fix cannot form an an-
gle of contact with its axis at n. 

604. Corol. 2. The focus's fig being given, the vertex si of the curve 

n K is found by taking On = O^X^x|. 

605. Corol. 3. Though the curves AB, BS were such as could reflect 

or refract all the rays of a large pencil so accurately as to belong to the 

•focus'sfig, yet by reason of the increments a.A, &B the line Ow would be 

variable, and consequently the intersection x. would still describe a curve. 

606. Corol. 4. Though the refracting curves were changed into 

their tangents, yet the intersection x would still describe a curve, by 

reason of the aberrations/^, g y by these refractions*. * Art. 647. 

607. Corol. 5. But if the reflecting curves were changed into their 

tangents, the intersection x. would describe a straight line perpendicular 
to the axis at n ; there being no aberrations by these reflections. 

608. Corol. 6. Therefore an object at P ^appears exactly in its pro-

per sliape by reflections from plane surfaces *. *
 Art 6o0> 

PROPOSITION II. 

609. The reflecting or refracting curves, and their intervals from each 

^ther and from the eye and object, being given ; it is proposed to find whe-
ther the object will appear convex or concave towards the eye. 

Things remaining as they were, let Ar, Bsbe tangents to the curves Fig- 5
12 

AR, BS ; and let one of the remotest rays OR cut the first tangent in
 5151 

r; join fr cutting the next tangent in s ; join also g s cutting the object 

in L; and lastly draw the reflected or refracted rays RS, S^, either by 

an accurate construction*, if needful, or only by observing which way * Art. 469, 

their aberrationssip, gy tend from the successive focus'sf g; which will 

always be evident by the shapes of causticks described in Art. 69 6cc. or 
452 and 478 &c. 

610. Cas. i. Then if it be evident from the position of the ray S<^ 

and of the line sL, that P^is longer than PL, and will continue so till 

the visual angle AOR is reduced to nothing; the object P^,will ap-

pear convex towards the eye: and on the contrary, ifP^be always 

less than PL, the object will appear concave; and in both cafes more 

or less curved, cœteris faribus, as the ratio between P^ and PL is 
greater or less. 

For let the lines i^x, L A, drawn parallel to the axis, cut the ray OR, 

(produced) in x, and A ; and let All be perpendicular to the axis ; and in 

like manner as the value of Ow was found by similar triangles, in Lem-

ma 2, we shall find Oïl — OA% ~
f
^~

g
- Which being invariable, shews 

that while the angle UOA is decreasing to nothing, the intersection A 

describes a fixt perpendicular Asl The same point si is also the vertex 

H h os 

/ 
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• An. 604. of the curve described by the other intersection x, *, and consequently 

si A is a tangent to it by Lemma 2. Therefore if Pí^be always longer 

thanPL, and consequently Ox. always longer than OA, the curve fix 

* Art. 603.
 m

ust be convex towards the eye *. And on the contrary, if P^be al-

ways shorter than PL, and consequently O* always shorter than OA, the 

curve fix must be concave towards the eye. 

611. Cas 2. Let S^jxnà sL (produced) intersect one another in d> 

and if the object be placed near their intersection, the curve described 

by d, while the angle AOR is diminishing, may cross the object; and 

then the curve described by x. will also cross its tangent riA and form 

contrary flexures as represented separately in Fig. 516. For when d 

touches the object the intervals Ax. will be reduced to nothing, and 

will become negative, lying on the other sides of L and A, after d has pas-
ted by the object. But by reason of the quick decrease of the angle Ld^ 

mgJy
}
 the negative intervals LQ^ Ax. will be become so small that the 

contrary flexure of the curve □ x may scarce be perceptible by the eye. 

And if so, the object must appear convex or concave towards the eye 

according as the greatest P^ cut off by the remotest ray S^
y
 is longer 

or shorter than the greatest P L, as in the foregoing cafe. 

612. Cas 3. Consequently if the object touches the intersection d 
when remotest from the axis, it may be reckoned to appear straight in 

that situation or somewhere very near it: which is farther evident, because 

the object being carried for a considerable space from one side of d to the 

other, must change its apparent figure from concave to convex, or on the 

contrary by cafe 1. 

pig. 514. 613 . Cas 4.. If the object is so placed that the points y, g are on con-

trary sides of the point P, the points ̂  L must also be on contrary sides 

of it. But by diminishing the angle AOR, the point y in approaching to-

wards g will pass by the point P, and then the points L will be 

both on the fame side of the axis ; and so the rule in case 1 will soon 

take place. But the object will appear in a manner double, as might easi-

ly be explained, and so confused that its apparent shape will scarce be 

discernible even through a pin-hole. 

Therefore the rule in the first of these cases is generally sufficient for 

determining the apparent convexity or concavity of an object, especially 

when it appears most evidently so. ^E. D. 

5ig 5** to 614. Corol. Hence if we imagine a fictitious kind of rays as OrsL to 

515- siow from the eye, and to be all reflected or refracted at the tangents 

Ar, Bs so accurately as to belong to the successive focus's Jig; the ob-

ject P^seen by such rays returning back in the fame lines LsrO, would 

•Ait. 600. always appear accurately in its proper ihape at the tangent n A*. The 

deformed appearances of objects are therefore caused both by the de-

flections of the curves AR
y

BS from their tangents and by the aberra-

tions 
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tions of the rays. Upon both these accounts the minuter parts of large ob-
jects lying in order from the axis, become unequally or rather improper-
ly magnified or diminished, and therefore appear at improper distances 
from the eye* and from each other; and thus the plane of the object is * Art- 1381 

changed into a curve surface. For while the visual angle AO* or AOR 
decreases uniformly, the equal lines PL, nX decrease uniformly very 
nearly, or rather properly as they should do in vision with the naked eye, 
but P^,does not; therefore improper decrements of P ^appear under 
equal angles, and consequently are improperly magnified or diminished. 

PROPOSITION III. 

615. Let the plane of this scheme represent a plane passing 'through the Fi
B- flF 

eye at O, and the center S osa refracting sphere A B C D ; and let it be pro* 

duced till it cuts the fun1 s disk in any line P p j and out of an infinite num-
ber of rayssupposed to flow in this plane from the eye at O, upon the great 
circle AB CD, let two of them, ^OBCFP, Ob cFfallupon the ex-
tremities of the chord P p after refractions at the arches B b, C c, and after 
having crossed each other in the focus F ; then from the center S let S kK be 
perpendiculars to the incident rays Ob, OB produced, and S1L perpendicu-
lars to the emergent rays ; and while the quantity of the refractions at B b, 
C c, is varied by any lateral motion of the fun, eye orsphere, in that plane of 
refraction, the apparent magnitude of the given chord P p will vary directly 

asFL and inversely OK very nearly, if the diameter of the sphere be 
very small in comparison to its distancesfrom the eye andfun. 

For then the angle LFl or PFp being but little more than half a de-
gree atmost, the angle KOk willalsobebut small, and consequently their 
perpendicular subtenses Kk, LI will be very nearly equal. For drawing 
S Mm perpendiculars to the rays BC,bc within the sphere j we have Mm 
to Kk and also to Ll, in the given ratio of the sines SM, SKorSL that 
determine the refractions*. Therefore Kk equals Ll and the angle KOk is to * Art- 4'4-

the angle LFl as FL to OK*. But since the chord Pp is given, the angle " Art- *2S-
PFp or LFl is very nearly invariable, by reason of the immense distance 
and spherical figure of the sun; and consequently the apparent magnitude 
of Pp, measured by the angle KOk

r
 is as PL directly and O K inversely 

very nearly. ^. E, D. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

616. things remaining as they were, let the ray C P cut the axis O S in E, Fig. 51s. 

and be produced till it meets the ray OB produced in I ; and let the conical 
Jurface described by the ray CEP, turned about the axis O S into the position 

y E q, cut the disk of the fun in the arch Pq ; and while the refractions ofthe 
visual rays PCBO, qy£0, that lye in this conical surface, are varied by 
any motion of the fun, the eye or the sphere, the apparent magnitude of the gi-

ven arch Pq w/7/ vary directly as IE and inversely as\0 very nearly. 
H. h.a. For-
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For let the point /describe the arch// by the revolution aforesaid ; and 

.since it is a common subtense of the angles JO/, /£/; the angle 10 i is to 

IEiox PEqzs IExo 10. But when the arch Pq is given, the angle PEq is 

very nearly invariable, by reason of the great distances of the fun and eye 

from the sphere, and consequently the apparent magnitude of Pq, measur-

ed by the angle IOt\ is as IE directly and 10 inversely very nearly. <$JE.D. 
PROPOSITION V. 

J?
J
S 5

 J
7>S

l8
* 6iy. things remaining as they were, let the refractions of the visual 

rays be varied by any motion of the fun, the eye or the sphere ; and the appa-
rent magnitude of thefun's disk will vary directly as the rectangle under FL, 

El, and inversely as the rectangle under O K, OI very nearly. 

^ig 5'9- For let innumerable planes of incidence and refraction cut the fun* 

disk in the lines Pp, Pp, Sec. all converging to a point R in the axis OS 
produced ; and let the fame planes cut the picture of his diik upon the re-

tina in as many corresponding lines Zl-ur, ïlw, &c. all converging to the 

point p in the said axis produced backwards. Again let innumerable coni-

cal surfaces, conceived to be described by the revolution of innumerable 

visual rays about the axÌ6 OS, cut the disk in the arches Pq, Pq,&cc. and 

its picture upon the retina in as many corresponding arches fix, fix, &c. 

Then since every one of the lines 17sr, in the whole picture, is as the ap-
* Art. 91. parent magnitude of the corresponding lines Pp*, in the whole disk, that 

• Art. 615.
 ag

 _£* .
 t

]
ie

 magnitude of the picture would also be as^, if the ar-
UK. OA 

ches n x. were invariable. And in like manner since every one of the arch-

es fi X, in the fame picture, is as the apparent magnitude of the corref-
m 6l6

- ponding arches Pq in the diik, that is as — * j the magnitude of the pic-

IE 
ture would also be as —., if the lines n-æ were invariable. Therefore when 

the lines UTS' and the arches fix both vary, it is easy to understand that the 
FL IE 

magnitude of the sun's picture upon the retina, is as ̂  X j^, that is, as 

the rectangle under FL, IE directly, and as the rectangle under OK, 10 
inversely very nearly. £\ E. D. 

*i£5*7»5
,8

« 618. Corol. 1. Let the refracting sphere be moved sideways from the 

rays that come directly from the fun to the eye, so as to describe a circle 

about the eye in any one plane of incidence and refraction ; and if the dia-

meter of the spherehe but small in comparison to its distances from the eye 

and the fun, the apparent magnitude of the given chord or diameter Pp will 

•decrease perpetually, and very nearly as FL does, till it vanishes when the 

visual rays aretangents to the sphere. For when the visual ray OB touches 

the sphere, the line OK becomes equal to OB, and is then the least of all, 

and yet will differ but very little from its greatest magnitude OS. Therefore 

OX may be reckoned invariable, and consequently the apparent magni-

tude 
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tude of Pp is as FL * ; which decreases perpetually and very fail till it be * Art. 615. 

reduced to nothinga. a Art. 439. 

619. Corol. 2. Upon the fame fuppositionSj the apparent magnitude 
of any given arch Pq upon the fun's diik, and consequently of the chord 
or diameter which joins its extremities, will decrease perpetually, and ve-
ry nearly as IE doesb. For when the angle which the refracting sphere b Art 6l6> 

subtends at the eye is but small, IE decreases perpetually during the mo-
tion above mentioned c. c Art 

620. Corol. 3. Hence upon the fame suppositions as before, the appa-
rent magnitude of the fun's diik will decrease perpetually and very nearly 
as the rectangle under FL, IE. And its apparent shape will grow more 
and more oval while the sphere is moved sideways more and more ; its 
diameter Pp, in the plane of incidence and refraction, appearing ihorter than 
the diameter perpendicular to it. Because FL decreases faster than IE ; 
being always contained within it, except when they are both situated in 
the axis OS, and then they are equal to one another. 

621. Corol. 4. Let 0 be the conjugate focus to O, and the area of the o-
val picture of the fun upon the retina, will be to its circular area when 
the sphere is exactly between the eye and the fun, as FL X IE to So2. For 
when the sphere is exactly between the eye andsun, F Land IE become e-
qual to each other and to So. 

622. Corol. 5. In the ray PCBGO let G be the focus of the rays that 
flow from P in any one plane of incidence and emergence; and H the fo-
cus of the rays that flow from P in the conical surfaces described, by the, 
same ray PCBHO turned about the line P*SÍZ, the pointi/being the ver-
tex of the cones -, and the density of all the rays flowing from P, where 
they fall upon the cornea of the eye at O, will be as G K X fi/directly, and 
as G O X O H inversely d ; and consequently as GK% HI, when the sphere d Art: çzi 
is so remote as to subtend but a small angle at the eye. 

623. Corol. 6. Hence when a remote sphere subtends but a small angle at the 
eye, the sun's apparent brightness, seen through any part of it, is invaria-
ble. For the apparent brightness of any object is as the density of the rays 
in any one pencil directly, and as its apparent magnitude inversely j that 

GK x HI ■ ' 
is as

 FLx EI
 *. But since the rays that come from O and P, fall paral- * Art. 622. 

lei or nearly parallel upon the circle A B CD, thelines G i£and FL are near-
ly equal ; and so are HIand IE. For the line Si bisects the angle EIH, and 
since SE is supposed to be nearly parallel to /.if, and S H to /E,the angle 
EIS equals ISH, and HIS equals ISE ; and consequently the triangles 
EIS, HIS are equicrural and equal to one another very nearly. 

624. Corol. j. Hence when the centers of innumerable refracting spheres 
are placed at equal intervals from one another in a large spherical surface 
whose center is the eye at 0 ; this surface will appear illuminated by in-

numerable 

620. 



a Art. 625. 

* Art. 620. 

b Art. 616. 

602. 

Fig. 520. 
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numerable images of the fun, all of the fame brightness ; but less and less 

in magnitude as they lye remoter from the fun. And consequently if the 

magnitude of the spheres be diminished and their number be increased to 

infinity, the light of that spherical surface will appear uninterrupted, and 

strongest next the sun, and weaker perpetually in the parts that lye remo-

ter from him; which agrees with our former demonstration in the 525th 
article. 

625. Corol. 8. What has been demonstrated of the fun is applicable to 

the moon, or to any round body, so small or so remote from the sphere 

as to subtend but a small angle at any point of it ; and is also agreeable to 

experience in viewing a lighted candle through a round bellyed jugg or 

decanter full of water, while it is moved sideways from the rays that 
come directly to the eye. 

626. Corol. 9. While the apparent magnitude of the candle decreases, 

its apparent distance will be found to increase, and on the contrary; and 

so its successive apparent places will appear to describe a curve ; which in 

the case abovementioned
 a

 is convex towards the eye. And the apparent 

distance of the candle will vary reciprocally in a subduplicate ratio of the 

apparent magnitude of its surface, that is, reciprocally as a middle pro-

portional between and /£*; or rather reciprocally as IE, that is 

reciprocally as the apparent height of the candle
 b

 ; because its apparent 

breadth appears oblique to the visual rays, by reason of the curvity of its 
successive apparent places. 

627. Corol. 10. For this reason any large plane surface, like a saih-win-

dow, viewed through a sphere will not appear plane but convex towards 

the eye. And besides this convexity towards the eye, the top and bottom 

and sides, and also the wooden bars that contain the glass, will appear con-

cave towards the middle of the window, where a line drawn from 

the eye through the center of the sphere would fall upon it. So that the 

whole appearance will be like the meridians upon a globe to the naked eye. 

For since the interior squares of glass are more magnified than the exte-

rior ones, the intervals between the bars will be gradually diminissied in 

going outwards from the middle ; which agrees with the manner of describ-
ing these appearances by the last proposition. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

628. Any line P p eitherstraight or crooked, which isseen from O by rays 

refectedfrom a straight Uni B b, drawn upon a plane surface A B C c b A, 

or upon the fide of a cone or a cyliiider, will appear in its proper Jhape ; and 

the apparent distance of any point of itfrom the eye,will be equal to the whole 
sourse of the visual ray. 

For let the reflecting plane ABCcbA be generated by the motion 

of the line AB C about the axis OAo perpendicular to it. And let a su-

perficial 
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perficial pencil of rays OBb be supposed to flow from the eye at 0, and 

after reflection from the straight line Bb let them fall upon the surface of 

an object in the line Pp, either straight or crooked. From every point of 

the object Pp draw the lines Pn,pw parallel to OAÛÌÌ they meet the visual 

rays produced in n, nr, and the apparent object n .^composed of all their in-

tersections will be similar and equal to Pp. For taking Ao equal to AO, all the 

reflected rays will flow from 0 *, and since all the triangles OBo, Obo, are *
 Art

-
 ZOZï 

equicrural,.all the triangles PP 17, Pb w, being similar to the former, will 

also be equicrural. Therefore the compound line OB -4- B P equals OBYl-

equals oBP, and likewise Ob w equalsobp; and consequently the plane 

figure Oriw, consisting of all the former lines, will be similar and equal to 

the figure 0 Pp consisting of all the latter. Therefore the Line si w is similar 

and equal to Pp ; and consequently is seen by reflection in the same place 

and shape as si nr would appear in, to the naked eye
a

.
 a Art

 'W* 

The surface of a cone is generated by the revolution of one side of an Fig. 5204 

angle about its other side, and the surface of a cylinder by the revolution 

of one side of a parallelogram about its opposite side. Consequently sup-
posing the reflecting line Bb to be laid upon either of these revolving lines, 

so as to coincide with it, the reflecting plane BAb may be conceived to 

touch the conical or cylindrical surface in the line Bb ; and the reflections 

from Bb being the fame whether they be made from the curve surfaces 

or from the tangent plane, it follows that the line Pp will appear straights 

or in its proper shape, by reflection from the cone or cylinder, as well as from 

the tangent plane. ^ E. D. 
629. Corol. 1. Hence one may determine the apparent magnitudes , 

distances and ssiapes of a series of given objects seen by reflection from a 

cylinder, in this manner. Let the circle AB CD, whose center is E, be the pj
g- 52I> 

base of an upright cylinder, or rather a circular section of it, parallel to its 

base and passing through the eye at 0 ; and let this plane be extended and 

cut a row of trees, for example, in P, R, cí, X, &c. Join OE and let 

ocL&y$ be a caustick by reflection of innumerable rays supposed to flow 

from 0; and let the lines Pa, R(è, T'y, Xê, &c. be ib drawn as to touch 

the caustick in a., /2, 7, &c. and let them cut the reflecting circle in A, 

B, C, D, &c, join OA, OB, OC, OD, &c. and in each of them produced, 

take Avr=AP, Bp = BR, Cr=CÏ, D<p=DX, &c. Then supposing 

the trees P^, RS, TV, XT, &c. to be removed and planted upright at 

wy,p(T,rv, &c. they would appear to the naked eye at O, if the 

cylinder was removed, of the fame magnitudes, at the fame distances and 

in the fame shapes, as they appeared in by reflection from the cylinder 

when they stood in their proper places. And if regular curves be drawn 

through the points -ar, p, r,<p, &c. and through <r, 0, ^, the crooked surface, 

that lyes between these curves, will be the apparent place r.nd shape of the 

surface P^JCT. But the readiest practical way is first to draw any fay .05 and 

then its reflection PP, cutting PJsinany point P, and totake Pg= BR&c* 
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630. Corol. 2. In like manner if another row of trees-be parallel to the 

former, either on the fame side of the cylinder or on the opposite one ; the 

space that lyes between the representations of the bases of both rows, will 

be the apparent figure of the walk between the rows. Thus we have de-

termined the representations of any planes either perpendicular or parallel 

to the base of the cylinder. Consequently the representation of any ob-

lique plane, as of one side of a roof of a house or the like, may be found 

by determining the representations of the top and bottom of it. 

The manner of drawing deformed pictures, which shall appear regular 

in.a cylinder placed upon theplane of the-draught, is partly the reverse os 

the foregoing method. In order to describe it more distinctly I premise 

the following lemma's. 

LEMMA I. 

Fig. 522. 631. A rectangular parallelogram ABCD being divided into any num-

ber of little parallelograms, and being placed upright upon a plane ABR, 
(the line AB in one figure being placed upon AB in the other), it is pro-

posed to describe its shadow ABcd, cast upon that plane by rays flowing 

from a given point O, placed at a given height R O above the plane of 

the shadow. 

From the point R which lyes directly under the luminous point O, 
through the extremities and the divisions of the base AB, draw the lines 

RAd, RBc, &c. Then placing the line AD, equal to the height of thegiven 

parallelogram, and also R/equal to the height of the luminous point, upon 

the plane of the shadow, at right angles to RA; from / through the ex-

tremities and divisions of AD, draw IDd, IFf, I Mm, &c. cutting the 

line RA produced in d,f, m, &c. And through these points d,f, m, &c. 

draw the lines dc,fe, m l, &c. parallel to AB ; and the trapezium ABcd 
so divided into lesser trapeziums, will be the ssiadow of the parallelogram 

ABCD and of its divisions. 

For conceiving the plane of the triangle IRd with all its lines, to be 

turned about the line RAd, till it stands at right angles to the nhneRAB, 
the point /will then coincide with the luminous point in the air, and the divi-

sions of the WneAd will be the shadows of the divisions oftheside^/jDofthe 

given parallelogram. And for the like reason the lines extended from R 
are the shadows of all the lines in the parallelogram which are perpendi-

cular to AB; and the shadow fe of any line FE, parallel to AB, being 

the common intersection of two planes passing through the parallels AB, 
FE, is also parallel to A 3. ^ E. D. 

632. Corol. 1. If the given rectangle ABCD be contracted to a square 

ABEF, divided into any number of lesser squares, its shadow may be 

found more expeditioully; by drawing RO parallel to AB and equal to 

die height of 0, and then by drawing OBf, cutting the shadows of the 

perpen- % 
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perpendicular lines in the points f, g, k, /, through which the parallel 
shadows must pass. For since AF equals AB, the pointf is the fame in 
both constructions ; because Rf is to As as RI to A F or as RO to AB. 
And since BFisa. diagonal of all the little squares, its shadow B f must 
be a diagonal of all their shadows. 

633. Corol. 2. This construction is also applicable to a parallelogram, 
provided it be divided into little squares; by placing its Me AD along 
the base AB, produced if need be, and by drawing OD cutting RAand 
RB produced in dand /. For dlis the shadow of the diagonal DL of the 
square DCLM, cut off from the parallelogram ABCD. 

634. Carol. 3. Hence it follows that the shadow of the center of any 
square, may be found by drawing the diagonals of the corresponding 
trapezium. 

■635. Corol. 4. If the length os the shadow dA and the point R be gi-
ven or assumed, the luminous point O may be found by drawing dD which 
will cut off the perpendicular R 0 required. 

636. Corol. 5. Hence we may understand the method of drawing a co-
py of a picture, which shall appear deformed when viewed directly, and 
yet shall appear in just proportion when viewed from a certain point. For 
having described a parallelogram or a square about the original picture, 
and having divided it into any number of lesser squares, the more the bet-
ter, and lastly having divided another square ABEFof any size into the 
same number of lesser squares; first project its shadow ABef, and then 
transfer the parts and lineaments and colouring in every little square of the 
original picture, into the corresponding trapeziums of the shadow ABef 
For to the eye of a spectator placed in the luminous point O, the deform-
ed picture will appear reformed into the true proportions of the original ; 
because the shape of the image of the whole picture and of all its parts 
upon the retina, is the fame as if the rays had come to the eye originally 
from a regular picture drawn in miniature upon a square placed upright 
upon its base AB. And if the shades and colourings in the deformation be 
the fame also as in the original picture, the spectator will judge it to be regu-
lar rather than deformed ; by being more accustomed to view regular pic-
tures in an upright position than deformed ones in an oblique position. 

LEMMA II. 

637. When a ray OB falls obliquely at B upon the convex or concave Fig. 523,^ 

surface of an upright cylinder BFG, it is proposed to find thejpoint C where 
the reflected ray B C will cut the plane of the base of the cylinder. 

Draw BD perpendicular to the base cutting its circumference FG in 
D, and let D H be a tangent to it at D ; then let the incident ray OB be 
produced till it cuts the plane of the base produced in E, and draw EH 
perpendicular to DH> and produce it till CH equals HE, and C will be 

I i the 
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the point where the reflected rays B C will fail upon the plane of the base: 
produced. 

For joining D C, DE and also,B H
y
 the plane of the triangle DBHvrili 

touch the cylindrical surface in the line BD ; and since the perpendiculars 
HC, HE to this plane are equal, if the point Cbe supposed a focus of in-
cident rays upon this plane produced,.the point E will be their focus aftec 

* Art. 202. reflection*. Therefore on the contrary, the ray OB tending towards E
y 

will be reflected to C; and the reflection from the tangent plane is the fame 
* Art. 19,

 as
 f

rom t
h

e
 cylindrick surface at B *. ^. E. J. 

638. Corol. 1. A more commodious practice in order to the solution of the-
following problem, is to produce OB to E, and to draw DE cutting the 
circumference of the base in F

3
 and to inscribe in it a chord DG equal to 

DF; and in DG produced to take DC equal to DE, which gives the 
point C where the reflected ray will fall upon the plane of the base. Be-
cause the equal chords DF, DGaxe equally inclined to the tangent DH 

fig- S;2S- 63$. Corol. 2. Hence several rays flowing from 0 upon the line BD, 
drawn along the side of the. cylinder,, will all be reflected to the straight line 
DC; where their intervals are equal to the respective intervals of the in-
cident rays produced till they cut the line D E. Because each two distances 
DC, DE are equaL 

640. Corol. 3. Several rays flowing from C upon BD, will all di-
verge from E ; and therefore but one of them can fall upon the fame 
point 0. 

641. Corol. 4. Any incident and reflected ray OB
y
BC produced, make 

equal angles with the line BD produced, and also with the plane of the 
base. For the triangles B DC, B DE. are equal. 

PROPOSITION VII. 

Fig $26 to 642. ¥0 p ai fit upon a plane a deformed copy A B C D E KIH G F, of aft 
529- original picture 

y
 which stall appear regular when seen from a given point 

O, by rays reflected from a polisted cylinder, placed upon the circle lnp, 
equal to its given base. 

From the point R which lyes directly under O the place of the eye, 
draw two lines R a,Re, which shall either touch the base of thecylinder, or 
•else cut off twofmail equal segments from the. sides of it ; according as the 
copy is intended to be more or less deformed. Then taking the eye raised a-
bove Rto the given height RO, somewhat greater than that of the cylinder, 
for a luminous point; describe the shadows ekf of a square ae^{ov paral-
lelogram), standing upright upon its base ae any where behind, the 
arch Inp, and divided after a similar manner to another square (or similar 

« \it. 651. parallelogram) drawn upon the original picture3. Let the lines drawn from 
R to the extremities and divisions of the base a,b, c,d, e, cut the remotest pa-
rallel shadow in the points fg,h,i,k

x
 and. the arch of the base in l,m^ 

n, 0
y
p; 
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% o, p ; from which points draw the lines l A F, mBG, nCH, oDI,pEK, 
as if they were rays of light that came from a focus R, and were reflect-
ed from the bafelnp? so that each couple as I A, IR produced may cut off 
-equal segments from the circle. Lastly transfer the lines las, mbg, &c. 
and all their parts in the fame order, upon the respective lines IAF, mBG, 
&c and having drawn regular curves, by estimation, through the points 
A, B, C, D, E, and through F, G,H,I, K, and through every intermediate 
order of points; the figure ACEKHF so divided will be the deformed, 
copy of the square drawn and divided upon the original picture; and will 
appear similar to it when seen in the polished cylinder, placed upon the 
base Inp, by the eye put into its given place O. And the fame directions 
that were given in art. 637, serve for painting the deformed copy of the pic-
ture upon the deformed square AK. 

For supposing the eye at 0, raised to the height RO, to be a luminous 
point; every superficies of rays emitted from it towards every line of the 
square and consequently towards every line of its shadow a k, being intercept-
ed by the surface of the cylinder, will be reflected to every corresponding line 
of the deformation AK; as will easily appear by comparing the solution of 
the lemmas and their corollaries with that of this problem. Therefore 
on the contrary, the rays which flow backwards from every line of the 
deformation AK, will be reflected to the eye . as if they came directly 
from the lines of the shadow akov from the lines of the square it self, 
%,E.D. 

643. Corol. 1. If the ratio os the sides of the original picture, and con- Fig- 53^ 
fequently of the similar parallelogram ae^Ç be given; and nR be given 
or assumed ; and nt, the height of the cylinder, or of the highest point of 
reflection, be also given ; the height of the eye may be determined by pla-
cing nt perpendicular to nR, and by placing the parallelogram aex^ up-
on its base ace at any convenient distance behind the arch//>, and by pro-
ducing its base ca till c 9 be equal to its height; then the line Qt produced 
will cut ossthe required height RO ; as will appear by conceiving the tri-
augle ROt^h to stand perpendicular to the paper upon the line Rnch. 
And if the data be varied, the rest may be easily determined by the rela-
tion of the lines we have been considering. 

644. Corol. 2. If the portion of the cylindrical surface, which reflects 
the light, he extended into a plane, the deformation AK will become ex-
actly equal to the shadow ak. The 527, 528, and 529th figures belong 
to a concave cylindrical surface.' 

I i a CHAP-
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CHAPTER XIII. 

The theory of the aberrations of rays is resumed and carried 
farther^ in order to discover the limits of perfe&ion of re-
flecting and refraEiing Microscopes ; and to determine for 
them what was determined for Telescopes in the seventh 
chapter. 

PROPOSITION I. 

645. TsT A v 1 N G the focus of homogeneal rays incident upon a spheric ai 
\ \ surface, to find the aberrations of the refracted or the resetted 

rays. 
Ffe- ?3

r
>53

2
« Let í^and q be conjugate focuses of incident and refracted or reflected 

a Art. zi 1. raysa
5 i^/an incident ray upon the spherical surface 10, whose semidîa-

meter is SO-, IK the refracted or reflected ray (produced)cutting the axis 
OSq^inK, IX the fine of the arch 10 ; and for the distances 0^, Otf, 
OX putting i^,, S, X; and m to n for the ratio of refraction, m being big-
ger than n; and 9 form — n-, I fay, if the ray be refracted at I, the aberra-

X—— X-, and if reflected, qK= ~— tion qK= —— 
<t-*—s\ 

o 2 
Fig. 553. Draw B SZM parallel to I<^, cutting IK produced in Z; and let SA 

be perpendicular to $I,
;
 and let / and M be the focuses of refracted rays, 

supposing the incident ones to have come parallel and the nearest to the 

femidiameters SO, SB', and by art. 224, SM=z £^=-S;andiftheray 

£>J was parallel to SO, then would its aberration/y = — X by art. 3295 

and by art. 3 3 3 the aberrationMZv ty :.: SA square : IX square : : g>J square 

* Art.204. :: %l square or §0 square*. Hence MZ or Z=§^-
 X

 — X; and SZ-

jS-Z- Now because the triangles %KI, SKZ are similar 3 it is as gJC 

ïSK::%J: SZ; and, conjointly as $K 1 ; : %J : %J ̂  SZ. Whence 

putting / for %I, we have £>JC=.~ , and therefore when- the 
I-+-S-Z 

6 

point / comes to O and K to q, the conjugate focus to we have §>£ =. 

X S and so the aberration (^-^^l^Sx 
9 6 
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^ r:£x =— %" • With the iemidiameter §>J describe 

6 6 7? 6 

the arch IE cutting S O in E -
y
 and calling OE, E, we have ̂ j- 7z= E and 

because ̂  -+ j- 5 j is vastly greater than ~SxZ-+E. Now by art. 

328, XO:XE::$E:SO, and: disjointly : E 0 : : i^E or : 

Whence E = ̂ ?XX For E and Z substitute their values,and the aber-

ration qK = 
2

 vy nn^j—nnS — mnS y 

x A-

Now if the ray be reflected at J, for n substitute ~ and consequently Fig. 552, 

XjX For the 2 m for 0, and the theorem changes into this, q-K— — 

calculation is the fame whether the refracted ray goes backward or for-
ward in the line IK; and to change the angle of refraction S IK into an 
angle of reflection, it (and its fine n) must be diminished to nothing, and 
then be made negative and equal to ( - at thé fine of) the angle of in-
cidence SI^ And during this change the method of calculation continues 
unaltered. ë^E.J. 

646. Corol. 1. Put rfor IX, and for a refracted ray the aberration^ K 

S 
2-

YY 
X \ ii. For OX: XTv. XT: 2 OS very nearly.. 

647. Corol. 2. Let S become infinite,, and by the last corollary the ab-

erration of a ray refracted at a plane surface, that is qK= ——- X —; 

and the aberration of a ray reflected at a plane surface is nothing at all. 
648: Corol. 3. When the point of incidence is given, the longitudinal 

aberration qK of a reflected ray, from its focus q, is as Sqz
3
 the square of 

the distance of that focus from the center of the surface. For by this pro-
position qK is to -i- X

y
 the aberration from "T the focus of parallel raysa, as * Art. 334. 

&S* to ̂ jT2, or as Sf to ScTi ; because gjs, q% being continual 
proportionals \ are proportionable to their sums or to their differences. b

Art. 207. 

649. 
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649. Corol. 4. When i^and S are given the longitudinal aberration of 

the outmost reflected or refracted ray is as TT, the square of the femiaper-

xure of the surface, by corol. i. 

L E M' MA I. 

650. When the terms of a ratio involve two forts of quantities, one of 

which is incomparably smaller than the other ; the magnitude of that ra-

tio is not altered by any alterations made in those infinitely small quantities. 

This will be evident when applyed. 

LEMMA II. 

Fig. 534. 651. In the produced semidiameter or of the spherical surface oE> let 

■ar andjkbe conjugate focuses of refracted rays; also x and Æ two other con-

jugate focuses j and when the interval tffy. of the focuses of incident rays 

is exceeding small, the intervals of the focuses of the refracted rays will 

be mntr
 'ÁWTtj supposingm, n, 0 to signify the fame as in the former 

iar—mr\* 

proposition. 
For let / be the focus of parallel rays coming the contrary way to the 

incident ones that flow from sr, and by art. 224, otzi~ or and rt zzl 

or; and by art. 238, wt\ wr::sro: œp, and conjointly wt : tr\ : xsro : 

j)o, that is (for or
}
 o-sr, of, op putting r, sr, t,p)~ r—-sr: - r : : sr :p 55 

mr~-ézr* ̂  consequently putting k and x, instead of p and sr, we have k 

nrx. , - . ...» _ . j . mnrrXv— x mnrr 
= ——- ; and lo the durance pk~(p — kzz} ■— = - — 

mr 6
* mt—ÔZB- x mr—6K. mr— ftr|* 

* Art. 650. Xsrx*=
 mn>r

 Xw, because the square of any quantity is the fame 
6er — mr\

z 

whether its root be affirmative or negative. £\ E. D. 

PROPOSITION IL 

652. Having the focus of homogène al rays incident upon any lens
y
 it is 

proposed to find the aberrations of the refract; ed rays. 

Fig. 535,536. Let OIEo be the given lens, whose vertexes are O and o ; R the center 

of the first surface OI,r the center of the second oE; and in the axis oOrR 

a Art. 211. let P be the focus of incident rays, and p the geometricala focus of the re-

fracted ones; it is proposed to find/)/ the aberration of the ray PIE I. From 

the points of incidence and emergence 7, E
3
 draw/F, E y perpendicular to 

the axis, and putting D for the difference of the thicknesses Oo,Fv; P, R, r 

for the lines OP, OR, or; and 2 to 3 for the ratio of refraction in glass, I fay 

the 
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2jRRf 

-4- ôRrípP _f66ÆPr? 

— 7
rr S -H-14-RrrC -$2RRrr 

the aberration pl~ jy
9 

tPP%^f\z -2â
c
PRr%R~^7^ 2±RRrr 

supposing the lines P, R, r to lye all on one side of the glass ; and when 
they have different positions in different glaises, their signs in the theorem 
must be altered accordingly. 

For let w be the conjugate focus to P after the first refraction at I, and 
IK the first refracted ray ; then calling FI and vE

f
 /and E> and in cor. i. 

prop. i. for jgj S, m, n, 0, 2"put P, R, 3, 2, 1, i, and the first aberratioa 

srx.= ~—~| X
 4

 ,^X/I. Again taking */£ for the incident ray 

upon the second surface oE, let k be the conjugate focus to x after the se-
cond refraction ; then call and Os**, x. andsr; and in cor. 1. prop. 1. for 
%, S, m, n, 0, /"put x, r, n, m, — 0, Eov I, (for they are equal, being in the 

r rr
.\ i 1 r ji • 77 *—r !2 . mmr-¥ mnr—mm* 

ratio of mu to. *IQ and the second aberration Æ/ = , X 

x//=— 
*—3; 

X J* 11 = Z—L-
 2 x IIL-J^T/i*. But p is the coniu- * Art. 650. 

4«r w—3r \is:r * J 

gate focus to tzr, and so by the 2d lemma, pkzz - x (tsrx). X 
w
-

3
,-|* P-*-zR 

R
 Ily and by art. 236, -

3
-^r = sr = —,. by putting í for F -f 

6PP 

22?. Substitute this value for tsr ; then #Æ = 8jl * Í—Rz —II, and 
PP — r/|-* x

 3
6PrP 

£/ —
3
-^- *

 sr/
—^-^->IL By adding and together and re-

pp— r/I2 x
 3

6PrP 

storing the value of t and dividing all by 3., we have the total aberrration. 
— 27P5 

— i3Prr Q — 52#:r2>P —$zR*rr 

—h jr* J —i4P^J 3 —h52P2r* 
/>/= , — » • iX 

i2#rPPxP-r|t-48PPrrPxP-r--f 48£*r* 

Now OV and ovzzíl; whence VvzziOV-\-Oo-ovzz) —f-
2P 2r x ' zP 

0*--, and so Dzz(Oo-Vvzz) II, and // = JD. By 
2r v ' zRr R — r J 

putting this value instead of //and dividing every term by R — r
x
.we have 
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PP -+66RRr?
 p 

^f!4PrrC —$iRRrr 

D. %,E.D* 

6 P P X P - rì^ - 24 P P r X P -r -f 24 RR r r 
653. Corol. 1. When the incident ray is parallel to the axis, its aberra-

• • . , —
 2

?RR-*-6Rr—
7
rr

TT
 —~ 27 R R-+6Rr—Jrr ^ -~ , 

ration />/ = II or zz —-
 =

—1— D. For when 
!2RrxR — r _^ 6 x £ — 

P is infinite the terms of the general theorems which contain PP are in-
comparably greater than all the rest. 

J^'ssz"' ^54" supposing a convex lens to have no thickness at its edges and a con-
cave one to have none in the middle ; when the ray falls upon the edge of 
either lens, then D becomes equal to thedirTerence of the versed fines of the 
half arches that compose it. This I call the thickness of the lens, which be-
ing given we have the aberration of the extream ray by either of the the-
orems. 

2Pig. 538. 655. Corol. 2. The thickness D, focal distance p
3
 and femidiameter R 

of the first surface, being given, the aberration of the extream ray coming 

parallel to the axis, that is pl zz
 z

7
 RR

-+
2
4

R
P-*-/PP Q

 w
hen the centers 

•of the surfaces of the glass lye both on one side of its but if they lye on 

contrary sides,pi zz
 27 RR

~^j-
R

P-*-7PP p
or
 ̂

 arL 2
^ ̂  f

oca
j 

stance p zz whence r zz — which being put for rin the theorem 
* R — r P-+2R or 

of cor. 1, gives the present one. 
656. Corol. 3. The thickness D, focal distance p and femidiameter r 

of the second surface, being given, the aberration of the extream ray com-

ing parallel to the axis, will be pi zz /pp~^^ri'~+r' D when the centers of 
" * brr 

the surfaces lye both on the fame side of the glass ; but if they lye on 

contrary sides,, it will be 7pp
~~4

rp
^'[ j). f

0U
nd by putting ^— for R 

brr p—2r 

in cor. I. 

_ 657. Corol. 4. When the focus of incident rays upon a given lens is 
given, or when they are parallel, the aberrations of the rays from the con-
jugate focus are as, II, the squares of the distances of the points of inci-
dence or emergence from the axis of the lens. For in this cafe P, R, r be-
ing given,// is as 77". 

L E M M A II. 

658. The focal distance, half the breadth, and the thickness of any lens, 
Ate continual proportionals. 

At 
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At the latter end os the demonstration of,prop. 2. we had II zz -— &. 

and by art. 232 the focal distance p—^— ; whence IIzzpD, or p
t
I

7 

D are continual proportionals. Q. E. Z). 
659. Core/. 1. Hence in glaises of all forts of shapes, (that is whatever 

•foe the ratio and position of the femidiameters of their surfaces, ) if any 
two of these three things, focal distance, breadth and thickness, be the 

-fame, the third is the fame also. 

PROPOSITION III. 

660. To compare the aberrations caused by the spheric ainess of the figure 
'of all Jbrts of glasses : and to determine the femidiameters of a glass which 

fioall make the leafi aberrations. 
To make a just comparison we must suppose all our glasses to have the 

fame focal distance, the fame breadth, and consequently the same thick-
ness by art. -659 ; and to differ only in their shapes, arising from the va-
rious magnitudes and positions of the femidiameters of their surfaces. 

661. First then, I fay, that when parallel rays fall upon the plane side 
of a plano-convex glass, the aberration of the extream ray, which is -f- of 
the thickness, is less than the like aberration caused by any meniscus glass 
whose concave side is exposed to the incident ray. 

662. Secondly, I say that when the said glasses have their convexities 
turned to the incident rays, the aberration of the extream ray in the pla-
no-convex, which is now but £ of its thickness, is less than the like aber-

ration of any meniscus in this position. 
663. Thirdly, I fay that a double convex glass, when the femidiame-

ter of the first surface, upon which the rays fall, is to that of the second 
from whence they emerge as 2 to 5, is just as good as the plano-convex: 
in its best position ; the aberrations of both being -£ of their common 

thickness. 
664. Fourthly, I fay that when the femidiameters of a double convex 

are equal, it is not so good as a plano-convex in its best position, its aber-
ration being i- of its thickness : but if the femidiameters of its first and 
second surfaces be as 1 to 6, it is the best glass of all ; the aberration of 
the extream ray being now but y.Jths of its thickness ; which is the least 
possible ; there being no such thing in nature as a glass composed of two 
spherical surfaces that has no aberrations. But if this best glass be invert-
ed it becomes much worse ; for the aberration will then be of its 

thickness. 
665. Lastly, I fay that when a plano-concave has its plane fide exposed 

to parallel rays, the aberration of the extream ray is also \ of its thickness* 
and that when it is inverted, the aberration becomes only |ths ; which is 
- . - Kk less 
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less than the aberration of any concavo-convex glass? and equal to that of 
a double concave glass the femidiameter of whose first surface is to that of 
the second as 2 to 5 ; and that the best of all double concave glasses has. 
the femidiameters of its first and second concavities as 1 to 6; and conse-
quently this is the best figure of a glass to help fhort-fighted persons, as the 
double convex one of the like figure is the best for spectacles* 

DEMONSTRATION. 

666. First then, by article 655. the aberration caused by a meniscus is-

D_4- Z—D; which decreases continually as R increases, till 
3 R 6 RR J 

when R is infinite and the meniscus becomes a piano- convex, the aberra-
tion becomes equal to | D

3
 the other terms being incomparably less than 

this. 
667. Secondly,after R is infinite let it become negative; and after that 

let r also become infinite and then negative, though bigger than R
3
 that 

R may belong to the first surface whose convexity is now exposed to the 
incident rays ; and by art. 656. the aberration, now caused by the menis-

cus , namely -j — D -4- — D —f- \D* decreases continually as r the femi-
rr 

•diameter of its second surface increases, till it equals £ D, when the glais 
becomes a plano-convex: which is less than its aberration J- £), in the con-
trary position, in the ratio of 7 to 27, or almost 4 times. 

668. Thirdly, to change this glass into a double convex, after r is infi-
nite let it become negative, and supposing it vastly bigger than p, the ne-

gative term — D, in the present aberration | — D — — D -f 4- Z>, will 
r * . rr 3 r 

be bigger than the affirmative one — D ; (the root of any proper fraction 

being bigger than its square in a duplicate ratio of the terms ;) conse-
quently their negative difference will make the aberration of a double con-
vex less than J D, the aberration of a plano-convex ; so long as that dif-
ference continues negative ; but supposing r of such a magnitude as will 

make that difference nothing, or -i- — D — — Dzzo
3
 the aberration of this f 6

 rr lr 

double convex will be D
3
 the fame as that of the plano-convex. Now 

2 Rr R 
for p put its value ^— and you have f X ̂ 3- — f =o

x
 whence $R — 

2 r, that is R : r : : 2 : 5. 

669. Fourthly, the aberration of any double convex glass whose 
femidiameters are given may be found by computing this quantity 
2jRR-+bRr ~rr 

Jjzzplby art. 653, the sign of r or R being changed,be-
6x R-rr\* 

* See the table of Errata for p. 256» 

cams 
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cause they now lye on contrary sides of the glass. Thus supposing R — 2, 

rzz$, the aberration comes out -J D, as was proved just now; and sup-
posing R — r, it comes out j D. To find the ratio of R to r when the aber-

ration is the least possible, putÆ=i, then the aberration is
 2

7-+6?--H
7

,T ^ 

6 x 1 -t-zr-t-yr 

Dzzpl. Now when any quantity or fraction comes to its least (or greatest) 

magnitude, it varies that magnitude but very little, or rather not at all 
whiler varies but little. Suppose r increased by an exceeding small in-

crement n, and by substituting r-+n for r, rr—£ 2r«H- nn for rr, 
1 ^ , 27-4- br-^nrr 276r-+jr r -+6n-t-lA/m-t-y x/i

 xrT
. . « 

we have ~- pi =. — = £ " í-. Which 

gives this proportion, 2j-+6r-\-jrr: 1 -±2r -±rr :: 27 -+6r 

yrr —i- 6 a —f- 14 r» —f 7 : 1 —f 2r 4- rr -4. 2 « —f- 2 r » —f » » ( and 

disjointly) : : 6n—\-, 14r» —L.jnn : 2n-\-2rn-+nn\'. 3 _+ 77-: 1 -+r, 

neglecting the squares of « as inconsiderable
1

; and alternately 27—{-6 r a .Art. 650. 

—1-7^^:3—i"7r::(i—f2r—f-rr: i-fr::) 1. Hence 27 -+ 6r 

-4-77-/-:=: 3 —H ior~+yrr, and by reduction r=6. But R was put I, and 

so R : r : : 1:6. Put these values for R and r, and you will find the ab-

erration p I = YJ -D. Now if this best glass be inverted, that is, if we put 

R=z6 and rzz I,yon will find/>/= Z). 
670. Since this glass in its best position has the least possible aberration, 

it is impossible for any spherical glass to have no aberration at all ; which 

may also be proved after this manner. Supposing it possible that// may 

be nothing, then putting rzzj, we have 27 =2= 6r-+ yrrzzo whence 

by reduction rzz =t.\zzt: y y, which is an impossible quantity; 

and so the ratio of R to r is impossible upon supposition that the aberra-

tion is nothing. 
671. Lastly it appears by art. 655 and 656, that those theorems serve 

equally for concave and for convex glasses, and so the fame demonstrations 

serve also for this last article. ^ E. D. 

^ LEMMA IV. 

672. If the angles of incidence and refraction of a ray, QACS, that Fig.sty* f& 

passes through a very small angle of a prism, AIC, be so little as to be 

reckoned proportionable to their sines; the angle of deviation RFS, con-

tained under the incident ray <$AFR and the emergent ray SCFT pro-

duced, will be to the refracting angle AIC, as the difference of the sines 

of incidence and refraction to the lesser of them; and consequently the 

magnitude of the angle of deviation RFS will be invariable in all positions 

of the ray. 
For let the perpendicular AB, to the first surface Al, cross CJ), the 

perpendicular to the second, in E; and supposing the ray AC to go both 
K k 2 ways 
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ways out of the prism, the angle of incidence ACD will be to the angle 
of emergence PCT", in the given ratio of the sine of incidence to the sine 
of refraction, that is of / to r ; and disjointly, we have ACD to ACÍ 
as i to r—/ ; and the angle CAB is to CAR, in the fame ratio, supposing, 
the ray to go backward along CA; and conjointly or disjointly we have 

ACD =♦= CAB to J.CÏZ+ CAR, that is AED or AIC to RFS in the 

fame given ratio of i to r— /. % £. Z>. 
673. Cflri/. 1. Hence any two homogeneal emergent rays produced^, 

will be inclined to one another in the fame angle as the two incident rays 
Fig. 541. are inclined to one another. For let the two incident rays QF, qf (pro-

duced) meet in K; and let the emergent rays SF, sf (produced meet in 
L; and let one of the incident rays cross the other emergent ray in M-,-. 
and since, in- the triangles KMF, LMf, the angles at Ztfsare equal and 
also those at F and y by this lemma, it follows that the remaining angles 
at KznàL are also equaP. 

674. Corol. 2-. And when two homogeneal rays are refracted through, 
the fame point of any lens, whose thickness is inconsiderable, the angle 
contained under their incident parts is equal to the angle under their emer-

Fig. 7_.75, gent parts. For the thickness of the lens being very small, if the rays 
have a common point of incidence, their points of emergence will be 
very near one another ; or if the point of emergence be common to both 
rays, their points of incidence will be very near one another ; and still 
nearer if the rays cross one another within the lens ; consequently the re-
fractions through the lens will be nearly the íàme as through two planes, 
that touch its surfaces at two given points, near the points of incidence, 
and emergence and contain a given angle with one another. 

Fig. 54?> 675. Corol. 3. When the ray AC within the prism, coincides with a, 
perpendicular to either of the planes, as with AB; one of the refractions 
will vaniih at^; and then the angle of deviation R FS made by the other 
single refraction, will continue the fame in quantity as before, when it 
was made by two refractions ; because the magnitude of the angle of de-
viation is invariable by this lemma. 

676. Corol. 4. Therefore when an heterogeneal ray is separated into* 
coloured rays, by small refractions through a small refracting-angle of a 
given quantity, the emergent rays of given colours will be inclined to 
one another and to the incident ray in certain given angles, in all positions 
©f the incident ray. Because these inclinations made by two refractions, 
are every where equal to the inclinations made by a single refraction at 
the second plane, when the incident ray- falls perpendicular upon the 
first plane. 

677. Corol. 5. And an heterogeneal ray, refracted through a given point. 
m a lens, has the fame property as in the prism ; that is. the emergent rays 
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of given colours are inclined to one another and to the incident ray in gi*-
ven angles in all positions ; for the reason mentioned in cor. 2. 

678. Corol. 6. Therefore if several glasses of several forts or shapes 
have the fame focal distance, and the fame aperture ; the diameter of the 
circle of aberrations of heterogeneal parallel rays from their principal fo-
cus, will be the fame in them all ; being the fame as in a plano-convex 
glass when its plane side is turned to the incident rays 3;, and in this case a Art. 675-. 

we have determined it above in art. 3 24. And when the rays in the incident ̂  ̂ f 
pencil are either parallel or inclined to the axis of the lens, the diameter 
of the circle of aberrations is as its distance from the lens; because the an-

gle RAS is invariable. 
679. Corol. 7. Therefore with respect to these aberrations by colours 

separately considered, it is indifferent which side of a lens is turned to* 
the incident rays ; because its focal distance is the fame in both po-
ndons b Art. 2335. 

PROPOSITION IY. 

680. When Qjhe focus of homogeneal incident rays-Is not much farther-
from a lens El than its focal distance EF; (as in double microscopes; ) the 
lateral aberration qR of the outermost res raffed ray IK, from their geome-
trical focus q, is to F G the lateral aberration (from the principal focus) 
of a ray PI that comes the contrary way, parallel to the axis and through 
thefame point I, as E q to E F nearly ; that is directly as the distances of these* 
focuses of refracted rays from the lens. 

Produce the perpendicular G F till it cuts the incident ray ^7 in L ; Fig. 543;: 

and joining LE and Iq they will be parallel. For the triangles QJLF, . 
$JE being similar, we have QL :QJ:i (gjr : QE : :),QE:Qj*; which • Art. 23^. 

shews that the triangles QLE, QJq are equiangular. Draw E M parallel 
to the refracted ray IKR cutting FL produced in M; then the angle 
GIL equals PIK* or IKE or MEF; and consequently GL equals * Art. 67^ 
F M nearly; being the subtenses of the equal angles G IL,. ME F and 
being very small and nearly perpendicular to their legs when QF and El 
are very small. Hence taking away the common line FL, we have LM 
equal to the aberration FG. But the angles qlR, LEM, under two cou-
ple of parallel lines, are equal ; and their subtenses qR, LM being equally 
inclined to their legs, we have qR:LMor FG : : (ql: EL ::)qE:EF$ 
because the triangles qlE, EL F are equiangular. ^E.D. 

681. Corol. 1 When a plano-convex glass, which is nearly as good as the 
best of all ,has its plane side turned towards the focus we have the late- c Art; 662. 

EI* 664* 

ral aberration caused by its figure, that kqRzz^x —%Eq, and the Ion-

gitudinal aberration qKzz^Y.
EI

*
F
^

9
 ; and in spherical lenses of any 

íhape 
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shape or substance, their aberrations are as these quantities. For the lon-
gitudinal aberration of die parallel ray PI, that is Ff is f of the thick-

E I' 

equiangular, we have the lateral aberration FGzz\^%-— ; and therefore by 

this proposition we have qR — { X £f-Eq ; and because the triangles 

qRK, E/if are equiangular, we have qKzz i X
 EI

. 

682. Cbro/. 2. Hence JPí^being given, the lateral aberrations, caused 
by the figure of any given lens, are as the cubes, and the longitudinal 
aberrations as the squares, of the diameters of the apertures. 

683. Corol. 3. And hence the diameter of a circle of these aberrations 
E /' 

* Art. 3^9. caused by the figure only, that isi qR * ==
 T

7

T
 X — %Eq. Because the de-

monstration of the 339th article has this foundation only, that the lon-
gitudinal aberrations are as the squares, and the lateral ones as the cubes, 
of the linear apertures ; and consequently serves for any lens by cor. 2. 
as well as for a plano-convex one. 

684. Corol. 4. The diameter of a circle of aberrations that will just 
contain all forts of heterogeneal rays flowing from is equal to 

X ̂ -fi-Jf by art. 324 and 678, taking Fand q.ïov the focuses of the mean 

refrangible rays. 

685. Corol. 5. Therefore when the plane fide of the object-glass E I, 
of a double microscope, is turned towards the object at the diameter 
of the circle of aberrations in its image at q, that would arise in homo-
geneal rays from the spherical figure only, would be to the diameter of 
a circle of aberrations of heterogeneal rays, if the figure of the lens was 

perfect, as I to -~ X — . And consequently these circles will be equal 

when the diameter of the aperture of the object-glass is half its focal di-
stance very nearly. 

LEMMA V. 

686. Let innumerable pencils of rays be supposed to belong to înnu* 
merable focuses in any given part of the axis of the eye produced both 
ways ; and let it be proposed to determine the least circle upon the reti-
na, into which all the rays, that enter the pupil, can be collected. 

Fig. 544 to Let AO be the femidiameter of the pupil, and OTS the axis of the eye 
5*7- produced; and let pencils of rays belong to every point of the part SI*, 

when its extremities S, F are both on the fame fide of the eye; or else to 
évery point of the infinite axis, excepting the part SF, when S and jTare 
m contrary sides of the eye. Bisect ST'm V, and towards the eye take 
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FQzo VFmVFto VO\ and through^draw a line PQR perpendicular 

to the axis, cutting SA and FA, the outermost: rays of the extream pen-

cils, in P and R respectively. And when the eye adapts it self to view 

the line PR as distinctly as possibly, its picture wp upon the retina will 

be the diameter of the least circle into which all the rays can be col-

lected. 

For since we made VO : VF ox VS :iVS : FQj, conjointly we have 

VO-yVS to VS -+ Vgjm the same ratio; and also disjointly VO-VF 

to VF-VQ}n the fame ratio ; that is SO : SQ: :FO: FQ^ Consequent-

ly, since the triangles SAO, SP^and also FAO, FRg^are equiangular, 

we have AO : PQj : (SO : SQj.*. TO : F^: :) AO : QR, and therefore 

the lines QP, QR are equal. Let wxp be a distinct picture of PQR, that 

is let all the rays that may be supposed to flow from P, be collected to 

•sr upon the retina ; and the ray S PA being one of them, will go to •& 

along with the rest ; and in like manner the ray RFA will go to p ; and 

the lines PQ,, QR being equal, their pictures wx, x§ will also be equal. 

Imagine the whole figure to be turned about the axis SFO; and it will 

appear that the rays of one extream pencil, whose focus is S, will be 

scattered all over a circle upon the retina, whose center is x and femidia-

meter issrx,; and likewise the rays of the other extream pencil, whose 

focus is F, will be scattered all over a concentrick circle, whose semi-
diameter is x§; and these two circles will exactly coincide when their 

femidiameters xw, *.§ are equal. But if the object PQJR. be supposed to 

approach toward the eye, the femidiameters P^and wx will both in-

crease; and on the other hand, if PQR be supposed to recede from the 

eye, the femidiameters QR and will both increase, while the other 

femidiameters P^and wx are decreasing; and in both suppositions the 

circle upon the retina which contains the rays of both the extream pen-

cils, being the larger of the two, will be larger than it was before, when 

it was equal to the other ; that is when the eye viewed the equal lines 

P$j,$Jl distinctly. 

Now when S and F are on the fame side of the eye, all the pencils that 

belong to intermediate focuses between the extreams S, F will fall within 

the circle above defined. For conceiving the nearest point F to recede 

from the eye, the lines QR and xç will both decrease, and so will QP 

and xw while S approaches towards the eye. And if S and 'Tbe on con-

trary fides of the eye, all the pencils will be collected into the said cir-
cle, whose focuses are in every point of the infinite axis excepting the 

part SF. For by conceiving both OS and 07*to increase, QiP and %JZ
9 

and consequently xw and x% will both decrease. Q^E. D. 

687. Corol. 1. Hence when a pencil of rays that flow from a single 

point of an object, shall be so disposed by reflections and refractions, as 

in falling upon the eye, to belong to innumerable different points of its 

axis 
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axis produced, as in the proposition; the diameter ̂ § of the least circle 
upon the retina, that contains them all, will be as the angle SAT-, that 
is as the greatest angle in which-the two outermost rays intersect one ano-
ther at the pupil of the eye. For sr g is as the angle PORov PAR or 
SAT. 

Fig^ó. 688. Corol. 2. Consequently when OS and OT are on contrary fides 
of the eye, and are equal to one another ; that is when the two outermost 
rays are equally inclined to the axis and contrary ways, the diameter 
erg of the least circle of aberrations, will be as the angle A S Tor AT S 
in which either of the outermost rays is inclined to the axis : and in this 
cafe the eye must be adapted to collect the parallel rays to a distinct point 
upon the retina. For the line V0 being nothing in this cafe, the third pro-
portional P^becomes infinite; and erg being always as the angle POR 
or PAR is.now as its half, AS T or ATS. 

DEFINITION. 

^689. In vision either with the naked eye or with glasies, the apparent 
indistinctness of a given object, is as the area of the least circle upon the 
retina, into which all the rays of a single pencil can be collected by the 
eye. 

The reason of this définition has been shewn in the beginning of the 

demonstration of the 343d article. 

PROPOSITION V. 

'6-90. In microscopes made with single lenses, a given objetl placed at 
.their principal focuses will appear equally distinct, if their linear apertures 
be as their focal distances. 

Fig- 54
8

- 691. Cafe 1. At first let us suppose the figure of the lens DP, to be 
a Art. 81. juch

 as W
ould cause no aberrations of homogeneal rays3; then if the ob-

ject be placed at P, and PP be the focal distance of mean refrangible 
rays, all these rays that flow from P, will be refracted into the lines 
DE parallel to the axis PP^, Let the violet contained in the outermost 
heterogeneal ray FD be refracted along D K; and let another violet ray 
be supposed to come backwards along ED, and to be refracted along DR, 
meeting the object in R. Then the apparent indistinctness of the point F 
being as the area of the least circle of aberrations, upon the retina, of the 

* Art. 689. jays in one pencil flowing from F*
9
 will be given when the diameter of 

* AÍ 6
88

'
 this ciicle is Siven 5 or when the anSle or is given ; that 

74' is when the ratio of FR to FD or PP is given. But in heterogeneal 
h ri' ^e ratio of is alio givenb; and consequently the appa-

7 ' xent indistinctness will be given when the ratio of DP to PF is given. 

692* 
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692. Case 2. Now let the figure of the lens DP become spherical 
while it keeps the fame focal distance ; and the innermost of the mean re-
frangible rays flowing from F, will still be refracted into lines parallel 
to the axis; but the outermost of them as DE will now converge to-
wards it by too great a refractiona. Imagine a mean refrangible ray to a Art' 8l" 
come backwards along LD parallel to the axis, and to be refracted along 
Dr, so that Fr may be the lateral aberration of homogeneal rays caused 
by the figure of the lens. And the apparent indistinctness of the object so 
far as it depends upon this fort of aberration, will be given, as in cafe 1, 

when the ratio of Fr to FP, that is, of ^— * to FP, and consequently * Art. 681. 

of DP » to FP*, and of DP to PF, is given, as before in cafe 1. 
693. Case 3. Now let the violet contained in the heterogeneal ray FD Fig. 549. 

be refracted along DK-, and the angle EDK between the green and 
violet will be a little bigger than in the first cafe ; being increased by a 
27th or 28 th part of the angle £DL*

5
 which measures the increase of re- * Art. 324, 

fraction or deviation caused by the change of the figure of the lens. This 
increment of EDK is therefore as the angle EDL, and consequently is 
given when the ratio of DP to PF is given, by cafe 1. But the appa-
rent indistinctness will be given, when the diameter of the least circle of 
aberrations of all the rays upon the retina is given ; that is when the 
whole angle KDL is givenb ; or when all its parts EDL, EDK and b Art- 68S-
the increment of EDK, are given; and we have shewn that all these parts 
are given when the ratio of D P to P F is given. Q.E.D. 

694. Case 4. In these cafes I have considered the aberrations of the 
violet rays from the green or mean refrangible ones, which were suppo-
sed to be parallel to the axis; and the red rays being inclined to the axis 
very nearly as much as the violet, and in a contrary position, will all be 
contained in the fame circle of aberrations upon the retina0. Q^E. D. c Art. 688. 

695. In microscopical lenses whose focal distances are not much lon-
ger than half an inch, there is no need to contract their apertures, for 
procuring distinct vision ; the pupil it self being small enough to exclude 
the exterior stragling rays. But in smaller lenses where apertures are ne-
cessary, we have stiewn that to preserve the lame degree of distinctness 
their diameters must be as their focal distances ; and then the apparent 
brightness will decrease in a duplicate ratio of their focal distances, so 
that by using smaller glasses-the apparent magnitude and the obscurity of 
the object will both increase in the same ratio. For the ratio oîPD to Fig. 549. 

PF being invariable, the angle PFD is also invariable, and consequently 
she quantity of light received from the point F is also invariable; because 
the apertures of the lenses whether smaller or larger must all be situated 
at such distances from F, as just to receive all the rays contained in a cone 
described by turning the angle PFD about the axis PF, neither more 

L 1 nor 
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nor less. But the apparent magnitude of the object, or the surface of its 
picture upon the retina is reciprocals as PF squarea, and consequently 
the light being the same its brightness is directly as PF square. By this 
theory it appears that a minute object cannot be magnified to infinity by 
a single lens though it were possible to make it as small as we please j 
without some method of increasing its light. Nevertheless this imper-
fection in single microscopes is not so great as at first sight one would take 
it to be, or as in fact we find it j the reason may be because the eye is ca-
pable of discerning objects tolerably well by above 20 thousand different 
degrees of light, every degree being equal to the light by which we fee 
objects in the brightest moon-light nightb. But though the brightness 
of the object were increased by throwing new light upon it, yet Huygens 
observes that the power of the microscope would still be limited by the 
breadths of the pencils that enter the pupil, which is equal to the breadth 
of the aperture. For if this breadth be less than j- or \ of a line, he affirms 
that the edges of the object will begin to appear indistincte But by dou-
ble microscopes this excellent Author has made it appear we may mag-
nify objects at pleasure; provided it was possible to form their object-
glasses as small as we please ; for we shall shew in the sequel that all other 
obstructions may be removed. 

PROPOSITION VI. 

696. In res rafting and reflecting microscopes, and telescopes;. made with 
a single eye-glass, the apparent indistinctness of a given object, caused by the 
aberrations of either kind considered separately, will be directly as the 
square of the greatest lateral aberration in the image formed by the object-
glass or object- metal, and inversely as the square of the focal distance of 
the eye-glass, very nearly -

y
 because the aberrations caused by the eye-glass, 

are ahnost inconsiderable. 

Ffg.j5»,55i. 697. Cafe 1. Let us suppose the figures of the convex glasses El, ei
y 

d Art. 81. to be perfect, or such as would cause no aberrations of homogeneal raysd > 
and let all the mean refrangible rays that flow from the point in the 
axis q e x, be refracted through the object-glass EI to the focus q ; where 
crossing one another let them be refracted through the eye-glass ei into 
parallel lines ; and let the humours of the eye be adapted to collect them 
accurately to a single point xupon the retina Then let the ray IRs 
be the outmost violet, or the outmost red, that was contained in the he-
terogeneal ray <%J before refraction at /; and let this ray Ii be refracted 
by the eye-glass into the line ia, and be sent by the refractions in the eye 
to the point § upon the retina. Lastly imagine a ray bi of the fame colour 
as ai to come backwards parallel to the axis, and to be refracted at / along 
the line ir-

y
 and let a perpendicular to the axis through q

x
 cut the ray if 

» V. tig. 

h Art. 95. 

c Art. 3j&. 
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an r and the*ray iI'm R, Now the femidiameter of the circle of aber-

rations upon theretina, is as the angle atb * or a6 its equal Rir* and con- * Art. 68fc. 

iequentiy as ^* or nearly as ~. For I ihallihew presently that qr% al- * Art. tit. 

most inconsiderable in comparison to qR in all optical instruments, notwith-

standing it is not as qR. But the apparent indistinctness of the point 5^, 

is as the area of the circle of aberrations upon the retina
3
, or as the square

 a
 Art. 689. 

qR* 
of its femidiameter xg or as ; that is directly as the square of the 

lateral aberration in the image at and inversely as the square of the 
focal distance of the eye-glais. 

698. Case 2. Supposing the glasses El, et to remain in the fame places 

as before, let us now consider the aberrations which the fphericalness of 

their figures would cause in a pencil of mean refrangible rays. Therefore Fig. 55c. 

now let qR and x§ represent the lateral aberrations of the outermost of 

these rays QJRia$; and let bir be also a mean refrangible ray. Then *g 

is as the angle alb* or as Rir* or as — * or as — neglecting; ar. But * Art. 688. 

... .
 Ri

 *
e
 . * Art. 674. 

the apparent indistinctness is as the circle of these aberrations at that * Art. 222. 

qR* . * Art. 689. 
is as x g2 or as — , that is, directly as the square of the lateral aberra-

tion in the image at q and inversely as the square of the focal distance of 
che eye-glass ; as in the former cafe. 

699. To shew that qr, the aberration by the eye-glass, may be neglect- Fig. 550,551 

ed, let EFbe the focal distance of the object-glass of the double micro-

scope; and let the ray Ti cross the axis in K-, then in cafe Ï. we have 

V
R=:

TT7
F

EI
*> wàqrzz^elzz^'J-EI-, because et: El: : eK* Att.á

7
î. 

: KE : : eqiqE nearly. Consequently we have qR:qr:: — : eq; that 
IL F 

is as the apparent magnitude of the object ̂ seen in the microscope, to its 

apparent magnitude seen by the naked eye from a distance equal to ; as 

will appear by article 127. which gives some idea of the ratio of qR to qr. 

In Huygens's standard microscope, to be described in art. 710, this ratio 

is as 35 to 1 ; and in a telescope it is also the ratio of its magnifying power. 

700. In cafe 2. considering the aberrations by the figure, wehave tf-R 

s& ~-Eq* and qrzz^—
 =

 1 ££i
 eq

 . f
or

 the reason abovemen- ? Art. 681. 
0
 EF^ * * eq*

 6
 Eqï

 2 

îioned. Consequently when the glaises E, e have similar shapes, we have 

qR: qr:: —-: eq:: 3500 : 1 in Huygens* s microscope. 

701. Cafe 3. Let us now consider reflecting microscopes and telescopes, F
J
g- 55

2
» 

In which let i^be the focus of incident rays upon a concave metal EI, 

whose femidiameter is EC and principal focus F-
9
 and let q be the conju-

L 1 z gate 
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gate focus to $j and IK R e be a reflected ray making the aberration qK 

in length and qR in breadth ; and let every thing else remain as incase 2. 
Then if we neglect the aberration qr caused by the refraction of the rays 
through the eye-glass ei; it is evident that the apparent indistinctness 

will be as -— , as before in the refracting instruments. 
qe* 

702. To compare these aberrations qR and qr; we have the longitu-

dinal aberration qKzz
 EI%

*^ • For by art. 648, we have qKi i-
 E
~ 

: : qC
z
 : CF* or | EC

Z
. Hence the lateral aberrration qR = |^

 x
 ~7 -

Now in the eye-glass, if we consider the aberrations caused by coloured 

* Art. 699. rayS) we ka(j yr = _L_^X£/*, and by consequence qR: qr-.:—— 

a Art. 7.3.8. JL eq j which in a reflecting microscope hereafter described* is as 53 to 1. 

By supposing E^to be infinitely increased, this microscope will be 
changed into Sir Isaac Newton's reflecting telescope; and then we have 

qR:qr- - or íj
p

:
 7

l

T
 eq : : 55 : 24, in Mr. Hadlefs 5 foot tele-

's Art. 362. scope taking the middle eye-glass and aperture b. Nevertheless experience 
shews that the object appears sufficiently distinct. Indeed the dispropor-

* Art. -00.
 tl0n of qR to qr will be greater if we neglect the darker and fainter co-

lours into which the ray ia is separated, which may scarce affect the eye
a 

and take qr — -A--eh supposing qe the focal distance of the brightest yel-
cNewt. Opt. lowc. But in refracting instruments the ratio of qR to qr will not be al-

i'ltt 699 tered thereby
1
. With respect to the aberrations caused by the spherical 

* Art. 700. £g
Ure

 of the eye-glass, we have qr = % ^-j eq*
3
 and by consequence qR 

1 ar::

 EC
l— : Iae : : 7°95 1 r> m r^e reflecting microscope hereafter 

described. In a reflecting, telescope this ratio is compounded of the ratio 
of its magnifying power and of 1 to 9 1 the eye-glass being plano-convex* 

703.. CoroL Therefore in refracting and reflecting telescopes and dou-
ble microscopes, the apparent indistinctness of a given object, that would 
arise from the aberrations of either kind separately considered, will be 
nearly the same or invariable, when the focal distances of their eye-glasses 
are as the greatest lateral aberration in the images formed by their object-
glasses or object-metals: or when the angle subtended by q R at the point 
i or e is invariable. 

'Definition, 704. And this angle is called the Angle of Aberration by the Figure or 
by Colours according as qR is the lateral aberration caused by the spheri-
calness of the figure or by coloured rays. 

Tii« 
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The following propositions being wrote when I read over Mr. Huygens 
upon the fame subject % I followed the letters of his figures, and cannot aDîoptr.j» 

easily change them for such as I commonly use without some danger of 2331 

mistakes,. 

LEMMA VI. 

Concerning the apparent magnitude, the apparent brightness, and the 
angles of aberration, in double microscopes composed of two convex 
glasses.

 t 

705. Let an object BX be placed a little farther from the object-glass s"ss^ 
PD than its principal focus O; and let its image NTbz viewed through 
an eye-glass EZ whose focal distance is NE. Let the object BX be view-
ed also by the naked eye from any given distance BSk; then take B^xo 
BO as EN to OP, and the object will be magnified in the microscope in 
the ratio of B £1 to Bg^ 

For let the ray XPTZ cut the image in T, and be refracted by the eye-
glass along ZV; join X£l and draw jsi^parallel to ZV'or ET* and the * Art. j®* , 

object will appear from sunder the angle EVZ equal to NET ox B^JCy 
and consequently will be magnified in the ratio of the angle BQJÍ to 
B&X, or of Bsl to B^ But since the figures PTEare similar, 
we haveB$j NE : : (BX: NT: :BP : PN::) BO: OP. For since B 
and Nare conjugate focuses, we have BOiBP 11BP1BN* and dis- *2& 
jointly BO : OP ::BP: PN. Q.E. D. 

PP 7?f7 

706. CoroL 1. The apparent distance B%j=~NE = ̂ NE. And' 

B & being given, the apparent magnitude of the object in the microscope,, 
is reciprocally as B^, by the lemma. 

707. CoroL 2. Let Pi) be the femidiameter of the aperture of the ob-
ject-glass, and the apparent brightness of the fame object seen in the same. 

PD2 x NE* 
or in different microscopes, will be as —„ For the quantity of" 

P D* 
rays that illuminate any particle of its picture upon the retina,, is as —

4
 y 

because if PB was given, the quantity of rays received from B upon the. 
whole aperture, would be as the aperture or as PD2 ; and if PD was 
given, the quantity of those rays would be as their density in the aper-

ture, that is as — but the apparent brightness of an object is di- *Art-S8« 

rectly as the quantity of rays that illuminate each particle of its picture, 
upon the retina, and inversely as the area of the picture, or inversely 
as the apparent magnitude of the visible area of the object 5 and so the 

PD* PB2, x NE* 
apparent brightness is directly as — X —% f-Art. 705? 

708, 
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7oS. C?™/.. The ande os aberration by colours is as — X — or 
y ^ ^ y iV£ po 
P D B P 

as — x — . For the greatest lateral aberration by colours in the image 
NE BO 

P N 
* Art. 684. at TV is as PD X *. 

709. Cbro/. 4. The angle of aberration hy the figure of the object-glasa 
PD* PN 

is as - — X —. For the greatest lateral aberration by the figure in the 

PD* 
i Art. 683. image at N is as — PN\ 

PROPOSITION VIL 

Kg-551»554» 710. 7i make -a new refracting microscope denoted by small letters 
enpdbo, that pall magnify an object more than a given microscope de-
noted by larger letters ENPDBO, in any proposed ratio of n to 1 ; with 
the same degree of brightness, and distinctness too, Jo far as it depends upon 
the different refrangibility of rays and not upon the sphericalnefs of the fi-
gure of the object-glaffes. 

Take«* = - NE, pd = - PD; po=-PO,pb =~PB, pn~-
n n nn nn nn 

PN; and we have the microscope required. For example, the dimen-
sions of Huygens's standard microscope in inches were these; NEzzz, 
PZ) = -V, P0 =

 7
\, PB = ±, PN=y. And therefore the diameter of 

an object appeared in it 36 times longer than to the naked eye at 8 inches 
bArt. 705. distance . Now to find the dimensions of another microscope that shall 

magnify twice as much, we have nzz.2. Whence by the rule nezzi-NE 

The rule is grounded upon this Hypothesis, of keeping the intervals 
of the points B, O, P, N, belonging to the object-glass, in the fame given 

c Art. 706. ratios. Hence we have NE reciprocally as the apparent magnitudeb that 

is ne : NE : : 1 : n. Therefore nezz- NE. And because the angle of ab-
n 

d Art. 703. errations by colours must remain unalteredd, we have also PD as NE* or 
* Art. 708. reciprocally as the apparent magnitude as before; that is fid 1 PD : : 1 : n. 

Therefore pd = -PD. And lastly because the apparent brightness must 
n 

* Art. 707. k
e
 k

e
p

t
 unaltered, we have PNas PD X NE* or as NE2, (because we 

hadPDas NE,) or reciprocally in a duplicate ratio of the apparent mag-
* By Hypoth. nitude ; that ispn: PN andpb : PB * and/o : PO * : : 1 : nn. There-

£orcpo=-PO;pb = -PB and pn = -PN. Q.E.D. 

711. Corol. I. In these microscopes the angles of aberration by the fi-
gure of their object-glafíès are directly in a duplicate ratio of the appa-

rent 
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rent magnitudes of the object. For these angles are as
P— X ̂  * or as * Art. 709* 
PO* jNE 

P D* 

j^-by the hypothesis of the rule and because we had P JD as NE; that 

is, the angle of this aberration in the new microscope, is to the like angle 
. .

 t
 . pd* nnPD* PD* . 

in the old, as — or to — , that is, as nn to 1. 
3 po* PO* PO* * 

712. Corol. 2. Hence if a given microscope that has a plano-convex 
object-glass, will bear the convex side to be turned towards the object, 
which increases the angle of aberration by its figure near 4 times* ; by a Art- 66*. 

substituting for it a new plano-convex glass, with its plane fide toward the 
object, whose focal distance is 4 times shorter, the angle'of aberration will 
also become quadruples because the apparent magnitude of the object will b Art. 711. 

be doubledc. Mr. Huygens found that his microscope would bear this cArtl 7I°' 
inversion. But if we try to magnify much more by this proposition, the 
aberrations by the figure will still increase and put a stop to this process ; 
which nevertheless might be continued to infinity by the following pro-
position, as this excellent Author has observed, but for the practical diffi-
culty of making the object-glasses so small as are requisite for that purpose. 

PROPOSITION VIII. 

713. 70 make a new res raffing microscope denoted by small letters Fig-S53>554* 

enpdbo, which shall magnify an object more than a given microscope de-
noted by larger letters ENPDBO,/« any proposed ratio ofnto 1, with the 
fame brightness, and distinctness too, with rejpect to the aberrations caused 
by the figure ; and with greater distinctnej's with rejpect to the aberrations 
caused by colours. 

Take ne-~ NE, pdzz-^PD, po= -LpO,pb=: — PB, pn=z 
n 11* «4 «4-

~PN; and you have the dimensions for the purpose required ; and 

the angle of aberration caused by colours will be less in this than in the 
given microscope, in the ratio of 1 to n n. For example in the standard 
microscope abovementioned, putting n=:2, we have ne— 1,pd—-^

T
, 

P
0 =

 TÌS3 P^
 =

 TÌ^ P
n=

x\ì and the angle of aberration by colours 4 

times less than before. 

This rule is grounded upon the fame hypothesis as the former, viz. 

that the ratios of the intervals of the points B, O, P, N, are the fame in 
both microscopes. Therefore since the angles of aberration by the figure 
must be the fame in bothd, we have PD* as PO2 X NE * ; and since the ^ Art. 705. 

brightness must be the fame too, we have PN1 or PO2 * as PD1 X *Hy
P

oth
9

' 

NE
2
*, and consequently PD

5
 as £~ . Substitute these values of PO

2
 *A«.

7
o

7
. 

and 
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and PD* in the foregoing system (PD* as PO* XNE) and we have 
PD as NE*, and PO as NE4-. But 2VJ3 being reciprocally as the appa-

-a Art. 706. rent magnitude
9

, or ne : NE : : 1 : n, we have ne — -NE-, and PD 

being as NE*, or pd: PD ::ne*> : NE* :: 1 : n*, weliave/</:=-LpDj 

and in like manner PO being as iV£+, we have po = ~POj and by 

the hypothesisand are as po. 
Pj) 

♦Art. 70g. Now the angle of aberration by colours is as — *) that is this angle in the 

new microscope is to the like angle in the old, as — or to — , that 
* ne nnNE NE 

is, as 1 to nn. QJE. D. 
714. CoroL The breadth of the pencils that enter the pupil are also 

P D x Nil 
* Art. 707.

 tne
 same*, for half this breadth is El— ■

 p
^— ; so that by this proposition 

we might magnify to infinity without any impediments, but from the 
minuteness of the object-glass. But by the following propositions which 
do the fame thing, the object-glass is not diminished in so great a propor-
tion as by this present one ; being not restrained by the given ratios of the 

' intervals of the points B, O, P, ZV". 

PROPOSITION IX. 

•Kg. 5 53' 554* 7 l5* if it be required to compose a microscope of two convex lenses e and 
p, which with the given eye-glass e shall magnify in a given ratio, and in 
which the apparent brightness of the object, and the angle of aberration by 
colours, /hall be the j ame as in another given microscope composed of two 
lenses E and P ; the fecal distance -of the object-glass o and.it s aperture and 
position may be found in this manner. 

"Supposing the fame schemes as before ; let the given dimensions of 
the old microscope be these; PD-A,PO-C, NE-D, BO : BP-.z 
£.:.m. And suppose the corresponding dimensions of the new microscope 
to be these.; pd—a,po — c, ne — d,bo:bq::\:n; and let the apparent 
magnitude proposed, be to the apparent magnitude seen by the naked eye 
from a given distance a, in a given ratio of 0 to q. Then we shall have 

2 md , C , A /E 

XC; #=«jr Y-> and a — Ay-. 

md q 

C
--D

%7^
q 

For since the apparent brightness must be the fame in both microscopes, 

f Art. 707. we must put^yL* = tg2i*. that is — = - =/, to abridge the sol. 
PN pn mC nc 

lowing reduction. And since the angle of aberration by colours must also 
be 
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be the same in both, we must put — X — == X ~ * > that IS m - = * Art.
 7

o8. 
NE BO ne bo D 

n"~g. By the former of these equations we have ~ =a = -^by the lat-

dd g dd mm ~ . d . C . . 
ter. Hence nn — -Xj = ~-X-

J
^

I)
C

)
 and- j and by put-

ting this value for n, we have a zz A Now q zz * s= and * Art. 706. 
O G 1 op n—'\ 

^ D T c q D c D d-+cj\ 

716. CoroL I. Hence in these microscopes the diameters of the aper-

tures of the object-glasses are in a subduplicate ratio of théir focal distan-

ces, as in common telescopes. For we had ~=V And when these mi-

croscopes are changed into telescopes by making BO and bo infinite, and 

consequently mzzi and nzz 1, we have also - =y ^ zz ~
A

 ; which a-

grees with art. 354. 

717. CoroL 2. In these microscopes the angles of aberration by the fi-

gure of the object-glasses, are reciprocally as their focal distances j and 

by consequence are reciprocally in a duplicate ratio os their apertures3. 2 Art. 716. 

For the angle of aberration by the figure is as X * = 5 that is * Art. 709, 

mA* 
this angle in the old microscope, is to the like angle in the new as to 

—,, or as -Á to — ( because we had ̂  = - *,) that is, as 5- to - : be- * Art. 70?. 
ccd ' CC _ cc v D d ' 3 C c 

cause AA\aa^. : C:c *. * Art. 716, 

718. CoroL 3. By keeping the same object-glass and by altering the fo-

cal distance of the eye-glass, the apparent magnitude of the object can be 

increased but little. For by the value of qzz *, we have q : d : : 1 * Art. 706. 
n— I 

: n — 1 and q —ì-d: d : : n : n—i; we have also pb :po:: n\n—i-, there-

and consequently when c is given, we have/>Æ as q. But pb must always 

be somewhat bigger than/* 0 ; and therefore if at first it be put less than 2p 0, 

as it must be, to make the image bigger than the object ; it is manifest 

that pb and consequently q cannot be diminished so much as in the ratio 

of 2 to 1, that is the apparent magnitude cannot be doubled. 

719. CoroL 4. But if we keep the fame eye-glass and diminish the fo-

cal distance of the object-glass, we might magnify as much as we please 

but for the increase of the aberrations by the figured For since the value b Art- 717-

Mm 01 

mm dq 
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— -j—* 

of po may be thus expressed, c zz - x ~— X C ; by increasing the mag-
—t- r 

nifying power, that is by diminishing ^, the denominator of this quan-
tity will be increased and c will be diminished. Therefore to improve the 
given microscope as far as possible, we must retain much the fame eye-
glass and diminish the object-glass and its aperture according to the rules 
above, till we find the aberrations by its figure begin to be troublesome^ 
and if it be required to magnify still more, we may from the last micro-
scope, in which the aberrations by the figure do no harm, determine ano-
ther by the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION X. 

553*554» 720. îf it be required to compose a microscope os two convex lenses e and: 
p, which with the given eye-glass e stall magnify in a given ratio ; and in 
which the apparent brightness of the object, and the angle of aberration by 
the figure shall be the same as in another given microscope compoj'ed of two 
lenses E andP, the focal distance of the object glass p< and its aperture and 
position may be found in this manner. 

Supposing the fame schemes and notation as before,, we shall have 
OT^ Î |\ md 4 C . JL i3 

€— — X —^-r t/î7»ïI-~ ' — -, azzA— , 
D d^

q
\ * £> y

 c
 y C3 

Fc: since the apparent brightness must be the fame in both micro-
„

 n
 PD x NE tdxne^ . . . ad

 f 
* Art. 707. scopes, we must put ——- zzr- *y that is— = / as before. 

r x PN p
n

 nc 

And since the angle of aberration by the figure must be the fame in both, 
_ PD* PN pi* pn A . . mAi »«3 _ 7 

* Art. 709. we must put —- x— = — X- *.; that is—- — — S^fl t0 moiten 
" , * PO* NE po* ne ' CCD ccd 

the work. Hence we have azz^-
7
 and (a* that is n* 

d J* * n 

d3* , h d* m* ~ . md 4 C . , , » 
zz — X y =?— X— C; and« = — ./-• And thence azz(y zz)A 

c J* c D* Dye a . 

4 £}

 n
 oh * d J-+ç md 4. C + 

* Art. 706.
 17

 — . Butn ——jit-zz — 5 and thence — zz in zz) — w-j and —I 

r
 f* 3 op n—\ a l> y c î P 

~m7\± C . md q |
4

>-,-
zz -4 X- ; and czz— X -r1- C. 

D\ c ' D d-+q[

 c 

721. Corol. P. In these microscopes the diameters of the apertures or 
the object-glasses, are as the biquadrate roots of the cubes of their focal 

distances. For we had - zz A —- -

722. Cera/. 2. And the angles of aberration by colours, caused by the 
object-glasses, are directly in a subduplicate ratio of their focal distances.. 

a Art 717, The manner of proof is the fame as before*;. 
7*& 
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723, Coroî. 3. Here aise the magnifying power can be but little in-

creased by changing the eye-glass. For we shall find/b as <7, in like man-

ner as before \ * Ar£. fi S. 

^724. CcroL 4. In the former proposition we had /<?as j—\ , and by 
d z 

* d 
> 

a 

<die present proposition f$ is as -—j $ so that for the same increase of 

the magnifying power, or decrease os q, the present po decreases in a 

duplicate ratio of the former. For which reason it is best to magnify as 

much as we can by the former proposition before we apply the latter ; 

that the object-glais may be preserved as large as possible. And by this mi-

croscope we might magnify to infinity but for the smallness of the object-

glass ; because the brightness will continue the fame and the distinctness 

will be increased by cor. 2. 
725. Corol 5. If a new microscope be required in which the angles of 

aberration of both kinds shall be respectively the same as in the old one ; 

we must retain the fame object-glass; and to magnify more we must in-

crease the focal distance of the eye-glass ; but if it be increased to infinity 

the apparent magnitude in the new microscope, will be to the apparent 

magnitude in the old, but aswtow-i, or in Huygens's standard but as 

MO to 9, which is but a trifle. For the angle of aberration by the figure 

will be the fame by putting = in which by substituting the * Art. 709. 

values of n and a found in the former proposition, which supposed the 

angle of aberration by colours to be the fame, we shall find czzC; there-

fore in the value of c zz — X ~ I c
*i

 WE
 ̂

UST:
 P

UT
 TT* Y~ =

1
 '

 WN
*
LCN

 *
 ATT 71 S

'-
D d-+q 

md 0 v/      * — 
D 4-vA 

gives d zz _L-
 ;
 by which it appears that d will increase by diminishing 

>
 t%

 ; • Pi fcZ : ^^^^ ' . 
a; and will become infinite when zz 0. or when q zz - ; but in 
î* D q x m 

the old microscope ^jz\—~*-
y
 therefore we have ̂  to q, or the ap-* Art. 70& 

parent magnitude in the new, to the apparent magnitude in the old, as m 

xom—i. It is to no purpose therefore to alter the eye-^lass as we shew-

ed before. 
726. To give an example os each of these propositions ; in Huygens* s stan-

dard microscope we haveNEzziD zz 2; PD—A — J-; PO — C — 5 

PBzzi; whence /fl = 10 and £ — *zzX To magnify as much * Art. 70& 

* m— 1 * 

M m 2 more, 
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* Art. 706. more, we must put q zz ± *. Hence by the former proposition putting 

dzzJDzzz we have £0 := c = ~; nzzio; pbzz— ; and pd zzazz ~ : 
r 361 r 171 38 I 

But by this propositionpozzc —
 7
~^ zz~ nearly, and the rest accord-

ing to the rules. If we put dzz 1, by the former proposition we shall have 

pozz—^ and by the present proposition pozz — ; which agree with the 

rules in the 710 and 713 articles. 

LEMMA VII. 

727. Concerning the apparent magnitude, brightness and distinctness 

of objects in reflecting microscopes, composed of a reflecting concave-metal 

and a single eye-glass. 

Fig. 5 ; 5. Let an object BX be placed between the center P and principal focus T* 

of a reflecting concave surface ACG; and let the image N Y be viewed 

through the eye-glass EZ, whose focal distance is NE. Let the object BX 

be viewed also by the naked eye from any given distance B£l-, then take 

jB^to BTas NE to 7c7, and the object will be magnified in the micro-

scope in the ratio of BGl to B^, 

For any line PX, produced both ways to the concave at G and to the 

eye-glass at Z, is the axis of an inclined pencil of rays, flowing from X, 

reflected from G to the image at T, and refracted at Z to the eye at V, 

* Art. 50. Draw parallel to ZFor ET*, and the object will appear in the mi-

croscope under the angle EVZequal to NE Tor BQJC-, and consequent-

ly will be magnified in the ratio of the angle B<^Xto B&Xor of B£l to 

B^ But NE : : (BX: NT: : PB : PN: :) ÏB : ÏP or f Cj be-
a Art. 207. because f B, ÏR T'iVare continual proportionals

a
. E. D. 

TB PB 
728. CoroL 1. The apparent distance B$jzz~%NE= —xNEzz 

C B 
— XNE: and B£l being given, the apparent magnitude of the object: 

is reciprocally as B^ by the lemma. 

729. CoroL 2. Let CA be the femiaperture of the reflecting concave, 

and the apparent brightness of the fame object, in the fame or in different 

microscopes, will be as °
A

 jJ^
E%

 • For it is directly as the quantity 

of light received by the surface of the concave from any particle B, and 

inversely as the area of the picture of that particle upon the retina or in-

versely as the apparent magnitude of the area of the particle i and confe-

* Art. quently is as ̂ *)CS£12L££1* • 

•Art. 72*. * * * CN* ' 

1 
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730. CoroL 3. The apparent indistinctness of a given object, in the 
CA*> P V+ 

fame or in different reflecting microscopes, is as ~—-X TTTTT——— ; and 
0 * CT6 C7va xAp 

consequently is invariable when —-X—■ is invariable. For the 
* J CT* CN* N& 

CA* PN* 
greatest lateral aberration in the picture at N is as — X * and the * -Art. 702. 
° x CT* NE 

apparent indistinctness is as the square of this aberration directly and as 
NE2 inversely3, neglecting the aberrations caused by the eye-glass ac- «Art. 696. 

cording to art. 702. 

PROPOSITION XI. 

731. A new reflecting microscope de?ioted by small letters abcpnev, Fig.555>5>&. 

may be made to magnify more than a given reflecting microscope, adjusted 
by experiments and denoted by larger letters ABCPNEV, in any given 
ratio of nto 1, with the fame brightnej's and distinctnej's too pretty nearly, 

by taking ne = ~NE; ca= —CA; ct = "—CT; cb = — CB; 
* ° n n* n+ n+ 

cn = VCN. 

732. This proposition may be demonstrated by the foregoing lemma 
and its corollaries, in the fame manner as the 8th proposition was demon-
strated by its lemma. For here also the intervals of the points C, B, P, N 
are supposed to be in given ratios. But the following proposition is more 
general and better than this, because it will not diminish the focal distance 
of the concave so much as this does. 

PROPOSITION XII. 

733. Having a reflecting microscope consisting of a concave metalCA Fig. 555,55$. 

end a convex eye-glajs E Z adjusted together by experiment ; it is proposed 
to adjust any other given concave c a and convex eye-glajï e z, so that the ap-
parent brightness of the object stall continue thefame as in the given micro-
scope, and the apparent distinctness too, neglecting the increment of the ab-
errations caused by the new eye-glass ez if it be taken less than EZ : and 
then to stew how much the new microscope will magnify. 

In the 555th figure already described, let the dimensions of the given 
microscope be these; CAzz A, CT= C, NE = D and ÎB : TC : : 1 : m * 
and in the new microscope, whose corresponding parts are denoted by 
small letters of the fame names, let the given lines tezzzc, nezzd. Take 

a number Br^i-fœ^-i,-]/^ and for the places of the ob-

ject and of the eye-glass we shall have tb : tc and tc.tnw 1 in j and the 
■ — - - semi-
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semiaperture,ca or a zz X and the apparent magnitude of 

the object in the new microscope, will be to its apparent magnitude, seen by 

• An. jzt.
 tne

 naked eye, from a given distance u, as a to -* or . 
* , dd c 

y i -t- mm—■ i, «/ 

DD c 

For since the apparent brightness must be the fame in both micro-
_
 n

 CAxNE' cax-ne^ . . AD ad „ 

• Art. 729. scopes, we mult put —— zz *, that is zzzzr-
 =

 —;—
 =

 f> to 

shorten the following reduction. And since the apparent distinctness must 
it/- n CAÌ PK* ta* P»"1 

• Art. 730. be the fame too, we must put — X —
 A

,
p
 X -— *s that is 

* CT* CN x A £ ct* cnxne 

- V— X= *—— X — ,zzg. By the former equation we have a zz 
ftt-*-l LCD v-*r I ced 1 

and by cubing — =)=rX^*) by the latter 
d* 

equation. Hence ?in—i z zz —and nn — i zzddy ~ zz dd X 

j/ -., by restoring the values of/* andg; and «rj/n-ww-i^y-,
1 

And by substituting the value os f in this equation a zz *~*J'
f
^ we havè 

the value of # as above. Since the breadth of the middle pencil, where it 
a Art. 729. emerges from any eye-glass, is always the famea ; if we retain the fame eye-

7I/}" glass, it will cause the same áberrations ; but if we diminish the eye-glass, 
by a greater refraction it will increase its own aberrations and consequent-

ly Art. 702. ly the apparent indistinctness. For though the bigger partb of the whole 
Fa

£- 5S?*. angle of aberration aib or Rir is kept invariable ; yet the lesser part of it, 
which is subtended by^r, will vary reciprocally as^, taking qr for the 
aberration by colours ; aud reciprocally as qe cube, taking q r for the aber-
ration caused by the figure of the eye-glass. For this part of that angle 

* Art. 222. being as is as ~ in the first cafec, and as in the second case d, 
c Art. 327. 1* e1 eq* 

à Art. 70Ç. supposing we always apply similar eye-glasses. ^ E. D. 

734. Corol, j. Hence when a is given, the apparent magnitude in this 

microscope is as " oras-t/^—h
 mm

~
1
 y

C
--

f
 and consequently may be 

d dd DD c 

increased at pleasure by diminishing c, and also by diminishing d> if we 
neglect .the finall increment of the aberrations caused by smaller eye-
glasses.. 

735* 
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735. CoroL 2. Hence putting q zz- the apparent distance of the ob-

ject* j if <: and £ be given and the rest be required, we shall have dzza Art' 72*V 

- and consequently n zz - , and tb itc 1 :.n, and 
c j 

y^Z) D 1 —mm, qq ^ ~ 

%zz jK2 X
 e
~Ji For since ? = (- =)■■ - * ■ ■■ , by reduction 

/ i/</ c 
y 1-4- mm— 1, «/ _ 

DD c 

we shall find d as above. If the old concave be retained we shall hava 

DD 
y — 1 — mm 

qq 

736. CoroL 3. If d and" 2 be given and' the rest be required, we ihall 
m~m — ~\ ddqq * 

have c zz . X ~— X C, by reduction as before; and tb and ca the 
DD dd—qq J 

fame as in corol. 2. If the old eye-glass be retained, we ihall have c zz 

mm—iX^ ̂ _ j XC, and the apparent distinctness will continue the; 

very fame as in the given microscope. 

737. CoroL 4. This microscope may be changed into Sir Isaac New± 
ton's reflecting telescope by making TB and tb infinite, and consequently 

m — o and n—o, that is 1 — — 1/ - zz 0. Hence - = -? or d : D : ; 
DD c d V c 

: C. We have dso tft g^Jia*, * * 

or the magnifying powers as y C*. All which agree with art. 361. 

738. Having made a few gross experiments with a concave metal that Dimensions 

I had by me, whose focal distance was f inch, and with several convex a
 reflecting 

eye-glasses applied to it ; I found that the colours of objects in a reflecting mlcr0 * 
microscope appeared much more beautiful and natural than in double re-
fracting microscopes of the best fort ; their proper colours being free: 
from the mixture of other colours arising in refracting microscopes from 
the different refrangibility of rays. When some small hairs and a mite 
were placed upon a plane piece of glass at B

}
 and had scarce any other illu-

mination than the direct sky-light ata window, I found they appeared su ffi-
ciently bright and very distinct when the dimensions of my reflecting mi-
croscope were these in parts of an inch; CA or Azz-L-

R
 CT or Czz\y 

NE ozJD zzji TB ITCII 1 ; 14. Therefore, we have m zz 14, and the. 

appa-
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« A*. 72?. apparent distance B^ = - * — £- j and consequently, putting JS'XI = 8 in-

ches, these objects were magnified 48 times in diameter. 

-739. Hence it is easy to compute from corol.3,that to magnify 72 times 

with the fame eye-glass of f inch focal distance, and consequently with 

the very same distinctness and brightness as in this standard experiment, 

the focal distance ct of the new concave must be o, 458 of an inch ; and 

consequently the diameter of the spherical surface of which this concave 

is a portion, that is 4 ct, is 1, 832. Which is above 9 times bigger than 

^0=-y
T
 = o, 194, the focal distance and diameter of the sphere of which 

that plano-convex lens is a portion, which we found would also magnify 

a Art. 726. 72 times with an eye-glass of 2 inches focal distance aj but not so di-

stinctly as its standard did ; because the angle of aberration by the spheri-
b Art. 717.

 ca
i figure of the object-glass was increased almost4 timesb. Now this ex-

cess of the diameter of the sphere of the concave metal above that of the 

lens, is a considerable advantage in order to magnify still farther by a far-

minution of the concave. 

740. But how far the magnifying power os a given concave may be 

succesfully promoted by diminishing the eye-glass according to the rule 

in corol. 2, I could not examine experimentally for want of proper me-

chanism, to adjust the intervals between the concave, the object and the 

eye-glass, according to computation ; and also to hold a convex lens or a 

reflecting concave in a proper position for casting light upon the object ; 

and to compute it by theory would be troublesome. 

741. These I suppose may be the advantages which Sir Isaac Newton 

expected, when he tells us he sometimes had thoughts of making a mi-

• t Phil. Trans. croscope of this sortc. Nevertheless in attempting to magnify very much 

we shall soon be stopt here too, by the minuteness of the concaves that 

are necessary for the purpose. This put me upon contriving a microscope 

with two reflecting spherical surfaces of any size, so proportioned to each 

other that the aberrations of the rays caused by the first reflection, shall 

be perfectly corrected by the second ; and by consequence that the last 

image of the object, from which the rays diverge upon the eye-glass, shall 

be as perfectly free from aberrations, as the theory of these aberrations is 

perfect. But having made the demonstration of this construction quite in-

dependent upon any thing contained in this troublesome chapter, I chuse 

to give it as a Remark. 

A COM-

F 
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their difference OCR will be given, just as in the foregoing proposition p 
which being taken from NC^pr N%C gives NRC, which is half the 
angle LR'M. For supposing the ray to be reflected at G by a planetouch-
ing the cylinder along G^, this tangent plane and consequently the plane 
G£>Nperpendicular to it, will be equally inclined to the planes G^C, 
G$JD by cor. I. prop. r. that is, the angles N^C, N^D^nd consequent-
ly NDgj, iSTC^are all equal. Hence it foliows* that the angle NDR 
equals NCR. For if the emergent ray be supposed to go backwards along 
KH, since by prop. 4. the altitudes- of the incident and refracted rayg»at 
Hare equal to those acF, therefore by prop. 3. the ratio of the sines of 
the anglesiV DR

y
ND^wi\\ also be the same as that-of the fines of NCR,. 

NC^ Therefore as the angle ND §>Js equal to NGQj, so NDR equals 
NCR and consequently NRD equals NRC. ^.E. J. 

593. Cafe 2. Now whatever number of reflections be made before the: 
ray emerges again by refraction, since the-chord C^was proved equal to 
4>Z>, for the fame reasons $JD will equal the chord lying under the next 
reflected ray,, and so on; and since the sines of the angles NCR, NC^ 
are in a given ratio, they may be considered as the fines of incidence and 
refraction of an horizontal ray LC-, and therefore the angle under these 
incident and emergent rays, or under the planes that stand erect/upon them, 
will he given in all cafes by art. 488. ^E. J. 

PROPOSITION VII. 

594. 'ïhe fun.pining upon an eredi cylinder whose axis is vertical, so; Fig. 507. 

find the great eft angle which a vertical plane of emergent rays, after any 
given number of reflections, makes with a vertical plane of incident rays. 

Supposing the construction and demonstration of the last proposition, since 
the fines of the angles of incidence and refraction of the vertical planes of 
incident and refracted rays, that is of the angles NCR,. IVX^are in a gi-
ven ratio, while the altitude of the fun continues the fame; by substitut-
ing the terms of this ratio instead of the ratio of the fines of incidence and 
refraction, this problem is solved, by the same rules as were given for the 
rain-bowa. Thus putting m for the number of reflections increased by an a Art- 49*» 
unite, P to ̂ for the. ratio abovementioned -, the sine of the angle NCR 

.... NC .mm99 — PP \ '
 r

 W ***** M, , #C ,mm99-~PP 
will be — y —— :

 r
 and the sine of NC& will be — 1/ —— .-

6^ Y mm—i p '
 mm

—1 

For in fig. 47O we had BCqiBFcj:: mmRR-RR : II-RR, and dis-
joints BCq : CFq : : mmRR - RR : mmRR- II*. Whence CFq Z=L **** 

BCq mmRR — II
 TT
 ..... /V'VC'ÍW 

X —~z • "ence the angle required is given by art. 491. 3^ A. jv 
RR 

S9& Corol. When there, is but one reflection, m~ 2 ; and therefore. 
PP 43£ putting NC-r, the sine of N€R=~ V-

^ 3 
which is an easier form for the. following calculation, 

2 . PP 
— yrr rr, 

59f>< 
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The .object 
jnust be seen 
alone. 
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596. To shew the construction of the Table in thexxviii section. For ex-

ample, when the sun'sheight was 25
0
 we found the Log. ̂ * - 6.14596 

Now the Log. of r or of the whole fine is - - - - 10. 00000 
p ' ' 

Whence Log. of ~r is - -- -- -- -- - 10.14596 

Log. of the number 2 is - -- -- -- -- - 0.30103 
P " "" " 

Hence Log. — r is 9.84493 
2-<L .__«■. 

P P 
The sine compl. of which log. or the log. of -j/rr—• rr is 9. 85389 

'Log. is - -- -- -- -- -- -- - o. 06247 

2 ' p p 
TheLog.of-^i/rr-^^ris - 9-9^45 

The angle NCR answering to this fine is 55° 35' 

Log. ^was - -- -- -- -- -- -- o. 14596 

Remains the log. of the fine of NCO 9. 77049 
The angle NCO answering to that sine is 36° 07'. Hence their difference 
QCR = 190 28', which being taken from NgJZor NCOzz 360 7', gives 
QRC— 160 39', whose double LRM= 330 18 , the distance of either of 
the back parhelia from the vertical circle opposite to the fun, when his al-
titude is 25 degrees. 

597. Hence it appears that if the femidiameter of the inward cylinder of 
snow be greater than

 T
VW °f rhe femidiameter of the outward one, it will 

hinder the appearance of the back parhelia, by stopping the refracted rays 
when the fun is 250 high 5 because in this cafe NO, the sine of the angle 
NCO =

 2>
6°o

7
'
3
is^

T
ofNC. 

CHAPTER XII. 

To determine the apparent shapes^ positionsmagnitudes and di -
stances of large objeBs^feen by rays that fall upon refle&ing 
or refraEling surfaces, not only perpe7idicularly or almost 

perpendicularly, but with any degrees of obliquity. 

598. T X 7E must account for the apparent ihape, position, magnitude 
V V and distance of an object seen in any glass, as if it appeared 

alone in the glass, as it generally does ; and consequently from such cir-
cumstances of its appearance as would alone suggest the same ideas of 
shape, position, magnitude and distance to the naked eye. For the appear-

ance 
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ance of a system of objects cannot be explained but by induction of thé 
appearînces of particular objects. 

ççg. Therefore in both forts of vision either with glasses or without Andmuiibe 

them, the object in view must be of a known fort. Otherwise no just ideas ofaknownson^ 

of its real shape, position, magnitude or distance can be suggested by its; 

appearance even to the naked eye. Because several objects of several real 
shapes, positions, magnitudes and distances-, may all have the fame ap-
pearances. 

6oc. I shall call that position of an object a direct position, when a line Direct and ob>-

drawn from the naked eye perpendicular to the object, shall fall upon the Jjî
ue
 ^

sit
ÍP

n
' 

middle of it : and shall call its position oblique, when that perpendicular °
v
hlt.°

 JC 

falls upon one end or one side of the object or quite out of it, upon its vi-
sible plane produced. 

601. In vision with the naked eye the direct or oblique position of a ib- And how dík-

litary object of a known fort, whether round, square or oblong, is discern- ccrned-
ed by its apparent ihape, answering in some measure to the shape of its pi-
cture upon the retina. If it appears shorter in comparison to its breadth 
than according to our rational idea of its real shape, we conclude its real-
position considered lengthways to be oblique: and if it appears narrower 
in comparison to its length than according to our notion of its-real shape, 
we conclude its breadth to be obliquely situated. 

602. When the position of a known object, is obi ique, we form our its magnitude 

judgment of its real magnitude and distance, chiefly by the apparent mag- and
 distance 

nitude of that line or dimension of it which is perpendicular to the visual howdlscerncd' 
rays. For supposing the object turned about that line, so as to vary the 
obliquity of its given position, the visual angle subtended by that line is the 
only one that does not vary its magnitude while its distance does not vary.. 
And seeing this perpendicular dimension appears larger than any oblique 
dimension of the fame length, it also appears plainer and distincter, and 
consequently serves to excite thejustest ideas of the magnitude and di^-
stance of the object. 

603. The direct or oblique position of a long object of an equal breadth The position 

is discerned partly as before, but more particularly by its apparent breadth of long objects 

indifferent parts of it. If the breadths appear equal in all places or nearly howdiscerned' 
equal, we judge the position of the length to be direct. But if they ap-
pear diminished towards one hand more than towards the other, or entire-
ly tewards one hand, we judge the more diminished breadth to be more 
remote. 

• 604. If the breadths of a long object be perpendicular or nearly perpen- The distancer 

dicular to the visual rays, their apparent magnitudes are as the visual an- of its several 

gles subtended by them -
}
 and consequently their real distances from the their™ 

eye are reciprocally as those angles ; that is reciprocally as their apparent breadths, 

magnitudes. And these apparent magnitudes excite the ideas of the di-

stances 
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álances of those parts of the object ; as is evident in a long walk or a dead 
wall that has no distinctions of its parts. But if trees or columns be*planted 
on either fide of the walk, or if the wall be distinguished into parts by 
pannels or pillars or the like ; the apparent diminution of the intercolum-
niations or of the intervals between the trees, will also excite the ideas of 
greater distances. But the angles subtended by the given intervals decrease 
in a duplicate ratio of their real distances from the eye. (that is in a simple 
ratio upon account of their increasing distances, and in another simple ra-

a An. 157- tio upon account of .their increasing obliquities to the visual rays3.) There-
fore in vision with glasses, it is simpler and more general to determine ap-
parent distances by the apparent magnitudes of the heights of the trees or 
.columns, than by the apparent magnitudes of their intervals ; that is by 
the apparent magnitudes of the direct dimensions of the parts of long ob-^ 
jects, rather than of the oblique ones. 

Why straight 605. Straight objects appear crooked by reflection or by refraction at 

crooked.^"
 curve surfaces, first because their parts are unequally magnified, and con-
sequently appear at unequal distances from the eye, whether they be si-
tuated all in one plane of incidence and reflection or refraction, or in dif-
ferent planes ; and secondly because in the latter case, the visual rays that 
flow from a straight line in any one plane of incidence, are not reflected or 

•refracted to the eye in another plane, but in a sort of a conical surface that 
•has its vertex at the eye ; as will appear by the following propositions. 

606. So much for the principles by which I shall reduce the appear-
ances of large objects seen with glaises, to the fame appearances seen by the 

.naked eye. 

PROPOSITION L 

SFig. 510 to 607. When a long physical line PQ^of an uniform thickness, is situated 
an any position in any one plane of incidence and refection or refraction pas-
sing through one or moresurfaces, either plane or crooked, that are generated 
by the revolution of any given Lines AB, CD about a common axis OAj 
it is proposed to determine its apparent place and jhape to the eye at O in any 
point of the axis. 

Let any ray OB be supposed to flow from the eye at 0 upon the line 
AB, and after its last reflection or refraction let it fall upon the object 
-at P. Draw P si parallel to the axis OA till it meets the ray O B produced 
in n ; and let the fame be repeated for as many rays as you please ; and 
let a regular curve UK be drawn through all the points ïì, K so de-
termined. Then if a llender object of the same sort and thickness as 
be bent into the shape and place of the curve UK, and be viewed by 
the naked eye at O, when the surfaces AB, CD are removed -, its parts 
will appear in the fame shapes, positions, magnitudes and distances from 

one 
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one another and from the eye, as the parts of the object P^will appear in, 
by rays reflected or refracted to the eye : observing to compare those parts 
of both objects that appear under the fame visual angles. 

For let the ray that fell upon the object at P be produced, if need be, 
till it cuts the axis OA in G ; and the objects being fixt, let the plane OBPïì 
receive a small turn about the axis OA into the position of another plane 
Obpw; and the motion of the points P, n into the positions />, -sr will de-
scribe the little arches Pp^tizr that measure the small breadths of the flender 
objects PQj, U.K. These arches are equal to one another, by construction, 
because the describing points P, n are equidistant from OA the axis of 
motion. Therefore if the surfaces were removed, the breadth n^of 
the object UK, would appear to the naked eye at O, under the fame angle 
si O sr, and consequently of the same magnitude, and at the same distance 
from the eye, as the equal and corresponding breadth Pp will appear at by 
reflection or refraction2. And it is the apparent magnitudes of thesebreadths * Art. 139. 

Pp, n-ar which chiefly suggest our ideas of their distances in both cafes; 
because they are every where perpendicular to the visual Àysb. % -E. D. h Art

-
 6o

4-

608. I have drawn two or three figures as accurately as I could, to re-
 F

j£- 5*4
tù 

present to the eye the exact shapes of a straight object, seen by reflection 51 

from a great circle of a concave or convex spherical surface. In fig. 514 the 
object P^Ms placed perpendicular to the reflecting circle ; in fig* 515 and 
516 it is placed perpendicular to that diameter of the circle which pastes 
through the eye. The 514th and 515th figures need no explication. In 
the 516th, the distances OA, PI, of the eye and object, from the extre-
mities of the diameter AOPI

t
 are each-J. of the diameter; and OS^is 

the ray that comes from the highest point of the object Pj^ that can be 
seen by reflection from the upper semicircle ABDI-, and OCR is the 
ray whose incident part RC is parallel to the axis Al; and 0DP is the 
ray by which the point P or S appears infinitely near to the eye at O or <r ; 
and O ET is a ray by which any point T, below the axis, will appear at 
the distance Or, the eye being turned about1-'; and OF^is that ray c Art. 139 

which in going from the eye will be reflected into the line FVparallel to *■
2

-
the object PÏV; and consequently OF produced both ways is an asymp-
tote of the apparent object Oru; and lastly OUT is a ray by which the 
points on the backside of the object P^, appears at 4. These rays di-
vide the reflecting semicircle ABCDEFGHI, the true objectP^PSiT 
VXTZ, and the apparent object r

Vy
 into several correspond-

ing parts, ranged under one another as follows. 
Reflecting arches 
Parts of the true obi. 
Parts of the app. obi. 

AB BC 
P^ 

pa l&Ty to infinity 

\FG GHI\ 
\XG invisible GTZ 

\x
G 
1 • f-i 

G-la 

AO, may be determined by art. 145. 

H h 610, 
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Fig. 514 to 610. Corol. 2. Is the straight slender object Pi^ be turned into the place 
516' of any line, as Pi^,, which a ray describes after its last reflection or refrac-

tion in going from the eye ; so that the next contiguous rays may just 
Aide along the object or rather make infinitely small angles with it ; it will 
appear in the straight line OBx. tending from the eye, or rather in a Line 
that makes an infinitely small angle with it ; and thus the curve WKV de-
generates into its asymptote. For since the visual rays that flow from the 
whole line B^, do all return to the eye at O, almost in one and the 
fame line BO; the points in which the several parallels £>JL will cut these 
visual rays, will be all situated in the fame line OBx as near as possible. 

611. Corol. 3. If the figures be turned about the axis OA, the surface 
described by the revolution of the object P^, will appear in the same place 
and mape, as the surface described by the Line srx. would appear in, to the 

a Art. 610. naked eye ; and when this line wx. or Px, is straight3, it describes the sur-
face of a cone, or else a plane surface perpendicular to the axis, when the 
describing line Bx. is perpendicular to it, fig. 516. 

PROPOSITION II. 

612. When the axis of any large refecting or refracting surface, or the 
common axis of any number ofsurfaces or glasses of any given forts, is pla-
ced perpeiidicular to the plane of a large picture, or of any plane object of any 
shape ; it is proposed to draw another picture which Jhall have the same ap-
pearances to the naked eye, as the given picture has in all theglajj'es

x
 the eye 

being placed at any given point of their common axis. 
Fig- 5

l
3- Let the plane of the picture (produced) cut OAthe axis of the surfaces 

in P, and any plane, passing through the axis, in the line P^ And sup-
posing P^to be a long slender object, by prop. 1. draw the curve STÌLV 

which shall be the appearance of it ; and according as this curve is con-
cave or convex towards the eye, let a concave or convex surface of a so-
lid be turned in a Lathe, whose section through its axis shall be the given 
curve W.KV-, then let this surface be exposed to the sun with its axis paral-
lel to his rays ; and when all the principal lines of the given picture are 
pricked full of pin-holes, let the picture be held between the fun and this 
surface in the given position to its axis; and the rays transmitted through 
the pin-holes to the given surface, will trace upon it the principal lines-
of the picture required; which being viewed by the naked eye from the 
givendistance O-us will have the fame appearances of shape, magnitude and 
distance, as the given picture has in the glasses to the eye in the given place 0. 

This is very plain by art. 607, 611. 
613. Corol. 1. Hence it follows that any straight line in the original pic-

ture, is represented upon the surface of the solid, by a section of it, made by 
a plane drawn parallel to the axis through the given line in the picture : and 
this section becomes a common hyperbola when the plane of the original 
picture coincides with the rays FV, which at last are reflected into lines per-

pendicu-
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pendicular to the axis. For in this cafe the surface os the solid, to be cut 
by a plane parallel to its axis, becomes the surface of a cone described by 
the revolution of the visual ray OFv about the axis OA*. * Art, 611, 

614. Corol. 2. The appearance of any number of given objects placed in 
different planes, may be determined in any number of glasses ; by making a 
perspective draught of the given objects upon any plane perpendicular to 
the axis of the glasses ; and by proceeding with this draught as we did with 

the given picture in the proposition. 
PROPOSITION III. 

615. Let the plane of this scheme represent a plane passing through the
 Fi

S- 5'7-

eye at O, and the center S of a refracting sphere A B C D ; and let it be pro-
due ed till it cuti the sun's disk in any line Pp; and out of an infinite num-
ber of rayssupposed to flow in this plane from the eye at O, upon the great 
circle A B C D , let two of them, as O B C F P, O b c F p, fall upon the ex-
tremities of the line Pp after refractions at the arches Bb, Cc, and after 
having crossed each other in the focus F. Then from the center S let S kK be 
perpendicular to the incident rays O B, O b produced, and S1L perpendicu-
lar to the emergent rays ; and while the quantity of the refractiojis atP>h, 
C c is varied by any motion of the fun, the eye or the sphere in this plane of 
refraction, the apparent magnitude of the given line P p will vary directly 

as F L and inversely as O K. 
For the angle PFp being but half a degree at most, the angles KOk, 

L FI will be but small ; and consequently their perpendicular subtenses 
Kk, LI will be nearly equal. For drawing S Mm perpendicular to the rays 
BC, be, within the sphere; wehaveM/w to Kk and also to LI, in the 
same given ratio of the sines SM, S K or S L that determine the refractions 
of the rays

1
. Therefore the angle KOk is to the angles F/as FL to OK*, ijj^^t 

But when the chord Pp is given, the angle PFp ox LFl'is invariable, by 
reason of the immense distance and spherical figure of the sun ; and conse-
quently the apparent magnitude of Pp, measured by the angle KOk, is as 

FL directly and as OK inversely. ^E.JD. 

PROPOSITION IV. 

616. Things remaining as they were, let the ray CP cut the axis OS in Fig. 518. 

E, and be produced till it meets the ray O B produced in I ; and let the coni-
calsurface described by the ray CEP, turned about the axis O S into the po-
sition 7 E q, cut the disk of the fun in the arch P q ; and while the refractions 
of the visual ray s P C B O, q y/30, that lye in this conicalJwface, are va-
ried by any motion of thefun, the eye or the sphere, the appareiit magnitude 
of the given arch Pq will vary directly asY& and inversely as IO. 

For let the point /describe the arch Ii by the revolution aforesaid ; and 
since it is a common subtense of the angles 10i, lEi; the angle 10i is to 
IEiorPEqzsIE to 10. But when the arch Pq is given, the angle PEqh 
invariable, by reason of the immense distance of the sun, and consequently 

H h 2 the 
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the apparent magnitude of Pq, measured by the angle IOi
)
 is as IE.di-

rectly and as 10 inversely. I 

PROPOSITION V. 

Fig. 517,518. 617. Things remaining as they were, let the res raclions of the visual 
rays be varied by any motion of thefun, the eye or the sphere; and the appa-

reils magnitude of the fun s disk will vary direct ly as the rectangle under F L, 
E l, and inversely as the rectangle under O K, 01. ^ 

Fig. 519. p
or

 i
et

 innumerable planes of incidence and refraction cut the fun's 

disk in the lines Pp, Pp, Sec. all converging to a point R in the axis OS; 

and let the fame planes cut the picture of his disk upon the retina in as 

many corresponding lines U-ur, Uw, Sec. all converging to the point pin 

the laid axis produced backwards. Again let innumerable conical surfa-

ces, conceived to be described by the revolution of innumerable visual rays 

about the axis OS, cut the disk in the arches Pq, Pq, Sec. and its picture 

upon the retina in as many corresponding arches fix, n x, &c. Then since 

the magnitude of every one of the lines ïlw, that compose the whole pi-
•Axt. 91. ct

U
re, is as the apparent magnitude of the corresponding lines P/*,.that 

* Art. 615. compose the whole disk, that is as T~-T;*; the magnitude of the whole 

FL 
picture would also be as — , if the circular arches fix were invariable. 

OK 

And in like manner since the magnitude of every one of the arches fix 
that compose the same picture, is as thè'íapparent magnitude of the cor-

IE 
* Art. 616. responding archesP^, that compose the disk, that is ás — * ; the magni-

IF 

tudeof the picture would also be as ̂  if the lines n w were invariable. 

Therefore since the lines U-ar and the arches fix are both variable, it sol-

lows that the magnitude of the fun^s p«S|jp épon the retina, is as -
R

 X — » 

that is as the rectangle under Fm IE dirtily, and as the rectangle under 
OK, 10 inversely. » 

Fig-5i7>5
l8

- 618. Corol. i. Let the refroting sphere be* moved sideways from the 

rays that come directly from She fun to the eye, so as to describe a circle 

about the eye in any onejfiajSI of incktence and refraction ; and if the radius 

of the sphere be but smanpn comparison to its distances from the eye and the 

fun, the apparent magnitude of the given chord or diameter P p will decrease 

perpetually, and very nearly as FL does, till it vanishes when the visual 

rays are tangents to the sphere. For when the visual ray OB touches 

the sphere, the line OK becomes equal to OB, and is then the least of all, 

and yet will differ but very little from its greatest magnitude OS. Therefore 

OK may be reckoned invariable, and consequently the apparent magni-

tude 














